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Introduction 
ISATT ( first known as the International Study Association on Teacher Thinking) began 
in Tilburg, The Netherlands in October 1983 and was initiated by Rob Halkes, John 
Olson, Alan Brown, Christopher Clark, Erik De Corte and William Reid. In 1985 ISATT 
met again, this time with representatives from 12 countries. Since that time ISATT has 
become the International Study Association on Teachers and Teaching. ISATT is: 
responsible for the journal Teachers and Teaching; Theory and Practice published by 
Carfax; the producer of some 13 volumes of academic writing, research and theory; and 
mentor to several generations of scholars. 
The 9th biennial meeting of ISATT "Connecting Policy and Practice: 
challenges for teaching and learning in schools and universities" took place at the 
University of the Algarve in Faro, Portugal. Professor Fernando Ribero Gorn;alves, 
Sandra Valadas, Carla Vilhena and Helen Quintas graciously and effectively hosted 
this meeting. A companion CD-ROM of the full texts of papers was produced with the 
assistance of the Faculty of Human and Social Sciences, The University of Algarve, 
Permanent Observatory for Teaching and Leaming Quality, ISATT, Fundar;ii.o para a 
Cienca e Tecnologia, lnstituto de lnovar;iio Educacional and Camara Municipal de 
Faro (Portugal). This CD-ROM was produced in a limited quantity and was not widely 
available. Interest in the work and activities ofISATT, specifically the papers presented 
in Portugal, has led to the publication of this volume. 
The conference in Faro was memorable for the spirit of Portugal that prevailed 
and the marvels of a historic and beautiful country unfolded more every day. Excellent 
surroundings were provided at or near the university and much-appreciated time for 
personal interaction was included in the program. The relaxed atmosphere and casual 
manner of the conference showed a different face ofISATT that was by chance most 
welcome and necessary. 
While ISATT is an apolitical body comprised of voices from all over the 
world, all ofus shared the impact of the 9/11/2001 tragedy that marked the world only 
a few days before our gathering began. For many colleagues travel was difficult, long, 
and nerve-wracking; for some travel was impossible. Carrying out meaningful scholarly 
interactions in the aftermath of such a crisis, while thought unlikely by many, turned 
out to be a tonic for world-weary souls in a safe haven of hospitality and caring. 
The ISATT meeting in Faro signalled a turning point that forced many nations 
and individuals to come of age and acknowledge the advantages, and perhaps naivete, 
that had previously characterized life in a rapidly changing world. Absent colleagues 
were acknowledged, as was the pain that touched many who lost loved ones. As seems 
to only occur at ISATT, the collegial spirit of support, challenge, and critical observation, 
transformed subtly with more warm embraces, deeper care and concern, and passionate 
wishes expressed for peacefulness and understanding of the concerns that bring drastic 
actions to the world stage. In spite of the clouds of uncertainty, participants at this 
meeting filled all available space in the schedule with an interesting and insightful 
array of papers and discussions. 
Included are papers presented by keynote speakers Judith Warren Little, Judyth 
Sachs and Christopher Day (the inaugural Michael Huberman Lecture). Further 
selections were made with the criteria of representing the global spread of interesting 
and important ideas and writing that has characterized the work ofISATT throughout 
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its existence. This volume is divided into five sections that reflect the diversity of 
interests presented under the conference theme "Connecting Policy and Practice: 
challenges for teaching and learning in schools and universities". 
Each section is preceded by an overview that summarizes that section and 
provides issues that might critically guide the reader though the contents. 
Section A 
Teacher Education 
The chapters in this section lead us through reflections on and research concerned with 
the theory and practice of teacher education, beginning with a keynote chapter by Judyth 
Sachs: "Teacher Education and the Development of Professional Identity: Learning to 
be a Teacher". As a prelude to her ensuing discussion, Prof. Sachs draws our attention 
to the "war stories" told in the media by or about harried and harassed teachers and 
introduces an illustrative section from a narrative provided by a trainee teacher. She 
poses the following questions: what can such stories contribute to our understanding of 
the experience of learning to be a teacher; what meaning can we make of these to 
inform the development of teacher education programmes; what kind of teacher do 
these recounted experiences suggest is dominating professional and policy discourse? 
Summarising the emergent issues derived from these stimulating questions, 
Prof. Sachs focuses on the pervasive underpinning theme of the professional identity 
of teachers. She notes the multiple influences on identity formation, those that are 
external - imposed by society - which yet are mediated and negotiated over time by 
the individual's own experiences, values, beliefs and aspirations. In so doing, she focuses 
on two prevalent emergent identities, that of the entrepreneurial teacher and that of the 
activist teacher. The former she links with the efficient, responsible and accountable 
version of service promulgated by the state, which leads to a competitive rather than 
collaborative professional ethos. In contrast, she describes the activist as motivated by 
improving student learning and the conditions in which this can occur, and as aiming 
for the development of emancipatory practice, equity and social justice. Further, she 
suggests that, since the "market" is failing as an appropriate metaphor for education, a 
balancing strategy is needed in tertiary teacher education so that teachers are prepared 
to teach a mandated curriculum yet are encouraged to recognise the important 
intellectual, political and social aspects of their work. 
Prof. Sachs advocates a social re-constructionist approach as a way of 
providing a strong intellectual foundation for teacher education programmes so that 
novice teachers can learn to deal with the complexities of continuous change, developing 
new identities in a proactive professional way as they do so. In the course of her 
argument, she refers to the value of attending to and sharing narratives as one mechanism 
that would be congruent with and contribute to such an approach. 
In the second chapter, "Teacher Learning and the Theory of Variation" by 
Silwa Claesson, again the stories of novice teachers are told to illustrate a research 
study in which teachers, selected for their declared adherence to particular theoretical 
perspectives, were observed to enact those perspectives in practice. An overview of 
three theoretical perspectives dominating Swedish Teacher Education provides a preface 
to a description of the research study and the presentation of some of its results. While 
noting that the teachers may not always be able to articulate well the theories that 
inform their practice, a particular point emerges that knowledge of a limited number 
of theories constrains teaching methods. The author recommends a phenomenological 
life-world approach as a potentially useful overarching holistic philosophy for teacher 
education. 
Professional knowledge also forms the focus of the next chapter by Rivero 
Garcia and Porlan Ariza, entitled "Areas of Professional Research: A Proposal for 
Organising the Content ofTeacher Education". The authors contend that it is important 
to harness the teacher's own agency in attempting educational improvement. While 
recognising that both explicit theoretical knowledge and implicit experiential knowledge 
are necessary for developing educational practice, the authors suggest, through a 
description of their own work using "Areas of Professional Research", that an integration 
and amalgamation of the two would benefit teacher education. 
In contrast to the two preceding chapters based on local studies, Avalos' 
chapter: "How to affect the Quality of Teacher Education: A Four-Year Policy-Driven 
Project Implemented at University Level", addresses the substantial reform oflnitial 
Teacher Education across the whole of Chile. In this initiative several large-scale projects 
conducted over a period of four years were combined to address an identified need for 
development in the system. As in the previous chapter, it was found that addressing 
perceived needs results in greater commitment to change. Although the Ministry of 
Education provided no blueprint, resources were provided for the projects, which shared 
a philosophical basis in many ways like those described in the previous chapters. The 
results are discussed in terms of shifts in practice implemented and those more resistant 
to change - the latter tending to be long-standing habits of practice. The chapter does 
demonstrate the effectiveness of collaborative effort expended on recognised practical 
problems. 
The final chapter by O'Connell Rust, "Leaming from the Conversation of 
New Teachers", returns to the issue of the developing identity of student and novice 
teachers as the author highlights the value of both narrative autobiography and 
conversation with other teachers as a method to incorporate into ITE programmes and 
during the difficult transition years between formal education and engagement with 
practice, when identity formation is critical. 
In sum, the chapters in this section convey similar philosophical approaches 
to teacher education yet provide details of different ways and means of implementing 
issues from the research and experiences of teacher educators. 
Chapter 1 
Teacher Education and the 
Development of Professional 




Stories of teachers, especially "war stories" in the media, make for good press. There 
would be few weeks when there is not a story in the media about education or of teachers. 
Many of these reports paint a picture of a harried or harassed teacher - overburdened by 
marking, rude and difficult students and working in conditions that could almost be 
Dickensian. As a teacher educator these stories catch my eye. An attention-grabbing 
headline in the Education section of the Independent newspaper titled "The worst six 
weeks of my life: the diary of a trainee teacher" written by Stephen McCormack, a 
former BBC news correspondent, certainly grabbed my attention. With such a provocative 
title I was of course intrigued to read on. My imagination was put into overdrive, what 
had happened to this student teacher for him to make such a strong statement? Let me 
present some extracts of what McCormack wrote.2 
Monday morning 
The alarm goes off at six and I haul myself out of bed at the start of 
another week. I try to do half an hour's work before setting of to 
school. I am still managing to get a decent night's sleep most nights, 
but the cumulative effect of the work load is taking its toll. I constantly 
feel the dull weight of deep fatigue. I am now six weeks into my 
second and final teaching practice, and I can honestly say that they 
have been the hardest six weeks' work ofmy life. 
When I make this observation to friends outside the profession 
they say: "Surely journalism was more arduous?" Well, I certainly 
remember stints of intense pressure as a reporter, covering industrial 
disputes, the aftermath of bad accidents or terrorist incidents, and 
wars and revolutions. There were days and nights on end with little 
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sleep in uncomfortable and sometimes dangerous environments at 
home and abroad. 
But these periods would not last too long, and they would usually 
be punctuated by lulls when the news moved on. That would allow a 
day or two's relative relaxation, with a long lunch hour or an afternoon 
reading the chapter before the next range of activity. 
School teaching is different. As least it is for me. The pressure of 
work is unremitting. For days and weeks on end, lessons have to be 
prepared and taught, homework and tests marked, miscreant pupils 
dealt with. All of this I find rewarding, yes, but energy sapping and 
draining too. The thought of a long lunch or an hour or two reading 
the chapter is unimaginable. And the key additional factor for me is 
the weight of social responsibility that teachers bear. ... 
Tuesday morning 
Today I'm being observed. Not in the Big Brother sense, although 
some teachers see Orwellian parallels in much of the inspection 
system. No, the scrutiny will last just an hour and I will see, and 
know, the person doing the observing. He's my tutor from college, 
and this is one of the three or four official visits he will make during 
my training year to assess me in the environment that really matters: 
standing in front of a class. 
Although my lessons are prepared, with plans of varying detail, 
observed lessons are planned just a little bit more thoroughly .... 
An hour and a half later, and I'm sharing a coffee with my tutor 
over the debrief. One of his greatest skills is in accentuating the 
positive. He will always start any post mortem like this with a 
discussion of what went well, and lavish praise for the good bits. 
This softens the blow when he comes to the mistakes and wrong 
turnings, and the criticism is always constructive. Trainee teachers 
need this approach, because confidence and morale can often be finely 
balanced. 
Everyday I get masses of helpful advice, support and reassurance 
from the other maths teachers at my school. I believe I could not get 
by without it. The observation was OK-ish, and I move on to my next 
class. 
Friday 
... The bureaucratic load on teachers is well known and no one could 
complain that we, as trainees, are not being adequately prepared for 
that part of our future careers. From the very outset of my course, I 
have been swamped with paper and loaded with form-filling and 
report-writing exercises. Only tenuously linked to the aim (which 
can be lost in the fog) of teaching maths to teenagers. 
Much of this paper work is driven by the obligation of all trainee 
teachers to achieve what are called the Standards Necessary to become 
a Qualified Teacher, set out in a Government circular known affec-
tionately as 4/98. 
Teacher Education and the Development of Professional Identity 
These standards (68 of them) range from the sensible and 
constructive to the mind-numbingly obvious, via the familiar verbal 
contortions of the politically correct. 
Thursday 8:30 pm 
More than 12 hours aftermost of the teachers arrived at school, they're 
nearly all still here. It's a Year 10 parents' evening and my colleagues 
are sitting behind desks in the school halls talking to parents in five-
minute slots ... 
What strikes me is how little slack there is in the system. Every 
teacher seems to be working flat out all of the time; so much so that 
when for one reason or another a teacher is absent for any prolonged 
period, the strain is felt immediately ... 
I've seen it happen in one department in this school recently and, 
were it not for the selfless and voluntary effort by all members of the 
department and the large amount of time and extra organisation by 
the faculty head, there would have been numerous times in which 
pupils were little more than baby-sat. And this is a very popular 
comprehensive, with a stable and experienced teaching staff in a 
comfortable teaching area with largely well-motivated pupils and 
parents. I shudder to think how things are in less fortunate schools, 
like the one a maths colleague of mine is teaching in, where a third of 
the staff are leaving at the end of the school year, and where it is not 
unusual for the police to be called to sort out unruly incidents. All 
this is creating a tension within the profession and between the unions 
and the Government. The demand is out for a 35-hour week. I 
personally don't think this hour counting, clocking on and off 
mentality is compatible with the professional approach required of 
being a teacher. But it is clear to me that the pressure must be relieved 
somewhere and somehow, probably by reducing the number of class-
contact hours of each teacher. That would be a long-term task but 
without a commitment to it soon, I think that burnout and early 
retirements will only increase, and retention of new recruits will 
remain difficult ... 
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While this is an example of the experiences of a trainee teacher in England, 
similar stories could be written by my students in Sydney or students elsewhere. What 
then is this narrative telling us about the experience of learning to be a teacher? Can 
we make some generalisations from McCormack's experience of his teacher education 
program in general and his experience of practice in particular? To this end we need to 
ask what are these extracts telling us about how a trainee teacher is experiencing teaching 
and what meanings can we make out of that experience in terms of developing new 
teacher education programs. Also, what kind of teacher ( an autonomous and independent 
professional or a compliant technician) do these experiences suggest is dominating 
professional and policy discourses? It is not my intention to provide answers for all of 
these questions, but rather for them to provide some foreground regarding current 
issues of becoming a teacher. Let me make some observations regarding the extracts. 
The work of teachers is difficult intellectually, emotionally and physically; 
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The work of teachers is becoming highly accountable and bureaucratic, 
especially through the application of standards regimes; 
The work of teachers is intensified and unrelenting; 
Teaching is a highly socially responsible occupation; 
Among teachers there is a blurred differentiation between the industrial and 
professional aspects of their work; 
Teachers work in the best interests of their students, even if the system appears 
to let them down; 
People are entering the profession after having worked in other professions 
while others are leaving the profession. 
In this chapter, I want to look behind some of these issues about becoming a 
teacher, in particular those that relate to the professional identity of teachers. This 
means examining the types of identity that are circulating in policy discourses and the 
practices of teachers in schools who may be supervising students. I argue that learning 
to be a teacher not only requires skill acquisition but also the development of an 
understanding of what it means to be a teacher, in one's own eyes but also in the eyes 
of others, what I refer to as professional identity. I identify two kinds of teacher 
professional identity that I have observed as emerging out of current educational policies 
in Australia and elsewhere; these are the entrepreneurial and the activist identity. I 
conclude the chapter by identifying a set of assumptions that would provide the 
conceptual scaffolding to support the development of a different kind of teacher 
professional, namely activist teacher professionals. 
Professional Identity 
Identity is the way that people understand their own individual experience and how 
they act and identify with various groups. For Hall (1996: 17) "identities are constructed 
within, not outside discourse, our need to understand them as produced in specific 
historical and institutional sites within specific discursive formations and practices". 
That identity is complex seems clearly obvious, as does the view that it emerges from 
the relationship between individuals, institutions and organizations in its construction. 
The construction of identities uses building materials from history, from geography, 
from biology, from productive and reproductive institutions, from collective memory 
and from personal fantasies, from power apparatuses and religious revelations (Castells, 
1997: 7). As Castells goes on to argue, "individuals, social groups, and societies process 
all these materials, and rearrange their meaning, according to social determinations and 
cultural projects that are rooted in their social structure and their in space/time 
framework" (p. 7). In the development of professional identity, teachers draw on their 
own experiences as a student and as a teacher, their personal and professional histories 
inside and outside of schools, as well as the images of teachers presented in the popular 
media, films, fiction and so on. 
In terms of its orthodox uses, the idea of teacher professional identity is rarely 
taken as problematic. It is used to refer to a set of externally ascribed attributes that are 
used to differentiate one group from another. Professional identity thus is a set of 
attributes that are imposed upon the teaching profession either by outsiders or members 
of the teaching fraternity itself. It provides a shared set of attributes, values and so on 
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that enable the differentiation of one group from another. From this perspective it is an 
exclusive rather than inclusive ideal and is conservative rather than radical in its intent. 
Following Epstein, identity is essentially a concept of synthesis, integration and action: 
It represents the process by which the person seeks to integrate his 
(sic) various statuses and roles, as well as his diverse experiences, 
into a coherent image of self. (Epstein, 1978: 101) 
In times of rapid change identity cannot be seen to be a fixed "thing"; it is 
negotiated, open, shifting, ambiguous, the result of culturally available meanings and 
the open-ended power-laden enactment of those meanings in everyday situations 
(Kondo, 1990: 24). For teachers this is mediated by their own experience in schools 
and outside of schools as well as their own beliefs and values about what it means to 
be a teacher and the type of teacher they aspire to be. 
Within the context of uncertainty and multiple educational restructurings 
teachers' professional identity is not straightforward. There would be incongruities 
between the defined identity of teachers as proposed by systems, unions and individual 
teachers themselves and these will change at various times according to contextual 
and individual factors and exigencies. Identity must be forever re-established and 
negotiated. It defines our capacity to speak and act autonomously and allows for the 
differentiation of ourselves from those of others while continuing to be the same person 
(Melucci, 1996). For teachers this is a challenge given that governments do not see it 
to be in their best interests to have a vocal and autonomous teaching service. When 
teachers do act autonomously their behaviour is often not sanctioned by their employing 
authorities, but rather chastised. Nevertheless the development and sustaining of a 
strong professional identity is what distinguishes the expertise of teachers from other 
workers. 
While any idea of a fixed teacher professional identity is unproductive never-
theless, it can serve the needs of the State by providing a framework for externally 
initiated controls. These controls set the limits for what can be said about teacher 
professional identity and at the same time define what must remain unsaid on pain of 
censure. In such situations teacher professional identity serves bureaucratic purposes, 
in so far as control of debates about its meaning are taken away from the people who 
"live" it on a daily basis, namely teachers themselves. 
Wenger's (1998: 149) five dimensions of identity speak to the complexity of 
identity. For him it circulates around the idea of''who we are". First, identity must be 
seen as negotiated experiences where we define who we are by the ways we experience 
our selves through participation as well as the way we and others reify ourselves. For 
teachers this is how we are seen by our peers and also by members of the community 
at large. Second, is community membership, which defines who we are by the familiar 
and the unfamiliar. The third dimension posits identity as a learning trajectory where 
the focus is to define who we are by where we have been and where are going. Fourth 
is identity as nexus of multi-membership where we define who we are by the ways we 
reconcile our various forms of identity into one identity. Finally, identity as a relation 
between the local and the global is achieved by negotiating local ways of belonging to 
broader constellations and manifesting broader styles and discourses. Identity here is 
about how teachers define themselves through their experience and the factors that 
mediate that experience and how meaning is attributed to these experiences. Identity 
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then works on a number of levels but its project is to help individuals and others 
understand who they are in particular contexts and circumstances. 
Teacher professional identity 
Examination of recent education policy documents, government policies and teacher 
professional development initiatives in Australia and elsewhere suggests that two forms 
of teacher professional identity are currently evident in the discourses of schooling and 
the debates about teacher professionalism. These are the entrepreneurial identity and 
the activist identity.3 While these forms of teacher identity are quite different in terms 
of their view of what it means to be a teacher, they do not stand in opposition to one 
another, nor can it be said that teachers are polarised in their identifying with one and 
disregarding the other. Rather it might be more accurate to say that at various times 
teachers shift from one to the other, depending on the context and the circumstances. 
This again reinforces the earlier argument of identity not being fixed. 
The entrepreneurial identity 
The development of the entrepreneurial identity has emerged in response to recent 
educational reforms in Australia, the UK and New Zealand, which have been based on 
the logic of the new public sector reform agenda. These reforms have sought to make 
educational bureaucracies not only more accountable but also to engage in practices 
derived from the business world. Here, management serves two purposes in the reform 
process, means and end. In other words 
... management (as synonym for efficiency) is taken to be "the one 
best way" to organize and run schools, and to the extent that 
management culture embraces enterprise and commercialism it shifts 
schools away from a "culture of welfare" to a "culture of profit and 
production" - that is management does profound ideological work in 
relation to the conception and conduct of schooling. (Ball, 1994: 71) 
Accordingly, new forms of control have been mandated in policy decisions 
and educational practices. One significant outcome of these initiatives is the credo of 
"doing more with less" in a context of a competitive educational 
market. Schools are expected to compete for additional resources and 
to meet the needs of "consumers". Corporate managerial control is 
the modus operandi. This form of control involves a complex mix of 
control through the invisible hand of the market, centralized prescrip-
tive curriculum control, an ideology informed by such values as 
enterprise, competition and choice ... (Smyth et al., 2000: 43). 
A new teacher professional with an aligned identity is thus emerging, what 
Menter, Muschamp, Nicholls, Ozga and Pollard (1997) refer to as the "entrepreneurial 
professional" who will identify with the efficient, responsible and accountable version 
of service that is currently being promulgated by the state. Du Gay ( 1996: 181) observes 
"because previously distinct forms of life or modes of conduct are now classified 
primarily, if not exclusively, as 'enterprise forms' the conceptions and practices of 
personhood they give rise to are remarkably consistent". Thus, there is the emergence 
of what Catherine Casey ( 1995) refers to as "designer employees" who are responding 
to a broad crisis in industrial production, work organisation and culture. Education 
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bureaucracies too would encourage "designer teachers" who consistently demonstrate 
compliance to policy imperatives and perform at high levels of efficiency and 
effectiveness. They must also demonstrate consistent high-quality teaching, measured 
by externally set performance indicators. The logic is that these teachers must be 
compliant employees who accept standards regimes while ensuring at the same time 
the learning outcomes of all students are improved. 
The rise of managerialism has significant implication for the teaching profes-
sion, especially as they relate to issues of professional identity. As Fergusson (1994) 
observes: 
The potential impact on the constitution, standing, identity, autonomy 
and authority of the profession is enormous. The socialisation of 
intending teachers into the mores, values, understandings of what it 
means to be a teacher will switch from being developed in a collective 
setting of debate informed by theory, research and evidence, to one 
in which socialisation is entirely dependent on two or three teachers. 
New teachers' capacities to act autonomously work independently 
and most of all mount well-grounded challenges to managerial diktat 
are likely to diminish, and their sense of membership and solidarity 
of a larger body to be diluted. (pp. 106-7) 
Menter et al. ( 1997: 57) maintain "judgement about priorities, appropriateness 
and efficacy, once the preserve of the expert, guided by rules and precedent, is ignored 
or excluded". The preferred version of teacher professionalism imbued in public sector 
reform agendas has very significant consequences for both teachers' work and teacher 
professional identity. 
Under managerialist discourses, the market plays an important part in how 
teachers constitute their professional identity collectively and individually. Competition 
for reduced resources between schools fosters the development of a competitive ethos, 
rather than a collaborative one. The efficient operation of the market is fostered through 
the combination oflegislative controls and internal, institutional mechanisms, notably 
performance indicators and inspections, which ostensibly provide consumers with a 
basis for selection but more importantly provide managerial imperatives (Menter et 
al., 1997: 64). 
Standardised measures of performance enable schools to be ranked by their 
customers; market competition-penalised non-conformity in teaching and learning and 
the national curriculum function as a system of cultural control, "a standardised 
language, a narrative history of national destiny, so a normative, monocultural definition 
of community claiming the legitimacy of familiar values and an external identity" 
(Margins on, 1997: 190). Putting education into the market place means making 
education appear more like a commodity so that parents are given access to a range of 
products from which they can select. In this framework, schools become more efficient 
in response to competition (Menter et al., 1997: 26). Teachers are placed at the centre 
of these discussions, having to balance the pressures of competition, within and outside 
of the school, with the demands of quality education provision and improved student 
learning outcomes. 
In the UK, the New Right policies in education are aimed at removing costs 
and responsibilities as a means of raising standards from the state and thus improving 
efficiency and responsiveness as a means of raising standards of performance. What 
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the state fails to acknowledge is the agency of teachers collectively and individually in 
such an enterprise. 
Under managerialist conditions, a cult of individualism has the possibility to 
re-infect the occupational culture of teachers. This individualism developed in response 
to teachers' working conditions is characterised by isolation and privacy. As Andy 
Hargreaves (1992) observes: "individualism is primarily a shortcoming, not a strength, 
not a possibility; something to be removed rather than something to be respected" (p. 
171 ). In many cases the history, structure and architecture of schools helps to reinforce 
such an individualistic culture. Such cultures certainly work towards the maintenance 
of conservative, even reactionary, practice and stand in opposition to a generative or 
change-embracing culture. Individualism is in stark contrast to collaboration and 
collegiality that are the cornerstones of democratic discourses and the development of 
an activist professional identity. The entrepreneurial identity is summarised as: 
individualistic 
competitive 
controlling and regulative 
externally defined 
standards led. 
Having indicated some of the characteristics of the entrepreneurial identity, I 
now tum to elaborate the activist identity. This teacher identity provides the possibility 
for a new kind of teacher professionalism - one that requires rethinking what it means 
to be a teacher, both by teachers themselves but also by members of the community. 
The activist identity 
The activist identity is emerging in response to and perhaps in reaction against 
managerial ism. It draws its inspiration and momentum from the work of people in the 
broad teaching profession. Furthermore, its motivation is situated in a belief of the 
importance of mobilising teachers in the best interests of improving student learning 
and improving the conditions in which this can occur. 
Theoretically, this identity draws its strength from a long-standing tradition 
in democratic schooling. Much of the basis of democratic schooling is premised on 
the framework developed by John Dewey (1916) in Democracy in Education. It is 
worth noting Dewey's position: 
In order to have large numbers of values in common, all the members 
of the group must have an equitable opportunity to receive and take 
from others. There must be a large variety of shared undertakings 
and experiences. Otherwise, the influences, which educate some into 
masters, educate others into slaves. And the experiences of each party 
loses in meaning when the free interchange of varying modes of life 
experiences is arrested. (p. 84) 
Schools in which democratic discourses inform all aspects of school life do 
not happen by chance; they require strategy and commitment. They result from explicit 
attempts by educators to put in place arrangements and opportunities that will bring 
democracy to life (Apple and Beane, 1999). They require two forms of activity: putting 
into place democratic structures and processes and creating a curriculum that will give 
students democratic experiences (Apple and Beane, 1999). It is the former that is the 
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focus of attention here. The focus is on participation and inclusion of all involved in 
the educational enterprise. The complexity of this is captured by Apple and Beane 
(1999: 10) who suggest that: 
... all of those directly involved in the school, including young 
children, have the right to participate in the process of decision-
mak:ing. For this reason, democratic schools are marked by widespread 
participation in issues of governance and policy making. Committees, 
councils and other school wide decision-making groups include not 
only professional educators, but also young people, their parents and 
other members of the school community. 
Clearly, an activist identity emerging from democratic discourses has clear 
emancipatory aims. Beane and Apple (1995) capture the conditions for democratic 
schools informed by democratic discourses. These conditions enable an activist identity 
to emerge and flourish. They include: 
The open flow of ideas, regardless of their popularity, that enables 
people to be as fully informed as possible. 
Faith in the individual and collective capacity of people to create 
possibilities for resolving problems. 
The use of critical reflection and analysis to evaluate ideas, 
problems and policies. 
Concern for the welfare of others and "the common good". 
Concern for the dignity and rights of individuals and minorities. 
• An understanding that democracy is not so much an "ideal" to 
be pursued as an "idealised" set of values that we must live and 
that must guide our life as people. 
The organization of social institutions to promote and extend the 
democratic way of life. (Beane and Apple, 1995, pp. 6-7) 
First and foremost, an activist identity found in democratic schools is con-
cerned to reduce or eliminate exploitation, inequality and oppression. Accordingly, 
the development of this identity is deeply rooted in principles of equity and social 
justice. These are not only for the teaching profession but also for a broader education 
constituency of parents and students. 
Democratic discourses provide the conditions for the development of com-
munities of learning or practice. They are primarily concerned with engaging with 
some enterprise but also in figuring out how this engagement fits in the broader 
scheme of things (Wenger, 1998). These communities of practice are collegial, 
negotiated and they form and reform around specific issues. Notwithstanding this, 
there is a need to defend some of the older identities. Sometimes the call for the 
"new" can act in ways that support managerialism as it sees itself as "new". Hence 
the creation of professional identities builds on, rather than rejects, previous notions. 
Accordingly, it requires a form ofreflexivity when what has come previously is used 
a resource to build upon. 
Earlier I suggested that a revised professional identity requires a new form of 
professionalism and engagement. Redefining teacher professional identity along activist 
lines involves two main elements: the effort to shed the shackles of the past, thereby 
permitting a transformative attitude towards the future; and second, overcoming the 
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legitimate or the illegitimate domination of some individuals or groups over others. To 
do this a strategy needs to be developed in order to have teachers think and talk about 
what it means for them to be a teacher, and how others see them. 
First, Gergen and Gergen's (1988) use of professional self-narratives provides 
a useful starting point. These are culturally provided stories about selves and their 
passage through lives that provide resources drawn upon by teachers in their interactions 
with one another and with themselves. Stories provide a compelling basis for change 
or for affirmations. For Gergen and Gergen 
narratives are, in effect, social constructions, undergoing continuous 
alteration as interaction progresses .... the self-narrative is a linguistic 
implement constructed by people in relationships to sustain, enhance 
or impede various actions. Self-narratives are symbolic systems used 
for such social purposes as justification, criticism and social 
solidification. (1988: 20-1) 
For teachers these self-narratives are developed as they relate to their social, 
political and professional agendas. They are stories of stories, and are reflexive in that 
they are understood both by the individual whose stories they are and by others who 
may have similar experiences. These are often tacit insofar as they operate at the level 
of the taken-for-granted. They are developed during their own schooling and initial 
teacher education and are then embedded and reinforced in the course of their 
professional lives in schools and so on. 
These self-narratives provide the glue for a collective professional identity 
and provide a provocation for renewing teacher professionalism. It is important that 
stories are made public, not necessarily in a written sense but at least shared so they 
are communicated in a way that can be shared, debated and contested by others. I 
suggest that making these narratives public is a source for lively professional 
development. It provides opportunities for teachers to communicate with each other 
about what they think schooling, education, subject-knowledge, pedagogy and so on 
is about. Furthermore it acts as a provocation to institute a more active, spirited 
debate about policy and practice. Critical self-narratives about professional identity 
at the individual and collective level have clear emancipatory objectives. These 
objectives, I suggest, are towards an activist stance and the development of an activist 
identity. 
The challenge for those of us involved in the broader political project of 
revitalising issues of teacher professionalism and professional identity is how to 
facilitate public debate among teachers, the teaching profession collectively and the 
wider community about the nature of teaching. Issues to be addressed include dealing 
with the challenges of working under conditions of rapid change, ambiguity and 
uncertainty, in order to have a clear and articulated sense of what it means to be a 
teacher in contemporary society. 
In summary then an activist identity is: 





strategic and tactical. 
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Teachers' professional identities are rich and complex because they are 
produced in a rich and complex set ofrelations of practice (Wenger, 1998: 162). This 
richness and complexity needs to be nurtured and developed in conditions where there 
is respect, mutuality and communication for teachers individually and the teaching 
profession collectively. It is done under the conditions described by Beane and Apple 
( 1995). An activist teacher professional identity is not something that will come naturally 
to all teachers. It has to be negotiated, lived and practised. The development of such an 
identity will be a challenge for many, and will be challenged by others, but once its 
elements are learned and communicated across the teaching fraternity it will make a 
significant contribution to teachers' work and how they experience and make sense of 
that work and how outsiders view it as well. 
Teacher professional identity then stands at the core of the teaching profession. 
It provides a framework for teachers to construct their own ideas of "how to be", "how 
to act" and "how to understand" their work and their place in society. Importantly, 
teacher identity is not something that is fixed nor is it imposed; rather it is negotiated 
through experience and the sense that is made of that experience. 
The search for a new identity sometimes assumes such an identity already 
exists and wants to be discovered. This may be correct only if the new identity is to be 
written by someone else (Czarniawska, 1997). If the teaching profession wants to be 
the author of its own identity or professional narrative then now is possibly the time 
for this to occur. There is now some evidence suggesting that the market is no longer 
the appropriate metaphor or structure in which education policies and practices develop. 
Under more democratic conditions, where teacher knowledge and expertise is 
recognised and rewarded, an activist teacher professional identity fosters new forms 
of public and professional engagement by teachers themselves and the broader 
population. Activist teacher professional identity encourages new forms of association 
of teachers among themselves and with others. It promotes new work practices and 
more flexible ways of thinking about practice. 
Let me return to the extracts I began the chapter with and ask: what is the 
professional identity emerging in this teacher? While I acknowledge that we are provided 
with a somewhat one-dimensional personal narrative, we can see some emerging trends. 
Given what we know about education in the UK, with its emphasis on the compliance 
to standards regimes and the strong managerialist tendencies of government policy as 
it relates to initial teacher training, it would not be surprising to suggest that the 
entrepreneurial identity seems to have dominance. Indeed it would be difficult to see 
how an activist teacher identity could emerge and survive. In what follows I would 
like to sketch out some of the features of a teacher education program that would 
enable an alternative form of teacher professional identity to emerge. While I 
acknowledge that government policies may encourage the development of one kind of 
teacher over another; the technician over the professional, the entrepreneurial over the 
activist identity, I believe that there are possibilities for tertiary institutions to act in 
socially and professionally responsible ways to produce different kinds of teachers, 
who do have the skills, knowledge and competence to work effectively in schools. 
Teacher education institutions need to act independently and autonomously to balance 
their role in preparing students to teach the mandated curriculum, but at the same time 
recognise the important intellectual, social and political work that teaching involves. 
Let me also emphasise that what I put forward is not a utopian ideal, but is evident in 
many teacher education programs in various parts of the world. My own experience in 
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working in three teacher education programs in two Australian states has been directed 
towards these ideals. 
Teacher Education for an Activist Teaching Profession 
Having argued for an activist teacher professional identity I now turn my attention to 
outlining the assumptions and structures for a teacher education program to achieve 
these ends. A teacher education program to prepare an activist teaching profession 
would have many of the characteristics that Liston and Zeichner (1991) identified a 
decade ago under the rubric of their social-reconstructionist approach. It is dis-
appointing that many of the ideas presented a decade ago are yet to find their way into 
many teacher education programs. It is worth revisiting some of the elements of a 
social-reconstructionist approach to teacher education. 
A social-reconstructionist teacher education program or one to produce activist 
teacher professionals requires a strong articulation between the structure, organisation 
and delivery of the programs, course content, and the pedagogy and social relations 
that are integral in its delivery. In many instances to ensure that the whole program is 
an aggregate of all of its parts will require substantial changes in the philosophy and 
structure of the teacher education program. Those teaching in programs will also be 
required to rethink their role and their pedagogical strategies. 
The development of a common set of assumptions, which will advise the 
form and content of the program is equally important. My own work, as part of a team 
teaching in the Master of Teaching program at the University of Sydney has provided 
me with a variety of experiences that have provoked my thinking and practices about 
a new kind of teacher education program. In what follows I outline four assumptions 
drawn from my own experience, which provide the conceptual and operational 
scaffolding underpinning an activist teacher education program. 
Education is Political 
It seems obvious to say that education is political. What counts as curriculum knowledge, 
how schools and education programs are resourced, who has influence in the development 
of policy agendas, are all dimensions of the political nature of education policy and 
practices. The development of education policy and how these policies are enacted in 
schools are all sites of struggle, with various interest groups vying for the control of 
meaning and practice. Schools are, as Mahony and Hextall (2000) argue, political 
institutions. 
They both reflect and reconstitute ( or challenge) social inequalities 
organised around the axes of "race", gender, class, sexuality and 
disability. What Connell (1993) has called the "political order" of the 
school is mediated through patterns of teaching and non-teaching staff 
employment; the messages conveyed in curriculum materials; the 
organisation of option choices; the basis on which students are grouped; 
teaching and assessment practices; the assumptions embedded in school 
discipline; the organisation of the pastoral system; the kinds oflanguage 
used and the ways interpersonal relations are handled. (p. 123) 
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Similarly teacher education is political, both internally and externally. Its 
place and status in universities is variable. In some universities there are large and 
relatively well-resourced faculties, while in others teacher education is located in small 
departments which are vying with other departments in the faculty not only for resources 
but also for visibility. Given this, it is necessary for students to gain skills so that they 
may operate in political environments. For Reid et al. ( 1998: 252) such programs will 
have to develop political sensibilities that will enable teachers: 
to struggle in the various arenas where policy is determined, to wrest 
back and then maintain some greater degree of autonomy in their 
curriculum work. This will require the capacity to recognise the way 
curriculum operates, the critical skills to uncover hegemonic 
constructions of teaching as an apolitical activity, and the will to work 
collectively, through union and professional associations, to do 
something about it. It requires political understandings including 
knowledge about how and where educational policy is shaped, who 
to target in political campaigns, and how education unions and political 
parties work. And it demands a significant array of political skills, 
including the capacity to negotiate, advocate, lobby communicate 
and organize in the wider political arena. 
The challenge then is to provide teachers with the knowledge and skills that 
will enable them to operate effectively in political environments. These environments 
may be the schools in which they are working but are more likely in the communities 
in which these schools are located. Effective communication, problem solving and 
advocacy are some of the skills that will enable teachers to be activists in their own 
professional lives. 
Inquiry into Practice 
Inquiry stands at the centre of all activities in developing an activist teacher. As Liston 
andZeichner (1991) argue, teaching itself can be seen as a form of inquiry. In a program 
to develop the activist teacher, professional teachers are viewed as researchers of their 
own practices, capable of producing worthwhile knowledge about teaching, which can 
contribute to their own, and others', professional development. Developing the skills to 
help teachers inquire into their own and others' practice is fundamental to an activist-
oriented teacher education program. Inquiry must be seen to be a fundamental aspect of 
any teacher education program, and the opportunity to communicate the results of such 
inquiry to a wide range of peer, practitioner and academic audiences must be encouraged. 
This can be done in systematic ways as in internship of the Master ofTeaching program 
where students undertake an action research project in their school. Students develop 
skills to undertake this "formal" type of research, which is presented, both in written 
form and orally, to their peers. On other occasions students may be encouraged to capture 
incidents that occur during the times they spend in classrooms, which can be returned 
to later to trigger discussion with their peers or as the basis for self-reflection about 
their own practice. These snapshots of practice contribute to the compilation of a public 
body of professional knowledge. Atkinson (2000: 328) captures the spirit of inquiry 
into practice by arguing "the purpose is ... to inform discussion among practitioners, 
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researchers, policy-makers about the nature, purpose and content of the educational 
enterprise". 
Learning-centred Programs 
Leaming rather than teaching and content should be the focus of an activist teacher 
education program. By making learning rather than teaching the focus, the social relations 
of on-campus learning are fundamentally changed. Both students and teacher educators 
see that the interactions that occur in classrooms become part of a body of intellectual 
and experiential knowledge that can be interrogated and debated. 
The Master of Teaching program in my own faculty at the University of Sydney 
is an example of a program that is attempting to develop teachers who are change 
agents. This is two-year postgraduate program, which uses an interdisciplinary inquiry-
based approach using cases from practice. Many of the cases have been written by 
teachers working in schools and provide the main framework for the course rather 
than one segment (Ewing and Smith, 1999). The use of the case-based framework 
implies that every student teacher's experience on entering the course and during it 
will be unique. In each phase of the course student teachers are encouraged to adopt a 
socially critical and reflective approach to teaching. Questions of equity and the effects 
of different pedagogies on student learning are examined through the lenses of race, 
ethnicity, class, gender and sexuality. The use of information technology as a tool for 
student learning and as a means for students to communicate with one another is an 
important feature of the course. Course materials are available on the website as are 
other resources. Students are also encouraged to engage in online, virtual discussions. 
A virtual classroom is also under development as a learning resource for students. 
Students are encouraged to keep a journal of their learning over the two years 
of the program of both campus-based and school-based reflections and professional 
development. This forms part of their learning portfolio, one of the forms of assessment 
used in the program. While the journals are private, journal entries form the basis of 
some assessment tasks. 
The program concludes with a ten-week intemship. As part of this intemship, 
student teachers are expected to engage in an action research project. The research 
projects are wide ranging - from specific classroom issues that have risen during the 
course of the intemship such as managing collaborative groups, student questioning 
strategies, to broader areas across the whole school (revising merit awards at the 
invitation of the principal, student welfare, bullying, gender issues and other social 
issues relating to school/classroom practice). The findings of these projects are shared 
with the M. Teach cohort at a Student Forum. Students who have undertaken their 
intemship at an overseas site and are not on campus for the research forum are expected 
to present their research and engage in discussion with their peers over the internet. 
Collaboration and Partnership 
Partnerships and collaboration between various stakeholders provide a central platform 
in the project of an activist teacher education. Furlong et al. (2000: 77-78) identify 
what they describe as ideal typical models of partnership. The continuum they present 
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ranges from collaborative partnership at one end of the continuum to complementary 
partnership at the other. These two types of partnership represent two very different 
strategies for linking work in schools with those of teacher education and other interested 
parties. According to Furlong et al. (2000), in a complementary partnership the school 
and the university are seen as having separate and complementary responsibilities but 
there is no attempt to bring these two dimensions into dialogue. Alternatively, a 
collaborative partnership 
... requires the commitment by teacher educators and school-based 
practitioners to develop a program where students are exposed to 
different forms of educational knowledge, some of which come from 
the school, some of which come from higher education or elsewhere. 
Teachers are seen as having an equally legitimate but perhaps different 
body of professional knowledge from those in higher education. 
Students are expected and encouraged to build up their own body of 
professional knowledge. (Furlong et al. 2000: 80) 
The institutionalisation of collaborative partnerships embedded into the culture 
and practices of schools and teacher education faculties requires the development of 
what Nias, Southworth and Yeomans (1989) refer to as cultures of collaboration. These 
are informal as well as formal, intermingle personal and professional life, and are 
often constructed in the interstices of school life through conversation, shared glances 
and many kinds of joint work. Not surprisingly, many of the outcomes of partnerships 
emerge, not from the planned or intended expectations, but rather by happenstance 
and serendipity. 
The list below is indicative of some possible outcomes facilitated by partner-
ships and collaborative relationships between teacher educators and other educational 
stakeholders. 
Negotiated expectations - making sure that all parties are working towards to 
same goals. 
Collaborative planning - working together and building on the expertise of 
both parties. 
Sharing of expertise - recognition that both groups have areas of expertise and 
that when these come together new insights, practices and research can be 
achieved. 
Diversity of perspectives and view points - the opportunity to see another's 
point of view and in so doing looking at the taken for granted anew. 
Knowledge generation - the interaction and engagement of practitioners and 
academics can lead to new understandings about the nature of practice and the 
conditions that shape, influence or improve that practice. 
Development of trust - stands at the core of any relationship or partnership 
between the various parties or stakeholders involved in education. 
Importantly, though, in order to develop collaborative partnerships we must 
not underestimate the high level of trust and mutual respect that this entails. Without 
trust and respect partnerships are on very shaky ground. 
With the rapid rate and extent of social change now occurring we have reached 
a historical moment where it is imperative to radically revise how teachers are educated. 
This will demand that we fundamentally rethink the types of programs that will provide 
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new teachers with the requisite intellectual and professional skills. By giving them a 
strong intellectual foundation, teacher education programs will enable beginning 
teachers to deal with the complexities of change and enable them to work in schools 
that are likely to be different from their current formations. New times and conditions 
require alternative forms of teacher professionalism and teacher identities to develop. 
Furlong et al. (2000: 175) suggest 
that we need to ask some fundamental questions about who does have 
a legitimate right to be involved in defining teacher professionalism. 
Are state control and market forces or professional self-governance 
really the only models of accountability available to us - or can we 
develop new approaches to teacher professionalism, based upon more 
participatory relationships with diverse communities? 
Conclusion 
In this chapter I have used a newspaper article as a prompt to examine teacher education 
programs and practices, in particular the types of professional identities embedded in 
these programs. I present some ideas that will move us beyond what Smith (2000) 
refers to as the conventional model. Importantly, I see that teacher education and teacher 
educators have a central role in the development of new kinds of teacher professionalism 
and professional identity. Through a socially critical form of teacher education that is 
predicated on learning, partnerships, collaboration and risk taking, the rise of an activist 
teacher professional is possible. This will not occur overnight but, if there are exemplars 
of an activist form of teacher professionalism in place and teacher education faculties 
provide the intellectual leadership, then an activist teacher professionalism led by teacher 
educators, with the support of a variety of stakeholders, is a strong possibility. It is my 
hope that this will be profession led, with multiple constituencies that become recognised 
as the norm rather than as a social experiment. For a strong teaching force we need 
strong teacher education programs. To achieve this we need a teacher education that is 
contemporary, rigorous and intellectually demanding. In practice, this may mean that 
some will be left by the wayside and that new staff members enter into teacher education 
faculties. It is a future to be excited about, but one in which we as individual and collective 
teacher educators must take intellectual and moral leadership. In other words, we must 
create the agenda and opportunities for the professional future of teaching. The onus 
lies on us to create an alternative agenda regarding debates and policies for teacher 
education and to identify opportunities for a future for the teaching profession that is 
activist in its orientation. This is certainly something that can be our legacy for future 
generations of teachers and students. 
Notes 
This chapter preceded the publication of Judyth Sachs (2003) The Activist Teaching 
Profession, Open University Press. Ideas presented here are elaborated in this publication. 
2 Stephen McCormack, Teachers seem to work flat out all the time, The Independent, 19 
April 2001, pp. 6-7. 
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3 Elsewhere (Sachs, 2000, Teacher professional identity: Competing discourses, competing 
outcomes. Journal of Education Policy 16 (2)), I have developed the argument regarding 
the conditions in which these two forms of teacher professional identity have emerged. I 
argue that they have developed in response to what I refer to as the managerial and democratic 
discourses of education policy and practice. 
Chapter 2 
Teacher Leaming and the 
Theory of Variation 
Silwa Claesson 
In many countries, universities no longer conduct teacher training. However, this tendency 
seems to be going in the opposite direction in Sweden, where, as a result of the university 
reform of 1977, the training of teachers is supposed to be more theoretical than it was 
before. 
As an educator of teachers at a university I have been teaching students the 
theoretical perspectives of Pia get, Vygotsky and others. I have found the students to be 
interested in and inspired by these theories, but I wondered what the inspiration meant 
in action and in actual teaching situations. I also wondered if this inspiration makes 
any difference. In recent years, pupils' conceptions have been on the agenda of 
pedagogical empirical research, and research methods. Results of this research have 
been presented in courses to teachers and trainees. In a previous study I investigated 
whether the inspiration teachers get from the results of research on pupils' conception 
influence the way they teach and described the ways in which they are influenced 
(Claesson, 1999). There follows a short description of what I mean by "research on 
pupils' conception". 
Research on Pupils' Conception 
Piaget can be regarded as the founder of constructivism. Constructivist research has 
very much focused on the learning of science in school. Pfundt and Duit (1991) and von 
Glasersfeld (1995) focus on pupils' conception as a contrast to the conception ofresearch 
knowledge. According to them, the teacher is supposed to be familiar with the different 
conceptions his or her pupils have about the phenomena being taught, as well as having 
the necessary scientific knowledge. In the constructivist classroom the pupils are 
supposed to be active, and they can work on different subject content in order to construct 
new knowledge or reconstruct old knowledge. The pupils' own initiatives are encouraged 
by the teacher, the teacher lets the pupils take command, they don't use textbooks, and 
they experiment. In dialogue with the pupils, the teacher tries to understand how they 
conceptualize what they are working on, and the teacher encourages them to reflect 
upon what they have learned. 
If Piaget is the important man behind constructivism, Vygotsky is the man 
behind socio-cultural studies. Vygotsky argues that you can't separate development 
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from learning, which means that humans in a learning situation successively integrate 
into a context. Lave and Wenger ( 1991) have had a dominating influence on the debate 
on socio-cultural studies. They describe how beginners are successively brought into 
different contexts. All trainees are initially in "the periphery", and they successively 
move toward "the middle" as they get more and more used to the context, becoming 
transformed into practitioners in the zone of proximal development. The focus is on 
the process ofleaming and on social interaction in the learning situation. The difference 
between socio-cultural studies and constructivism is that socio-cultural studies do not 
focus on pupils' conception but rather on the context and the communication between 
humans. When teachers use this approach when teaching, for example, the process of 
writing, they will focus on pupils' ways of understanding. In school, teachers who are 
working in this tradition see themselves as "coaches" and primarily try to create a 
good learning environment. 
Marton and his colleagues at the department of pedagogy at the University of 
Gothenburg introduced phenomenography. For many years, phenomenographical 
research there used more or less the same methodology: the researcher made semi-
structured interviews with persons relevant to the study. The results of the interviews 
were written down and interpreted in order to find categories of conception. These 
categories were called "second-order perspective" as opposed to "first-order 
perspective". First-order perspective means that it does not matter by whom the 
phenomenon is experienced. Second-order perspective emphasises that there is a 
somebody who experiences the phenomenon. Phenomenographic research has a second-
order perspective. 
In the book Learning and Awareness (1997), Marton and Booth try to describe 
phenomenography as a theory rather than as a research method. They stress variation 
as a fundamental aspect of learning. Awareness, as the use of the word in the title of 
the book shows, is another central term in the formation of their theory. Marton and 
Booth claim that when humans direct their attention towards a phenomenon, it is possible 
and, indeed, meaningful for them to discern simultaneously more than one aspect of 
that phenomenon. One of the implications for teaching and learning is that the 
conceptions of individual students are not so unique that the teacher must teach one 
pupil at a time. The teacher can teach the class as a whole ifhe or she is aware of the 
different conceptions on a collective level. The teacher can open the pupils' minds to 
variation by stressing the possibility of simultaneously experiencing a phenomenon in 
many different ways. This has been called "theory of variation" by for example Runesson 
(1999) and Rovie-Johansson (1999). Pramling (1994) has implemented phenomeno-
graphy in a pre-school context. Her main points are that the teacher should be aware of 
how the children are thinking, should create situations which make the children think, 
should be aware that children can teach other children, should accept children's different 
ways of thinking, and should turn that into a learning experience. 
The question in this article is whether the knowledge of pupils' conception 
means anything to schoolteachers in the practice of their work. In a questionnaire, 
Robertsson Horberg (1997) asked Swedish teachers what they thought was the most 
important knowledge to possess as a teacher. Her conclusion, after summing up their 
answers, is that they considered knowledge of how their pupils think as the most 
essential. Korthagen et al. ( 1997) remark that trainee teachers have their intellectual 
focus on pupils' thinking, but that they do not possess a profound knowledge of it -
they just rhetorically ask the pupils: "How do you think?" and that is all. The trainee 
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teachers do not follow it up by taking the pupil's point of view into consideration. I 
will now briefly present a study that takes its departures in three different theoretical 
perspectives: constructivism, socio-cultural studies and phenomenography. 
An Observation Study 
What follows is an observation-study (Claesson, 1999) with theoretical grounding in 
phenomenological life-world theory (Husserl, 1970; Merleau-Ponty, 1962; Schutz, 1967; 
Van Manen, 1990; Bengtsson, 1988) influenced by the phenomenographical approach. 
The teachers in the case studies were chosen from a questionnaire in which 
396 teachers answered questions about their influences from constructivism, socio-
cultural studies, and phenomenography. The teachers chosen were all strongly 
committed to these theories. First, each teacher was interviewed; then, at a later stage, 
they were observed. The focus of the interviews was on the teachers' theoretical 
inspiration and their thoughts on what influences theories had on their teaching. These 
are "observer-participant studies", which means that I have been in classrooms without 
trying to hide myself (Merriam, 1994). I introduced myself to everybody I met and 
told them why I was there. On the other hand, I did not emphasise my presence. During 
my stay in the classrooms, I continuously wrote down my observations on what the 
teachers were directing their attention towards. My notes mirrored dialogues and events 
in the classroom. Sometimes, I wrote down what I concluded and what I thought. At 
the end, I interviewed the observed teachers' colleagues and pupils. Each observation 
period lasted for two weeks. At the end of each day I rewrote my notes, and the next 
day the teachers read them before we discussed them. This meant that I had the 
opportunity to check what I had seen and, not least important, I could instantly discuss 
any moral or ethical dilemmas that this kind of situation can tum up. 
Adam 
Adam, who is in his early 40s, works in a suburban secondary school. He is a math and 
science teacher, although for the moment he teaches only science. In the interview he 
tells how, during his training, he got acquainted with a great number of constructivist 
ideas but that somewhat later he also came in contact with Ference Marton and 
phenomenography. He mentions the good feeling he had when he read a paper in which 
Marton disclaims the dualism between the subject and the object (Marton, 1995). It 
legitimated Adam's view that every single person is unique. When I ask him during the 
interview what phenomenography means to his teaching, he is uncertain, he cannot tell. 
Adam's pupils mostly work alone or in pairs. They are allowed to choose 
their own subjects, and subsequently some pupils cultivate plants, some study chemistry, 
while others carry out scientific experiments, all at the same time. Mostly, to start 
with, they don't know themselves what to do, and for inspiration they study different 
reading materials. This provides them with open-ended questions about scientific issues. 
Adam mostly walks around in the class talking to one pupil at a time. He usually stays 
with each pupil for quite a long time. Some of the pupils, though, are not studying 
science or doing any school work at all. They chat, wander about, or are in one way or 
another busy doing non-science things. This does not seem to disturb Adam. 
What does Adam talk to his pupils about? Now Adam is standing by a girl's 
desk. He goes down on his hunkers so that he is able to look her in the eye when they 
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are talking. The girl is interested in cells. It all started, Adam told me later, when she 
looked at fossils in a microscope. She discovered the cells and started to wonder about 
their significance for everything that is alive. She wondered about the mystery oflife. 
Then she wrote about "the Cromosolls" and distributed the text to her class. She was 
so astonished that they believed her. She had in fact made it up in order to see how easy 
it is to make people believe in things that are false. It was easy! She is now studying 
heredity and environment. Adam looks her in the eyes and confronts her with questions. 
His questions are open-ended. He goes on, putting new questions to her, and that 
makes her think further. He never states how things "really are", she has to figure that 
out on her own. This way of teaching is of great importance to Adam. 
Is this constructivism in practice? It seems that the strong constructivist 
influence Adam got during his education shows itselflike this in practice. When reading 
my protocols and discussing them he admits that this must be the case. My next question 
is where I could find the phenomenographical influence. Adam can't answer that 
question. 
Adam is a teacher who has read a lot about different theoretical orientations 
and during interviews he talks a lot about them. When I ask him about the connection 
between constructivism/phenomenography and what he is actually doing, he is unable 
to give a specific answer. In his classroom he is a master at putting open-ended questions 
to pupils and showing an interest in each one of them. This interest includes a social 
interest, which in his classes, with many immigrants and children with social problems, 
is a great part of the daily contact with the young. One can say that he intertwines his 
interest in their learning with social commitment. He focuses his attention on how the 
pupils conceive different phenomena. He acts as if each pupil is constructing his or her 
own picture of the world, and he challenges that picture. When I ask him about the 
phenomenographical influence, he says that he realises that it is a theoretical interest 
of his, which hasn't, so far, had any influence upon his teaching. When I return half a 
year later, he is trying, off and on, to change his teaching, and he uses the idea of 
phenomenography. This means that he tries to make the pupils talk to each other about 
what they are doing, in order to make them realize that the way they are thinking might 
not always be the best way. 
Cecilia 
Cecilia works in a newly built school in a suburb. She is about 25 years old and has been 
trained in a new education programme for primary teachers. She has a class of her own 
with twelve-year-old children. Her theoretical inspiration stems from her teacher training. 
As she was trained in Gothenburg, where phenomenography was developed, she has 
been strongly influenced by that. She tells me that what fascinates her is that pupils 
conceive phenomena in so many different ways. Sometimes, she says, she revisits her 
old school of education in order to read new essays written by trainees. Those essays 
often focus, in a phenomenographical manner, on how pupils conceive different 
phenomena. 
Cecilia often starts the lessons by asking an open-ended question. One of the 
pupils answers, another pupil has something else to add, another child says something, 
Cecilia makes a comment, a child is again given the floor, and so on. During this 
interaction, everyone is interested, which you can tell by their body language. After 
a while Cecilia writes on the whiteboard what they have said and asks them if that 
is correct. Cecilia directs her attention towards different ways of conceiving a 
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phenomenon. After a while, the pupils start to work on their own. Sometimes they 
work on different subjects and sometimes they work on themes. 
I ask Cecilia why she teaches the way she does. She does not know, she says, 
it just comes naturally. I ask if she has learnt to do so during her training and she says 
that she thinks so. But when I talk about phenomenography, she says that she doesn't 
remember what the word phenomenography means. She has asked many of her 
colleagues, mostly young people, but they don't know either. I tell her what it means 
and then she says that of course that must have been the inspiration. 
Cecilia was influenced by phenomenography during her teacher training, and 
although she has forgotten the word itself she directs her attention towards the different 
conceptions that her pupils have. 
Dagny 
In the countryside, in a very small village with a church, a shop, a school and a pizzeria 
we find Dagny. Dagny, who is a little over 60 years old, has been working in this school 
for many years. She was trained to teach small children in the 1950s and has been 
teaching ever since. Her theoretical influences have, of course, differed through the 
years. She is still extremely interested in theoretical ideas, which makes her sign up for 
different courses and read pedagogical literature. In recent years she has heard a lot 
about Vygotsky's ideas at courses on "the process of writing". Dagny thinks that those 
ideas are extremely good. She has also come upon phenomenographical ideas. Those 
have been mixed with different kinds of experience, for example she finds it extremely 
important to make all children feel that they are able to succeed in their schoolwork. 
Most of the time the pupils work on their own with different things, and 
Dagny talks to those of the pupils who need her help. When talking to the children she 
directs her attention towards the contents of the matter. She is consistently encouraging 
the pupils, making them feel that they have succeeded in doing whatever they have 
done. One aspect of socio-cultural learning stands out here: Dagny is the coach and 
the pupils are the apprentices. She makes them feel confident in the environment of 
writing and reading, confident enough to believe that they will succeed. The older 
children often teach the younger. A small boy asks an older one about a math problem 
and the older says: "How do you think?" imitating his teacher. 
To come back to Dagny's classroom after some time is to come back to the 
same kind of environment. It doesn't change. It is stable. Through the years Dagny has 
found her own way of teaching. She thoroughly plans for each day. She directs her 
attention primarily towards the contents of the issue at hand. Even if a child has read 
just a few lines, she makes him focus on the content of what he has been reading, 
trying to connect it with his fantasy. In Dagny's coaching of the writing process, there 
are elements that point to the influence of socio-cultural studies. The context of the 
learning situation is very important to Dagny. 
Theories in Practice 
Research on pupils' conception has influenced education in a general way, but is it 
possible to differentiate between constructivism, socio-cultural studies and phenomeno-
graphy in classroom teaching? In my study of the cases mentioned, which focuses on 
where teachers direct their awareness, you can discern certain things. 
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Adam is consistent when he, to start with, uses one single way of teaching. 
He allows the pupils to make different experiments on their own, and in the classroom, 
he talks to the pupils one at a time. He has a special way of talking, never stating what 
things are, and always asking open-ended questions. His own training was strongly 
influenced by constructivist ideas. Still, I wouldn't call Adam a constructivist teacher. 
He is inspired by constructivism, but he has also been exposed to a lot of other influences. 
In the interview, Adam says that he has also been inspired by phenomenography. After 
our discussion he has realised that he does not use phenomenography in his teaching. 
He says that his phenomenographical inspiration is on an intellectual level. Six months 
later he tries to use his phenomenographical knowledge in teaching. When doing so he 
does not address one pupil at a time, he addresses the group. He tries to make the 
pupils aware that they can listen to each other in order to find new directions in their 
thinking. 
Cecilia came in touch with phenomenography during her training. She is not 
acquainted with the term phenomenography, but her way of teaching is interacting 
with the group, letting the children listen to each other, and writing down what they 
are saying. Still, she isn't able to keep on working this way when in a stressful situation. 
Dagny has been inspired by socio-cultural studies. She plans her work so that all the 
pupils feel confident that they will, in due time, achieve the skills of reading and 
writing. Dagny is the coach and the children are the apprentices. Of course it is important 
to mention that each theoretical perspective is richer than I can present here. It is also 
important to stress that theories, as they are presented in scientific books, are rarely the 
same as they tum out in practice. The reason why it is possible to discern anything at 
all in these studies is probably because the three teachers presented here are chosen 
out of 396 who answered the questionnaire and these three teachers maintained that 
they are especially committed to these theories. (There is an ongoing study that is 
focusing upon some teachers in the questionnaire who write that they are not committed 
to any theories at all.) 
My study shows how teachers who know about phenomenography, for 
example, still don't have access to an adequate terminology. They don't know that 
they have been studying constructivism, socio-cultural studies or phenomenography. 
When they communicate with each other they say that they work in the spirit of Piaget, 
Vygotsky, Saljo, Marton, Pramling, or they will name a researcher. It seems that the 
theory of teaching is a business of"name-dropping". If teachers knew the names of the 
different theoretical perspectives, they would be able to communicate more easily 
with each other, and could then understand the main ideas of each perspective. 
I think that an adequate terminology would help teachers in their professional 
development. Instead of merely discussing research on pupil conception or asking, 
"How did you figure that out?", teachers would do well to discuss different theoretical 
orientations. Teachers have been accused of only asking for ready-made teaching 
models, having been pampered by educators throughout the years. But instead of these 
ready-made models, what might perhaps be more useful is a combination ofresearch 
theories and examples of what teachers can do as a result of their inspiration, as 
suggested by, for example, Joyce et al. (1992). 
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An Analysis in Which the Theory of Variation is Used 
What can we learn from this study? Let us use one of the theories described earlier in 
order to analyse the data. The theory I will use is developed from phenomenography 
and called the "theory of variation" (Runesson, 1999; Rovie-Johansson, 1999). Marton 
and Booth (1997) argue that some learning is more fundamental than others: 
In order for an aspect of a phenomenon to be present in awareness it 
has to be discerned as an aspect, which implies awareness of potential 
variation, and has to be seen as being simultaneous with other aspects 
of the phenomenon. (p. 209) 
This means that they stress variation as a fundamental aspect of learning. 
This also means that when humans direct their attention towards a phenomenon, it is 
possible and meaningful for them to discern simultaneously more than one aspect of 
that phenomenon. Teachers who base their work on the phenomenographical tradition 
seem to try to bring out various aspects of the phenomenon being taught. Cecilia is one 
of those teachers. The pupils are asked by Cecilia to describe how they experience a 
certain phenomenon, and the variety of answers received will make each pupil aware 
that their personal experience is not the only possible answer. In that way it can be 
possible for them to discern simultaneously more than one aspect. According to Marton 
and Booth and Marton and Tsui (2004), this is the moment when learning takes place. 
The pupil has received access to a variation of experiences related to one phenomenon 
and consequently can choose between them. In addition, according to the theory of 
variation, there is always one choice that is better than the others. Let's make an analysis 
based on the theory of variation and relate it to my study. 
If Marton and Booth are right, these aspects oflearning must be valid for teachers 
as well as for pupils. It means that teachers should be able to discern simultaneously 
different aspects of their teaching. A relevant question is what "teaching" means here. If 
you look at teaching in a narrow sense, the variation can focus on the subject being 
taught. Consequently, as a teacher you have to be aware of pupils' different conceptions 
related to a subject. As far as I can see this is what Marton and Booth want to show. 
But if a teacher just focuses on the subject, he or she has access to only one 
way of teaching. It is, however, possible to consider teaching in a broader sense. For 
example, Englund (1991) claims that teachers should have a variation of knowledge 
about different philosophical traditions and ways of handling different situations. The 
present study, which focuses on constructivism, socio-cultural studies, and phenomeno-
graphy, can be regarded as teaching and learning in a broader sense. Here I will consider 
teaching in a broader sense; consequently, still using the theory of variation, a conclusion 
I can draw from the observation study is that teachers ought to know about 
constructivism, socio-cultural studies as well as phenomenography in order to have 
access to variations and to be able to discern them simultaneously. 
Let us have a look at Adam, who is familiar with two ways of teaching (the 
constructivistic and the phenomenographical) but still only uses one of them. How 
come? He is not able to review his own teaching and reflect on it from the point of 
view of different theoretical perspectives. But when I observed his teaching in the 
classroom and discussed this with him, he realised that he was, in fact, not teaching in 
more than one way. 
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Cecilia, with her teacher training in recent memory, still has access to no 
more then one theoretical perspective. Basically that is what she was taught, so her 
teacher training has been normative. It seems that, at any one time, teacher training is 
influenced only by the theory that is in fashion. How come? To answer that question, 
it is of value to compare teachers and researchers. The researcher's goal is to define 
and deepen theoretical knowledge. The teacher's goal is to have as many theoretical 
and practical angles as possible in order to handle different situations in the classroom. 
These are two completely opposite perspectives. So if a particular researcher's theory 
is the fashion of the day, it will have a powerful influence on teacher training, and will 
possibly dominate teacher training, to the exclusion of other theories that are also of 
value to the teacher. Dagny has many different influences and perspectives, although 
she does not know about constructivism and phenomenography. Nevertheless, she has 
plenty of perspectives, and these give her a freedom of choice. 
The theory of variation emphasises the importance of discerning different 
aspects simultaneously. Consequently, the analysis leads to the conclusion that it is 
important for teachers to have knowledge of many different theories of teaching and 
learning. That in tum leads to the conclusion that teachers, besides knowing about 
phenomenography, should also know about other theoretical perspectives. So this 
analysis concludes that teachers should study many different theoretical perspectives, 
where phenomenography is just one. This means that phenomenography or the theory 
of variation partly is pointing away from itself. 
Researchers using the theory of variation usually present their results in a 
similar way. Qualitatively distinct outcome-spaces are presented hierarchically, the 
first being the simplest and the following progressively more complex. This means 
that the final outcome-space of a research study, being the most complex, will contain 
all the others. In other words, they are constructed in the same way as taxonomies 
(Biggs and Collins, 1989; Bloom et al., 1960). That means that the broader and more 
complex the outcome-space, the higher up it is in the hierarchy. My study focuses on 
the three perspectives: constructivism, socio-cultural studies and phenomenography 
in teaching. However, none of these three can be said to be highly complex, they are 
simply theoretical perspectives. So, if, in the spirit of theory of variation, we should 
search for a theory to cover the complexity of teaching and learning it will neither be 
constructivism, socio-cultural studies nor phenomenography that can help us. In order 
to develop teachers' learning, following the theory of variation, we have to find a 
theory or a philosophy that can go beyond reductionism. The phenomenological life-
world approach might perhaps have those qualities. Van Manen writes: 
And phenomenology differs from other disciplines in that it does not 
aim to explicate meanings specific to particular cultures, to certain 
social groups, to historical periods, to mental types, or to an 
individual's personal life history. Rather, phenomenology attempts 
to explicate the meanings as we live them in our everyday existence, 
our life-world. (van Manen, 1990: 11) 
When Adam is teaching, he interacts with his pupils by asking open-ended 
questions. These questions not only focus on cognitive aspects but also on social aspects. 
In practice, these things are intertwined. The life-world approach enables us to 
understand teaching situations holistically, where, for instance, cognitive and social 
aspects are inseparable. 
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So, my analysis, in the spirit of theory of variation, concludes that if teachers 
want to become good at teaching they should deepen their knowledge of as many 
different theories as possible that cover the complexity of teaching and learning. One 
of the most holistic theoretical perspectives is the life-world approach 
Chapter 3 
Areas of Professional Research: 
A Proposal for Organising the 
Content of Teacher Education 
Ana Rivero Garcia and Rafael Porlan Ariza 
Many studies have shown that it is indispensable to involve teachers as agents in any 
process of educational improvement. In the awareness of this, it is of great interest to us 
to try to better understand the knowledge that we, as teachers, use in performing our 
work and the processes that might favour its further evolution. Having a clearer picture 
of our professional knowledge should hopefully help not only to improve our own 
teaching but also be a small contribution to educational improvement in the school in 
general. 
Such an epistemological outlook focused on characterising professional 
knowledge, both that which we propose as being ideally desirable and that which 
really exists in most cases, would seem to us to favour the understanding and orientation 
of the processes of professional development. We are fundamentally concerned with 
the practical nature of this knowledge, the most relevant sources of information that 
feed it, and the organisation that might allow it to shape itself into a body of knowledge 
that is specific and valid for the teaching profession. 
With respect to its nature, we would emphasise that there has to be resolved a 
major dichotomy that revolves around a "formal knowledge - experiential knowledge" 
axis. In teachers' professional knowledge, the tension set up by this dichotomy may 
become very strong, so that there may coexist in the teacher two subsystems of quite 
different ideas. On the one hand, there is the more formal knowledge, which mainly 
comes from the academic education that we have received, and which is usually fairly 
explicit - the theory. On the other hand, there is the body of experiential knowledge, 
which has been built up from personal experience, not only teaching, but also as a 
school student, and which is usually implicit - the action (Porlan, Rivero and Martin, 
1997). 
The characterisation of each of these types of knowledge has been abundantly 
treated in educational research, and there has been a fair degree of agreement that, 
despite the diversity, which does indeed exist, in most cases the formal knowledge is 
somewhat sparse, fragmented, and encyclopaedic, while experiential knowledge is 
mostly routine and with little or no reflection involved. Evidently, neither type of 
knowledge as such is useful on its own in furthering the appropriate development of 
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our profession, although they are both fundamental and necessary. There is a need for 
the emergence of another type ofknowledge that would come from both the enrichment 
of and the conscious interaction between these two basic sources, and whose sense 
would be to resolve the numerous practical problems that arise in the profession 
(professional practical knowledge, Porlan and Rivero, 1998). 
There clearly exist very many sources of information that can contribute 
relevant meanings and experiences to this process: 
The disciplines related to the subjects being taught (Biology, Geology, Physics, 
Chemistry, Mathematics, Language, History, Geography, etc.) and to Education 
Science (Psychology, General and Specific Didactics, Sociology, Philosophy, 
etc.). 
Metadiscipline knowledge, and ideologies with a greater or lesser degree of 
organisation. 
One's own experiences and those of one's colleagues. 
But of course the question immediately arises as how to encourage the 
contribution of each of these sources without once more falling back into a fragmented 
and additive organisation of practical knowledge. And how can we guarantee that it 
will be genuinely meaningful for the teachers themselves? Our response would be the 
"Areas of Professional Research". These areas are linked to the immediate functional 
interests of the teaching community, to professional problems, which are relevant to 
that community, and to the construction of a desirable body of professional knowledge. 
Investigation in these areas represents a step towards the organisation, construction, 
and development of this integrating knowledge. 
The Areas of Professional Research 
Some of these areas ofresearch and the related professional problems are: 
School-level subject matter (Porlan et al., 1997): What do we know about 
certain parts of the content of the school curriculum? What types of information 
are involved, and what are the relationships between them? What different 
formulations are there of this content? What is our idea of the characteristics 
of scientific knowledge? What is science? How is it constructed and why does 
it change? What do we know about other forms of knowledge that are relevant 
to the school context? What types of knowledge are involved in that context 
and how are they related? 
The students' ideas (Garcia Diaz, 1999): What is the nature of the students' 
ideas? Are they incoherent, arbitrary, and not very consistent? Do they follow 
general models, or are they always specific ideas relating to particular situations 
and content? Are they common to many students or are they widely diverse? 
How do the students' ideas change? How can one question the ideas without 
falling back into a model of error substitution? What learning strategy should 
be encouraged in each situation and for each particular content? Which are the 
useful techniques and strategies for exploring and analysing the students' ideas? 
The formulation of school content (Porlan, 1999): What should be, and what 
actually is, the social function of obligatory schooling? What model of human 
and social development is the referent for our professional activity? What is 
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the role of academic subjects in the basic education of a citizen? Which sources 
should we use, and which do we actually use, in preparing school content? 
What is the legislation in this regard? What of the textbooks? Who should be 
responsible for formulating which is the desirable body of knowledge for our 
students? How should we formulate, organise, and present school-level 
knowledge? How extensive should it be, and how deeply should we go into it? 
What types of knowledge should we consider? 
The methodology of teaching (Azcarate, 1999): What should a sequence of 
activities be, and how should it be oriented? How can one formulate a realistic 
hypothesis of desirable school-level knowledge that takes into account the 
point the students start out from, and their expectations and potential interests? 
What hypothesis of progression should be established in order to overcome 
potential learning difficulties, and how can this be put into practice? Which 
activities, and in what sequence, might favour the change and significant 
evolution of the students' ideas? What methodological moments exist and on 
what are they founded? How are the dynamics of the classroom to be managed 
and regulated? How are spaces and times to be organised? In the management 
of the class, what role does the teacher play, and what role do the pupils play? 
etc. 
Evaluation (Martin del Pozo and Rivero, 2001 ): What models of evaluation 
exist, and on what are they based? What conception of evaluation is compatible 
with the research approach to teaching? To what degree does evaluation allow 
our curricular hypotheses and, in the long term, our practical professional 
knowledge to be subjected to empirical tests? How can the pupils' learning be 
evaluated rigorously? What data should be collected and how should they be 
collected in order to obtain suitable information about the curriculum in action? 
What roles are pupils and teachers to play in the evaluation and decision-
making process? etc. 
The planning and development of teaching units (Martin del Pozo and Rivero, 
2001 ): How can meaningful and coherent relationships be established between 
the what, the how, and the evaluation? What models of planning teaching units 
exist, and on what are they based? How can one guarantee that the development 
of the teaching unit has meaning and coherence for both the teacher and the 
pupils? etc. 
The planning of a complete course (Martin del Pozo and Rivero, 2001 ): What 
general progression hypothesis could be established and on the basis of which 
criteria? How does one select and organise the different objects of study 
coherently with the general progression hypothesis at the same time as being 
attentive to classroom dynamics? What models of course organisation exist, 
and on what are they based? What distinct moments or phases can we distinguish 
during a course, and on the basis of which criteria? etc. 
Definition of the personal pedagogical model (Martin del Pozo and Rivero, 
2001): What are my general pedagogical principles? What is the knowledge 
that forms the foundations of these principles? What degree of coherence is 
there between my principles and those foundations? What norms for action 
are deduced from them? What types of relationship should exist between a 
pedagogical model and specific professional actions? etc. 
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The resolution of these practical problems requires input from other kinds of 
knowledge different from one's own experience. They thus endow the set of sources of 
information described above with a particular significance (see Figure 3.1 ). 
Research into these problems allows one to: 
Organise networks of sub-problems, which are appropriate to the characteristics 
of a specific context. 
Organise schemes of professional knowledge to serve as referents for 
intervention ( chosen and organised in accordance with the resolution of the 
specific professional problems being dealt with), in the form of authentic 
practical theories. 
Set up a hypothesis of the progression from the knowledge at the start of the 
process to what has been regarded as the desirable ( also the referent) knowledge, 
with especial attention paid to the obstacles against constructing the required 
degree of complexity and improvement of the teachers' knowledge (see Figure 
3.2). 
Organise a set of teaching resources and activities that we consider particularly 
appropriate (readings, videos about real classroom situations, Peterson and 
Treagust, 1998; instruments to detect the students' conceptions and examples 
of their analysis, Jones, Carter and Rua, 1999; the more frequent obstacles and 
patterns of action, Joram and Gabriele, 1998; Porlan, Rivero and Martin del 
Pozo, 1998; plans and sequences of activities that aid in overcoming obstacles, 
specific case histories, Zuckerman, 1999; etc.), and which must serve as support 
for the process ofreconstructing a teachers' knowledge and performance. 
Knowledge of the dlsclpllne 
Professionalized 
Metadlsclpllne knowledge 
Complex and critical 
(epistemological, ideological,ontological) 
Areas of Professional 
Research 
(especially of science and of Theories and practice 
science teaching) 
Experiential knowledge 
Diversified, autonomous and critical 
(routines, principles, 
curricular know-how) 
Figure 3.1 The role of the areas of professional research in articulating praqctical 
professional knowledge 
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initial 




intermediate I reference 
Overcoming 
obstacles 
Figure 3.2 The progession of the development of professional knowledge 
Scientific Knowledge in Initial Teacher Education 
During the 1999/2000 academic year, we worked in our class on two inter-related blocks 
of issues. The first was oriented towards encouraging reflection on the various kinds of 
argument that we should take into account when designing a proposal for intervention, 
and which constitute the foundations of our curricular proposal. We hence included in 
this block work corresponding to two different areas: one related to school subject 
matter and the other related to the pupils' ideas. A period of negotiation with the students 
led to settling on the following problems as the specific content of this first block of the 
course: 
Problem 1: What utility does the curricular area "Knowledge of the Environ-
ment" have for the citizen in general? How is this knowledge appropriately 
taught? 
Problem 2: What are the characteristics of the scientific knowledge related to 
"Knowledge of the Environment"? 
Problem 3: What ideas do the pupils already have about the content of the area 
of"Knowledge of the Environment", and how much do these ideas influence 
learning? 
The answers that were elaborated to these problems were used later as elements 
against which to test the curricular proposals that the students designed. 
The second programmed block was directly focused on curricular design in 
the aspects of what and how to teach. The particular problems worked on in class 
were: 
Problem 4: What knowledge should be taught in the area of"Knowledge of 
the Environment? 
Problem 5: What is the appropriate way to teach this knowledge? 
We next present, by way ofan extract from our "teacher's diary", an example 
of how we develop our classes in the Initial Teacher Education of prospective primary 
school teachers with respect to the areas of professional research. 
Context 
Class with student teachers in the speciality oflnfant Education. We describe the activities 
performed within each problem situation, and the students' difficulties or obstacles that 
we detected. 
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Problem worked up with the students 
Problem 2 of the course: What are the characteristics of the scientific knowledge related 
to "Knowledge of the Environment"? Our intention was to call into question ideas, 
which are usually held by a majority- this is true, superior, objective knowledge, etc. -
so that they can construct an idea of school-level knowledge that is different from a 
simple reduction of science. 
Activities carried out 
Activity 1. Reflection on the nature of science 
The students respond individually to an anonymous questionnaire on science. The 
majority ideas detected were: 
Science as a set of items of knowledge (an accumulative and encyclopaedic 
view). 
They emphasise observation and experimentation as basic procedures in 
scientific method. Very occasionally, reference is also made to study. 
Scientific knowledge is a superior form of knowledge because it is true, 
objective, and neutral, since the scientific method allows it to be unequivocally 
checked against reality. 
The changes that scientific knowledge undergoes are accumulative, basically 
due to technological advances. 
Activity 2. Analysis of some relevant documents 
The students have to read six short simple texts, of a popularising nature, which attempt 
specifically to deal with the aforementioned ideas, but give certain information which 
contradicts them. They must then note down in their class books what they do not 
understand, the most significant phrases that they agree with, the most significant phrases 
that they disagree with, and a final synthesis (in a short paragraph) of what they think 
the authors are trying to tell us. 
In class, we discuss and clarify what was not understood, as well as some of 
the students' syntheses. It is particularly interesting to compare the latter, because two 
things usually occur. One is that the synthesis is a more or less long, more or less 
detailed summary of what was said in the text, without managing to detect the central 
theme that was the object of discussion in the text. The other is that different students 
may have completely opposite interpretations, some of them being very far removed 
from the intentions of the text that they read. For instance, one of the texts that they 
read is The Inductivist Turkey by Bertrand Russell. This text describes and criticises 
ironically the inductivist method in the production of scientific knowledge. Various 
groups reach the conclusion that "to do science", one has to act in the same way as the 
turkey: make repeated observations of a phenomenon, and from them enunciate a law 
or, according to these groups, even a theory. The last part of the text, in which the 
turkey's head is cut off on Christmas Day, is considered by some groups to be a sort of 
final gag, without any relevant meaning. 
A similar case occurs with another text (The Science of Umbrellas) which 
attempts to show that the more or less strict following of the "scientific method" is no 
guarantee that the problem being investigated and the resulting knowledge will be 
relevant to science, and far less with the product attained being considered as scientific. 
Some groups' conclusions, however, are in the line that scientific knowledge can be 
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elaborated, "from everything that surrounds us", i.e., that "science is everywhere, all 
around us". It is even possible, as is described in the text, to make a scientific theory 
that relates the colour of the umbrella to the gender of the person carrying it: "Women 
carry coloured umbrellas, men black ones". 
In our opinion, there may be two basic reasons behind these facts. The first 
difficulty or obstacle that strikes one is that the students seem to have only a poorly 
developed ability to analyse texts and extract from them the most relevant information. 
The second, of equal or even greater importance, is that they seem to believe that any 
information which is in a written form, and more so if it has been given them by their 
teacher, must be true information and taken as such. 
Activity 3. Small group and whole-class debate about the previous questionnaire 
The students subsequently return to the initial questionnaire, this time in groups, and 
take into account the information that came from the discussion of the texts. They 
mostly now found the group work "hard" (their words), and very tiring. We do not 
know if the problem was that the topic (after all, it is the epistemology of scientific 
knowledge) is a little dry, or not of their interest. 
The conclusions they reached at this stage were: 
Science is an organised set of items of knowledge at different levels ( data, 
concepts, laws, and theories), which attempts to explain reality, which is 
compartmentalised into different disciplines, and which is elaborated by 
specialists. It took us nearly a whole class session to reach this consensus, 
because after three or four groups had given their definition of science, a doctoral 
student who was attending the class as a guest posed a very interesting question 
for debate: the information that had been given up to that time would equally 
do to define science as the knowledge, for example, of a baker. Then, either 
one has to admit that the knowledge bakers have with respect to their profession 
and to the elaboration of their products is scientific knowledge, or one has to 
improve the definition. We believe that the resulting discussion was only really 
followed by a few students in the class. Although it could perhaps have been 
more fruitful, we were only able to reach the more or less shared idea that 
science is an attempt to explain reality, while bakers attempt to be more effective 
in their work (better tasting and therefore more competitive products, or cheaper 
ingredients that achieve the same effect, etc.). The groups should perhaps have 
considered this issue more calmly, with time to discuss it, to look for 
information, and so on, instead of taking it on directly in a debate which could 
only be followed by a few. 
Science is also a process (research), which is fundamentally characterised by the 
posing ofinteresting problems and by the researchers' hypotheses being subjected 
to rigorous testing (whether logical or empirical, direct or indirect). The reading 
and discussion of some of the texts (The Inductivist Turkey, for instance, seeing 
is not always believing) had already called into question the students' prior 
conceptions on the importance of observation and experimentation in the 
production of scientific knowledge. Thus, although in the consensus there again 
appeared in some groups the idea that it is observation that initiates a line of 
research, other groups argued against this idea, holding that what one observes 
depends on one's knowledge, or interests, or whether or not a problem has already 
been posed and one is making observations in that context, etc. 
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With respect to the importance of direct comparative testing with reality, the 
groups' interventions were more homogeneous. We had to propose counterexamples 
to provoke any questioning of their ideas. It was also necessary to establish new 
relationships with the readings to question the direct passage that most of the students 
proposed between the positive test of a hypothesis and the elaboration of a theory, 
since they had given no special relevance to the role of the scientific community itself 
in mediating this step. 
It is a valid (not necessarily true) and intersubjective type of knowledge, which 
may undergo different types of changes: extension, substitution, and 
modification. 
During the course of this debate there arose some problems that we decided to resolve 
later, when we define what to teach. Examples were: 
The ultimate goal of scientific knowledge is to seek general explanations about 
the world, while that of bakers is to allow them to try to do their work as 
efficiently as possible. So what is the ultimate goal of school-level knowledge? 
What type of information should be worked up with the students? Concepts, 
theories? At what level? 
Is scientific research translatable to a classroom? To what degree? 
Who must endow school-level knowledge with validity? The teacher, the pupil, 
the class as a whole? 
Scientific knowledge is unique. Must school-level knowledge also be unique? 
Conclusions 
In this work, we have tried to offer a brief overview of how one can facilitate the 
construction of professional knowledge with regard to the areas of professional research. 
It is our hope that the epistemological perspective adopted to analyse the 
teachers' knowledge, together with other possible perspectives, might contribute to a 
real transformation of our own practice in teacher education, improving our professional 
know-how and that of the teachers we are educating. Thus, although our students 
generally showed satisfaction with our classes, we are aware that these classes are 
clearly improvable with respect to teaching and potentially profitable with respect to 
our own research. Some of our current concerns constituting the lines along which this 
work will proceed are: 
To improve the education given to our students with respect to the procedures 
and strategies they will need in order to be more self-sufficient in learning: 
analysing, designing, drawing conclusions, etc. 
To perform a far more detailed and rapid follow-up of the evolution of our 
students' conceptions, in order to apply appropriate educational strategies and 
resources that match their needs as closely as possible. 
To somehow foster a far more direct connection between initial and ongoing 
teacher education, in the sense of endowing our students with tools that will 
allow them to subsequently continue their professional development and not 
in isolation. 
Chapter 4 
How to Affect the Quality of 
Teacher Education: 
A Four-Year Policy-Driven 




This short paper analyses results of a large-scale project to reform initial teacher education 
in Chile. Countries with similar or lower levels of development as Chile also shared the 
project that finished its implementation in 2002, targeting problems in the field of teacher 
education. The information base, besides my own experience as Project Co-ordinator, 
comes from mid-term evaluations in all institutions in the years 1999-2000 and the 
final assessment made in 2002 (Avalos, 2000). 1 
There was a need for teacher education reform because what had been one of 
the best systems in Latin America in the first part of the twentieth century had largely 
deteriorated. Amongst the reasons for the situation was the downgrading of teachers, 
teaching and teacher education institutions that occurred as a result of economic policies 
and political forces in the 1970s and 1980s (cf. Avalos, 1996; Reimers, 1994). Both 
the teacher education institutions and the schools and parents judged the quality of 
teacher preparation by the mid-1990s as being oflow quality. The Ministry of Education 
had been engaged in reforms to the educational system, especially a new curriculum, 
and considered that it was essential to intervene within the limits of its authority on 
programmes that were largely part of universities. To address the situation about US$30 
million was set aside to fund teacher education projects presented on a competitive 
basis by university institutions, both public and private. To influence the quality of 
applicants for teacher education another fund was allocated for scholarships to be 
given to able high-school leavers entering teacher education programmes. 
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No blueprint was provided on how or what the changes should look like, but 
there was guidance about where change should be focused: curriculum, practical 
experiences, and quality of teacher educators and relationships with the school system. 
The implementation of the idea was handed over to a small team at the Ministry of 
Education, and their task was to tum the idea into practice. What happened in the 
course of time, not so much in its successive events, but in the mode in which change 
took place, follows in the rest of this paper. 
The Initial Kick 
With a diagnosis that showed: curricula to be outdated; a diminishing number of 
students entering teacher education programmes (with low qualifications); teacher 
educators and academics who had remained isolated from intellectual and professional 
ideas elsewhere; teaching that was mostly theoretical and a practicum placed at the 
end of the four to five year programmes; with libraries that lacked up-to-date books 
and journals and with almost no computer infrastructure - there was a gigantic task 
ahead. The institutions that responded to the Ministry's call for improvement projects 
considered that all components of teacher education had to be looked into. After a 
year-long preparation and two external evaluations per project, seventeen university 
programmes were awarded funds to implement their projects over a period of four 
years. They covered 80 percent of the student teachers and the institutions extended 
all over the country. 
The Key Change Concepts 
The change areas in the projects reflected emerging re-conceptualisations of what had 
been until then the dominant theoretical perspectives in teacher education in Chile.2 
These new concepts were found in one way or another in all of the projects, but really 
began to make greater sense in their implications as the implementation phase proceeded. 
A gradual shift towards a constructivist view of learning. 
Recognition of reflective teaching, action-research, learning by doing, as targets 
according to which teaching strategies might be reoriented. 
Leaming to teach through collaboration. 
Leaming to teach as a growth process embedded in the whole programme of 
studies. 
In what follows, the main change areas are sketched considering summarily 
what was achieved (what innovations), and what is still pending and why (permanencies). 
Change Areas - Innovations and Permanencies 
These occurred at two levels: (a) the teacher education institutional level, and (b) emergent 
areas. The areas of curriculum, practicum and teaching and learning strategies are selected 
to illustrate the first category, while networking and quality control illustrate the second 
set. In each case, we look at innovations and permanencies (situations resistant to change 
and factors affecting this). 
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Teacher education processes at institutional level 
Curriculum changes have occurred in all institutions. From a structural perspective the 
main targets were to reduce the number of fragmented and disconnected courses, to 
reduce the number of hours of face-to-face instruction, and to watch for both vertical 
and horizontal integration among curricular subjects. It involved revising contents and 
bibliography as well as learning strategies required from students. What happened in 
relation to this reform is presented in Table 4.1. 
The second change area refers to the process of preparing teachers and 
specifically to altering teaching and learning strategies in the direction of constructivist 
and reflective-learning outlooks. Changes and permanencies are presented in Table 4.2. 
The third, and perhaps most important, change area has been the field 
experiences or practicum, that has been reformulated so that practical learning to teach 
is gradual and progresses from the first or second year of teacher education towards 
full teaching responsibility in the fourth or fifth year. Changes and permanencies are 
illustrated in Table 4.3. 
Emerging change areas 
As the project developed over time in all seventeen institutions, issues emerged that had 
not been specific targets for action at the beginning of the programme. Also, activities that 
were barely sketched as desirable initially took a much more specific focus. They are 
grouped in two categories: quality control and networking, and are outlined in Table 4.4. 
The move from cultures of competitiveness and closure towards communi-
cation and networking has been one of the important emergent areas. Table 4.4 illustrates 
how this has been achieved. 
Table 4.1 Curriculum 
Changes - Innovations 
• Less face-to-face instruction (all 
institutions). 
• Specification of time allocated for 
student independent learning (most, but 
not all institutions). 
• New frameworks for organising the 
curriculum - e.g. integrative themes 
instead of courses or contents (two 
institutions). 
• Introduction of integrative activities -
Problem-Based Leaming and Workshops 
(two institutions). 
• Revision of curriculum contents for all 
courses and activities ( all institutions 
gradually - not all completed). 
• Introduction of cross-sectional themes or 
courses dealing with broad value issues 
( curriculum of about four institutions). 
Permanencies 
1. Insufficient reduction of face-to-face 
instruction as judged by evaluators of 
almost all projects. This is due to 
academics' resistance and job related 
concerns. Also, to concerns about 
content knowledge and professional 
knowledge time allocations. 
2. Vertical and horizontal integration still 
precarious - especially in secondary 
teacher education programmes that are 
managed by several Faculties. 
3. Partial updating of curricula and 
bibliography. Unwillingness to explore 
new avenues by some academic staff, 
time factors, and not enough 
knowledge of languages other than 
Spanish. 
4. Variation in the time and proportion 
allocated to content, professional 
knowledge, general knowledge and 
practicum. 
5. Student resistance to curricular change. 
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Table 4.2 Teaching and learning strategies 
Changes - Innovations 
• Open or implicit focus on constructivist 
learning. 
• Introduction of active delivery 
strategies, especially group-work or 
workshops along with the classic 
lecture mode. 
• Introduction of ICT as a course (in all 
institutions) but linked to teaching 
activities in only a few. 
Permanencies 
• More active learning is observed in 
classrooms of all institutions, but too 
much reliance on more or less 
stereotyped forms of group work. 
• Fear of academics of altering their 
habitual and longstanding way of 
doing things, and, insufficient 
knowledge base about alternative 
active learning strategies explains 
permanencies. 
• Insufficient bibliographic resources to 
support active learning in all 
institutions despite the resource 
allocation for such purchases. 
Table 4.3 Learning to teach - the practicum experiences 
Changes - Innovations 
• New progressive structure ofpracticum 
experiences (all institutions). 
• Diversity of activities of early contact 
with schools and classrooms moving 
from the ability to recognise problem 
situations to engagement in independent 
teaching. 
• Mentor preparation programmes (four 
institutions). 
• Incentives for schoolteacher 
collaboration (5 or 6 institutions). 
Permanencies 
• Not all academics participate in the 
preparation and implementation of 
practical activities. 
• Lack of a system of incentives for 
mentor teachers. 
• Traditional segmentation between 
content and practice, affects curricular 
integration and the representation of 
content knowledge areas in the 
practicum activities. 
The Beginning of a Conclusion 
Four years to revamp all major components of teacher education programmes are, clearly, 
insufficient. There are cultures, ways of thinking and of doing embedded in historical 
circumstances that slow the pace of change, however important or valuable it may be 
judged by those involved. 
However, after completion of the projects, it was clear that unwittingly a very 
powerful model of change became operant. This model consists in linking institutional 
change actions with support and monitoring from the ministerial co-ordinating body. 
As such it clearly represents Fullan's principle (1993, 1999, 2000) of change without 
an initial detailed blueprint, and change that combines pressure and support. There 
were no specific targets set out initially ( although now this is considered a shortcoming), 
but rather what Elliott (2000) defines as a "pedagogically driven perspective on 
educational change". The need to refocus initial plans was always accepted and co-
operatively discussed. On the other hand, as the project progressed the need for standards 
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Table 4.4 Quality control processes 
Changes - Innovations 
• New progressive structure of practicum 
experiences ( all institutions). 
• Gradual focussing of activities directed 
to improvement of teacher educators 
such as study visits abroad. 
• Institution-initiated evaluations to deal 
with perceived problems. 
• Awareness of the need for common 
standards, discussion, production and 
experimental implementation in four 
institutions. 
• Improvement of quality of student 
intake - search for instruments to 
diagnose basic skills difficulties -
preparation of basic skills diagnostic 
test that was tried out in 5 institutions. 
• Acknowledgement of the need for a 
system of accreditation - participation 
in the national committee that discussed 
and agreed on an accreditation system 
for teacher education. 
Permanencies 
• Study visits initially seen as a 
"reward" and therefore a degree of 
criticism regarding the criteria to 
award these "study visits". 
• Those who benefited from the study 
visits did not always convey to others 
the result of their work - or there was 
little to show of its effect on teaching. 
This, however, is now under greater 
control. 
• Standards are feared as an element of 
control or as a form of imposing a 
particular view of teaching and 
learning. Therefore some level of 
resistance to evaluating student 
teachers using the National Standards. 
However, widespread discussion has 
changed this perception. 
and a system of accreditation was recognised. Fullan's concept of "mediations" was 
important in this respect. There were mediations of ideas, stimulus, and information 
about possible change directions offered by the National Co-ordination team, but also 
mediations from project co-ordinators to their local constituencies as well as among 
project co-ordinators. To some extent, these mediators helped to produce changes in 
language and a "tacit conversion of knowledge", as Fullan puts it, among their peers 
within and among institutions. Some institutions feel that they are now ready for a 
next step of focalised projects, and also for writing the story of their change efforts, 
with its highs and lows. 
Notes 
1 The evaluations covered the areas of (a) Curriculum, Teaching and Learning Processes; (b) 
the preparation of Science and English Secondary Teachers; (c) Information and Communi-
cation Technologies in the Teacher Education Programmes; and (d) the Management of the 
Projects. 
2 Behaviourism and competency-based teacher education. 
Chapter 5 
Leaming from the Conversation 
of New Teachers 
Frances O'Connell Rust 
Over four years of monthly meetings, I have listened to the talk of pre-service and 
beginning teachers in Friday evening conversations. As I have analysed my notes 
from our conversations, I have seen a variety of patterns emerge. The most obvious 
of these is that there is a qualitative difference in the ways pre-service teachers talk 
about themselves and the work of teaching compared with the talk of beginning and 
more experienced teachers, and these differences hold important lessons about 
learning to teach and about teacher education itself. Less obvious, but equally 
important for their implications for teachers' professional development, are the ways 
in which both pre-service and new teachers' conversation work as exemplars of 
autobiographically situated reflection and insight. Finally, consideration of who 
speaks, when, and about what has provided me with insight about what is important 
to these new teachers and has helped me to think critically about what works in pre-
service and in-service teacher education. 
Pre-service/In-service 
In the New Teachers' Conversation Group, participants talk about themselves, their 
students, their teaching, and their schools in ways that speak of their lived experience 
as learners and as new teachers who are learning about teaching. Members of the 
group who are pre-service students use their autobiographies, lived experience, and 
life as pre-service students as referents. They talk in general terms and of abstract 
concepts. James' introduction of himself is an example. 
James is a junior. A thirty-year-old undergraduate, he's had a lot of 
time to think about teaching and to study it. Having tried college 
several times, James has strong opinions about good teaching. He 
says that he can't remember a time when he didn't want to teach. 
Growing up in the suburbs of Chicago, he was keenly aware of racism 
and the power of teachers as leaders. He wants to teach in emancipa-
tory ways to empower students. 
Members of the group who are in their first years of teaching situate themselves 
as teachers and talk in specifics about life in classrooms. Take, for example, this excerpt 
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from the introduction made by Sara, a first year teacher, during our very first 
conversation group meeting in April 1996. 
Sara tells us how she has reached out to a child who does not shower 
and smells quite bad. She moved the child up to the front of the 
room right near her desk. She took to spraying air freshener around 
herself and the child. She talked with the child and arranged for him 
to bathe in the morning in the sink at school before the other children 
came. Simultaneously, she talked with the child's mother. She 
discovered that there was always laundry in the bathtub of their home. 
Sara, the child, and the mother developed a schedule that went on 
the fridge at home that enabled the child ( and other family members) 
to use the tub twice a week. 
As the years go on, the pattern remains. Pre-service students simply do not 
have access to the complexities and subtle textures of life in classrooms and schools 
that is the milieu of the teachers in the group; nor do they have opportunity to shape 
the life of classrooms in the ways that are available to their teaching colleagues. Thus, 
the conversation of pre-service students situates them on a different experiential plane 
from that of classroom teachers in the group, even from teachers who have only been 
teaching for a few months. 
The Role of Autobiography 
Autobiography plays a major role in our conversation; however, it appears in different 
ways depending on who is talking and where the speakers are in their professional 
journeys. For those in the group who are pre-service students, autobiography emerges 
frequently in introductions and is cited as the experiential foundation for their theories 
and actions. They tell of their backgrounds and how these have played into their 
decisions to become teachers and their visions of who they will be and what they will 
do. Among first year teachers, autobiography rarely emerges. When it does it is 
something that we, as a group, call for, or it is something that is prompted by the 
conversation and works to situate the speaker as a teacher in a particular setting. In this 
way, autobiographical stories help to provide critical insights into teachers' thinking 
that work to enable the group not only to understand the speaker's actions but also to 
provide professional support. 
Two examples might help: 
1. On her first night with the conversation group, Anita, a senior who came from 
a comfortable home in the mid-west, told her story of coming to NYC as a 
teenager and deciding then and there that she wanted to make a difference. As 
part of her narrative, she incorporated the story of the starfish thrower - a boy 
who upon encountering hundreds of starfish on a seashore returns one to the 
water; when asked what difference throwing back one starfish would make 
given the huge number on the beach, he responded that it would make a 
difference to this one. By the middle of her first year in a school serving very 
poor children, Anita was questioning her idealism. She seemed distanced from 
her students. She was telling stories of her school but they were not from her 
classroom. They were stories told by other teachers. Despite the strong support 
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that she was getting from a caring staff developer, she made the decision at 
the end of the year to leave teaching in the public schools. 
2. Like Anita, Mari began with the conversation group as a senior. She was 
confident, secure in her knowledge of teaching and completely opaque when 
it came to discussing her own background. Her first year of teaching was in a 
very difficult school serving low-income families in one of the outer boroughs 
of New York City. Unlike Anita's, it was not a school that any of us were 
familiar with, thus, there were no familiar sources of support available to her. 
From her first week of teaching, Mari was critical of the children. She talked 
about them as "delinquents" and was reluctant to do things that the other new teachers 
were doing such as share her own library of books with them. She seemed to have 
forgotten all that she had been taught about guided reading, hands-on math and science, 
and social studies made relevant to their lives. Instead, according to Mari, her time 
with her fourth graders was devoted completely to keeping them in their seats and 
keeping them quiet. In a matter of days, some of the children began to challenge her 
authority. They refused to do things that she told them to do. At least one called her 
"bitch". In response to our questions, Mari said that her response was "to ignore those 
kids". She said that she was following the advice of other teachers in the school who 
told her this was the way to handle such behaviour. She held to this response until May 
when, in a conversation about helping children to deal with anger, Mari asked Christie, 
a second year teacher, "What should I say?" Christie responded with, "You've really 
hurt my feelings. I'm not talking to you." Mari then said, "I don't know how to do that. 
All my life, I've been taught to ignore stuff like this. When I was a little girl and got 
teased about the way I looked ( she was the only Asian student in her school), my morn 
would tell me, 'Just ignore them.' The teachers all tell me to do the same thing." 
Mari's description of a life-long pattern had unlocked the door on her 
resistance, enabling us to negotiate a solution with her that would fit her and her students. 
In subsequent meetings, the conversation continued with descriptions of the lives of 
children in other teachers' classrooms and of the conditions in their schools and where 
the sources of support were for them. With these situated narratives, Mari was being 
told in many ways and at many levels that she was not alone. She is now in her sixth 
year of teaching. 
For me, both stories are noteworthy. Anita's because the story that she chose 
to tell about who she was and why she chose teaching spoke to the idealised image of 
the teacher that she and so many others carry with them and to the distance that they 
must maintain in order to hold onto that idealism. Mari 's story is noteworthy not only 
for what it tells about the power of autobiography in shaping teachers' understandings 
and practice but also for what it tells me about ways of knowing our students that are 
possible in teacher education. I had advised Mari when she transferred into the program 
and continued to do so through her remaining two years. I had worked with her in 
classes. But I did not know her; nor did her peers in the program and the conversation 
group. Formal interactions between professor and student were not sufficient for Mari's 
story to emerge. Over time, all of us have learned that there have to be ways for the 
type of authentic conversation around real classroom issues that is the substance of the 
conversation group's discourse to emerge in pre-service teacher education. We have 
also learned that groups like this are essential in the continuing professional development 
of teachers. 
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Topics of Conversation 
As I have studied our four years of conversation, I have identified six topics that occur 
with enough regularity to be considered critical foci for beginning teachers. These are 
assessment; classroom management; contexts and norms of schools; curriculum; getting, 
changing, and keeping a job; and kids. Each of these is addressed within a framework 
of providing professional support and enabling self-knowledge that seems to 
characterise the interaction of the group. There is a cycle to these topics over a year 
that has to do with who initiates them and with the cycle of activity in schools. Getting 
a job, for example, is a topic raised most often by pre-service students in anticipation 
of December or May graduations. Discussion of the contexts and norms of schools are 
interwoven with discussions of jobs in ways that suggest that the conditions of the 
workplace have a definite impact on new teachers' perceptions of teaching and on 
experienced teachers' considerations about their workplace. When teachers in the group 
find themselves in settings where there is virtually no support, the issue of finding a 
new job arises. This is as true of a first year teacher as it is of teachers in their second 
and third years. Decisions about moving from one school to another seem to peak at 
points when teachers are most free to move: January and summer months. 
Discussions of classroom management originate with new teachers, particularly 
those who are struggling; the pre-service teachers in the group never initiate them. 
Conversations about classroom management are often interwoven with discussions of 
problem children and are generally initiated by teachers who are concerned about a 
child's progress and fit in the community of the classroom. Like discussions of classroom 
management, pre-service teachers rarely initiate these conversations. 
Discussions of curriculum weave through discussions of assessment. Both 
are, in fact, central foci of the group's conversation occupying approximately 50 percent 
of our discussions. Curriculum surfaces in a variety of ways that relate to the cycle of 
activity in schools as well as to the group's interests and expertise. 
Over time, it has become clear that this predictable set of topics appears and 
disappears at regular points across the year in a conversational spiral. Each time a topic 
appears it is handled with greater depth and sophistication, mirroring the experiential 
growth of the various members of the group. Thus, there is a development and rounding 
out of a topic across time and relative to experience. Pre-service students address a topic 
in one way, first year teachers in another, and second year teachers in still another way. 
This pattern has held throughout our four years of conversation to the extent 
that I now know that it will be: first year teachers who raise the issue of classroom 
management and experienced teachers in the group who will address it; pre-service 
teachers who worry about finding jobs and the experienced teachers who push one 
another to move to schools where they will have support to teach as they were taught 
to teach; experienced teachers who will raise the issues of curriculum and assessment 
and pre-service teachers who will take notes and probe for further information. 
Conclusion 
Over these four years, we have learned that professional development in teaching might 
best be accomplished as a peer-mediated experience. The development of our 
conversation over time has involved us as a group in breaking down the barriers between 
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pre-service and in-service teaching. My students now work with recent program 
graduates who are their cooperating teachers, and our graduates return each month to 
share their stories and draw on the wisdom of the group. And while we continually 
have new members join the group, our talk has moved from a general survey of the 
conditions of teaching and schools to a genuinely interactive discussion in which 
members draw on one another's knowledge and expertise. This is due in large measure 
to the continued participation of several members of the group since its inception; but 
it also relates to the development of our understandings about what the first years of 
teaching entail and what works in teacher preparation to support new teachers' transition 
to the real world of schools. 
There is a complex interplay of individual and collective storytelling in our 
on-going conversation that resides in trust and confidence in one another. This interplay, 
it seems to me, has worked in ways that promote the development of the various 
participants as well as the whole group. The conversation group is, we have concluded, 
a form of sustainable professional development for teachers and by teachers that is not 
a substitute for teacher education. Rather, it enables a contextualised and selective re-
visitation of ideas and activities first encountered as student teachers. And beyond the 
re-visitation of ideas and concepts from pre-service days, the more experienced teachers' 
stories and advice breaks new ground and constitutes a credible curriculum of 
professional development for new teachers in challenging circumstances. In our 
conversation group meetings, we gather around the table and talk with one another in 
ways that blur the distinctions between pre-service and in-service teaching and that 
move us forward in pursuit of teaching well. 
Section B 
Teacher Practice 
This section presents a variety of perspectives on teachers' practices. Judith Warren 
Little's keynote address "Inside Teacher Community: Representations of Classroom 
Practice" continues her interest in teachers' professional relationships and examines 
the significance such relationships have for teacher development, teachers' careers 
and commitments and the implications for school reform. Her research responds to 
claims that the idea of "professional community constitutes an important contributor 
to teacher development, the collective capacity of schools, and improvements in the 
practices of teaching and schooling". She speculates on a "black box" of plausible but 
unexplored and unspecified relationships" that has yet to be fully opened. Teacher 
activities inside and outside of the classroom are discussed as possible interactive 
supports for instructional improvements. She critically explores the idea of teachers' 
community by using case studies and by drawing on a variety of research and theory 
that assist explaining current understandings of teachers' practices. 
Kennert Orlenius' chapter entitled "The Contemporary Basic Values of School: 
'The Emperors' New Clothes'?", uses H.C. Andersen's story as a metaphorical bridge 
to discuss the potential fraud of how values ought to be represented in schooling 
contrasted with what actually happens. He uses the concepts of universalism and 
communitarianism to understand the differences by focusing on curriculum from 
Denmark, Norway and Sweden. The "empty code" values often represent in practice 
is elaborated by describing basic values as espoused in the Scandinavian countries. 
His conclusions include an admonition for readers to be critical and reflective and to 
take advice from children who are often more clear-headed than adults. 
Jukka Husu's contribution, "Exploring the Landscape of Teachers' Tacitly 
Implied Ethics", examines philosophical, ethical and pedagogical justifications that 
contribute content and meaning when teachers claim to be acting in the best interests 
of students. The everyday work of teachers and how the tasks and duties expected of 
them represent an empirical perspective is not often contrasted with more philosophical 
forms of inquiry and dialogue. Professional and institutional obligations are illustrated 
through a case study and described as a series of codes: rational, situational and moral 
character. Plural understandings are argued to provide a more comprehensive basis for 
understanding situations and how to deal with them. 
Tove Pettersson, May Britt Postholm, Annlaug Flem and Sigrun Gudmunds-
dottir's chapter, entitled "Cultural Scaffolding: The Arts and Crafts Teacher's Mediation 
with her Students with Behavioural Problems", examines the socio-cultural nature of 
classrooms and the forms of instruction that capitalise on that interest. The authors 
demonstrate how arts and crafts, because of their roots in traditions and solid cultural 
footing, represent a viable entry point for understanding and dealing with behaviour 
problems. From activation of the "living word" through conversations with more 
experienced others, skills are developed in both academic and social domains that 
pertain to cultural knowledge, skills and attitudes. The experiences of"Tina", a teacher, 
are used to illustrate "considered risks" cultural scaffolding took acknowledging the 
co-creation of understanding through culture and cognition. 
Barbara Steh and Barica Marentic Pozamik's chapter, "What is Actually 
Happening in Secondary Classrooms? The Rhetoric and Reality of Curricular Reform", 
considers the differences between the plans and hopes for school reform and the 
perceptions held by students and teachers in classrooms. Qualitative and quantitative 
measures can be used to create a portrait of teacher thinking during times of great 
change and shifting expectations. A more bottom-up view of school reform is evident 
and elaborated by including the student voice about needs not considered. Discrepancies 
likely to lead to problems were identified and activities proposed to address them in 
meaningful ways. 
Chapter 6 
Inside Teacher Community: 
Representations of Classroom 
Practice 
Judith Warren Little 
For more than two decades, I have pursued interests in teachers' professional 
relationships and their significance for teacher development, teachers' careers and 
commitments, and school reform. In this paper, I continue a set of investigations into 
professional community as a locus for teachers' work and teacher development. More 
specifically, I take up the problem of how classroom teaching practice comes to be 
known, shared, and developed among teachers through their out-of-classroom 
interactions. 
This analysis responds to steadily expanding claims that professional 
community constitutes an important contributor to teacher development, the collective 
capacity of schools, and improvements in the practices of teaching and schooling. 
These claims amount to a certain optimistic premise (see Figure 6.1). Researchers 
posit that conditions for improving teaching and learning are strengthened when teachers 
collectively question ineffective teaching routines, examine new conceptions of teaching 
and learning, find generative means to acknowledge and respond to difference and 
conflict, and engage actively in supporting one another's professional growth 
(Achinstein, in press; Grossman et al., 2001; Gutierrez, 1996; Little, 1990, 1999; Louis 
Intellectual, social and material resources of professional 
community 
Individual development Change in practice Collective capacity 
Figure 6.1 The optimistic premise of professional community 
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and Kruse, 1995; McLaughlin and Talbert, 2001; Stokes, 2001; Talbert, 1995; 
Westheimer, 1998). Taken together, this body of work marks considerable progress in 
the conceptualisation and measurement of collegial interaction, and in specifying the 
attributes of professional communities. 
Yet relatively little research examines the specific interactions and dynamics 
by which professional community constitutes a resource for teacher learning and 
innovations in teaching practice (Little, 2001; Wilson and Berne, 1999). In particular, 
few studies focus closely on the teacher development opportunities and possibilities 
that reside within ordinary daily work. Anne DiPardo's (1999) detailed ethnographic 
portraits of four teacher collaborations suggest that sorting out teachers' learning 
opportunities and trajectories in the course of their everyday work will be a complicated 
undertaking (see also Willman, 2001; Aguirre, 2001; Little, 2001). Nonetheless, if 
professional community operates to enable and create teacher learning, it ought to be 
evident in the ongoing encounters that teachers have with one another. 
In a paper published in 1987, I speculated about what resources teachers might 
supply one another as colleagues, and how time spent together might plausibly translate 
into benefit to students: 
Is it that lesson planning improves as people press each other to say 
not only what they do with students, but why? Is it that the toughest, 
most persistent problems of curriculum, instruction, and classroom 
management get the benefit of the group's experience? Is it the 
combined sense of confidence and obligation that teachers carry into 
the classroom? Is it the peer pressure to live up to agreements made 
and ideas offered? Is it that in making teaching principles and 
practices more public, the best practices are promoted more widely 
and the weakest ones are abandoned? Is it simply that close work 
with colleagues affords a kind of stimulation and solidarity that 
reflects itself in energetic classroom performance and holds talented 
teachers longer in the profession? (Little, 1987, p. 494) 
At the time, I was speculating about a black box - a set of plausible but 
unexplored and unspecified relationships. Elsewhere at about the same time, I argued 
for investigations that would map the configuration and boundaries of teachers' 
professional ties within and beyond schools ("meaningful reference groups"), and would 
examine the content of collegial interchange. Regarding the latter, I sought" ... a more 
close-grained account of the moral and intellectual dispositions that teachers bring to 
or develop in the course of their relations with one another" that would be informed by 
"careful scrutiny of the actual talk among teachers, the choices teachers make in concert, 
or the ways in which individual actions follow from the deliberations of the group" 
(Little, 1990, p. 524). 
More than a decade later, this particular black box still remains largely to be 
opened. The fact that we have yet to do so places some serious limitations on the 
optimistic premise. So, suspending that optimism for the moment, I want to delve 
more fully into the questions of what constitutes the intellectual, social and material 
resources of professional community. Among these resources, I am particularly 
interested in what is afforded - or not- by accounts of classroom events, circumstances, 
relations, possibilities, and dilemmas that teachers put forward in work that transpires 
largely outside the classroom. 
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In taking up this problem, I am acknowledging the arguments put forward by 
researchers and professional developers about the likely value oflearning from and in 
practice (for example, Ball and Cohen, 1999). I am also responding to a likely policy 
interest in whether and how investments in teachers' time together outside the classroom 
might actually produce or support instructional improvement inside the classroom. 
To pursue this curiosity, I am drawing primarily on intensive case studies of 
teacher knowledge, practice, and learning among teachers of mathematics and English 
in two high schools. My focus is on teacher groups that (1) have some clear collective 
identity (the teachers describe and name themselves in collective terms, sometimes in 
relation to a formal unit such as a department and sometimes with respect to more 
informal affiliations such as the "Algebra Group" or "Academic Literacy Group") and 
(2) profess a clear task orientation (the teachers see themselves as engaged in 
improvement-oriented professional work together). That is, this design is not organised 
to inquire into other kinds of informal groupings that may have personal or 
organisational significance but are formed around interests quite ancillary to teaching 
tasks (the "smokers") nor does it take into account routine exchanges in the informal 
settings of the school workplace, including staff room talk of the sort that Hammersley 
(1984), Woods (1984), or Ben-Peretz and Schonmann (2000) have analysed. Rather, 
the study takes up the question of what teacher learning opportunities and dynamics of 
professional practice are evident in teacher groups that consider themselves collaborative 
and innovative. 1 The research team2 employed a range of conventional data sources 
and methods - observation, interviews, pen-and-paper instruments, and school 
documents - but the most central of these data, for my purposes, are the audio- and 
video-taped records of situated interaction among teachers. 
Useful Precedents in the Investigation of Teacher Community 
Certain useful precedents are particularly evident in the analysis I am developing. By 
useful precedents, I mean those theoretical frames and empirical bodies of work that I 
believe offer a foundation for emerging investigations of teachers' situated workplace 
practices. Evolving conceptions of occupational community and communities of 
practice offer a broad conceptual frame and set of organising problems. 
Consistent with this broad frame are two bodies of empirical research - studies 
of workplace practices in diverse fields, and studies of teacher discourse in the context 
of formal professional development activity- that suggest ways of parsing the practice 
of teacher community and establishing its relationship to outcomes of interest. Finally, 
the heuristic notion of"affordances",joined to traditions of discourse analysis, supplies 
an analytic device for specifying the nature of teachers' collective practice and tracing 
trajectories of learning and change. 
Conceptions of Occupational Community and Workplace Communities 
of Practice 
I have framed this analysis most directly in relation to the sociological conception of 
occupational community, with its emphasis on work practices, identities, social relations, 
and socialisation processes (Van Maanen and Barley, 1984), and the related but broader 
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community of practice literature with its orientation toward persons' mutual engagement 
in practice, the centrality of participation and its resources, and the notion of trajectories 
oflearning (Wenger, 1998; Lave, 1996; Lave and Wenger, 1991 ). This framing permits 
a close focus on the nature of collective professional practice without falling prey to 
any assumptions about its virtues. Just as Popkewitz (1991) questions the premise of 
progress so routinely associated with discussions of reform, I question the premise of 
improvement in teaching knowledge, practice, and commitments associated with 
participation in professional communities. On this point, Wenger ( 1998) cautions: 
Because the term "community" is usually a very positive one. I cannot 
emphasize enough that these interrelations [ of mutual engagement, 
joint enterprise, and shared repertoire] arise out of engagement in 
practice and not out of an idealized view of what a community should 
be like. (pp. 76-7; see also Gusfield, 1975) 
And further: 
Claiming that communities of practice are a crucial locus oflearning 
is not to imply that the process is intrinsically benevolent. In this 
regard, it is worth repeating that communities of practice should not 
be romanticized; they can reproduce counter-productive patterns, 
injustices, prejudices, racism, sexism, and abuses of all kinds. In 
fact, I would argue they are the very locus of such reproduction. 
(p. 132) 
I have been consistently concerned about tendencies to romanticise collabo-
rative or cohesive professional relationships (for example, Little, 1990). However, I 
do admit to a personal and professional interest in whether and how teacher communities 
turn out to be contributors to educational improvement. Educational scholars have a 
legitimate interest in questions of the public good associated with teacher communities; 
it matters whether those communities cultivate the capacity and the disposition to 
provide a high quality education for all children. We require a clear and accessible 
way to name communities that embody those qualities. For example, McLaughlin and 
Talbert (2001) employ three years of interview, survey, and observational data from 16 
American high schools to differentiate "teacher learning communities" from strong 
"traditional communities" and further to distinguish both of these cohesive groupings 
from more individualistic, atomistic workplace environments. They have made an 
important contribution in decoupling the "strong" community from the "good" 
community; that is, they demonstrate that cohesive workplace communities need not 
necessarily be organised for wider benefit, and begin to specify the attributes of those 
communities whose strength is rooted in broader commitments to the public good. 
At the same time, I find it problematic on both theoretical and practical grounds 
to reserve the designation of"learning community" to a subset of teacher communities 
whose dispositions we may admire. Theoretically, it becomes difficult to explain the 
emergence of"traditional" orientations without accounting at the level of practice for 
teacher learning and socialisation. Absent data on actual practice, it also becomes 
difficult to understand why teacher groups whose members are united by their expressed 
commitments to improvements in student learning and in classroom practice sometimes 
fail to achieve much of either.3 With some significant exceptions, prior work on the 
construct of"professional community" tends to rely primarily on interviews and surveys 
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(sometimes supplemented with observations recorded in field notes) to differentiate 
varieties of professional community. If we are to theorise about the significance of 
professional community, we must be able to demonstrate how communities achieve 
their effects. This will require examining the specific interactions and dynamics by 
which professional communities constitute a resource for teacher learning and the 
formation of teaching practice. 
Empirical Investigations of Workplace Practice 
Mid-level concepts emerging from studies of workplace practice in fields outside 
education, together with the research methods employed in these studies, provide a 
rich and under-utilised resource for the study of teachers' workplace practice and 
professional community. Researchers have exploited advances in video and audio 
technology to uncover the practices by which people at work learn, construct, coordinate, 
and transform their practice (Barley and Orr, 1997; Drew and Heritage, 1992; Engestrom 
and Middleton, 1998; Hindmarsh and Heath, 1998; Middleton, 1998; Schegloff, 1992). 
Three examples serve to illustrate the potential utility of these studies for investigations 
of teacher community: 
Access to practice and the "horizon of observation ". One issue in 
understanding the nature and significance of communities of practice 
is how the practice comes to be known, shared, and changed through 
participation (Wenger, 1998). In their volume on situated learning, 
Lave and Wenger (1991) introduced the idea of"legitimate peripheral 
participation" to account for learning in communities of practice. 
The cases of apprenticeship briefly summarised in that volume 
suggested how participation might be quite differently organised to 
create or limit opportunities for learning and competent membership. 
In his studies of novice marine navigators, Hutchins (1996, p. 52) 
employs the term "horizon of observation" to define the extent to 
which elements of a work environment are available as a learning 
context. This horizon of observation structures how completely 
novices or newcomers are able to see, hear, and participate in the 
work in question: its central tasks, tools and instruments, relevant 
categories and terms, and lines of communication. As in the cases of 
apprenticeship summarised by Lave and Wenger (1991), these 
horizons vary in the degree to which they create broad or narrow 
opportunities for observing others, their interactions, and their tools. 
Of interest in studies of teaching and teacher community is the relative 
insularity of the classroom - its restricted horizon of observation. 
Transparency of practice, or "publicly available features". More 
specifically, then, one might wonder about what specific aspects of 
work come to be visible through teachers' participation with one 
another, and with what fullness and specificity - what I have 
elsewhere termed the "face" and "transparency" of practice (Little, 
2001 ). In their transcript records of veterinary surgeons working 
together, Pinch, Collins and Carbone ( 1997) show how assessments 
of a task's difficulty become a "publicly available feature of skill". 
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Through their analysis of one feature of practice - the difficulty of 
specific tasks - the researchers introduce the more general concept 
of publicly available features of practice. This notion of publicly 
available features might profitably be applied and extended in studies 
of teachers' communities of practice. That is, Pinch and his colleagues 
focus on issues of a task's difficulty; they anticipate but do not actually 
investigate possible distinctions between what is difficult to learn 
and what is difficult to do. Other aspects of work practice might also 
be more or less publicly available, including the socio-emotional 
aspects of classroom life, the centrality or importance of certain tasks, 
or the consequences attached to doing something well, poorly or not 
at all. 
Categories and classifications. A related body of research, not 
limited to workplace studies, focuses attention on the system of 
categories and classifications by which members of a community 
organise and communicate practice. Writing about "classification 
and its consequences", Bowker and Star (1999) employ examples as 
disparate as the history of the International Classification ofDiseases 
(ICD), race classification in apartheid South Africa, trajectories of 
tuberculosis treatment, and shifts in the nature and codification of 
nurses' work to show how the creation and maintenance of classifica-
tory schemes constitute fundamental kinds of social practice. Classi-
fication schemes operate in part to render the ambiguities of the world 
as if they possessed the "clarity of social facts" (Mehan, 1996, p. 
243). Because they are inevitably (and continuously) historical, 
political, moral, and cultural constructions, and because they tend to 
form a taken-for-granted, invisible infrastructure of working practice, 
classifications supply both resources for and impediments to learning 
and change.4 In one analysis of data from our current study, Ilana 
Horn (2001) shows how routine ways of classifying students are 
taken up differently by the mathematics teachers in two high schools 
as they justify curricular decisions and explain students' difficulties 
or failures in mathematics; the result is to create quite different 
opportunities to examine and problematise practices of mathematics 
teaching and learning. 
Studies of Teacher Interaction in Professional Development Activity 
The most well-developed body of research on situated interactions among teachers 
has emerged from studies of teachers engaged in formal occasions of professional 
development. The occasions and groups that form the context for these studies differ 
from those of our own study in certain significant ways: the occasions entail a more 
explicit, formal, and sustained focus on teacher learning; they reserve time and space 
for purposes of professional development; they sometimes involve designated 
facilitators or experts who are researchers or professional development specialists; 
and the teacher participants may come together for professional development while 
not working together on a daily basis in the same school. Among the specialised 
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programs of professional development that have yielded this promising body of research 
are: programs grounded in teachers' investigation of children's mathematics learning 
(Fennema et al., 1996; Franke et al., 1998; Stein et al., 1998); a "book club" of high 
school English and Social Studies teachers in which teachers grappled with the nature 
of text and text interpretation in English and History (Grossman et al., 2001 ); networks 
of teachers focused on the study of literacy practices (Greenleaf and Schoenbach, 
1998; Florio-Ruane and Raphael, 2001; Lieberman and Wood, 2001) or teaching and 
learning practices in other disciplines (Brandes and Seixas, 1996; Pfeiffer and 
Featherstone, 1996; Rosebery and Warren, 1998; Seixas, 1993); teachers' deliberations 
on problems of student assessment (Gearhart and Wolf, 1994; Wilson, 1994); and a 
range of other teacher study groups ( for example, Clark, 2001; Stokes, 2001 ). 
Despite differences in research context, this line of investigation provides an 
important source of issues and guidance for investigations of teacher development in 
everyday work. Methodologically, these studies underscore the challenges in specifying 
the resources of professional community and teacher learning in the ordinary, mundane 
interactions of teachers at work together. Substantively, these studies point to the 
difficulty that teachers encounter in achieving sustained and deep consideration of 
teaching problems and possibilities, even in conditions formally structured for that 
purpose, and to related difficulties in contending with difference and disagreement on 
matters of practice. However, the few available longitudinal studies document 
participants' shifts over time in the focus and depth of conversation and in a group's 
capacity for airing, acknowledging and responding to differences and conflicts. Such 
studies have implications for studies of ongoing teacher work groups, calling attention 
to the composition and stability of the group over time, to its ( enacted) conception of 
the work in which it is engaged, and to the role played by various participation structures 
and norms in creating and sustaining explicit attention to problems of practice. In 
what ways do all of these features permit teachers to make visible their understanding 
and practice of classroom teaching, and to learn, interrupt, problematise or re-invent 
those practices? 
Heuristic notion of "affordance" 
Finally, to locate and specify the resources of professional community, I have borrowed 
the notion of"affordance", which has its origins in studies of animal perception (Gibson, 
1977) and is consistent with organising concepts in ecological psychology and in socio-
cultural analyses of cognition ( see Greeno, 1998). 5 For my purposes, which focus on 
the construction of professional practice, identity, and relationship, the heuristic notion 
of affordance calls attention to the multiple possibilities made available in and through 
talk, gestures and material artefacts. Used as a frame for fine-grained discourse analysis, 
it helps specify and locate the available resources for learning while acknowledging 
the inherent ambiguity, open-endedness, and indeterminacy of social practice and 
learning (Mehan, 1996; also Little, 2001; Wenger, 1998). As I use it here, the term 
affordance also owes a debt to Stokes' (2001) strategy of describing selected professional 
development activities in terms of what they enable or do not enable by way of teachers' 
collective inquiry into practice. 
In examining these records of teacher interaction, I translate the notion of 
affordances into two broad questions: 
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What facets of classroom practice are made visible in out-of classroom talk 
and with what degree of transparency? By the facets or "face" of practice, I 
mean those categories and aspects of practice that are made available for 
consideration in the topics taken up in conversation and through any material 
artefacts that teachers bring with them, create in the moment, or otherwise 
have available. By transparency, I mean the degree of specificity, completeness, 
depth and nuance of practice apparent in the talk and the associated artefacts. 
• How does interaction open up or close down teachers' opportunity to learn? 
Embedded in this second question, and its image of"opening up" and "closing 
down", are two organising problems or concerns. One is for the orientation 
toward classroom practice and collegial practice conveyed by teachers' 
interactions, and specifically for how the teachers orient to problems of 
"improvement". The second organising concern centres on the structures and 
processes of participation, and specifically on whether and how teachers are 
enabled or constrained in taking up the problems and possibilities of classroom 
practice. 
Representations of Classroom Practice in Out-of-classroom Talk 
Using those organising questions or problems as entry points, I tum now to the data to 
examine three selected occasions on which portrayals of classroom practice come up in 
the routine out-of-classroom interaction of teacher groups. Although the instances that 
follow do not exhaust the ways that classroom practice is made manifest in our data, they 
do serve to demonstrate some of the analytic possibilities and dilemmas. My view is that 
these representations, taken together, greatly complicate the expectations we might have 
about what makes a "teacher learning community" and what differentiates such a 
community from a "traditional community" - and further, about what it will mean to 
investigate teacher learning in the context of ongoing teacher work. 
#1: English Department meeting - portraying students' problems as problems 
of teaching 
Members of the English Department at East High School have repeatedly mentioned 
in passing to one another that their students have difficulty with various aspects of 
writing and specifically with conventions of grammar. As the school year begins in fall 
1999, they propose to devote part of their regularly scheduled department meeting 
times to talking about this problem. At the first monthly department meeting on 
September 20, two teachers have taken the lead in organising a discussion of how 
students respond (or not) to teachers' feedback on their writing. Miyuki has written a 
prompt on the board in the classroom where they are meeting, inviting the other teachers 
to write their responses underneath. The resulting display is reproduced in Figure 6.2. 
In constructing the prompt in this way, Miyuki and Lynne convey certain 
assumptions about the participants' practice as English teachers, i.e. that teachers do 
make comments on student papers, and that they have goals in doing so. In crafting 
their responses, the teachers construct an artefact (albeit a transient one, erased when 
the meeting ends) that accords with those assumptions, one that positions each of 
them publicly in relationship to instructional goals. Miyuki observes that it "looks like 
everyone is sort of in some way on the same page as far as what our goals are". She 
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When I make comments on my students' papers, my goal is ... 
>- to reinforce their strengths and draw attention to major 
weaknesses (usually one or two) 
>- to try to let them know that they did something right/well; let 
them know what to do differently next time (sometimes scold, I 
will admit) 
>- to be clear and specific and to improve drafts or future writing; 
to explain why 
>- to encourage students and at the same time give them focus 
on how to make the most of their words 
>- to let them know that I actually do read their papers 
>- to be clear and encouraging while at the same time pointing 
out what needs to be done 
>- to be clear and thoughtful and suggest improvements in a 
forceful way 
Figure 6.2 Teachers' written accounts of goals for student feedback 
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continues in a vein that portrays this as a conversation about departmental consistency 
or uniformity in practice, and is subsequently echoed by the department chair (Patrick): 
MIYUKI: So what I wanted us to see, what we're sort of on the 
same page about. And then try to see um, what we actually do when 
we get a paper in our hands, I guess. Our goal is to try to come up 
with some norms about common department preferences on paper 
and so there can be some consistencies. Not that we have to follow 
the exact same phrase every time, but some consistencies in terms of 
our understanding what our goals are and trying to help these students. 
PATRICK: We said before that we were really interested in trying to 
come up with regular comments, both discussing comments that work 
and didn't work and comments that caused change, in sharing those. 
We are also interested in coming up with comments they [students] 
would <see> from the time they entered this school until the time 
they left. 
However, others' comments suggest that their interest in this conversation 
may be driven less by a shared commitment to departmental consistency than by an 
interest in expanding individual instructional options: 
UNIDENTIFIED: I'm also - <like> to [know?] what other people 
say because I find myself getting in a rut of running "Good!". Good, 
it was like a little vocabulary of comments. Yeah, I'd love to expand 
my glossary. 
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CARLENE: I did these paragraphs this weekend and half of them 
start out with "good" and the other half start out with "not bad." I 
just realised ... I went "Oh God, okay, that needs to be more creative." 
In effect, two different purposes that are potentially in tension - consistency 
or uniformity on the one hand, and individual "creativity" on the other have now framed 
the group's discussion. It is at this point that Lynne enters the conversation in a way 
that further complicates the group's focus and broadens the purposes the teachers might 
have in discussing their written feedback to students: 
LYNNE: Well Patrick, Patrick I'd like to speak on this topic as well 
and what I did in somewhat of a hurry was to copy a couple of pages 
in two different students' papers. One is a paper I thought that was 
an above average interpretive in-class essay. And I just copied two 
pages of it. Above average in its thought format and its structure but 
too much summary, which is often the problem for me when teaching 
interpretive essays. They just summarise the quote. And then I copied 
an excellent couple of pages of an eleventh grade AP essay just to -
same thought, it was a good example of interpretive writing at its 
best at this level. So what I actually- Patrick [ department chair] had 
asked me to talk about - or had asked us to talk about how to norm 
the comments that we make. 
And I thought of something over the weekend that I thought is 
actually important to talk about before we even talk about the 
comments we make because I have a really hard time teaching 
interpretive essay, getting them to look different. And so I wanted to 
share these few thoughts ... on some sort of revelations I had about 
getting them to interpret. 
She continues: 
One of the things that I realised that I think we were talking about at 
our tenth grade meeting too is that when they are -there's a difference 
between showing quotes and telling quotes, just like there is a 
difference between telling statements - "She is really pretty" - and 
showing statements - "Her eyes are(.) whatever." ... But what we do 
want them to do is quote passages that show, through imagery, new 
language, something that needs to be interpreted. And something 
relating to you know making a connection between an image and a 
character's conflict or discussing the motivation for a character's 
actions ... 
So the reason for my talk about this is that I realised that the 
comments that I write that are probably the most problematic both 
for me and the kids are things like "push" or "deeper" or "so what?" 
and maybe a few others. And I write this all the time because they 
are always so shallow in their commentary, either summarising what 
the quote already says and they say "Well, I can already see that. 
I've already read the story. You don't need to tell me that", or just 
not being effective, not being very deep. So I'm constantly writing 
things like this and what I realised was if I could get them to 
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understand the difference between a showing quote and a telling 
quote, I probably don't even have to write so many of these comments. 
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Without purporting to analyse this excerpt fully here, I point to a few of its 
distinguishing features. Lynne supplies the group with actual samples of student work 
from her classes, one of which exemplifies a problem in student performance. She 
identifies the problem as a recurrent one (and thus presumably worthy of attention) 
and interprets the shortcomings of student performance as a recurrent problem of 
teaching: "often the problem for me when teaching interpretive essays". Adding that 
"I have a really hard time teaching interpretive essay", Lynne (a) speculates about a 
reason that her students may continue to have difficulty- they don't understand what 
is called for in demonstrating the basis for an interpretation ("showing"); (b) concludes 
that her written feedback is inadequate to help students recognise or remedy the problem; 
and in effect ( c) argues that discussing "how to norm the comments that we make" 
may not go far enough to remedy students' writing difficulties, especially if that 
discussion is de-coupled from a discussion of what students find difficult ("if I could 
get them to understand the difference between a showing quote and a telling quote"). 
Throughout, Lynne operates on the premise that the teachers share a certain language 
for talking about teaching writing (for example, a distinction between "telling" and 
"showing"). She also acts as if disclosing problems of practice and reasoning publicly 
about those problems are expected features of departmental practice; similarly, she 
acts as if the group's ordinary practice permits teachers other than the department 
chair to take initiative in opening up discussions of classroom practice. 
In several respects, this is an instance that could be thought to embody the 
"optimistic premise" of teacher learning community. A group of teachers reserves 
time to engage in mutual problem-solving; a teacher discloses a problem of teaching 
practice and publicly accepts responsibility for helping students by revising her 
instruction; and evidence of student learning is on the table for the group's consideration. 
At the same time, the glimpse of Lynne 's classroom is limited- two samples of student 
work chosen "in somewhat of a hurry" are handed out as Lynne is talking, with no 
provision for more than a cursory skim by the teachers present. Lynne's verbal account 
of her own usual feedback to students and that of others ("push", "deeper", "so what?", 
"good", "not bad") suggests that it may not be uniformly as encouraging nor as specific 
as one might anticipate from the list generated on the board, but neither Lynne nor any 
of the others calls attention to the teacher feedback actually written on the two writing 
samples. 
In the 30 minutes or so reserved for this discussion in a 90-minute department 
meeting, 6 teachers carve out an opportunity for concentrated attention to issues and 
practices of classroom teaching but its affordances prove complicated to unpack. The 
portrayals of classroom dilemmas and performances go well beyond a quick anecdote 
to include samples of student work and some detailed exegesis of the problem of 
teaching and learning the interpretive essay. Yet this representation of teaching, the 
face of teaching it makes visible, is both fleeting and incomplete, insufficient to grasp 
fully what Lynne's own practice encompasses in "teaching interpretive essay" or 
"making comments" on student papers. 
As a display of the group's own collective practice as the "English Department" 
- the way its members elicit and treat accounts of classroom life - this episode is also 
both revealing and ambiguous. The teachers have publicly agreed they want to devote 
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blocks of meeting time to the problems of teaching writing, but the dynamics of this 
episode suggest they may have no established practice for doing so. They do, however, 
have established routines and norms by which individual teachers take leadership in 
designing and presenting curriculum ideas. It may be this collective precedent for 
individual initiative in curriculum that Miyuki relies on when she structures an activity 
that focuses the conversation on consistency or "norming" of teachers' feedback on 
writing, and that Lynne embodies when she makes her move to redefine the focus of 
discussion. No one challenges Lynne's move at the time. Indeed, the teachers engage 
avidly in the discussion that follows Lynne's "revelation" and are still deep in 
conversation at 5:00, when their meeting typically ends. The department chair then 
intercedes, saying: 
PATRICK: Can I ask a process question? It's 5:00. What do you 
guys want to do? This is such a valuable discussion .... Can we, I 
just found what you guys did really helpful. And I think maybe ifwe 
all came with our thoughts about the effective ways to teach and 
comments that we're using that we might be able to do the same 
thing with a broader<<?>> in another words. Um, can we plan to 
do that? 
However, there is some evidence that Lynne's shift from a conversation about 
consistency of practice to a conversation about its effectiveness was not entirely 
unproblematic. As Lynne acknowledges, the department chair had established the 
original charge ("Patrick had asked me to talk about - or had asked us to talk about 
how to norm the comments that we make"). At 5:00 p.m., when Patrick subsequently 
turns the group's attention to plans for a follow-up discussion, he credits this discussion 
with having been "valuable" and "helpful", but adds, "I also want to come back to the 
idea ofus norming." Lynne promptly apologises for taking the conversation in another 
direction, but a colleague counters, "No, that was brilliant." Another teacher concurs: 
"Maybe we can't have a norming discussion until we've dwelled a little bit deeper ... 
into how we communicate interpretive writing." 
In this first department meeting of the year, then, members of the group display 
a disposition both to coordinate certain instructional practices (issues of consistency) 
and to engage in reflection or inquiry regarding their practice (issues of worth or 
effectiveness). Further, and crucially, these twin dispositions are shown to co-exist in 
a certain tension. To coordinate practice, in this case by aiming for consistency in 
teachers' feedback on student writing, is to embrace a collective responsibility for 
instruction but also to grant selected practices the imprimatur of certainty. To question 
practice is to delay agreements on more uniform practice, while making issues of 
purpose, worth, and effectiveness available as matters of collective concern. Representa-
tions of classroom practice surface in ways that advance both of these interests, while 
also showing how those interests are co-constructed, negotiated, and reconciled through 
participation in the group's routine work together. 
#2: The Algebra Group's "check-in" routine and an intern's teaching problem 
A day later, in a classroom nearby, the Algebra Group is holding its weekly meeting. 
These mathematics teachers have committed collectively to increasing students' access 
to and success with college preparatory mathematics. Their classes are a 
heterogeneous mix of students, including both those who have succeeded with 
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mathematics and those who have accumulated a record of struggle and failure. The 
teachers also share certain values and ideas about curriculum and pedagogy, including 
the use of small problem-solving groups and a curriculum built around what they 
term "group-worthy problems". On this occasion, they have devoted slightly more 
than an hour to discussing various mathematics problems, how they have approached 
teaching them, and how their students have responded. Having completed that work, 
they turn to the routine the group calls "check-in", in which each participant takes a 
turn to report how things are going in the classroom or to raise an issue or problem 
related to teaching and learning. 
As each of the teachers takes a turn, seven teachers cast their contributions 
primarily as descriptive reports of their classroom activities and progress. The remaining 
four participants (two teachers and two interns) explicitly introduce some issue or 
problem with which they are struggling; these problem statements and the related 
discussions account for more than 7 5 percent of the time spent in checking in, 20 of 26 
minutes. 
The problem posed by Tina ( an intern or novice teacher) consumes the group's 
attention for fully 10 minutes. Tina begins by expressing pleasure in what her students 
are able to accomplish, but then introduces a dilemma that she has been unable to 
resolve: 
TINA: But the thing about my students is that there's kids that know 
a lot and then there's kids that you know, feel like they're slow 
learners. And I'm trying to find group-worthy activities where the 
kids who are fast learners and the kids who are slow learners, that it 
can close the gap. So that the kids that are slow learners can contribute 
and can you know feel smart, but I don't know ifl can find activities 
that are group-worthy, activities like that. Because I can feel the 
"um" frustration of the fast learners, like, this is easy! I already know 
the answer! And then there's kids that are slow learners that are like 
give me a chance to find the answer and it's almost like they kind of 
give up because they feel like it's a speed competition, like who can 
get the answer the fastest kind of thing. And I'm trying to close the 
gap between that and that's been one of my frustrations I think. 
[ Algebra Group Meeting, 9-21-99] 
Tina frames the problem as one in which "fast" students constrain the 
opportunities and erode the motivation of"slow" learners to work through a problem, 
while the "fast" students express impatience with the pace of activity required to 
accommodate their "slower" peers. She also frames a solution with which she seeks 
the group's assistance or advice - finding activities that could somehow satisfy both 
groups and "close the gap". Rather than advising Tina directly about activities, others 
in the group take up Tina's framing of the problem as centring on the capacities of 
"fast" and "slow" students and how they relate to one another and the tasks of the 
classroom. Carrie, a relatively new teacher, speculates that what Tina is experiencing 
is a dilemma of well-established status relationships in the classroom: 
CARRIE: I wonder if it's not just the activities you're doing but also 
just status. You know? I mean even if you did give them a group-
worthy task, those kids who feel like they have low status will just 
continue to play that role ... 
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Guillermo, an experienced teacher and co-chair of the department, expands 
on Carrie's argument by tackling the very definition of what it means to be "fast" or 
"slow". 
GUILLERMO: ... what I find is that when I have mindsets like that 
that they get in my way in terms of thinking about the curriculum .... 
Um ... But that - I think that's from - from thinking about a group 
of kids as slow learners and that's, that's how we're, we're 
acclimatised to - to think about learning. Um. One thing I'm - I'm 
thinking about is the ones that are moving through things really 
quickly, often they're not stopping to think about what they're doing, 
what there is to learn from this activity. So ... um. I'm making stuff 
up because I don't know your kids. But, but - like find - think of the 
ones that you think of as fast learners and figure out what they're 
slow at. [abridged excerpt] 
As the conversation unfolds, the teachers tum back to the possibilities that 
reside in specific classroom activities (like the "problem of the week"), but now with 
an eye toward how Tina might interrupt students' own assumptions about what it means 
to be "smart" or "fast". 
This, too, strikes me as an instance that could be thought to embody the optimistic 
premise of teacher learning community. The routine of"check-in" organises opportunities 
for everyone to participate and invites the public airing of teaching issues, problems, and 
uncertainties. It illuminates the way in which systems of classification or categorisation 
organise ways of talking and thinking about students, subject, and teaching. It also suggests 
how those systems of classification may also be problematised ("fast kids, slow kids") in 
ways that open up spaces for learning and for the transformation of practice. Carrie and 
Guillermo might have responded with suggestions for activities as Tina requested, but 
focus instead on the way that Tina is talking about the students. 7 
At the same time, this excerpt suggests the kind of risk and strain to which 
individuals and groups become vulnerable when teachers put problems of teaching on 
the table. Tina could well have experienced Carrie's and Guillermo's responses as 
both unresponsive to her plight (her felt need for activities) and as a criticism of her as 
a teacher (having an inappropriate "mindset"). Perhaps sensitive to those possibilities, 
Guillermo makes it a point to continue the conversation one-on-one with Tina after the 
meeting; in conversations with the research team, he underscores the importance of 
establishing a sense of trust and safety within the group. 
The teacher learning potential of this episode is complicated in other ways as 
well. The full 26-minute "check-in" segment reveals that not all problems and issues 
elicit the same kind of attention and participation. The moments for extended 
consideration of practice are co-constructed in ways whose meaning and significance 
are not immediately apparent. Of the four problems put forward by teachers and interns 
on this occasion, two get taken up at length (Jill's for 6 minutes early in the segment 
and Tina's for 10 minutes near the end of the segment). The remaining two are deflected 
in some manner- one by a joking response from teachers and the other by the presenter's 
own rapid change in topic. What might explain the group's selective attention to 
problems and issues, or to the participants who raise them? And finally, what about the 
classroom accounts rendered by seven of the participants as apparently straightforward 
descriptions of classroom activity and progress? Consider these excerpts: 
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JILL: I am introducing guess and check in my warm-ups this week. 
JILL: My focus this week is perimeter and surface area. 
HOWARD: Mine too is perimeter and surface area this week. 
LANI: Um, we're just trying to get off the ground with lab gear ... 
TINA: I'm going over perimeters and I'm introducing a little bit of 
surface area ... 
CARRIE: My goals in warm-ups are getting a geometrical idea of 
what fraction is and being able to translate something numerical 
into geometric ... 
ANNIE: I've been doing a lot of geometric representations with the 
T-tables ... 
GUILLERMO: Um, so I started a problem of the week today ... 
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Compared with the discussion ofTina's problem, these declarative statements 
of activity and progress seem almost mundane ("I've been doing ... ", "I'm going over 
... ", "I started ... ", "My focus this week ... "). The teachers make use of certain expected 
topical categories of high school mathematics (surface area and perimeter, geometric 
representations). Yet the group's language is also remarkably dense, specialised, and 
localised in ways that could not be predicted simply by knowing the subject domain. 
In the full transcript, two teachers speak of how they are using "warm-ups", three 
teachers refer to "guess and check" and five teachers speak of"lab gear" in ways that 
suggest that others in the room do and should share an understanding of what those 
terms mean. It seems likely that this local pedagogical talk serves to animate the standard 
mathematical topics that participants have listed in marking pace and progress, leading 
teachers to envision, for example, what it would look like in practice to "introduce" 
surface area. 
These localised terms mark what it means to become a knowledgeable and 
competent member of this group, and further how each teacher is positioned to others 
with regard to issues of mathematics teaching and learning. That is, they establish not 
only the basis on which the group constitutes a group in the first place, but also the 
basis on which differences among the participants might surface. How might each of 
these routinised accounts be heard and evaluated by others as an indication of curriculum 
choices and pace, instructional strategy and its rationales or purposes, views of 
mathematics, and conceptions of students? However unremarkable the contributions 
may appear, any one of them could conceivably mark problematic issues in the group 
or in a given teacher's relationship to the group. How are the participants thereby 
positioned in relation to each other by how they describe what they are up to in the 
classroom? What interpretive resources would be needed to understand that positioning? 
Both the time reserved to talk about writing in the English Department meeting 
and the check-in routine among the Algebra Group teachers stand out as bounded moments 
in the teachers' ongoing work when problems of practice appear to have heightened 
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visibility. Both of the highlighted instances - Lynne's reported insight into the limitations 
of her written feedback to students and Tina's difficulty in teaching "fast kids" and "slow 
kids" together - entail an explicit move by one or more teachers to disclose a problem of 
teaching practice and to invite commentary from others as part of ongoing, ordinary 
group work. These are perhaps the kinds of moments most clearly anticipated by such 
terms as "teacher learning community", and one concern for this analysis is to look more 
carefully at when and how such moments arise and unfold. 
However, such explicit and focused considerations of teaching problems are 
not the only occasions for invoking classroom events, circumstances or dilemmas as 
the teachers pursue their ongoing work. I cannot map out a full array in this short 
paper, but a final excerpt will introduce the problem of how representations of classroom 
practice come to be situated and embedded within ongoing work and discourse. 
#3: Weekly meeting of the Academic Literacy Group- the challenge of being 
"on track" 
The Academic Literacy Group consists of five English teachers who 
have agreed to develop a new 9th grade course titled Academic 
Literacy. The course focuses on helping students develop strategies 
for improving their reading comprehension in high school. The 
teachers' aim is to develop a curriculum together and to all teach 
from the same lesson plans and materials. In subsequently describing 
their collaboration to a group of fellow teachers, a spokesperson 
recalled their intent to really take a stance of inquiry in this process, 
and really learn from our work, and do our work by asking questions 
about what our roles were as teachers, and what we thought our 
students might need to know, and what we would want them to be 
able to do. And we've gone through this process really through 
questioning ourselves about how everything's going ... [Leigh Jacobs, 
team presentation at the monthly 9th Grade meeting, March 13, 2000] 
Weekly meetings serve principally as a means of coordinating their work and 
talking about "how it's going". When the teachers meet on September 15, school has 
been underway for a little more than one week. Karen Olsen has taken the lead in 
planning the group's first curriculum unit, and this is the teachers' first opportunity to 
confer about their progress. From informal conversations prior to the meeting, Karen 
has become aware that other teachers have not been able to maintain the schedule she 
anticipated in designing the first curriculum unit. As the meeting opens, she says, "I 
think that what we should maybe talk about for a minute is what does that mean, that 
we're all at different places." 
Karen's statement becomes an occasion for talking from and about the 
classroom. Teachers first offer explanations for being "off track" or "behind", all of 
them resting on certain imperatives and dilemmas of classroom practice. At the same 
time, the teachers orient to their shared expectation of closely coordinated teaching, 
joining Karen in seeing "off track" or "being behind" as a legitimate problem. As they 
try to calibrate how far "off track" is acceptable, Patrick says: 
PATRICK: I would go for 2-3 [days]. But I also think that 1-2 is 
realistic. What I'm saying right now is that I think that what's 
important for me with my class, especially with these kids who are 
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silent the first 2 days, 3 days, 4 days of school, is setting norms. And 
I think that my class is actually going to go much faster because of 
the norms that- not faster than yours, I'm saying much faster than it 
would have because of what we're doing now than it would have 
gone had I not stopped to do some of this stuff. ... And they also -
this whole - I mean I spent a lot longer setting up the [independent 
reading] logs than I would have thought I needed to do, but it was 
clear to me from what they were doing that they weren't doing what 
I wanted them to do. 
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Two other teachers (Lora and Leigh) concur that some of the activities that 
Karen has planned are taking longer to complete than they anticipated, and Leigh adds 
her observation that individual classes present different challenges and are moving at 
a different pace from one another: 
LORA: And I took a good half an hour going around and helping 
kids one-on-one with their notebooks because they were a mess and 
they weren't getting how to organise them. I mean, I'm behind too. 
LEIGH: I'm about the same place that Lora is, but I should also add 
that I've yet to feel in either ofmy classes that I've had a successful 
lesson. Um, my fourth block class is starting to come together, and 
so I let this - a little project go a little bit further today because I saw 
them begin to work together ... 
Among them, the three teachers (Patrick, Lora and Leigh) construct this set 
of explanations for being behind: 
Explanation 1: (Patrick) Unaccustomed to teaching lessons planned by someone else. 
Explanation 2: (Patrick) "Setting norms" for participation in my class takes prec-
edence over lesson pace and curriculum coverage right now, and will 
make it possible to move faster later. 
Explanation 3: (Patrick) The process of"setting up" the materials and routines for a 
particular activity (weekly student reading logs) took longer than 
anticipated by the plan. 
Explanation 4: (Lora, extending Patrick #3) Everything has taken longer than 
anticipated by the plan. 
Explanation 5: (Leigh, extending Patrick #2) Have had to adjust pace and approach 
differently in each of two classes. 
Explanation 6: (Lora, extending Patrick #2 and Leigh #5) Time-consuming one-on-
one trust-building necessary with some "challenging" students who 
have "roadblocks" to participation and learning. 
Through their explanations for being behind or "off track", the teachers appeal 
to "realistic" vs. unrealistic expectations for coordinating curriculum. They invoke 
individual priorities that centre on responsiveness to particular students and classroom 
dynamics, and suggest that those independent responsibilities take precedence over 
collective agreements about curriculum content and pacing. In effect, the three teachers' 
successive explanations position them as a coalition with the potential to shift the 
direction of the group's coordinated activity. 
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The significance of the "on track" issue becomes apparent as the meeting 
continues: in a meeting nominally organised to pursue planning and coordination for 
the next curriculum unit, 51 percent of transcript lines focus on whether or how the 
group will stay on track together. Teachers invoke classroom scenarios and consider-
ations in ways that achieve their primary situational relevance in relation to the 
coordination work they are attempting to manage. 
Further, the teachers' shared concern for resolving this problem of 
coordination subordinates or reorients other discussions centring on classroom 
dilemmas. In the following transcript excerpt, the group is discussing Patrick's 
suggestion that those who are behind could eliminate the independent reading projects 
scheduled for Fridays. Patrick and Margaret both admit to ambivalence about such 
an arrangement, arguing that "something's got to give", but anticipating students' 
disappointment: 
PATRICK: I'm worried about telling them that we're not going to 
read on Fridays, because right now [independent reading] 1s 
something they absolutely crave. 
MARGARET: I know, me too. 
Their comments take Lora by surprise, and an exchange ensues. In some 
respects, this exchange parallels those moments illustrated by the two examples outlined 
above, in which a teacher discloses a problem of classroom practice and explicitly 
invites commentary or assistance: 
LORA: What am I doing wrong? Mine are just like, they're all like 
whew ... 
PATRICK: Oh, really? 
LORA: Yeah, they can stop reading. 
MARGARET: I think it just depends on the class. I tried it last year 
and it didn't work as well as it's going this year. 
PATRICK: It's a classroom culture thing. 
LORA: Okay. 
PATRICK: Whole groups of kids can get into each other's mind set 
in just a little bit, and be happy if that's what they got. 
MARGARET: And the kids who talk are, like they're readers, the 
ones in my class, which rarely happens in the past. You know, like 
they'll put (?) reading, like the people reading (?) are going, yeah, 
this happened, this happened. 
LORA: I heard some of that in your class. Third block? 
MARGARET: Maybe. 
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LORA: "I read this and this is going on and" and then I thought ... 
MARGARET: That rarely happens. 
LORA: ... why can't I elicit this kind of comment? 
PATRICK: You can. 
MARGARET: I totally agree with you, it's a class culture, and I 
have a lot of readers in my class. 
PATRICK: I don't have a lot ofreaders in my class, but I have sort of 
like, they were really frustrated with [independent reading] the first 
day, they hated me. 
LORA: No, and the reading stuff, they did better today than yesterday. 
They were at least quiet and reading, but when you guys did your 
reading survey, did a chunk of them say that they hated to read and 
they didn't read, and ... 
MARGARET: I find those really contradictory, I mean with (?) one 
person they contradict, on the first page, I don't like to read, I mean 
I love to read ... I didn't really find ... 
PATRICK: It was a strange response. 
LORA: I'm concerned about with the solution Patrick, in that, I'm 
afraid that my students will never get to do [independent reading] 
projects ... 
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On this occasion, Lora's questions fail to elicit any response centring on what 
she might do or think about as a teacher in the face of her students' apparent indifference 
to reading for pleasure. Unlike Lynne's reasoned explanation of how her teaching 
might contribute to her students' problems in writing an interpretive essay, or 
Guillermo's focus on how Tina might redefine her response to "fast" and "slow" 
students, Patrick and Margaret attribute Lora's difficulty to a "classroom culture" that 
exists independent of a teacher's action. Patrick subsequently implies that his students 
have gone from hating independent reading to craving it in the space of one week, but 
offers no indication of what he might have done to account for such a dramatic shift. 
Indeed, what Lora could conceivably conclude from this exchange is that teachers can 
expect to remain relatively helpless in the face of students' own predilections and the 
classroom culture prevailing among them. 
Given the increasing specificity ofLora's questions (from "what am I doing 
wrong?" to "why can't I elicit this kind of comment?") and her inclination to probe 
into Patrick's and Margaret's assertions about their students ( questioning what they 
found in their survey of reading attitudes and habits), it is possible that this conversation 
might have progressed to a more thorough examination of the teachers' assumptions, 
arguments, and practices. However, Karen and Leigh remain noticeably silent 
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throughout this exchange, while the group's discussion of the coordination problem is 
left hanging. Perhaps sensitive to Karen's sense of urgency, Lora turns the conversation 
back to the issue at hand - how to keep the group on track. 8 
Acknowledging that this analysis is still in its early stages, I draw on these 
three episodes of teacher interaction to ground some provisional observations about 
representations of classroom practice as resources for professional community and 
teacher learning. 
Decontextualised ... and Recontextualising 
Teachers introduce classroom considerations and evoke classroom details in ways that 
illuminate selected aspects of classroom realities, sometimes vividly - students who 
are silent, intimidated or dominating and activities that go slowly or quickly, and the 
like. Yet these are decontextualised, disembodied accounts of the classroom. We might 
reasonably ask what one could expect of them as resources for professional community 
and for teachers' learning about classroom practice. By comparison to the tailors' shops 
investigated by Lave (Lave and Wenger, 1991 ), in which the ongoing practice of 
constructing garments and engaging in the social relations of the tailor's shop are 
available to the apprentice's eye and ear (if only gradually accessible to direct 
participation), the situated practices of the classroom arise in out-of-classroom talk as 
discrete, condensed and de-situated. Neither we nor the participants can grasp the full 
meaning of what Karen refers to by "settling in" activities, or what "setting norms" 
amounts to in Patrick's classroom, or what Tina interprets as the attributes of "fast 
kids, slow kids". 
And yet these decontextualised accounts form pervasive and meaningful 
elements of the talk among the teachers in these out-of-classroom exchanges. To describe 
these classroom accounts as brief, condensed and disembodied is not to suggest that 
they are meaningless or unimportant. Making sense of one another's stories, specu-
lations, explanations, comments, jokes, complaints and observations - treating them 
as situationally meaningful and adequate for some purpose - is a central and constitutive 
feature of teachers' collective practice.9 And it is in this sense that these decontextualised 
representations of the classroom are also recontextualising, supplying substantive 
resources for the group's joint work, conveying its dominant orientation toward teaching 
practice, and negotiating what it means to be a teacher in this group. What shows up as 
an account of classroom practice, and how it is taken up or not, is significant in that 
regard. 
The Many Layers of Meaning in Ordinary Interaction 
Even in these brief episodes, much happens and it seems all to happen at once, in 
complex and nuanced ways. Teachers not only engage in conversation about substantive 
work ("norming" comments, finding "group-worthy activities", staying "on track" in 
teaching a new course), but also continuously define and redefine the nature and meaning 
of that work as they talk. What it means to "norm" comments, for example, is under 
negotiation as the English teachers talk: "Not that we have to follow the exact same 
phrase every time, but ... ". 
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As in any stream of naturally occurring discourse, 10 the teachers' talk serves 
as a principal resource in getting on with their work, while simultaneously reflecting 
and constructing the identities and social relations of among the teachers. The ongoing 
talk both conveys and constructs what it means to teach and to be a teacher, and to do 
so in this school, with these students and among these colleagues. Representations of 
classroom practice occupy a central place in that talk, and thus in the public construction 
of teaching practice and professional relationships. In the Academic Literacy Group, 
three teachers turn to classroom experiences and priorities to explain why they are 
"behind" or "off track". In doing so, they portray themselves as thinking and acting 
differently from their colleagues regarding curriculum pacing. In this and other 
occasions throughout our data, the teachers employ talk about classrooms to justify 
themselves and their choices to one another, and to rehearse how they will justify their 
choices to their colleagues outside the group, to parents, and to students. Their 
explanations and their subsequent "solutions" play a part in revealing (and either 
reconciling or intensifying) the tensions between their collective obligations and their 
individual priorities, preferences and intentions. 
Unpacking Professional Community 
Because they are at one and the same time decontextualised and significant, pervasive 
but often ambiguous, these portrayals of classroom practice present both participants 
and researchers with problems of interpretation ( see also Little, 2001 ). Among them, 
three have surfaced prominently in this analysis. 
First, accounts of classroom practice are generally opaque by comparison to 
lived or observed classroom practice. A central interest of this analysis has been the 
degree of transparency with which classroom practice comes to be portrayed in out-
of-classroom interactions. Yet the classroom accounts that surface in these interactions 
tend to rely heavily on a certain shorthand terminology, and on condensed narratives 
that convey something of the press of classroom life without fully elaborating its 
circumstances or dynamics (as when Patrick justifies taking the time for "setting 
norms").'1 
Second, classroom accounts are partial, selective, and situationally relevant 
in time and space, making the face of practice differentially available both across 
individuals or groups, and when considered against the range of classroom practice. 
Classroom representations arise not necessarily with regard to their relevance in the 
classroom, but in relation to some immediate topic or some work immediately at hand; 
they cannot be interpreted independently of the whole enterprise that constitutes the 
joint work or practice of the group. What particular representations prove situationally 
relevant to the group's work at the moment? Whose representations matter and how? 
Finally, accounts of classroom practice are time-compressed, fleeting moments 
commonly interspersed in a dense trajectory of dialogue. The Algebra Group's regular 
"check-in" routine offers one means to sustain opportunity for talk about practice, but 
the opportunities for extended talk remain short ( on this occasion, 26 minutes to 
accommodate 11 people) and differentially distributed, from less than one minute to 
10 minutes. In every group, teachers monitor the clock ("it's 5 :00", "we have 11 minutes 
left") or otherwise demonstrate sensitivity to time, task, and pace, as when Lora 
abandons discussion of her classroom dilemma to return to the question of getting "on 
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track". Altogether, representations and considerations of classroom practice in the 
ongoing stream of talk tend to have a certain ephemeral character. 
Despite these interpretive challenges, analysis of teachers' situated interaction 
offers purchase on how teachers employ representations of classroom practice in the 
course of everyday work outside the classroom, and how those representations constitute 
resources for teacher community and teacher learning. In some respects, these three 
episodes confirm and illustrate the features that have come to be associated with "teacher 
learning communities" on the basis of interview and survey studies (see especially 
McLaughlin and Talbert, 2001; also Little, 1999; Louis and Kruse, 1995; Westheimer, 
1998). That is, the groups demonstrably reserve time to identify and examine problems 
of practice; they elaborate those problems in ways that open up new considerations 
and possibilities; teachers readily disclose their uncertainties and dilemmas, and invite 
comment and advice from others; artefacts of classroom practice (student work, lesson 
plans, and the like) are made accessible. In all these ways, the groups display 
dispositions, norms, and habits conducive to teacher learning and the improvement of 
teaching practice. 
Yet our records of situated practice also reveal aspects of teacher community 
that are less evident in other data. To begin, these records show with needed specificity 
what is available for consideration by way of talk and material artefacts - that is, what 
is brought within the horizon of observation. The Academic Literacy Group and the 
Algebra Group both express a felt responsibility to student success, an orientation 
toward instructional innovation, and a commitment to close and supportive collaboration 
with colleagues. Yet the specific resources made available in their out-of-classroom 
exchanges differ markedly. What is available in the Academic Literacy Group episode, 
for example, centres largely on problems for the coordination of the activities and 
pace of classroom instruction, while the resources available in the Algebra Group 
episode centre on ways of thinking about and responding to students' learning difficulties 
in mathematics. 
Further, records that preserve the flow of interaction show how teachers co-
construct representations of practice, in part through the ways that they reify or interrupt 
the language of practice ( e.g. "norming" or "fast kids, slow kids"). Tracing the trajectory 
of these co-constructions within and across episodes, groups, and time will enable us 
to link the general normative disposition of a teacher community with specific resources 
for teaching practice and teacher learning that its members make accessible (for example, 
resources for helping students learn algebra). Systematic attention to participation 
patterns (who contributes in what ways? what participation norms and structures 
emerge?) additionally shows how opportunities to learn and participate are also 
collectively shaped, co-constructed, and distributed. 
Finally, these situated records complicate some of the existing typologies of 
teacher community by showing how ongoing interactions both open up and close off 
opportunities for teacher learning and consideration of practice - in the same groups 
and sometimes the same moments. Even within these groups that would reasonably be 
considered collaborative, innovative, and committed to improving practice, teacher 
learning seems both enabled and constrained by the ways that the teachers go about 
their work. The force of tradition and the lure of innovation seem simultaneously and 
complexly at play in the teachers' everyday talk. Habitual ways of thinking or acting 
coincide closely with moments of surprise ("aha"); the impulse to question practice 
resonates against the press simply to get on with it. Ifwe are to understand more fully 
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what distinguishes particularly robust professional communities, we may have to 
understand the interplay of the conventional and the creative in all of them. 
Conclusion 
In this analysis, I have begun to examine the intellectual, social, and material resources 
of professional community, particularly as those are constituted through representations 
of classroom practice in out-of-classroom interaction. The analysis is designed to build 
on - but also to deepen and challenge - research of the last decade that has steadily 
converged on a claim that strong professional communities are important contributors 
to instructional improvement and school reform. Claims about the generative power 
of professional community for individual development and for whole-school reform 
frequently founder on evidence that not much has changed at the level of teaching and 
learning in the classroom. There are many reasons for conservatism of teaching practice, 
but one avenue is to explore what constructions of practice are afforded by and through 
the ordinary exchanges that constitute teachers' communities of practice. Looking close 
up at teacher interaction, across a range of settings, stands finally to open the black 
box of professional community and to show when and how it is conducive, or not, to 
the transformation of teaching. 
Notes 
Of course, there are other problems of professional community and teacher development 
worth considering. Most central among them is how strong traditional communities are 
created and sustained, and what constitutes teacher learning within those communities. 
Further, our focus on groups with high rates of personal interaction and high levels of 
interdependence results in relative inattention to the more diffuse professional interactions 
and learning trajectories of teachers whom Huberman (1993b) described as "independent 
artisans". A comprehensive research agenda would encompass these related problems. 
2 Other members of the three-person research team were Ilana (Lani) Hom and Lora Bartlett. 
Each of them took up a participant researcher role in one of the groups whose interactions 
are examined here, Hom as a mathematics teacher and Bartlett as an English teacher. 
3 See Aguirre (2001) for one example of a reform-oriented math department whose 
interactions nonetheless serve to reinforce traditional beliefs and practices. 
4 See also Wenger ( 1998) on the related concept of "reification". It is in the reifications, 
including classification schemes, that the historical and institutional characteristics of 
teaching as an occupation are made particularly evident in the more micro-interactions of 
day-to-day work. 
5 I credit Mary! Gearhart with introducing me to the contemporary use of this term in 
cognitive science and with suggesting its use for analysis in a study we are conducting 
together on teachers' joint review of student work or other evidence of teaching and 
learning, and the potential for such joint reviews to stimulate teacher learning. 
6 This episode is the last of three major segments in the meeting. In the first two segments, 
the department members (I) consider a possible teacher education partnership with a 
nearby university and its implications for the department's existing relationships with 
other teacher education programs; and (2) talk about possible purposes and processes for 
introducing peer observation among the English teachers this year. 
7 Ilana Hom (2001) offers a more complete and fine-grained analysis of Tina's problem 
and its treatment in her paper. She develops more fully an analysis of classificatory systems 
and the way they operate both to construct taken-for-granted features of practice and 
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(under some circumstances) to orient participants to its internal contradictions and 
problematic aspects. 
8 Relying solely on audiotape, it is not possible to examine the non-verbal stances exhibited 
by the participants and to gauge any indications of impatience from the others. However, 
Karen has already indicated to the group that she finds this a problem of some urgency. 
Early in the meeting, she declares: "All I'm saying is that I think that I'm stressed about 
it, and I'm partially stressed because I don't know, I feel this need to stick to the schedule 
... "A few moments later she adds: "And as you all, I'm sure, haven't figured out yet, I'm 
incredibly anal about knowing what I'm doing. You know, I can't stand just even, you 
know, not knowing what I'm going to teach in two weeks. It's difficult for me. So if we're 
going to be off [track], I want to know." 
9 In this sense, teachers' circumstances for talk about classroom practice bear less resem-
blance to Lave's tailors or Hutchins' navigators than to those of the machine repair 
technicians studied by Julian Orr (1996). Orr describes the talk among technicians about 
"how it is in the field" as they gather for coffee before going off on independent assignments 
(pp. 15-23). Like teachers, technicians accomplish most of their daily work independently, 
out of sight and hearing of fellow technicians. 
10 One of the fruits of the marriage between ethnomethodology and conversational analysis 
has been to underscore two central features of talk as social practice: the simultaneity and 
multiplicity of meanings constructed through talk, gesture, and material artifacts; and the 
use of various devices, including classifications schemes, to create and sustain social 
order and to remedy ambiguity and uncertainty of meaning. The relevant literature is 
large and spans several disciplines, but see Gumperz and Hymes, 1972; Have and Psathas, 
1995; Kjolseth, 1972; Moerman, 1988; Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974. 
11 This isn't to say that to observe practice directly or to observe videotaped records of 
classroom life is to grasp completely what its participants "know" and act on. On the 
limitations of video records, see Lampert (2000). 
Chapter 7 
The Contemporary Basic 
Values of School: "The 
Emperor's new Clothes''? 
Kennert Orlenius 
In the famous Danish story by H.C. Andersen, "The Emperor's new clothes", the emperor 
was deceived by two frauds because he was naive and caught in his own perspectives. 
He was absent from reality. Moreover, nobody close to him dared to tell him. They 
didn't want to be seen as non-educated and foolish. In fact the emperor was naked; the 
clothes were an illusion. Nobody seemed to bother but accepted the authority. Finally, 
a small child discloses the truth. 
My intention is not to ridicule or make sport of a serious phenomenon in 
school, but I want to raise these questions: Is there any substance in the contemporary 
basic values in school? Are they naked and without any relevance? I approach these 
issues from different points of view. My point of departure is the curriculum in 
Scandinavian countries (Denmark, Norway and Sweden) and statements from the 
governments. I maintain there are palpable differences and that these can be understood 
from the concepts of Liberal Universalism and Communitarianism. I will also discuss 
the relevance of contemporary basic values from a postmodern point of view. To extend 
the perspective, I also connect the aim and discussion of basic values to different 
educational-philosophical interpretations. 
Basic Values 
In 1993, the School Curriculum and Assessment Authority (SCAA) in the UK published 
a discussion paper, "Spiritual and Moral Development", and later a National Forum for 
Values in Education and the Society was set up. The 150 members decided that there 
are a number of values to which everyone would subscribe, irrespective of their ethnic 
group, religion, gender etc. - such as friendship, justice, freedom, truth, care of the 
environment and so on. These kinds of values can be found in most curriculums in 
Western countries as well as in the curriculums of Scandinavian countries. Moreover, it 
is no exaggeration to maintain that values and virtues such as telling the truth, helping 
others in distress, caring for others and the environment are all natural part of life. 
Normally, we do not need to reflect on why we should not murder or hurt somebody, 
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because basic moral rules reflect our human nature. Why then be concerned with basic 
values? 
When we talk about basic or fundamental values ( or the value foundation) we 
usually allude to two aspects: 
There are some strong, permanent and irreplaceable values that are not objects 
of negotiation. They are axioms in relationships of human beings. 
These values are a "lowest common denominator" that everyone should accept. 
However, there are several problems. These values often seem to be taken for 
granted. When we talk about values we believe that we are talking about the same 
thing but the interpretations differ. For instance, the concept of justice has various 
meanings to different people. Concepts like freedom and solidarity sometimes 
counteract each other and could be incompatible. People appreciate and salute freedom 
but on the other hand also want to limit freedom. Freedom does not seem to be self-
evident even in a country that espouses democracy. My tentative studies among head 
teachers point out that their ideas of the concept of democracy are quite different. 
Civil disobedience is seen by some as a threat against democracy and is seen by others 
as an instrument for its development. A head teacher in Sweden who firmly and strongly 
acts against tendencies of racism in school can be seen as a true and genuine democrat 
and a moral hero; but at the same time from a legal point of view as a lawbreaker and 
an anti-democrat ifhe counteracts freedom of speech. 
The problem in practice is that these values often seem to tum into an empty 
code. Moreover, when we talk about basic or fundamental values, appearances are 
deceptive and this kind of rhetoric ( formulated by the authority) can act as a doorkeeper: 
in practice, it prevents insight. The formulations are interpreted as a description and 
characterisation of school today. What is the alternative? Let us first give an overview 
of aims connected to different values in the Scandinavian countries and also discuss 
these values from different points of view and look at the philosophical influences, 
before drawing some conclusions. 
A Description of Basic Values in Sweden, Norway and Denmark 
Sweden 
The first sentence of the Swedish curriculum, "Curriculum for the compulsory school, 
the pre-school class and the after school centre, Lpo 94/98" (Laroplan for det 
obligatoriska skolvasendet, forskoleklassen och fritidshemmet) marks the foundation. 
Under the heading "Fundamental values and tasks of the school" it is proclaimed that 
"Democracy forms the basis of the national school system". If Christianity was the 
cement or glue for school during the first hundred years, formal democracy has been 
the equivalent since 1962. 1 Democracy is the hub of the vehicle - in the formal rhetoric. 
Accordingly, from a traditional, political notion of democracy, human rights 
are stressed, especially the following intrinsic values: the inviolability of human 
life, individual freedom and integrity, the equal value of all people, equality between 
women and men and solidarity with the weak and vulnerable. These values are 
desirable and indisputable. They seem to be non-negotiable and no object for 
compromise. This is reinforced by the concept "vardegrunden" (the value foundation) 
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in singular form. 2 In "Lrereplansverket for den 10-arige grunnskolen" ( 1997) in 
Norway similar terms "verdigrunnlaget" and "verdiplattform" are used. The super-
ordinate idea is democracy. Representatives of the Ministry of Education talk of 
democracy as being a "superior ideology" (overideologi) and of"democratic values" 
(Zackari and Modigh, 2000). 
Norway 
The Norwegian curriculum of1994, "Lrereplan for grunnskole, videregaende opplrering 
og voksenopplrering- generell del", begins as follows: 
Education shall be based on fundamental Christian and Humanistic 
values. It should uphold and renew our cultural heritage to provide 
perspective and guidance for the future. (p. 7) 
The curriculum clearly emphasises that values of school and society are 
founded in the Christian and Humanistic tradition. It points out the cultural heritage 
and the importance of preserving this heritage. Consistently, the curriculum also stresses 
the concept of identity. The mission of school and education is in respect for the human 
being to nurture the child into becoming a person strongly aware of his or her individual 
and national identity. Values are instruments to reach that kind of aim. A good general 
education must contribute to national identity ... in language, tradition and learning. 
Newcomers are more easily incorporated into our society when implicit features of 
our culture are made clear and exposed to view (p. 29). 
The aim of school is assimilation and the preservation and development of 
the community; a society characterised by homogeneity and unity. The curriculum 
stresses the great importance of a common value system, i.e. a consensus about basic 
values (Telhaug, 1995). This unity is also stressed in "Lrereplansverket for den 10-
arige grunnskolen (L97)" by an aim unlike the curriculum in Sweden. In plain terms, 
it is emphasised that school should contribute to reducing and levelling social diversity 
and barriers in society. 
Denmark 
In Denmark, there is a subject called "Kristendomskunskab", i.e. Christian Studies. In 
Sweden, it has been called "Religionskunskap", i.e. Religious Studies, since the 1960s. 
The corresponding subject in Norway is "Kristendoms-, religions- og livssynskunnskap", 
i.e. Christianity and general religious and moral education. 3 These differences seem to 
reflect the discussion about values in these countries and the connection to the cultural 
and religious heritage, also with the future in mind. 
In Denmark, the Elementary school law's primary aim is: "The central topic 
of Christian Studies is the Evangelical-Lutheran Christianity of the established Danish 
church (den danske folkekirkes evangelisk-lutherske kristendom, my translation in 
English)" (§6). The religious dimension is a clear part of education and in the aims for 
the subject it is said that education should take the starting-point in Christianity, even 
if outlook on life and religious studies are also included.4 Unlike in Norway (and to 
some extent in Sweden), it seems that there has not been a controversial discussion in 
Denmark about Christian heritage and its importance in school values. "The Act of 
elementary school" of 1995 (Folkskoleloven) settles that "the Folkskole shall familiarise 
the pupils with Danish culture and contribute to their understanding of other cultures 
and of man's interaction with nature" (Undervisningsminsteriet, 1995). 
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In light of these facts, I find the content in "Values in practice", ideas and thoughts 
presented by the former (until 2001) Minister ofEducation in Denmark (Vestager, 2000), 
very interesting. The document is written with a sense of openness and invites "an intense 
and lively debate" about fundamental values, i.e. it is not written in a normative way. 
Key concepts include new society, a less predictable world, emancipation, challenge, 
and dialogue. These are features that do not deny cultural and religious heritage. The 
Minister of Education maintains that the above-mentioned fundamental values are "the 
same as they have been for the past 100-150 years" (p. 19). She does not deny the 
contribution of classical values to the contemporary school and society but underlines 
that they have to be interpreted in a new society with new conditions. 
Furthermore, the Minister adds "democracy constitutes the cornerstone of 
our society". She refers to the legislation - the need of it - and to the rules that punish 
and also defend fundamental values. But her point is that "in everyday life values are 
relatively intangible ... A sense of one's own worth and commitment are elements that 
are not easily woven into the stiffly formulated sections of an act" (p. 9). 
She also adds that "our lives no longer follow the beaten track" (p. 7). Everyone 
needs to interpret and formulate his or her own value basis. It is also an obligation for 
all schools. Finally, the Minister concludes, "practice without values become emptiness, 
values without practice will not have the impact to change our society for the better" 
(p. 52); but she also talks about "a dialogue without referees" (p. 40). 
An Analysis of Basic Values and the Curriculum from a Social-
Philosophical Point of View 
The Swedish curriculum mainly represents Liberal Universalism (Gustavsson, 1996; Strike, 
1996). According to this idea the core of democracy is universal, civil rights. The motive 
for Universalism is the defence of human dignity and keywords here are freedom and 
integrity and include matters of justice. From this liberal point of view it is stressed that 
the mission of school and society is to guarantee individual freedom and integrity ( as long 
as it does not threaten or hurt others). This idea is a so-called negative concept of freedom 
with freedom meaning the absence of unfair treatment or encroachment. 
The Norwegian curriculum mainly represents a communitarian approach and 
theory of values in school and society. For instance, freedom in a communitarian 
tradition is a positive concept of rights. It is not a question about freedom from (the 
evil) but freedom to (the good). Here the aim is to promote the vision of a society in 
community, a sustainable and common value system, i.e. a consensus about fundamental 
values. For schools this means that their mission is to be active and should promote a 
good moral environment, where adults are to be seen as models. Pupils ( and people in 
common) are not self-creating rational agents but socially constituted, so the learning 
context is seen as important. This approach, to serve as a model, is also emphasised 
explicitly in the Norwegian curriculum (Engelsen, 1994; L0vlie, 1997). 
The theory of Liberal Universalism stresses the scientific and the ability to 
hold an intellectual standpoint based on human reasoning and sense. The commu-
nitarians on the other hand point out character building and virtues. If freedom and 
integrity are the most important concepts in a universalistic tradition, unity and 
community are the corresponding concepts in Communitarianism. Defenders of 
universalism focus on individual civil rights but people who advocate the communitarian 
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theory stress the individual as a citizen. Liberal Universalism has its roots mainly in 
the era of Enlightenment and ideas from thinkers like Immanuel Kant. Communi-
tarianism can be seen as a reconstruction of Aristotle's ideas about virtues and also 
ideas subsequently formulated by Michel de Montaigne and others. 5 
What interpretation could be made of the curriculum and the previously 
mentioned standpoints by the Minister of Education in Denmark? Elements from both 
Liberal Universalism and Communitarianism are notable but the Ministers' statements 
give expression to a postmodem point of view. The concept ofpostmodemism and the 
postmodem society have been controversial and an object of much dispute. If the ideas 
of postmodemism here are limited to openness of differences, ambivalence and 
uncertainty for social structure, and if the individual is seen more as a vagabond or 
tourist (a rambler in life) than a goal-oriented pilgrim (accordingly to Zygmunt 
Bauman), 6 it seems to me that the former Danish Minister of Education is a spokesperson 
for these kinds of ideas. She asks: "For if it is no longer given traditions and family 
patterns that bind us together - what does?" (p. 8) and also maintains that the same 
agreements as previously do not exist; our perception oflife is changing, traditions are 
replaced by emancipation and common collective experiences are being demolished. 
Modem industrial society is about to be replaced by a knowledge 
society based on new attitudes, views and behavioural patterns ... 
The changes have meant that we have become more emancipated and 
have been given a greater opportunity to interpret ourselves and society 
in new ways (pp. 13, 18). 
An analysis of the syllabuses carried out in Sweden, Norway and Denmark in 
the mother tongue subject also gives support to this conclusion. There seems to be a 
pattern that even permeates that subject. Aarsrether (1997) maintains the following: 
The Danish syllabus takes up a postmodem position and outlines a 
concept of culture and qualification that shall foster students to be 
conscious and obtain the ability to act in new, unpredictable situations 
and contexts; the Norwegian one is an answer to cultural fragmentation 
... The Norwegian syllabus can be described as a project of national 
romanticism. (p. 54; my translation) 
To sum up so far, the intention of my analysis is to use the above-mentioned 
theories as instruments to understand the rhetoric of basic values. There are patterns 
that indicate differences in the three Scandinavian countries. I also would like to make 
a note of the fact that the question about basic values in fact is a mark of a firm liberal 
universalistic tradition with a stress on the political view of democracy. Value is an 
example of a core concept within the idea of Liberal Universalism. A postmodem 
departure brings matters to a head - no permanent values exist. From a communitarian 
standpoint, virtue is the important concept. 
An Analysis from an Educational-Philosophical Point of View 
From an educational-philosophical point of departure the above description and 
differences could be discussed from the outline shown in Figure 7.1 (from Orlenius 
2001).7 
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The core of Essentialism is that knowledge should be based on a scientific, 
valid and tenable foundation, i.e. the essence of knowledge. The core of Perennialism 
is that the purpose of school is the transmission of eternal truths. A perennialist maintains 
that there are truths independent of time and contexts. The teacher is seen as a model 
and a link between history and the future. According to Progressivism (influenced a 
great deal by the ideas of John Dewey) the mission is to support the students' personal 
development so they can take responsibility for the progress of a democratic society. 
Here learning, rather than teaching, is the educational strategy. Finally, the core of 
Reconstructivism is that school is to be seen as an agent for the reconstruction of 
society. The aim is to foster independent and conscious students who want to change 
society. A critical analysis of social, cultural and political conditions and phenomena 
is an important part of education, and contemporary problems and injustice should be 
discussed. 
Using these concepts as a point of departure, I hopefully have extended perspe-
ctives of the curriculum and statements in Scandinavian countries. My interpretation 
is that the Norwegian curriculum mainly expresses ideas of Perennialism and represents 
a conservative tradition. School is seen as a transmitter and preserver of culture and 
national identity. The curriculum argues for permanent and durable values. The Swedish 
one holds a middle standpoint in Figure 7.1. It is influenced both by ideas ofEssentialism 
and Progressivism. Finally, the former Minister of Education in Denmark seems to 
represent ideas ofReconstructivism. Her standpoints and perspectives claim that school 
must support an open and intensive debate about a new, unpredictable and changing 
society. Values are stressed more as instruments in practice than goals to be attained. 
The process - without any secure answers - seems to be more important than the 
product. 
Conclusions and Discussion 
There is a revitalised interest in basic or fundamental values in Scandinavian countries 
but these values have to be discussed. One problem is their abstract character. They 
need to be made concrete in practice otherwise they are an empty code. They are also 
used in Sweden as instruments of control (steering by goals) but my suggestion is that 
they should be seen as instruments for orientation and interpretation. The task from a 
social and educational-philosophical point of view is to make clear different kinds of 
interpretations and perspectives but also to support and elaborate theories and concepts 
(a discourse) that can be used when talking about basic values. Basic values need to be 
discussed from different standpoints, for example, what is the mission of school -
preservation or change (reconstruction)? Should ethics and values be like oil or gravel 
in the machinery of society? Without an analysis of the cultural and religious heritage, 
there is a risk that "we throw the baby out with the bathwater". What kind of contribution 
to basic values can our history afford for a postmodem school and society? Maybe that 
is the most important challenge for future education about basic values. My conclusion 
is that it is unrealistic to seek old-fashioned solutions to modem issues, but on the other 
hand we have to start discussing the same issue as was current in the old Greece: the 
vision of the good society. The point is that schools must be based on an awareness of 
the importance of values, bring them to the fore and give students time to reflect on and 
discuss such issues. 
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Figure 7 .1 Different educational-philosophical points of view (Orlenius 1999) 
Notes 
In 1962, a nine-year compulsory school was established. The Swedish "folkskola" 
( elementary school) was instituted in 1842. 
2 This is not unproblematic according to teachers. In a study by the National Agency of 
Education (Skolverket) in Sweden (1999), several teachers point out that "viirdegrunden" 
(the value foundation) is a ticklish concept and "everything includes the value foundation". 
When the Ministry of Education translates this concept into English, it is called "basic 
values" (1994) and later on (from 1998) "fundamental values" (in plural). 
3 Since 2002 the subject has been revised. Formerly it was called "Kristendomskunnskap 
med religions- og livssynsorientering". The education shall be objective, critical and 
pluralistic, with no missionary preaching. But still the main part of the subject should be 
about Christianity. 
4 In Finland it is possible to choose either Religious Studies or Ethics. 
5 Maybe it should be observed that even Aristotle and Montaigne expressed their confidence 
in the human intellect and were epistemological rationalists. Virtues should be deliberated 
on the base of "ratio" (intellect). 
82 Kennert Orlenius 
6 According to Zygmunt Bauman, postmodern society is modern society without illusions. 
The illusions that have been lost are the idea of progress, development towards unity and an 
all-embracing community and the idea of harmonic order. 
7 A more detailed account and discussion of what is presented here was carried out by 
Theodore Brameld more than 50 years ago. He published Patterns of Educational Philosophy 
(1950) and discussed these philosophies of education. In Toward a Reconstructed Philosophy 
of Education (1956), he argues for the idea of Reconstructionism. Later, Professor Tomas 
Englund used these concepts to analyse Swedish politics of education during the 20th century. 
In an article in the Journal of Curriculum Studies (no. 2, 2000) he discusses John Dewey's 
influences on Progressivism, Reconstructionism and Neo-pragmatism. 
Chapter 8 
Exploring the Landscape of 
Teachers' Tacitly Implied 
Ethics: An Aristotelian 
Uncovering 
Jukka Husu 
Starting with Philosophy- Is it of Any Help? 
Educators are called upon to mediate many private and public interests pertaining to 
personal, professional, organisational, and societal values. The work of mediating 
conflicting values relates to guarding and promoting the best interests of a student. But 
what is meant when we say we are making decisions in the best interests of students? 
Each of the philosophical, ethical, and pedagogical justifications contributes content 
and meaning to the phrase. 
Van Manen and Li (2002) argue that the modem pedagogical task of teaching 
is ambiguous because contemporary policy perspectives and public discourse on 
education tend to focus on issues largely external to teachers' everyday occupations: 
productivity, accountability measures, instructional technology, and so on. The point 
is that these perspectives and orientations do not adequately reflect the ways that teachers 
and students experience the tasks and duties of school life. In their experience, teachers' 
ongoing concerns deal mostly with the success of their students, their personal 
relationships with students and colleagues, and the interpersonal (moral and emotional) 
dimensions of their actions. In this sense, the focus of teachers tends to be on the 
complexity of their everyday interactions with their students and colleagues. Thus, 
teachers' work can be seen as a pedagogical challenge for knowing how to deal in 
appropriate ways with the contingencies of everyday events of school life (Rusu, 2001 ). 
Seen in this way, pedagogy makes the practice of teaching possible in the first place. 
As Simon (1992) noted, pedagogy is not only comprised of the teaching of 
ethics, but is itself an "ethical vision" (p. 62). This makes teaching a reflective practice, 
and accordingly, school teaching is "deemed to be an interpretative or deliberative 
science-a branch of moral or social philosophy" (Hamilton, 2001, p. 121). This kind 
of reflective practice presupposes that philosophical analyses should be attentive to 
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empirical work, and consequently, that empirical approaches should be responsive to 
philosophical discourses. However, the philosophical and empirical modes of inquiry 
are seldom brought together to gain a better understanding of pedagogical ethics in the 
natural settings of school life. Here, it is hoped that this kind of combination of 
philosophical and empirical work provides interpretative lenses for the deliberation of 
pedagogical practices. 
The purpose of this study is to shift focus on the scene where the conditions 
and contingencies of ethics in teaching may be found. This means exploring day-to-
day details of pedagogical encounters to see what they might offer in putting forth an 
understanding of teaching as a site of implied ethics (Todd, 2001 ). Exploring this idea 
necessitates interpreting teaching encounters for the way they promote or prohibit 
conditions for pedagogical ethics. The chapter aims to show how abstract ethical theories 
can be translated into "real world ethics" (Nash, 1996) in teaching and how these 
reference points can help teachers in their practical ethical reflection. 
Theoretical Framework - Combining Ethical Competence with Action 
Competence 
The term phronesis comes from Aristotle's texts in the Nicomachean Ethics (N.E., 
1140a24-1140b 12). Phronesis refers to deliberation about values with reference to practice. 
It is variable and context-dependent. According to Aristotle, "[w]e may grasp the nature 
of prudence [phronesis] if we consider what sort of people we call prudent. It is thought to 
be the mark of a prudent man to be able to deliberate rightly about what is good and 
advantageous" (N.E., 1140a24). The stance focuses on the question "What should I do in 
this situation?" Therefore, in order to understand what phronesis means, we must look at 
a person who possesses it: the phronimos. That person is in "a true and reasoned state of 
capacity to act with regard to the things that are good or bad for man" (N.E., 1140b5). 
The different interpretations of this statement are indicative of the different 
directions that the philosophical discussions and the educational applications of phronesis 
can go. Next, this chapter concentrates on three philosophical interpretations and their 
educational applications: the rationality code, the situational code, and the moral character 
code ( cf Noel, 1999). The process of analysing and interpreting the data through different 
frames provides a forum for comparing the similarities and differences in the findings 
that emerge from different perspectives. This multi-focal process involves viewing from 
one lens and subsequently reconsidering the phenomena from another. 
Rational code 
Within the rationality interpretation, the teacher approaches the problem of what to 
do in a given situation with actions based on reason. When examining how a teacher 
explains her/his actions, we are interested in the rationality evident in them. According 
to Audi (1989, pp. 6-7), we must take into account at least two questions: (i) what 
does it mean for a teacher to act for a reason? (ii) is there a pattern of reasoning by 
which her/his actions can be explained? This approach can be called the "reasons 
giving" approach to the analysis of teacher behaviour. The interpretation calls for 
aspects of rationality that make actions intelligible because "these actions are based 
on at least one proposition (major premise) which is held as a guiding principle" 
(Audi, 1989, p. 25). This provision ofreasons makes the action sensible to the teacher. 
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As Fenstermacher ( 1994) emphasises, such reasoning may show that an action is "the 
reasonable thing to do, the obvious thing to do, or the only thing one could do under 
the circumstances" (p. 45). This kind of rationality interpretation seeks to structure 
teachers' experiences and actions. 
Moral dilemmas can also be viewed from this rational and principle-based 
perspective. The approach "judges educational decisions according to implicit and 
explicit rules and duties owed", and the focus tends to be "on the policy decisions 
(means) and on the educator's conformity to an ethical principle or a set of rules" 
(Walker, 1998, p. 298). The rationality code is procedural by its nature. It relies on 
implicit and/or explicit accounts of appropriate guidelines of how to act. The stance 
provides a general guide to action, a certain authority in ethical decision-making. 
Rationality code indicates the moral rights and obligations that are at stake in a dilemma 
and provides the standards by which ethical actions and decisions are made. 
Situational code 
Within this interpretation, the phronetic question "What should I do in this situation?" 
is answered by focusing its primary attention on the circumstances. The stance addresses 
to perceive all that is involved in the situation, and was emphasised by Aristotle as he 
wrote, "practical wisdom is concerned with the ultimate particular which is perception" 
(N.E., 1142a25-7). The necessities of everyday school life presuppose that teachers 
must take into account many different things when they consider their situations. Teachers 
need practical perception to determine what type of circumstances they are in and what 
type of actions they are actually doing. Pendlebury (1990) calls this "situational 
apperception". Pedagogical situations requiring actions are often full of possibilities, 
and the teacher should be capable of perceiving those possible actions. 
Instead of merely perceiving what is present, the situational code focuses on 
how things appear to teachers. Here, "both emotions and imagination play an essential 
part of the proper grasp of situations" (Pendlebury, 1990, p. 147). It is through 
imagination that teachers discern an event in the school context as something that 
requires their practical concerns or interests. In this sense, the situational code allows 
teachers room for flexibility and improvisation. This is because there are usually no 
formal criteria by which to compare the claims of the competing ways of thinking and 
acting. Thus, situational interpretation is largely based on experientially developed 
phronesis. Due to their experiences and personal relationships, teachers have their 
own unique insights into the practical situations they face. What they perceive can be 
something that may not be at all apparent to others who are also present in the situation 
but do not have an "eye for it", i.e. they are not in the same position or they do not 
share the same experiences. 
Moral character code 
The circularity between phronesis and virtuous character is evident. According to 
Sherman (1989), this circularity aims "to capture the way in which the sentiments and 
practical reason together constitute character ... [and] to demonstrate that character is 
inseparable from the operations of practical reason" (p. vii). Aristotle laid the foundations 
for this interpretation by stating that "it is evident that is impossible to be practically 
wise without being good" (N.E., 1144a29 bl ). Thus, phronesis is not a conceptthat can 
be used or determined separate from the individual. Rather, it lies in the person and is 
part of the way that one goes about her/his everyday life. 
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Phronesis is not a cognitive capacity that a teacher has at her/his disposal. 
Rather, it is closely bound up with the kind of person that the teacher is. The teacher's 
actions and her/his possibilities can only be found within particular situations, informed 
by particular histories and school institutions. The actions of the teacher are made 
strong by repeated encounters with those actions and possibilities. Consequently, the 
teacher sees it not only as a way of behaving in particular contexts, but also as her/his 
"way of being" that arises in those situations. As a result, phronesis for a teacher has 
"its own personality which is rooted in a definite ethos with its own favoured dispositions 
and habits" (Dunne, 1993, p. 273). The way a teacher acts allows for the development 
of her/his phronesis and moral character. Without this standpoint, a coherent moral 
dialogue between teachers and their contexts cannot take place. 
Empowering Ethical Reflection 
These three interpretations of phronesis should not be separated from each other. Rather, 
each interpretation is linked to the others. The combination of the different interpretations 
makes up the concept of phronesis as a totality. In this form, the nature of practical 
knowing contrasts with the certainty often attributed to the concepts of "formal" or 
"propositional" knowledge (Fenstermacher, 1994). 
In schools, ethical dilemmas are often interpreted through a calculation of 
the probable positive and negative consequences (short and long term) of a particular 
educational decision. Once the likely outcomes are predicted, the alternatives that 
provide the greatest benefit and least harm may be chosen. The best interests of students 
are served if the negative consequences are minimised and positive benefits are 
maximised (Walker, 1998, p. 300). The problems usually compel teachers to choose 
between competing goals and values. Teachers may choose a solution that aims to 
maximise the desired results across a range of students involved, but some will suffer 
at the expense of others. Usually, teachers cannot see their goals as a neat dichotomy 
between one and the other and their job as making clear choices. In many cases, teachers' 
aims for any particular student are entangled with teachers' aims for each of the others 
in the class and in the school's professional community. 
In sum, pedagogical ethics means critical and responsible decision-making: 
how should teachers act? As presented, pedagogical ethics mainly belongs to situations 
which cannot be mastered by linear rationality to situations where teachers cannot 
exactly know in advance what will happen when they start acting. Within this stance, 
the means cannot be distinguished from the end in a given context until the process of 
inquiry is complete and the relations between the persons involved are well established. 
Therefore, in practical reasoning the good is not a fixed end. Dewey (1916/1966) took 
this premise to its conclusion by stating that "ends are, in fact, literally endless, forever 
coming into existence as new activities occasion new consequences". That is why this 
chapter highlights the connection between teachers' ethical competence and action 
competence. 
Data and Method 
The method of this study used narrative interviews with 33 Finnish lower secondary 
school teachers (22 females and 11 males). In the interviews, the teachers were asked to 
tell about a real-life pedagogical problem they had experienced in their work. They 
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were encouraged to choose a situation in which they had had difficulty deciding the 
right way to act. The interview focused on the professional character of the teachers' 
work: their manner of conduct within an occupation and the integration of their 
obligations with their professional knowledge and skills. 
The analysis adopted a qualitative reading guide (Brown et al., 1991) to examine 
the moral qualities underlying teachers' reflection. The reading guide is based on the 
evidence that teachers simultaneously know ( can recognise, speak in, and respond to) 
various different perspectives in discussing their work. It aims to highlight the various 
perspectives, as well as the sense of tension teachers often convey in their interviews. 
The following three consecutive readings were done: 
1. The rational code perspective aimed to reveal the practical action guides the 
teachers relied on. Rules and principles were usually brief statements of what 
to do or what should be done in a particular situation encountered in practice. 
The major purpose of the perspective was to justify or defend educational 
decisions based on certain rational principles. 
2. The situational code distinction investigated the emergent dilemmas when 
rational premises were put into practice. What kind of pedagogical dilemmas 
arose, and how did teachers try to cope with those situations? The stance focused 
on the evaluation of the taken or intended actions and their possible results. 
Solutions to moral conflicts were often found only by doing something, by 
acting. 
3. The moral character code tried to uncover the personal ends of the pedagogical 
practice in question. According to this stance, within the domain of moral 
judgment, a personal assessment comes before the specific practical actions. 
The perspective focused on the teacher's expressed concerns about the sources 
of the problem. It was a question of attitudes and attitudes revealed in actions 
to work out, or live with, the problems faced. 
The process of analysing and interpreting the data through different frames 
provided a forum for comparing the similarities and differences in the findings that 
emerged from different perspectives. This process involved viewing the data from one 
lens and subsequently reconsidering the phenomena from another. The two researchers 
read the cases a total of three consecutive times from three perspectives. After each 
reading, the readers checked the reliability of their interpretations by comparing their 
findings with each other. In mutual discussions, some of the interpretations were changed. 
All disagreements were discussed to reach common interpretation. 
The process of getting to know required various phases of reflection. It 
often took longer as well. Indeed, Jackson (1992, p. 406) has recommended a data/ 
reflection ratio on the order of 1/10. When applied to this study it meant one sheet of 
transcribed data, followed by 5-10 pages of interpretative remarks of reflection. 
Thus, the next section focuses on one particular case report and presents examples 
of its analysis. 
Results of the Multifocal Analysis 
As presented, the aim of this chapter is to explore what moral issues mean to teachers in 
their pedagogical practice. The chapter tries to interpret and translate teachers' 
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understandings from the language they use, and to give concrete expressions to these 
interpretations by their daily actions. 
The case 
The teacher behind the case report was a 37-year-old woman who taught history and 
social sciences in a large suburban school near Helsinki. She had 9 years of teaching 
experience and she was also qualified to teach at college level. Her enthusiasm for 
teaching was apparent and she was willing to talk about her ideas and work. Her students 
were mainly between 13 and 16 years of age. Overall, she was quite satisfied with her 
school. She liked her students and regarded her colleagues as professionals in their own 
fields. However, she reported smoking to be a constant problem in her school. 
Smoking is forbidden by law in Finnish schools. Nobody should smoke during 
the active school hours. However, both teachers and students break this rule in several 
ways. Schools have different practices and teachers often disagree with each other and 
with their students about the best practices. Therefore, smoking has been identified as 
a typical ethical dilemma in secondary school communities that lacks common standards 
and rules. Compared with drugs, violence, disruption, and sexual misbehaviour, it is, 
naturally, a minor problem. However, it is an emotionally loaded, symbolic, and 
repetitive theme in schools. Here, it is used for its illustrative purposes for training 
teachers' ethical discernment. 
The following excerpt from her case report presents this complicated situation: 
I have been very concerned about the smoking policy in our school. 
I think a great number of our students' smoke and many of the 
teachers smoke as well. This is an acute and frequent problem that 
I have to consider every single day in my work. Everybody knows 
that students smoke under the bridge that is located next to our 
school. However, the law forbids smoking during school hours. We 
have this law but hardly anybody observes it. Some teachers smoke, 
too, and other teachers and students know it. And the law also forbids 
teachers to smoke during school hours. Nobody really knows what 
to do about smoking. I know myself that smoking is bad for your 
health and students know it too. It is not a question of not being 
informed about the negative consequences of smoking. What can I 
do as a single teacher to change the situation? It doesn't help to 
send notes home ifl am the only teacher doing it. I think homes and 
elementary schools play a key role in finding solutions to this 
problem. The complicated thing is that some teachers smoke with 
their students. They might even suggest a break to have a cigarette. 
I know that notes home and forcing the students to stay in school 
after hours don't help the situation. I smoked myself for fifteen 
years; I know what I am dealing with. I have tried to be a role model 
for my students and I have told them about my former smoking 
habit. I have assured them that it is possible to quit smoking. Every 
single morning I walk by the bridge and tell the students to put their 
cigarettes away. Some of the students obey me and some don't. I 
have also tried to talk with my colleagues. I talked with the music 
teacher about a girl who has a beautiful voice. I think she could be 
a professional singer some day and smoking might seriously damage 
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her voice. I asked the music teacher to talk with this girl about 
protecting her voice. 
I don't see any concrete way to influence our school community. I 
should build a fence to stop the students from going to the bridge. 
However, then they might start to smoke in the toilets and that would 
be even worse for those who don't smoke. The principal should do 
something. We used to have a smoking room for teachers but it was 
shut down. Now the teachers smoke outside as well. The principal 
should take steps to prevent teachers from smoking during their 
working hours. I don't think we can solve the problem with students 
before we can influence the teachers. 
Rational code: professional and institutional obligations 
89 
In looking for evidence of rational justifications, we were not interested primarily in 
statements having an outward form of a rule or a principle, but rather in the way such 
statements operated in structuring the teacher's knowledge. At first sight, the teacher's 
statements looked like mere description, yet they functioned as a rational code. The 
code functioned as a guide to action and presented an authority in the teacher's decision-
making. This stance was basically procedural: it led the teacher to identify the relevant, 
yet often-implicit rational principle, apply it to the case, and act accordingly. 
Professional role obligations guided the teacher's perception of the situation 
and what she experienced as good or bad, right or wrong, important or unimportant. 
When she talked about responsibility, the law, rights, and professional obligations, she 
was actually describing certain fundamental assumptions of the teaching profession. 
These assumptions seemed to be the ultimate bases by which the teacher made her 
decisions. Behind this perspective lay the fact that the law prohibits smoking. From 
the professional perspective the prevailing situation was unbearable because both 
teachers and students consciously broke the law. Due to the nature of the dilemma she 
argued that the responsibility lay with students' parents. This belief was reflected in 
the teacher's scheme of justification: someone else has to do the job. 
Also, the institutional standards of the school system called for a certain kind 
of morality. These obligations emphasised the teacher's belief that her professional 
role demanded her to instil in her students an adherence to public school life. This 
code concerned ideals about what students needed to learn socially about school life. 
They were things that students need in their life. For example, what does it mean to act 
legally; what are the consequences of breaking a norm? Accordingly, the stance led 
the teacher to question several of the purposes of her actions within the school context 
in which she worked: what was this educational organisation trying to achieve? What 
was the right way to go about this task? Did all teachers and students see the purpose 
in the same way? 
Situational code: balancing of pros and cons 
From the teacher's point of view, the intention to act in a professionally coherent manner 
led to even more problems. She could not hope to arrive at the "right" solution or action 
in a sense that the preceding perspective, the rational code, can be said to be "right". 
This was because each member of the community brought her/his own, often 
contradictory aims to the situation, and the resolution of their dissonance could not be 
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neat or simple. In practice, all the possible "solutions" seemed to lead to further problems. 
The teacher felt that she could not choose a solution without compromising other goals 
she wished to achieve. Instead of engaging in a decision-making process that would 
eliminate various alternatives, she pursued a series of loose arguments with herself as 
she considered the consequences of the practices. 
Nevertheless, the teacher's actions were determined: some action had to be 
taken. She did not consider the conflicts as a choice between abstract beliefs or between 
competing rules and principles. What the teacher perceived were tensions between 
individual colleagues, and personal confrontations between her and a particular group 
of students. She could not see a neat and workable scheme to guide her job as making 
clear choices. The juxtaposition of varied views and responsibilities led to even further 
paradoxes. Even if the teacher could not find the "right" solution, the problem had to 
be answered in some way or another - even if the answer was to decide to do nothing 
in order to avoid causing any further problems. As a result, the teacher's intentions to 
act in a professionally coherent manner led to even more problems: her professional 
duties collided with the organisational realities of a school system. 
Moral character code: it's hard to be good 
When the teacher was talking about responsibility, the law, rights, ideals, and professional 
obligations, she was simultaneously describing her most fundamental assumptions. They 
guided her perception of educational practice and what she experienced as good or bad, 
right or wrong, important or unimportant. The stance led her to question several of the 
purposes of her actions within the school context where she worked. 
Where necessary, the teacher was dedicated to take actions to help those 
students deprived of their right to good education to begin to enjoy it. On this level the 
teacher relied on her personal implications, which guided her decision-making. She 
identified herself as a committed professional who had a set of norms by which she 
lived and which she was willing to stand by and defend. The prevailing situation clearly 
broke both professional norms and their organisational applications. Therefore, the 
teacher felt an obligation to do her best to protect her students from those who would 
deprive them their rights. The case report reflected this mediation between the teacher's 
thought and action. Rules and duties functioned as guidelines on or from which the 
teacher acted; she followed their often implicit and personal dictates. As the data showed, 
the teacher's actions grew intuitively out of her personal experiences. 
These aspirations, as well as the way in which they were strived after, tell us 
something characteristically about the person of the teacher. From this personally held 
life-space the teacher experienced educational dilemmas from the vantage point of her 
own unique perspective of meanings. This personal life-space was her vantage point, 
her ethical centre of reference. The teacher reported that she had smoked for fifteen 
years and she was very concerned about the smoking policy in her school. She was 
confident that eventually students could quit their smoking habit. 
Discussion 
Our case provided an example of a real-life pedagogical situation that it was not 
possible to understand using only one interpretative perspective. The case required 
different ethical perspectives to inform the teacher in her pedagogical decision-making. 
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As presented, the teacher tacitly used different ethical perspectives in her practical 
reflection. 
We believe that the use of more than one theoretical and practical approach 
will expand and complement our understanding of teachers' professional ethics. It 
may help us better understand the problems teachers face in their work; the dynamics 
of educational contexts; and value the impact of different approaches on teachers and 
students. We also hope that using more than one approach will increase the trustworthi-
ness ofresearch findings because each approach can serve as a check on the other. As 
a result, our ability to understand teacher development should be moved to a level of 
deeper understanding. 
The plurality of understandings is an integral part of the teaching profession. 
It is one of the teachers' professional tasks to discern how these competing interests 
can be served practically. Generally, the social processes involved in teachers' 
pedagogical settings are not based, to any great extent, upon pre-established ethical 
reasoning, but in "socially shared identities of feeling" (Shotter, 1993, p. 54) that 
teachers create in the flow of activity between them. The ethical "argument" in this art 
is not the construction of a "proof', as is commonly assumed. Rather, the idea of 
pedagogical argumentation ties together the issues debated until a course of action is 
found. This type of rhetorical understanding of ethical reasoning enables teachers to 
distinguish between the different sides of conflict problems and to gain a better 
conception of them. 
Chapter 9 
Cultural Scaffolding: The Arts 
and Crafts Teacher's Mediation 
with Her Students with 
Behavioural Problems1 
Tove Pettersson, May Britt Postholm, Annlaug 
Flem, Sigrun Gudmundsdottir and "Tina" 
In recent years there has been a wave of interest around the globe in forms of instruction 
that capitalise on the socio-cultural nature of classrooms. This interest encompasses a 
wide range of subject matters. Among them we find the subject of Arts and Crafts 
which, in itself, is well rooted in tradition and founded on a solid cultural basis. Within 
this arena, both researchers and teachers are examining what is happening during 
instruction and learning. They want to understand and improve meaning-making 
processes within the subject in multi-voiced classrooms where students with behavioural 
problems are present. Cultural scaffolding as a tool for meaning-making processes in 
classroom instruction lies at the heart of socio-cultural interactions in which students 
are enculturated as to how to respond to learning tasks. This paper deals with some 
aspects of this heritage using the socio-cultural theoretical foundation established by 
Vygotsky and some of his successors, including Bakhtin, on the importance oflanguage 
in learning. 
The inclusion of students with special needs in regular classes raises the 
demands on the teacher, whose responsibility is to nourish multiplicity and the student 
community. In this arena, the teacher often operates as a cultural scaffolder without 
the benefit of special education resources. A number of strategies and teaching aids 
are required if children with special education needs are to succeed, even in this subject. 
By examining the cultural scaffolding of an experienced Arts and Crafts teacher, we 
want to emphasise the importance of cultural scaffolding as a useful tool for approaching 
dialogue and interaction, or mediation, with students with behaviour problems to help 
them accomplish discrete learning tasks in the subject. As the focus of our study, we 
made a challenging seventh grade classroom at "Berge" school in central Norway our 
research arena, with the cultural scaffolding that took place in a class with a number of 
academically weak and restless students and their cultural scaffolding teacher, Tina 
(Pettersson, Gudmundsdottir, Flem, and "Tina", 2000). 
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Method and Context 
The observations of Tina and her 23 seventh-grade students (13 boys and 10 girls) 
started in September, shortly after summer vacation. Tove observed regularly up to the 
second week ofFebruary, allowing only school holidays, excursions, and project periods 
to keep her away. Data were compiled by means of observations, video-recordings of 
the instruction given in the listening comer and at the students' desks, and taped interviews 
with Tina. This material was transcribed and totalled 205 pages. The data also includes 
70 pages of observation notes and 211 pages of notes concerning the 16 observations. 
Furthermore, the material includes the school's activity plan, the yearly and weekly 
plans and the teacher's syllabus. 
The illustrations in this paper are collected from the listening comer in "Images 
- pictorial art". The assignment for the class was to draw a human body, employing 
the technique Tina has taught them of dividing the body into different proportions. 
This topic is familiar to the students and has been on the agenda for the last three 
weeks. As a teacher, Tina is recognised as a goal-oriented, committed, and reflective 
person. She has 25 years of teaching experience in primary school, six of these years 
as a teacher-training supervisor. 
The students have a reputation for being a noisy, academically challenged 
class whose conduct often inhibits learning. Among them, Tina found a group of six 
boys with behaviour difficulties who challenged both her instruction and the students' 
learning. These boys exhibited "a behaviour that broke with the school's rules, norms 
and expectations. Problem behaviour inhibits teaching and learning activities and thus 
also the student's learning and development, and also got in the way of positive 
interaction with others" (Ogden, 2001, p. 15). Tina stressed the importance of seeing 
both the students and their learning environment. She wanted to help change or improve 
the cultural climate, including the students' attitude towards proper behaviour when 
responding to assignments in Arts and Crafts. 
Cultural scaffolding as part of enhancing the learning culture of the school, 
to the benefit of the students and the class, is one of the main features of cultural-
historical activity theory as well as Bakhtin's theory on the importance oflanguage, or 
more precisely, language in context. 
Theoretical Background 
The basic idea of cultural-historical activity theory, or socio-cultural theory, can be 
summarised in the familiar "general law of cultural development" with Vygotsky's 
( 1978) theory that "higher mental functions originate from the individual's interactions 
with other people" (p. 86). The core concept, the "zone of proximal development", is 
defined as the range a child can manage with assistance from an adult or in collaboration 
with more competent classmates. 
In Norway, as in other countries, school is an important socialisation arena in 
the lives of students. In fact, there is a solid Scandinavian Grundtvigean tradition dating 
back to the mid-1800s ofa school culture which emphasises the qualities of"the living 
word" being activated when two partners meet in a living interchange coloured by a free, 
natural, spirited, and fertile conversation (Pettersson et al., 2000). The culture of inclusion 
is very much open to dialogue and interaction with other children and the teacher. Through 
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a dialectic relationship with other more experienced persons, the students acquire cultural 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes, both academically and socially. 
Cultural scaffolding (Wood, Bruner, and Ross, 1976) stresses the importance 
of semiotic mediation by means of words and signs, written and oral, verbal and non-
verbal. These are all means that initiate meaning-making processes between partners. 
Semiotic mediation is a useful tool for acquiring information about how students 
perceive a situation (situation definition), so that the parties may attain a common 
situation understanding (intersubjectivity) (Bruner, 1985/95). 
Bakhtin's ideas on the importance of language constitute an important 
supplement to Vygotsky's concepts on the relationship between language and human 
development (Wertsch, 1998). Bakhtin's (1981) "the inner convincing word" strongly 
contrasts with what he refers to as "the authoritative word". The significance of "the 
inner convincing word" is connected to its ability to mediate in communication and 
interplay between teacher and students. 
The special nature of the subject Arts and Crafts invites language, ideas, use 
of models and other specifics, such as cultural artifacts, for stimulating mediation as 
part of a creative and lively activity. According to Bakhtin, meaning and understanding 
cannot be transferred from one person to the next; rather they are created when voices 
speak to each other or reflect each other (Bakhtin, 1986). To exist, each and every 
utterance, whether it consists of one single word or a long sentence, requires production. 
It needs to be expressed. The concept of voice is coloured by the person's awareness or 
personality when speaking. Voices can only exist in social environments in stimulating 
interaction with other voices -what Bakhtin calls polyphony, which is a concept most 
teachers recognise from their classroom. All my utterances depend on other people's 
utterances. Our utterances are linked together in a communicative chain, acquiring 
new qualities of reflection and anticipation of future response as part of meaning-
making processes (Bakhtin, 1986). 
Prelude 
The first illustration leads us into the centre of the listening comer where total silence 
prevails. Tina has just discovered that six of the boys have boycotted the assignment she 
gave the class: to draw a human body. Tina immediately stops the drawing activity and, 
after reviewing the products of all the students, turns to the blackboard and makes two 
copies of students' provocative drawings of the human body. 
Illustration 1: "Monologic introduction" 
T: Tina: the teacher 
S: Students: Erik, Jonas, Marius, Robert, Per, and William: Some of the young 
provocative "artists" 
(1) Tina: (Points at the illustration while looking at the students, requesting) Look 
at the blackboard! 
(2) Students: (Everyone is looking at Tina or the blackboard. Many of the boys who 
had boycotted the assignment are grinning.) 
(3) Tina: Look at this hand! (Takes her time while glancing around the circle, pauses 
and then continues in a low voice) And look at that face! This is the way 
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some of you seventh graders draw. (Looks at them, pauses before she 
continues) This is not the way we draw a human being! (Pauses, then 
smiles) Even preschoolers can manage this. 
(4) Students: (Most are looking at the board and Tina. Jonas, Erik, and Robert are 
looking down. Erik is blushing and squirming.) 
( 5) Tina: (Loudly, in a firm voice) It's childish to draw heads and fingers the way 
you do! (More vividly) We have to learn how to respond to an assignment 
in the Arts and Crafts class. (Pointing at the blackboard) Drawing smiling 
faces like this is not good enough! 
In "Mono logic introduction" we meet the teacher Tina as the protagonist, the 
one who masters the play. Her part in the play is demanding. The students are her 
audience. She must arouse her public's interest in the proceedings and maintain interest 
while events unfold. The protagonist in Bakhtin's scenarios has the dual role as both 
the self and the other (Holquist, 1990). It is Tina's responsibility and duty to scaffold 
the students when they are neglecting their schoolwork. Tina reacts without hesitation. 
Her scaffolding is firm, using a wide range of cultural-mediating artefacts. One of the 
most important is her rhetoric, her choice of text-type or discourse. The sequence 
above is an authoritative discourse-dense and indivisible-inert and given. The semantic 
structure is static, dead, and entirely complete. In our consciousness we can "either 
totally affirm or acknowledge it, or totally reject it" (Bakhtin, 1981, pp. 342-343). 
"Monologic introduction" is a commanding text with no room for student interplay. 
As a cultural text consisting of complex activities around us, it is nevertheless readable 
for the students (Bakhtin, 1981, 1986; Bruner, 1985, 1990; Geertz, 1973, 1983; 
Gudmundsdottir 2001 ). Among the texts the students can read is Tina's way of scaf-
folding, using cultural artefacts such as signs, modelling, drawings on the blackboard, 
and the unfinished drawings of the students. Thus she mediates ideas about academic 
levels and effort (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1984, 1991, 1998). 
The students are taken by surprise. Tina's triple-utterances (1, 3): "Look at 
the blackboard!" "Look at that hand!" and "Look at that face!" are formed as a triple 
appeal. The clear, succinct form of appeal further reinforces the impact of her message. 
She mirrors (3) her students' achievements in a lively way, and compares their work to 
preschoolers. The students sit virtually paralysed. Some of the boys who have neglected 
to do the task respond (4). Erik's response is most evident (4). He is one of the most 
gifted students in Arts and Crafts. The students presented themselves through their 
drawings. These products are the utterances Tina uses as links for further use in the 
communicative chain between herself and the students. 
Interplay 
Tina's invitation to academic dialogue, showing the students their products, does not 
succeed. The funny drawings awake laughter among the students. This is a critical turn 
for what now happens. 
Illustration 2: "Approaching dialogue" 
( 6) Tina: (Showing a silly drawing of a skateboarding "macho" man with lots of 
"creative" solutions when it comes to proportions.) 
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(7) Students: (Bursting into laughter.) 
(8) Tina: (Looks over the edge of the paper and down to the drawing that has 
caused the laughter. Suddenly smiles, her hands holding the drawing 
resting in her lap, and asks) Which parts of this drawing are incorrect? 









hands to answer, but Per is given the nod.) 
(Loudly) The legs are much too long. 
(Quickly) Yes! 
(While raising his hand) The fingers are wrong. 
(Slightly nodding) Yes. 
(Loudly) It's a silly drawing. 
Yes. (Looks down over the edge of the drawing) Yes, the legs are too 
long. (Stands up, pointing to her own legs. Smiles, then asks) The legs, 
what about the proportions? What have you learned? 
They make up half the body. 
(Quickly, smiling) Exactly! (Points at the outside of the top ofher thigh 
and gestures down, calling them thighbone and calf. Repeats these terms 
and the proportions of arms and joints of elbows and shoulders while 
standing. Demonstrates on herself that her hands reach the middle of 
her thigh when hanging straight down, and reviews how to render bent 
arms and legs.) 
(17) Students: (Most of the students participate eagerly, revealing their knowledge of 
(18) Tina: 
the human proportions.) 
(Afterwards while sitting, looking at her students, smiles. The voice is 
low, appealing) Do you understand why I introduced the topic of "silly 
drawings"? 
(19) Students: (Some are nodding, others confirming) Yes. Hm-m. 
(20) Tina: (Raises her hands in a lifting gesture, palm up)/ wanted to emphasise 
what my wish for you is. I want to lift you to another level when it comes 
to drawing! Lift you above the level of a 5-year-old child. (Pausing, then 
saying almost inaudibly)/ don't appreciate the way you fool around 
with your drawings. 
The laughter of the students affects Tina, too (8). She redefines the situation. The first sign 
of a growing intersubjectivity is appearing (Wertsch, 1984). The strict scaffolder we met 
in Illustration 1 has stepped aside in utterance (8). Now Tina activates new sides of her 
rich register of scaffolding techniques. Her total communication, choice of words, 
intonation and non-verbal behaviour, signal a softer, more including invitation to interplay 
(8). The more authoritarian: "This is not the way we draw a human being!" (3) has been 
replaced by a softer invitation to new interplay: "I'd like to have your comments on that" 
(8). The students respond immediately (utterances 9, 11, 13, 15). The interplay is activated. 
In utterance (13) we can see the inner convincing word (Bakhtin, 1981) starting to work; 
Robert, one of the tough leaders among the students, is the first one to identify the drawing 
as a "silly" one. It is interesting to note that of the six boys who neglected to do the 
assignment, four of them respond verbally (9, 11, 13, 15). In the second sequence (18 and 
20), Tina mediates the academic and social ambition level she poses, both for her students 
and for her own instruction (20). Thus she indicates a new direction for further progress 
through the different zones of development for her students (Vygotsky, 1978). 
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Discussion 
Tina takes a chance while scaffolding, using the miserable products of some of the 
students as mediating artefacts for modelling. In performing this action she appears in 
an authoritative manner. Through her authoritative, unambiguous "no", she confronts 
the class combatants with their less-than-ambitious efforts. In Illustration 1, "Mono logic 
introduction", her total scaffolding is commanding, dense, and indivisible (Bakhtin, 
1981 ). There is no room left for any student interplay. Their roles are that of an audience. 
There is no transferral of meaning, no direct transferral of Tina's awareness, thoughts, 
or mental functions into the minds of the students. 
All functions in a child's cultural development have first to appear in social 
contexts when the child is interacting with others. All higher mental functions in a 
student's cultural development must first take place in social contexts when the student 
is interacting with the teacher or the peers (Vygotsky, 1978). Tina and her students 
have every possible opportunity to interact socially, sitting in the listening comer. 
Tina's monologic introduction, however, functions more like a brake for dialogue and 
interaction. Now it is urgent to stimulate processes that can activate meaning-making 
processes, so that Tina and her students, who have boycotted the assignment, can put 
voice to and express their thoughts, feelings, attitudes, skills, and cultural knowledge, 
and make their contribution to the communicative chain between the partners in the 
subject of"silly drawings" (Bakhtin, 1981, 1986). 
In a challenging situation like this, even "silly drawings" may function as a 
mediating artefact and stimulator, so that the first signs of an approaching dialogue 
can be observed. This is exactly what happens. In Illustration 2, "Approaching dialogue", 
we are witness to an awakening of "the inner convincing word", stimulated by the 
exaggerated proportions of the drawings. In this case, the vibrant activity of"the inner 
convincing word", represented both by the drawings themselves and the students' 
cheerful response, has an effect on Tina, too (Bakhtin, 1981). She admits, rather 
reluctantly, that "silly drawings", as a readable text, may also be seen as "funny 
drawings". Tina's smile and appealing response becomes the very necessary chain in 
the further conversation between her and the students. Her reaction becomes the turning 
point where meaning-making processes are evoked and evolved (Bakhtin, 1986). A 
central part ofBakhtin's theoretical ideas on language are that knowledge construction 
might involve not only polyphony in harmony, but tensions, disharmony, and conflicts 
(Bakhtin 1981; Wertsch 1991 ). It is therefore important that Tina as a scaffolder risks 
involving herself in discourses coloured by tensions, as was the case here. 
Final results 
For Tina, but also for her students, cultural scaffolding was hard work. Summing up 
some of my findings, we would like to point out both the qualitative and quantitative 
variety of cultural scaffolding. First, Tina's cultural scaffolding meant qualitative variety, 
such as the use of language, by means of "the authoritative word" and "the inner 
convincing word", the use of models, such as drawings and illustrations on paper and 
the blackboard, and verbal and non-verbal behaviour. Second, Tina's cultural scaffolding 
meant quantitative variety, following a line from emphasising forceful, dense and 
unambiguous scaffolding to a gradual withdrawal into milder, more open, but also more 
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daring forms of scaffolding, opening up for success as well as failure when it comes to 
stimulating meaning-making processes. In this case the scaffolding was a forceful 
stimulus for restarting the process so that an alternative assignment, making a drawing 
of a live model, might be possible; however, that is another story. 
Many teachers may have experienced similar episodes to Tina's mediation 
with some ofher students with behavioural problems. Not every teacher will experience 
confrontation with a whole group of boys neglecting an assignment as Tina did. It is a 
part of Tina's repertoire to be prepared to take "considered risks" (Heathcote, 1984, p. 
176; Pettersson and Postholm, 2003). Nevertheless, meeting behavioural problems is 
a major challenge in the inclusive school of the millennium, especially in the western 
world. Tina used a wide range of strategies and mediating artefacts. Cultural heritage 
and values like accomplishing discrete learning tasks in a subject was challenged. The 
socio-cultural nature of a classroom became the fundament for cultural scaffolding 
processes. Culture and cognition create each other (Cole, 1996). They were, so to 
speak, two pieces of the same item. In steadily ongoing efforts to establish meaning-
making processes as the heart of instruction, we have access and allowance to capitalise 
the mighty socio-cultural nature of the classroom. The first step towards internalising 
cultural knowledge, skills, and attitudes depends on goal-directed mediation arising in 
fertile soil for cultural activities. 
Notes 
1 This essay has since been developed in much greater depth and, at the time of this writing, 
is pending publication in a forthcoming issue of Teaching and Teacher Education. Tove 
Pettersson is the first author, and May Britt Postholm co-author. Sigrun Gudmundsdottir 
and Annlaug Flem were their supervisors. When this paper was presented at the ISATT 
Conference 2001 in Faro, Portugal, Professor Sigrun Gudmundsdottir was present. It is 
with no small sadness, therefore, that we mark her passing as the essay is published in book 
form - Sigrun died in June 2003. "Tina", teacher and informant, is granted a fictitious 
name to protect the anonymity of her students. 
Chapter 10 
What is Actually Happening in 
Secondary Classrooms? The 
Rhetoric and Reality of 
Curricular Reform 
Barbara Steh and Barica Marentic Pozamik 
Introduction 
In Slovenia, the recent curricular reform has set itself very ambitious goals, such as to 
raise overall quality and long-term effects of students' knowledge, to develop strategies 
of creative, critical, independent thinking, and to foster a deeper understanding of 
problems. But the strategies to bring about the necessary changes in the teaching and 
learning process (for example, less transmission and more student-centred teaching, 
leading to more active learning and higher cognitive processes) have not yet been 
elaborated. New curricula, regulations and textbooks cannot by themselves lead to 
changes; the increasing importance of external examinations (testing) can even prevent 
them or lead in the opposite direction by encouraging low-level, surface learning. 
We know very little about what is actually happening in the classrooms, how 
the reform is being experienced by students and teachers, whether it is in accordance 
with its general aims, and how it is affecting the quality of the learning process and its 
results. Attempts to evaluate the curricular reform have up to now relied almost 
exclusively on gathering quantitative and objective data through large-scale surveys 
and external achievement testing. The level of classroom discourse, the quality of 
teaching and learning processes and the perspectives of students and teachers have 
been largely neglected. 
In the present study, we intended to achieve two shifts: from results to processes 
and from an external to an internal perspective. 
Leaming results of high quality, characterised not only by long-term retention, 
but also by deeper understanding and by the ability of students to apply knowledge to 
different settings, to learn independently and to reflect critically, can be achieved by 
creating a context favourable to active learning and by using a broad spectrum of 
interactive methods that are congruent ( or constructively aligned~ Biggs, 1999) with 
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the aims and enable active learning to take place. As shown in some previous research 
(Steh Kure and Marentic Pozarnik, 1998) the traditional role of the teacher as 
information transmitter still prevails and is also favoured by secondary students in 
Slovenia. A shift in conceptions of the teacher's role to a facilitator oflearning (Kember 
and Gow, 1994; Prosser and Trigwell, 1999) and a corresponding change in teaching 
strategies ( from teacher - focused to learner - focused teaching) are not easy to achieve. 
Rappaport et al. (1999) point out that all serious attempts to improve quality 
and effectiveness of school learning and teaching start with an understanding of teachers' 
and students' current classroom activities (Hayward et al., 1999). Teachers should be 
made aware of how their students experience the school context and perceive some 
important features of the classroom situation. Our classroom-based research was guided 
by the model of awareness, which "is meant to be interpreted in ways that help describe 
students' and teachers' experience of particular learning and teaching situations" in 
order to help teachers to better understand their own experience ( and not to seek causal 
explanation) (Prosser and Trigwell, 1999, p. 172). 
Aim of the Study 
The aims of the study were: 
To find out what is actually happening in secondary school classrooms: to 
what extent the observed processes are aligned with and supportive ofhigher-
level curricular aims, like problem solving, deeper understanding and 
independent thinking. Are the aims of classroom activities and criteria of 
assessment clear to students? How do they perceive the scope of their initiative, 
opportunities for active learning, group work and discussion? 
To compare the perceptions of students, teachers and observers of classroom 
processes and the context, and to discover possible discrepancies (Steh Kure, 
2000). 
Method 
In planning the research approach we had to solve the key problem of how to produce 
an authentic report about life in the school or classroom, without forcing data into a 
predefined theory or mould of reality (Hitchock and Hughes, 1989 cited in Sagadin, 
1991, p. 346). 
Deliberately, a combination of quantitative analytic and qualitative inter-
pretative methodology has been used, the first one mainly in the "extensive", the second 
one in the "intensive" approach. 
In the framework of an extensive approach, we administered a questionnaire 
to teachers, and a similar one to students. The main ingredient was a series of rating 
scales to rate the frequency of occurrence of various classroom activities on a five-
point scale, from 1 - very seldom to 5 - very often. 
The focus was on activities of a higher taxonomic order (problem-based 
approaches, active roles of students). In the questionnaire for teachers, some questions 
were added about their reasons for including different classroom activities and their 
conceptions. The questionnaires were sent to a sample of first grade students of general 
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secondary schools (gimnazije) and their teachers. We received responses from 568 
students and 83 teachers. 
We were well aware that the questionnaire, especially the closed items, would 
give us only a limited insight. Also, we should not forget that the formulation of items 
originates from the conceptual frame of the researcher (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 
Therefore, in the intensive part of the study, we decided to complement the 
analytical approach with a more holistic one, which gives more valid results. The data 
obtained through structured observation give us a more detailed insight into classroom 
processes. While these data, too, need to be clearly interpreted, they represent a good 
basis for interviewing. So we included the following instruments: 
A two-dimensional observation schedule of classroom events ( comprising 
elements of problem-oriented teaching and the level of students'/teachers' 
activity and initiative - see Figure 10.1 ). The schedule comprised broader 
categories of classroom events, with "high inference" units (Wragg, 1994). 
A semi-structured interview, carried out by the observer with the teacher and 
separately with three of the students in each classroom immediately after the 
observed lesson. The aim of the interview was to reveal and compare different 
understandings of the context and processes by teachers and students. It also 
enabled us to compare the perspective and interpretation of the same classroom 
processes between the observers, teachers and students. 
The interview included questions connected to the interpretation of concrete 
classroom events and also more general questions about the conceptions of knowledge, 
teaching, learning, teacher's and student's role; desirable changes, incentives and 
obstacles to introducing changes. 
The observers and interviewers were educational experts - school counsellors, 
former teachers of different subjects from the National Education Institute. All of 
them had teaching and counselling experience and they were given additional special 
training in observation and interviewing. In spite of this, the data in some subject areas 
were incomplete (missing parts in interviews - the interviewer did not probe deeper at 
the right moment, etc.). Therefore, not all analyses were equally fruitful. 
For the detailed analysis in this paper, we have chosen only the data obtained 
on two subjects, Slovenian language and History. The observations and interviews 
were carried out during and after two different lessons, with 9 teachers of Slovene and 
7 teachers of History. 
Results and Discussion 
Extensive approach 
The analysis ofresponses to the questionnaire (rating scales) revealed that, on average, 
teachers' frequency ratings of various desirable/significant classroom activities were 
much higher than students' ratings of the same activities; students tended to be more 
critical ( see Figure 10.1 ). All differences in mean ratings between students and teachers 
were statistically significant. Especially large discrepancies ( differences in mean ratings) 
were revealed for the following items: 
Clear assessment criteria ( 1, 54) 
Clear feedback (1, 41) 
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Teacher makes connections to 
other themes and subjects 
Teacher makes connections to 
life situations and practical 
applications 
Teacher encourages students to 
look for applications and 
connections 
Teacher checks for 
understanding 
Opportunity for additional 
explanation 
Teacher includes thinking 
questions 
Students are active 
Students put questions, 
suggestions, ideas 
Clear assessment criteria 
Teacher gives clear feedback 
Teacher encourages sutdents to 
make connections to previous 
knowledge 
2 3 4 5 
i i 
students teachers 
Figure 10.1 Profile of mean ratings of various classroom activities by the sudents 
and the teachers 
Teacher encourages students to look for connections and possible applications 
(1, 39) 
Teacher includes "thinking questions" (1, 27) 
Teacher relates content to real-life situations and points out its practical 
application (1, 22). 
The discrepancies could be partly explained by the teachers' wish to give 
socially desirable answers or to maintain a high self-concept. Maybe teachers were 
sometimes convinced that they included aspects that were important for quality learning; 
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for example, to activate students' thinking by asking high-level questions, by 
encouraging them to think independently and by giving them clear feedback. But their 
message did not reach the students. 
The results show that the teachers remain inside their own experiential horizon: 
if they themselves see certain connections and explain them, they are convinced that 
students see them also. But students are confronted with certain problems for the first 
time and, for them, the connections remain obscure. The broadening of teachers' 
awareness is a prerequisite for more student-focused teaching. 
Further statistical analysis has shown that perceptions of students with less 
developed conceptions of learning and teaching differed a lot from the teachers' 
perceptions. Students with developed conceptions could better understand teachers' 
intentions. This can be explained also by their better knowledge and approaches to 
learning. It is in line with the findings of a recent study, which has revealed that students 
with deep approaches generally perceived the same learning environment differently 
from those with surface approaches - they showed more understanding of the active 
learning that their teachers tried to encourage (Campbell et al., 2001 ). 
The questionnaire data also pointed out significant differences between 
students and teachers in ratings of the frequency of teaching-learning activities of 
various taxonomic levels. While students observed about two-thirds of classroom 
activities where routine tasks required low-level cognitive effort, teachers reported 
only about one half of such activities. 
The answers to open-ended questions revealed additional discrepancies, and 
also partly explained them. For example, very few teachers (about 11 %) mentioned 
that teaching goals guided them in planning the methods and criteria of assessment. 
Their choice of assessment questions and criteria was mostly intuitive, based on 
experience. Therefore, they most probably rated themselves too highly on presenting 
teaching aims, giving clear assessment criteria and feedback to students. 
Intensive approach 
The comparison of classroom observation data from trained observers and teachers' 
interpretation also shows that the teachers probably overrated the frequency of certain 
classroom activities. Observers' frequencies were more in line with students' ratings. 
For example, observers noted very rare instances of connecting content with its 
application and real-life situations (less than 3 percent of classroom activities in History, 
and about 8 percent in Slovene were characterised by this). Certain further similarities 
but also differences between lessons in Slovene and History were observed that were 
not obvious from questionnaire data. 
It should be explained that the curriculum renewal was more radical in Slovene 
language than in History. In Slovene, there was a shift from learning about language -
grammatical rules, terminology etc. to learning the language as a communication tool. 
Textbooks already embodied this shift, whereas in the History curriculum, only some 
chapters were rewritten or added to due to the new socio-political situation. 
areas: 
We shall limit our analysis of observation and interview data to the following 
Relationship between perceptions of aims and actual teaching approaches, 
including the level of students' active involvement and initiative-taking during 
lessons 
Clarity of aims and assessment criteria in the eyes of students and teachers. 
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Aims and Approaches to Teaching 
Teachers in both subject matter areas reported in the interviews that they fully supported 
new, higher-level aims, like development of critical and creative thinking, problem-
solving abilities, application of knowledge in real-life situations. They regarded them 
as realistic and important. But observations showed that prevailing classroom activities 
were very teacher-centred and did not match those aims. An important finding is that in 
both subjects observations revealed a complete absence of communication leading to 
the declared aims of critical thinking and evaluation of ideas. The gap between goals 
and strategies/activities seemed to be somehow smaller in lessons in Slovene, where 
there were more student-initiated activities and more discussions. History was taught in 
a more traditional transmission mode with whole-class activities and teacher talk 
prevailing; interestingly, during the second round of lesson observation there was an 
increase in group and individual work. 
In the interviews following the lessons in Slovene, students mentioned that 
they liked to be more active: Today we came to nearly all conclusions by ourselves. 
We could have been even more independent I feel more self-confident as I can better 
communicate also outside the classroom. On the other hand, they remarked that the 
observed lessons were not quite typical: Usually, we are more in a hurry. We usually 
do discuss things, but there is no time for group work, which we like best. 
The teachers of Slovene embraced new high-level communication aims as 
important. When introducing more interactive teaching they feel hampered by time 
pressure. In particular, teachers with an inconsistently developed philosophy of teaching 
are vulnerable to context variables and falling back on traditional modes of teaching. 
For example, one of the teachers stressed: Most of the lessons are conceived in such a 
way that students discover new knowledge on their own; such lessons are also the 
most fruitful. But at the same time she said: I encourage students to express their own 
views, but not always to the same extent as in the observed lesson; we would fall 
behind too much. The observer and students also mentioned the feeling of time pressure. 
Also, the observer reported that the teacher presented conclusions, prepared in advance, 
herself. 
Teachers of Slovene expressed hope that the new catalogue, which represents 
knowledge standards for external final exams, would not be as overburdened with 
facts as the former one. As they did not know the contents of the catalogue yet, so they 
did not feel constrained to teach to the test. 
To the teachers of History, the higher-level aims seemed important as well, 
but when they planned the lesson, they thought primarily of the content to be covered. 
For example, The students should be brought to thinking about the past and also the 
present, to understand causes of events. This teacher stressed that students have to do 
this by themselves, but at the same time she is convinced that the teacher has to give 
them a firm foundation. She is occupied by covering all the important topics and teaching 
mainly in a traditional mode. The majority of History teachers were convinced that 
students would reach a deeper understanding if they were able to take in everything 
the teacher offers to them. When asked about desirable changes, teachers of History 
were stressing aspects of improving their own presentation - to make it more picturesque 
and varied; very rarely did they mention ways of activating students. 
The inability to differentiate between aims and content of teaching was also 
very obvious. My aim is to present the content in such a way that the students will 
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understand and remember it. This view by one of the teachers is being echoed in many 
remarks of the interviewed students: The goal is that we work through the content step 
by step, I think that we reached the goal as we went all the way from prehistory to the 
Roman Empire. 
The students perceive the goals as something the teacher does or wants them 
to do, and not something they themselves are supposed to reach. For example: She 
wanted to teach us the reforms of Emperor Augustus. She intended to explain the 
expansion of the Roman Empire, the way oflife and illustrate it with additional historical 
sources. 
Sometimes, the teacher decided to use various active methods in accordance 
with the aims, but only half-heartedly, as this was not supported by the prevailing 
conceptions of learning and teaching. The students should improve their ability to 
communicate, not only to learn topics from the curriculum. Therefore, some dialogue 
is introduced; but I cannot reach the goals if the pupils talk too much; I have to explain 
everything clearly, so that they can write it down and remember. In this way, the students 
get conflicting messages about what is expected of them. 
Aims, Criteria of Assessment and Feedback to Students 
In the interviews, the students often complained that criteria of assessment were not 
clear to them, although the teachers were convinced that they explained them thoroughly. 
For example, in Slovenian language, the criteria for grading oral presentations that 
were developed in cooperation with the students seemed very clear to them (but not so 
to the teachers). On the other hand, criteria for assessing essays, which were imposed 
from above (external assessment) were clear to teachers, but not so to the students. 
On the whole, students got the message that quantity of knowledge was more 
important that quality. Quantity is well-defined, other criteria remain obscure: For the 
highest grade, you have to know everything that is in your textbook and also what she 
(the teacher) told us and what we have read someplace ourselves. Or If you know 
everything and add your own examples and interesting remarks, you get a good grade. 
If the teacher has to help you with additional questions and you know less, you get a 
lower grade. 
The feedback to the students was usually only numerical (in terms of grades 
1-5) and did not entail any detailed information on quality of knowledge, deeper 
understanding, making connections etc. or suggestions for improvement. The majority 
of teachers are convinced that this is sufficient. 
Traditional transmission teaching is still deeply ingrained in Slovenian school 
culture. The new final (external) exams, which to a great extent require reproduction 
of memorised facts, rules and the thoughts of others, have not improved the situation. 
They seem to "cast shadows" even into the first grade. 
Concluding Remarks 
The study revealed certain large discrepancies between the high-level aims of school 
reform and prevailing classroom activities on the one hand and between teachers' and 
students' perceptions of the same processes on the other. The data from classroom 
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observations were more in congruence with students' than teachers' perceptions. There 
was not much space for student initiative and possibilities for discussion. The messages 
(about goals, criteria of assessment etc.) that the teachers intended to convey or were 
convinced to have successfully conveyed to the students did not always reach them in 
the intended form. Teachers, especially those in History, were still much more discipline-
oriented than student-oriented, and firmly believed in "clear presentation" of everything 
the students had to know. 
The instances when active methods have been introduced, like dialogue to 
develop independent thinking and communication skills in Slovene language, proposed 
by the new curricula and textbooks, were well received by the students. This shows 
that it is possible to break the vicious circle of transmission and more or less passive 
reception. Some teachers in the study even improved their teaching approach from the 
first to the second observed lesson and apparently reacted favourably to the interaction 
during the interview. 
On the whole, teachers are going to need a great amount oflong-term support 
and focused in-service training of high quality in order to raise their awareness of their 
own conceptions and aims, of the conceptions and perceptions of their students and of 
existing discrepancies, especially between aims and teaching/assessment strategies. 
Teachers also need more opportunity to experience and try out new teaching approaches, 
reflect and discuss their implications (Korthagen and Lagerwerf, 1994; Dolk, Korthagen 
and Wubbels, 1995; Niemi, 1997). This is especially important as Slovenian secondary 
teachers are still getting a heavy discipline-oriented education, with little professional 
theory and almost no practical training. 
On the basis of our results, we plan opportunities for collaborative learning 
of teachers in the form of experiential and action-oriented workshops. The responsibility 
to improve the broader context ( not too overburdened curricula, better textbooks, more 
time and opportunity for introducing active methods, less pressure from external 
examinations) rests with the general school policy. 
Section C 
Higher Education 
Tertiary education is an increasing area of interest in the ISATT community. Fernando 
Ribeiro Gonc;alves, Sandra Valadas, Carla Vilhena and Luis Faisca, (University of 
Algarve, Portugal) open this section with their chapter: "Students'Voices at a Portuguese 
University: Academic Motivation and its Relationship with Academic Success". Student 
perceptions of their academic institution, themselves, their teachers and the curriculum 
were examined with the assumption that "students are the privileged informants about 
their own academic experience". Academic motivation was examined and related to 
attributions of failure and students' own views about the experience of failure. Responses 
varied by a number of demographics yet produced a coherent pattern. The understandings 
this study provided have developed a rationale for an intervention program. 
Andrew Short (Brock University, Canada) addresses an emerging topic of 
great interest and serious concern among teachers in higher education in his chapter: 
"Discourse Dissonance in University Policy Concerning Intellectual Property". He 
contrasts the uses of policy language surrounding intellectual property by stakeholders 
in the university including faculty and external sources including government and 
corporate interests. The differences in the communities defined by interests and 
orientation contributes to antagonistic rhetoric. Faculty positions as expressed through 
associations of university teachers (UK and Canada) use strong language asserting the 
ownership and rights of use over work produced by faculty. Tensions between ideas of 
what the university and the human capital associated with it represent seem evident in 
an association of shared ideology between government and corporate interests in shaping 
dialogue and language. The idea of universities as locations of production for ideas 
that can be used to generate profits, licences and patents has become attractive to the 
point that faculty exploitation has been transposed to representing "common good". 
Short encourages further dialogue and understanding of the implications of such 
growing initiatives in policies and practices. 
Michael Kompf (Brock University, Canada) builds on the ideas introduced 
by Andrew Short and considers fundamental shifts in what the university is all about 
in his chapter: "When Angels Dance with Devils: What is Sacred and Profane in the 
University?" He describes the seductive environment of information and communi-
cations technology and how its embrace has led many faculty to buy into the production 
model of governance and teaching. Manufactured crises have led the way to changes 
justifying alterations in workload and the types of work most prized in the academy. 
Such influences transform the values of new faculty and disrupt understandings of 
development throughout professional life. Power relations, the use of part-time faculty, 
unionisation and the search for tenure are not only measured differently but quell 
activism and have created unalterable and inexorable change in the way university 
education and professing are thought about. 
Ruth G. Kane (University ofOtago, New Zealand) in her chapter: "Listening 
to Students'Voices: Self Study ofTeacher Education Practice", investigates the contrasts 
between changes in ways of thinking and ways of doing teacher education. Reforms, 
while attentive to calls for change, have been inattentive to teachers' voices in the 
process. Teaching as telling or transmission reinforces a dysfunctional model of 
technical rationality that gives little credence to learning from or in experience. Initiating 
new teachers into the critical responsibilities of teaching means asking questions like 
"What does it mean to be a teacher?", "What are the purposes of education and 
schooling?" and "What are the forces that contest the nature of teaching, schooling 
and education?" are explored through examinations of course interactions experienced 
by Kane and critically examined through reference to theory and a humanistic and 
equitable way of considering teacher education and practice. 
Pam M. Denicolo (University of Reading, UK) examines the highest level of 
accomplishment for educators in her chapter: "Doctoral Degree Assessment Criteria: 
Towards Transparency through Exploring Teacher Thinking". She considers the generic 
problems that exist in this process by discussing the "neglected species" of higher 
education. Through illustrations of policies and practices and a walk-through of the 
processes expected of graduate students, she illustrates the conflicts, conundrums and 
seemingly unconnected tasks used to produce students with advanced degrees. The 
level of institutional preparation and the amount of forethought used in program design, 
rationale and expectation seem to defy the basic purposes. Whether or not order can be 
made out of chaos seems to be a task left to individual students and their advisors, 
often left adrift in the sea of administrative confusion, contradiction and fuzzy thinking. 
Chapter 11 
Students' Voices at a Portuguese 
University: Academic 
Motivation and its Relationship 
with Academic Success 
F emando Ribeiro Gon~alves, Sandra Valadas, 
Luis Faisca and Carla Vilhena 
In this chapter, we present evidence that emerged from data collected during the year 
2000 by the Permanent Observatory for Teaching and Leaming Quality of the University 
of Algarve. Data presented here will refer exclusively to students' representations of the 
institution, themselves, their teachers and the curriculum, since we consider that students 
are the privileged informants about their own academic experience. The main topic 
explored refers to students' evaluation of the influence of academic motivation on the 
decision to drop out from university. The theoretical framework will also be presented. 
We will present some behavioural symptoms that students evaluated as relevant 
indicators of lack of academic motivation. Furthermore, we intend to analyse the 
students' attributions of academic failure as well as the students' point of view about 
their own failure, according to their academic experience. Results will be analysed in 
the context of current theories that explain students' adaptation and academic success 
in a higher education institution. The influence of teacher pedagogical practices on the 
students' level of academic motivation will also be examined. In addition, we will 
discuss models of quality concerning learning and teaching in higher education and 
will propose a set of intervention dimensions. 
Theoretical Framework 
The transition from high school level to a higher education institution has several 
implications for students' lives, considering the demands in terms of academic, personal, 
social and vocational areas of development (Baker et al., 1985; Ribeiro Gorn;alves, 
2000; Soares, 1998; Valadas, 2001). Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) refer to the wealth 
of contexts associated to the higher education reality as factors that lead to new 
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acquisitions and personal restructurings. Other authors consider that the attendance at a 
higher education institution represents a particularly important phase in the development 
of a student. 
The relationship between academic success and adjustment to a higher 
education context has been studied in the past twenty years by several authors. Some 
of those authors (Chemers et al., 2001; Gerdes and Mallinckrodt, 1994) point out that 
such adjustment does not always occur in a positive sense. Frequently, this statement 
leads to poor performance levels as well as to low levels of academic motivation for 
continuing studies. 
It is important to consider the complexity of academic success in its social-
relational and bio-psychological components (Tavares et al., 2000). In fact, academic 
success has a subjective nature that leads us, on the one hand, to reflect upon academic 
adjustment and its evaluation, and on the other, to focus on the relationship between 
students' performance and personal learning goals. Conceptualising success under its 
academic perspective invites us to: (a) analyse study competences and learning 
strategies, and (b) consider relationships with academic performance. Several studies 
have shown that academic performance depends, partly, on students' approaches to 
learning. However, we cannot overlook other factors such as the teachers' evaluations 
and performances (Hativa and Birenbaum, 2000, Trigwell et al., 1999), career 
development, personal satisfaction, interest, and individual motivation. In other words, 
although instruction is regarded as the major environmental factor affecting scholastic 
success, there are other factors that can become more important in situations where 
teaching is not producing the desired results. In fact, academic performance in higher 
education ultimately involves a complex interplay between student attributes and the 
educational environment. 
In their studies, Weinstein and Mayer (1986) verified that students with a 
high level of academic performance ("good students") use more learning strategies 
and have what they call more flexibility and adaptation capacity to productively use 
these strategies. In this sense, students are able to improve learning (Weinstein and 
Mayer, 1986; Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons, 1990) through the development of 
different forms of processing information, and the increase of their own academic 
performance (Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons, 1986). On the other hand, students with 
lower performances are more often influenced by emotional factors that interfere with 
learning (Biggs, 1994; Marton and Booth, 1996; Weinstein and Mayer, 1986; 
Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons, 1990), and therefore seem to possess a smaller capacity 
to monitor and regulate the learning process. 
Because the selection ofleaming strategies depends on indicators other than 
motivational aspects, we may argue that students' approaches to learning constitute 
one of the factors that influence academic performance and success. In several studies 
that examine university life from the student perspective (Kember and Leung, 1999; 
Pressley and Ahmad, 1986), from the analysis of students' perceptions of the motiva-
tional aspects of curricula, motivation emerged as the aspect most frequently cited and 
raised by the students in comparison to all the other curriculum elements combined. 
Other studies (Gonzalez Pienda et al., 1997) highlighted the importance of self-concept 
in the regulation of cognitive-motivational strategies involved in learning and academic 
performance. 
The data from investigations frequently suggest the existence of a lack of 
interest in a specific course that can be related to (i) teacher performance, (ii) the 
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perception of the interest and utility of contents, (iii) the relationship with colleagues, 
and (iv) the occupation with extra-curricular activities. Although the literature indicates 
that students who use and optimise good learning strategies attain a better performance 
in their studies (Marton, Watkins and Tang, 1997), we cannot infer a linear influence 
(Arias et al., 2000). 
The effectiveness of student learning is determined, in part, by motivation 
and ability to deal with related contextual demands (Shuell, 1986; Snowman, 1986). 
Students who are capable of clearly identifying learning goals can successfully achieve 
them and monitor their own progress. However, the degree to which students can reach 
these conditions depends (at least in part) on the way they face their own learning 
process (Biggs, 1985; Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983; Norton and Crowley, 1995). 
Research into student learning has been based on two main theoretical sources: 
information processing (IP) and contextually based work on students' approaches to 
learning (SAL) (Biggs, 1993). IP models assume that student learning takes place 
within the student, while the SAL tradition emphasises a within-the-teaching/learning 
context. The constructs underlying the SAL paradigm have already reached significant 
consequences concerning teaching and learning, and constitute a valid base for applied 
work aimed at improving the quality oflearning and teaching through the recognition 
of contextual variables in learning (Kember and Leung, 1999). 
Method 
Participants 
During the 2000/2001 registration period at the University of Algarve, we collected the 
beliefs of more than 6000 undergraduate students on academic achievement and 
motivation using a self-filling questionnaire. In Table 11.1 we present the distribution 
of the participants according to academic year. 
Variables measured 
A set of eight questions evaluated the importance that students attributed to different 
types of behaviour as indicators oflack of academic motivation. 
Specifically, in those questions, we asked if the lack of motivation could be 
revealed by the following symptoms: 
Symptom 1 Negative image of the teacher 
Symptom 2 Poor interaction with the teacher 
Symptom 3 Lack of interest in the course 
Symptom 4 Lack of motivation to study 
Table 11.1 Distribution of the participants according to academic year 
Year N % 
1st year 483 7.9 
2nd year 1686 27.7 
3rd year 1703 28.0 
4th year 1707 28.0 
5th year 514 8.4 
Total 6093 100.0 





Lack of motivation to attend classes 
Minimising the importance of a particular course when 
compared with other courses 
Lack of motivation to take examinations 
Lack of motivation to take extra examinations to improve 
academic results 
An 18-point response scale was used to express students' opinion about the 
pertinence of each one of those symptoms as indicators oflack of academic motivation: 
weak (1 to 6), moderate (7 to 12) and strong (13 to 18). In order to understand what 
students think about the occurrence of academic failure, we asked them to attribute 
one or more possible meanings to that failure. A closed question was used (students 
could choose more than one category) and the categories available for response were 
as follows. 
Academic failure is: 
Meaning 1 a reason for not keeping on studying 
Meaning 2 a reason for familiar worries 
Meaning 3 a source of financial problems 
Meaning 4 a reason for the weakness of self-confidence 
Meaning 5 a reason for academic desertion 
Meaning 6 just a question of bad luck 
Meaning 7 a reason for lack of academic motivation 
We also asked students to evaluate their academic performance using a 5-point 
scale ranging from very weak to very good. 
In addition, students who evaluated their academic performance as weak or 
very weak had to choose one or more possible explanations for their academic failure 
among several alternatives. The set of possible options was: 
Explanation 1 I don't know how to study 
Explanation 2 I am not motivated to study 
Explanation 3 I share my attention with other activities 
Explanation 4 The place where I study is not the most adequate 
Explanation 5 I miss a lot of theoretical classes 
Explanation 6 I miss a lot of practical classes 
Explanation 7 I don't keep the contents of the courses updated 
Explanation 8 I don't take notes in classes 
Explanation 9 I don't organise my notes after classes 
Explanation 10 I don't ask teachers for help 
Explanation 11 Other reasons 
Results 
All behaviours were evaluated as having moderate pertinence as symptoms of lack of 
academic motivation. However, students seem to attribute more importance to symptom 
3, considering that the lack of interest for the course is the strongest indicator of their 
weak level of motivation to continue their studies. Special attention should also be 
given to symptom 4, referring to the lack of motivation to study. On the other hand, the 
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Table 11.2 Pertinence evaluation for each symptom: descriptive statistics for the 
global sample (mean and standard deviation) 
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Behavioural symptom Mean Standard 
deviation 
I Negative image of the teacher II.I 3.73 
2 Poor interaction with the teacher 11.2 3.54 
3 Lack of interest in the course 12.4 3.53 
4 Lack of motivation to study 11.8 3.69 
5 Lack of motivation to attend classes 11.4 4.23 
6 Minimising the importance of a particular course when 
compared with other courses 11.3 3.64 
7 Lack of motivation to take examinations 9.6 4.48 
8 Lack of motivation to take extra examinations to improve 
academic results 10.3 4.38 
lack of motivation to take examinations is the less relevant indicator. Table 11.2 presents 
the sample mean evaluation for each symptom. 
Additionally we constructed profiles for each academic year (Figure 11.1 ), in 
order to appraise the effect of academic experience in the evaluation of those symptoms. 
Students from the I st year show systematically lower results than the other 
students, which mean that they consider all the behavioural symptoms as weak indicators 
of the lack of academic motivation. However, a direct effect of academic experience in 
symptoms evaluation could not be detected. 
To understand what students think about the occurrence of academic failure, 
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Figure 11 .1 Responses for each academic year (mean and uppper confidence limit 
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Meanings of academic failure 
Figure 11.2 Percentage of students choosing possible different meanings of 
academic failure (percentage and upper confidence limit 95%) 
Figure 11.2 shows that meaning 4 and meaning 6 are the most referred to by 
students. The occurrence of academic failure seems to be strongly felt as a reason for 
the weakness of students' self-confidence. It is also interpreted as a question of bad 
luck. 
The meanings related to academic dropout (meanings 5, 1 and 7) seem to be 
less important. 
A multidimensional scaling representation was used to illustrate the co-
occurrences of the different meanings that each student attributes to academic failure 
in higher education. A minimum spanning tree (rust) connecting the meanings more 
frequently chosen by the same student was imposed over the data. This tree shows a 
radial structure that emerges from meaning 4, clustering meanings related to familiar 
and financial problems that can even lead to not keeping on studying (meanings 2, 3 
and 1) and clustering meanings that attribute to academic failure a role of the weakness 
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Figure 11.3 Multidimensional scaling for co-occurence of meaning attribution to 
academic failure (stress= 0.005) 
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Figure 11.4 Response profiles for each academic year (percentage ± confidence 
limits 95%) 
of bad luck is an isolated way of explaining this failure. Figure 11.3 presents the 
multidimensional scale where the mst is represented. 
In order to illustrate the effect of student experience in the process of meaning 
attribution to academic failure, we have established a comparison between academic 
years for each type of meaning considered. Figure 11.4 shows the response profiles for 
each academic year. Results do not show interactions between academic year and the 
meanings considered by students. However, meaning 4 is particularly chosen among 
2nd year students; the importance of meanings 4 and 2 seems to decrease with academic 
experience. 
Table 11.3 presents the distribution of students according to their estimated 
level of academic performance (mean= 3.08, SD = 0.79). 
Data show that most of the students consider their level of academic per-
formance as sufficient. However, 19. 7% of the participants believe that they are weak 
or very weak students. Figure 11.5 plots the evaluation for academic performance 
level against academic year. 
Although academic performance evaluation increased with academic 
experience, the biggest difference is found between the 1 st and the 2nd year. 
The next analysis is restricted to those students who evaluated their academic 
performance as weak or very weak (N = 1182). Figure 11.6 shows the percentage of 
students that have chosen different types of explanations for their low level of academic 
performance. None of the explanations reached a consensus of 40%, with explanation 
11 the most chosen by students ("other reasons"). These results show that participants 
Table 11.3 Distribution of students according to the estimated 
level of academic performance 
Level N % 
1 Very weak 184 43.1 
2 Weak 998 16.6 
3 Adequate 3094 51.5 
4 Good 1625 27.1 
5 Very good 103 1.7 
Total 6004 100.0 
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1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 5th year 
Figure 11.5 Evaluation of academic performance for each academic year (mean ± 
confidence limits 95%) 
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Figure 11.6 Explanation of a weak or very weak academic performance (percentage 
+ upper confidence limit 95%) 
did not accept available answers as viable ways of explaining their academic perfor-
mance. Explanations 8 and 4 are less important, meaning that students do not think 
that the places for study and taking notes are pertinent explanations. Participants chose 
explanations 7 and 10 more often, suggesting that not asking teachers for help or not 
keeping course contents updated are the most plausible explanations for their weak or 
very weak performance. 
Again, we used a multidimensional scaling representation to illustrate the 
proximity between the explanations chosen, due to the co-occurrences of students' 
response. A minimum spanning tree (mst) connects the explanations that are prefer-
entially given by the same students. The tree shows a radial structure that emerged 
from explanation 2, "I am not motivated to study", suggesting that, when explaining 
their poor academic performance by a lack of motivation, students tend to add other 
explanations. Those patterns of response are easily identified in Figure 11.7. We can 
find a cluster grouping explanation 10 ( don't ask teachers for help), 9 ( don't organise 
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Figure 11. 7 Multidimensional scale for preferences among the explanations: mst is 
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Explanations for weak academic performance 
Figure 11.8 Response profiles for 1st versus 5th academic year (percentage+ upper 
confidence limit 95%) 
notes after classes), 4 (place of study not adequate) and 8 (don't take notes in classes). 
On the other hand, we can identify a group of explanations related to student absenteeism 
(missing theoretical and practical classes, explanations 5 and 6) and also with 
explanation 7 (not keeping the contents of the courses updated). Finally, there are 
isolated explanations that establish connections only with the more general explanation 
(not being motivated): students who don't know how to study (explanation 1) and 
students who share their attention with other activities ( explanation 3). 
To evaluate the effect of academic experience in beliefs about the reasons of 
a poor academic performance, we have compared the percentages of students choosing 
each type of explanation in the 1 stand in the 5th academic year. Figure 11.8 presents 
the response profiles obtained. 
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The response profiles show that a set of explanations is more frequent in the 
5th year than in the 1 st year ( explanations 1 and 3), while explanations 6 and 9 are less 
frequent in the 5th year. Also concerning explanations 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 and 11 we do not 
observe any significant difference (p > 0. 1 ). 
Discussion 
In general, we can point to six reasons that are strongly responsible for the students' 
levels of academic motivation to continue their studies in a higher education context: 
the performance as student, the interest in the contents of the courses, the degree of 
difficulty of the courses, the performance of the teachers, the conditions offered by the 
Faculty, and, finally, the quality of the University support services. 
In this study we have investigated the representations students have about 
their own academic performance and behaviour, in order to further our understanding 
of the complex reality of academic motivation. In fact, students are one of the most 
important sources of information in the analysis of their own academic experience. In 
our opinion, the representations students have of themselves, of academic life, and the 
institutional context, can significantly contribute to a valid perception and understanding 
of the reality of higher education. However, we realise that to further understand this 
reality it will also be crucial to consider the opinions of teachers, and service and 
executive personnel. 
According to the students' opinion, academic motivation to continue studies is 
mainly influenced by the lack of interest in a given course. At this point, it seems important 
to understand the meaning of the expression lack of interest in a course, identifying specific 
behaviours that reveal this symptom. The existence of a number of closely related behaviours 
underlines the importance of operationalising this symptom. Students also think that the 
lack of motivation to study is a moderate indicator of a lower level of motivation, whereas 
attending examinations is not considered a significant symptom. 
Although it was not possible in this study to identify any pattern of association 
between symptom evaluation and academic experience, several investigations point to 
different results (Hayes et al., 1997; Richardson, 1995). In fact, attending a higher 
education degree is a development task involving significant changes in academic, 
social, vocational and personal domains (Baker, McNeil and Syrik, 1985; Ribeiro 
Gon9alves, 2000; Soares, 1998; Valadas, 2001). 
Another result shows that most participants evaluated their academic perfor-
mance as sufficient, being gradually more self-confident with academic experience. 
However, a significant difference occurs between the 1 stand 2nd years. Several authors 
(Almeida et al., 1999; Pascarella and Terenzini, 1991) consider that the 1st year at 
university is a critical period that can lead to crisis and developmental changes 
concerning relationship demands, different levels ofresponsibility, learning strategies 
and study habits. Almeida (1998) highlights personal, interpersonal, and institutional 
variables as determinants of a student's adaptation and integration process in a higher 
education context. 
Those students who consider themselves as weak or very weak students evoked 
relationships with teachers, motivational factors and learning strategies. Some differences 
in these explanations were found between 1 st and 5th year students, who mentioned the 
nature of tasks demanded and the development level of students as possible explanations 
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for their failure. The fact that 1 st year students attributed their lower level of success to 
not attending classes reflects the social and familiar demands they are facing in this 
integration period of their academic life (Biggs, 1994; Tavares et al., 2000). On the other 
hand, 5th year students seemed to attribute their failure to the incapacity for developing 
adequate learning strategies and study habits. In summary, while 1 st year students mainly 
referred to integration and adaptation demands to explain their weak academic 
performance, 5th year students favoured explanations concerning an inadequate 
development of study habits. This is consistent with results obtained in other studies 
(Biggs, 1994; Weinstein and Mayer, 1986; Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons, 1986, 1990). 
Concerning the meaning students attributed to academic failure, although 
they considered it a possible cause for depleting self-confidence, they mainly believed 
that it is just a question of bad luck, not to be taken as a valid reason for academic 
abandonment. The meanings associated to academic failure do not change significantly 
with academic experience. 
The results obtained clearly show that academic motivation is closely related 
to a multitude of factors that must be examined, taking into account a number of 
evidences on teaching and learning processes in higher education. First, the culture of 
pedagogy must arise inside the institutions themselves and we think that such culture 
should move towards continuing education as a way of life for all the academic staff. 
To accomplish this, universities should have a service for observing and analysing the 
status quo of the items mentioned above, in order to provide feedback for the psycho-
logical and social services, as well as for the faculties within the universities and, at 
the same time, promoting ways of facing and dealing with those items. Furthermore, 
the curriculum design must reflect the needs of the wider society, culture and labour 
market needs and demands, i.e. the students have to feel that the subjects of the courses 
they undertake are useful for their future. 
Another aspect that deserves our attention refers to students' academic skills. 
In fact, these skills show a gradual progress from their first academic year until the end 
of their courses and that is why this is a challenge that all teachers have to face in terms 
of pedagogy inside the classrooms. Special attention must also be given to the 
development of good learning strategies. Students do have their own experiences, their 
potential concerning scientific preparation and study habits. Several studies have showed 
that students who have the capacity to create adequate learning strategies, easily develop 
study skills that allow them to obtain higher academic success. 
Concerning the influence of teachers' practice, it is also important to refer to 
some factors regarding their pedagogical competences that might influence students' 
opinions. By this we mean teachers capacity to understand students needs and 
difficulties, their flexibility on the pedagogical/didactic approaches, their compre-
hension of the evaluation process (as a tool for diagnosing and rescuing, rather than 
for punishment), their capacity to establish/create good interaction environments and 
to help students, and finally, their scientific competence. 
We propose an intervention programme in which we have to research, 
diagnose, intervene and evaluate; invest in training and provide help and information 
for students, teachers and other personal. A Permanent Observatory for Teaching 
and Learning Quality inside the University of Algarve has already been created, but 
it is necessary not only to develop continuing education and training services for the 
academic staff, but also to improve the quality of the Psychological and Social 
Services. 
Chapter 12 
Discourse Dissonance in 
University Policy Concerning 
Intellectual Property 
Andrew Short 
The purpose of this chapter is to contrast the use of policy language by stakeholders 
concerning intellectual property in the university environment. While the idea of 
knowledge ownership has implications far beyond the university, the stakeholders 
examined in this chapter will be limited to faculty within a university environment, 
and external sources including government and corporate interests. The underlying 
assumption is that these two main groups represent different discourse communities, 
which shape language use and meaning to their own purposes and goals. It should also 
be recognised that while treated as a single discourse in this chapter, universities include 
many discourse groups such as staff, administration, faculty, and students. In addition 
the discourse of faculty can also be broken down into discipline, Faculty, or department. 
Also, individuals themselves in any environment are seldom if ever members of a 
single discourse community but function in several simultaneously. 
Items to be investigated include intellectual property language, and the question 
of policy discourse concerning intellectual property for both faculty and external 
interests. Examining different discourses means attempting to find common ground in 
how meaning is shaped and then presented as a definition by different interests. For 
this reason there are as many definitions of intellectual property as there are producers 
and users of it. The definition of intellectual property and its usage is therefore dependent 
on the purpose behind the policies of stakeholders and this is either implied or stated 
in policy documents. 
Faculty Associations and Intellectual Property Language 
Faculty associations have taken a leading role in mapping out the language of intellectual 
property policy for their respective faculty memberships. The role of faculty in the 
production and dissemination of intellectual property is an international issue. The 
Association of University Teachers (AUT) in the UK, have recently produced a guide 
for faculty concerning intellectual property issues (Association ofUniversity Teachers, 
1999). The policies in this document were designed specifically for the discourse 
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community of university teachers regardless of individual institution. In other words: 
"The aim of this booklet is to give every member a tool with which to control and 
assert their intellectual property rights within an employment environment, recognizing 
at the same time that they are professionals in their own right, as well as employees" 
(p. ii). The language here is interesting because a separation is made between being a 
professional and being employed. The implication is that a member of the association 
may produce materials that may not be subject to the control of university employers 
and their policies. The choice of the word "professional" implies that individual 
members may be members of an employee discourse, but are also members of a separate 
group whose policies and or regulations also apply to the individual. 
This discourse membershipping empowers the AUT to assert its own guidelines 
for intellectual property creation and use by its members regardless of institutional 
policy regulation. Intellectual property is herein defined as a set of rights held by 
faculty members who produce the intellectual property. These include: "copyright, 
author's moral right, public lending right, performer's rights, database right, design 
right, registered design right, rights in semiconductor design, rights in trade and service 
marks, patent rights, plant variety rights, and rights over know how and confidential 
information" (p. 1 ). In terms of work done while employed by an institution, the AUT 
guide states that "in principle the copyright of all material produced by employees 
legally belongs to the employer if it has been produced in the normal course o_f employ-
ment or during assigned duties" (p. 2). However, the guide qualifies this by adding that 
there is usually "an implied term that the employer waives all rights in respect of 
'scholarly works', which include books, articles, and conference papers" (p. 2). 
The main purpose of the language used in the AUT document is to protect the 
rights of its members who are involved in creation and dissemination of intellectual 
property in UK institutions. Members are seen not only as employees of higher education 
institutions but also as independent professionals whose profession is to produce 
intellectual property regardless of the specific terms of employment within the 
institutions. 
In Canada, faculty groups and associations are producing other policy 
documents. The Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) has produced 
policy documents for its membership to alert them to potential problems in the current 
push by external forces to commercialise intellectual property. The CAUT claims that 
"The common good of society depends upon the search for knowledge and its free 
exposition. Universities are the principal sites where these activities can take place 
through teaching scholarship and research" (CAUT, 1999, p. 1 ). The language here 
suggests an enemy mentality and a fortifying of the barricades against intrusion into 
the domain of those who produce intellectual property. In essence the argument states 
that producers should be given control of the property they produce because they have 
the interests of the public at heart. For instance, "But the freedom to pursue knowledge 
has always been endangered by those who put their special interest ahead of the public 
interest, and even more so, by those who define their special interest as the public 
interest" (p. 1 ). However, this language, though sincere in tone, is ironic in function. 
In short, the interests of a group of people who produce intellectual property are by 
their very existence special interests and therefore their policies have no more 
application to general problems than do the policies of other special interests. The 
righteous indignation expressed both calls attention to this contradiction and signifies 
that discourse communities cannot themselves invoke blanket or comprehensive 
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policies, which apply to "society" because the language they use is not inclusive, but is 
limited to a specific group. 
The hegemony indicated by the CAUT document employs protectionist 
language in an effort to safeguard the faculty discourse group. Reiterating that 
university faculty creating intellectual property add to the public good in opposition 
to other interest or discourse groups does this. Specifically the CAUT is concerned 
about the influence of private or corporate interests in references to university-
produced materials. "Private funders, not surprisingly, often want to steer research 
and inquiry so that it serves their ends. Not only does this threaten the intellectual 
integrity of university teachers and researchers, it goes against the larger public interest 
since most of our social and economic gains have come from basic research and 
curiosity-driven scholarship and inquiry" (p. 1). In this case the policy rhetoric sets 
up a dichotomy of interests lauding the efforts of the faculty and demonising those 
of corporate interests. 
Government interests in intellectual property policy are lumped together with 
corporate interests to further entrench the idea of the university as an island under 
attack. The document raises an important point when it reports that: "Governments 
and the private sector should not forget that universities have other important tasks 
besides research and development such as teaching and service to the community in 
general" (p. 1). Conversely, it must also be argued that universities are simply not 
institutions of teaching and community support but that there does exist some 
responsibility on the part of the university and its faculty to serve the community at 
large by producing "useful" knowledge. However, the definition of what is useful 
depends on your context or discourse. 
In short, the CAUT document expresses concern at the possibility of external 
influences shaping the discourse of universities around the issue of intellectual property. 
The difficulty is that the CAUT serves its own interests by construing corporate sources 
as having interests antithetical to those of the university. For example, within the 
discourse of the university collaboration is seen as an essential tool for construction 
and co-construction of knowledge. Private or corporate funding implies competition 
for research dollars, which means that instead of collaborating, faculty members are 
duelling for dollars head to head (p. 5). As a result of this shift from an internal 
cooperative discourse to one of competition, faculty will be rewarded more for not 
sharing than for sharing ideas. Infiltration of corporate stakeholders into the once sacred 
domain of the university will change the language and discourse of the environment 
by implementation of profit-centred policies. 
The Corporate Discourse 
Not all sources agree that the discourses of the university and of private interests should 
be separated. Huber (1992) maintains in general that universities are businesses and 
that they should therefore be treated as belonging to the same discourse as all other 
business interests. Huber's thesis seems to be that university professors are the scourges 
of a capitalist system as they do not conform to general business policy and that they 
should be made to do so. Other interest groups such as the Canadian University 
Intellectual Property Group also propose that universities should adopt a more business-
oriented model when considering intellectual property policy. 
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The Canadian University Intellectual Property Group, comprised of the 
Directors of Intellectual Property/Industrial Licensing offices from the Universities 
of: British Columbia, Alberta, Waterloo, Western Ontario, Toronto, Queens, Montreal, 
McGill and Laval, have put together a guide for faculty members defining in detail the 
limits of intellectual property (Canadian Intellectual Property Group, 2000). While 
similar to the AUT document in terms of what is and what is not considered to be 
intellectual property, the difference is that this document is issued by those who have 
already embraced the commercialisation of intellectual property by creating offices 
within the universities dedicated to its propagation. According to the document, 
intellectual property is "simply defined [as] any form of knowledge or expression 
created with one's intellect. It includes things such as inventions, computer software, 
trademarks, literary artistic musical or visual works and even simply know how" (p. 
1 ). While this appears to respect the creative work of university faculty and fit the 
discourse parameters demonstrated by the faculty association documents, the language 
of the document also calls for responsibility on the part of the faculty member to 
attempt commercialisation of his/her intellectual property. This in turn signals a change 
in the purpose of the policy. The document states that: "As Canadians we must learn to 
capitalise on the knowledge which is created within our university ... ifwe are to be 
competitive in the years ahead. In order for this to happen, researchers and administrators 
must have an awareness of the importance of inventions and software, what should be 
done to protect these types of intellectual property and how the intellectual property 
can best be exploited to benefit the Canadian public" (p. 2). The word "exploited" 
does not appear in documents written by faculty associations. The reason being is that 
while the policy appears to address the intellectual property rights of faculty it is also 
calling for the exploitation of their work. It therefore does not represent the general 
discourse of faculty or faculty associations but has tailored its language for those who 
do or are willing to exploit their own intellectual property. Instead of serving the 
"common good" by producing intellectual property, the language of this document 
intimates that information has no value unless sold. For example, while the words 
"know how" cited earlier, referring to a type of intellectual property, may in some 
circles mean a learned or innate ability, in the context of this document "know how" 
refers to the ability of the individual to create intellectual property for reasons of 
commercialisation. 
In 1999, Statistics Canada released a report entitled "The survey of intellectual 
property commercialisation in the higher education sector". This document uses 
language very similar to that of the Canadian University Intellectual Property Group. 
However, the language is even more extreme in that it barely recognises that universities 
have roles other than the creation of intellectual property. The words, which stand out 
in this document, include terms such as "linkages", "spin off companies", and 
"management of intellectual property". The policy of this document is to impose a 
business model on the university for development of its intellectual property. 
Reminiscent of the piece by Huber, mentioned earlier, this government report 
emphasises that universities must compete in order to be successful. In order to achieve 
success, universities must stress innovation as "innovation makes firms competitive" 
(p. i). If in the parlance of government discourse such as this, universities are firms, 
which produce intellectual property, one must consider what place students have in 
this discourse. In university policy concerning the job requirements for faculty an 
example of the breakdown would be 40% research, 40% teaching, and 20% community 
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service; thus the teaching of students has a prominent role. However, in the case of the 
Statistics Canada document, students are mentioned very briefly. The report concedes 
that it is necessary to "prepare students for the future and to pursue knowledge in the 
general interest of the community. Nevertheless, the institutions themselves have also 
taken on an important role as developers of new technologies with commercial 
applications" (p. 1 ). This is an instance where the purposes and therefore the discourses 
of the university and of external sources are in conflict. The language of business is 
being applied to the university sector to assimilate the university sector and its discourse. 
For example, the University of British Columbia is said to have created 71 "spin-off 
companies ... accounting for 1502 jobs" (p. 1 ). Universities have two choices when 
marketing their intellectual property: a licence agreement or the creation of a spin-off 
company (p. 22). Therefore, the university is not only supposed to function as a business 
but is also a creator of more and more businesses. Almost half of the spin-off companies 
created at universities were established for the sole purpose of licensing intellectual 
property (p. 24). The purpose of the commercial discourse is therefore to create policies 
that generate profit. 
Conclusion 
The language of policy and its documents is carefully chosen and shaped to represent 
the ideology of a discourse community. These communities each have purposes, which 
determine the shape of the policy developed. The university is an environment with 
goals that are now changing in response to increased contact with, and demands from, 
other discourse communities such as those interests which seek to exploit intellectual 
property conceived of by members of the university community. As a result, policy 
decisions to be implemented within universities are increasingly made by those outside 
of the university. There is a larger societal discourse in which all stakeholders in 
university-created intellectual property are members competing for influence over policy 
creation and dissemination. 
Chapter 13 
When Angels Dance With 
Devils: What is Sacred and 
Profane in the University? 
Michael Kompf 
Introduction 
This chapter is a discussion of a change in what is viewed as sacred and what is viewed 
as profane for the professoriate when personal ideals, ethics, and scholarship meet 
changing conditions of practice. New higher education faculty members portray 
themselves as signifiers of idealism when interviewing for professorial positions. 
It is not difficult for each of us to remember the fresh-faced naivete with 
which the first academic appointment was met. Characterising the hope, expectations 
and goals of new faculty as angelic is an expression of the ideals for positive change 
brought to the vocation, career, and lifestyle of the professoriate. To paraphrase Hobbes, 
the honeymoon period for new faculty in search of tenure, can be a nasty, brutish, and 
long affair. Tenure, as the gold at the end of the rainbow, often brings practices and 
politics that compromise and transform the ideals brought to learning, professing, and 
professional practice. Many in the academy meet an increasingly common wall and 
potential fate of institutionally inflicted spiritual sclerosis. 
If portraying university administrators and those under whose wishes and whims 
academic institutions are guided as devilish or engaging with the profane side of higher 
education seems harsh, it is because of the modes and methods of change with which 
evolving learning and organisational circumstances have been met. Through variants of 
social reproduction, cultural production and the contagion of careerism, ideals central to 
the core meanings of scholarship, the collegium and the professoriate have undergone 
many small shifts. When small, and not so small, shifts in policy and practices are viewed 
over time, movement is more visible than during the conduct of everyday life. 
Associating the idea of angels dancing with devils and the topic of what is 
sacred and profane in the professoriate is well illustrated by the transformation of 
purpose in higher education from professing, learning, and the search for knowledge 
to a more commercial enterprise. Universities, for the most part, have reacted to the 
rapid change stimulated by information technology (IT) and fiscal constraints with 
movement towards corporatisation and the merchandising of both knowledge and the 
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learning process. The dance between angels and devils is the process through which 
the professorial raison d'etre has become the unwitting hub of social and cultural 
production in the commodification of education. Entranced with technology and the 
prospects of playing with new toys, teaching methods and student populations, faculty 
have somewhat unwittingly been seduced (by others or self) or duped into embracing 
techniques and methods of delivery that contain the seeds of drastic reductions in 
personnel and transformations amongst the professoriate. 
Unlike recognising and understanding the gradual process of paradigmatic 
shift in scientific thinking, so wonderfully explained by Thomas Kuhn (1970) and 
others, the dominant paradigms of governance and practice in higher education have 
shifted in unthinking response to perceived threats against organisational survival. 
The late Thom Greenfield (1984) claimed that an organisation's main purpose was to 
continue its existence and that the costs of organisational survival are borne directly 
by the members it exists to serve. His warnings are visible as increasing trends towards 
part-time educational workers, the promotion and co-option of faculty curriculum for 
mass delivery, reduced interest and funding in programmatic areas, e.g. liberal arts, 
increased class sizes and workloads and the dramatic increase in expectations of faculty 
to attract and develop revenue streams. There seems no question that the worth of 
knowledge production has changed in its measure and meaning. 
Transformations are not merely local, as experiences and circumstances reported 
by international colleagues seem increasingly similar. Educational predicaments, while 
usually arising over time, can also be contrived as excuses for change and the exercise of 
power as happened in my home province, when the then Minister of Education, in a 
newly elected government, was overheard discussing the manufacture of a crisis in the 
educational system for such a purpose. The subsequent perception of crisis resulted in 
massive cutbacks, raised tuitions, and produced questionable exercises in accountability. 
Movement in this direction provided justification for administrative reframing of all 
aspects of higher education. Some ten years later, reeling from increased enrolment, 
resource, faculty and space shortages, colleges and universities look to donations and 
spin-off business developments as saviours. Tuition increases and large graduate debt 
loads disappear against the backdrop of successful marketing of programs and image 
buttressed by popularised performance indicators. 
While the foregoing may spark debate and be decried as reactionary, the 
intellectual, emotional, physical and spiritual circumstances of professing have changed. 
Senior academics, while lamenting the passage of better days, have the responsibility to 
bridge past, present and future by providing context for succeeding generations of scholars. 
Having made the foregoing statement, I am no longer as sure that the advice I received 
on admission to the academy has much practical and survival value to new colleagues. 
(A senior colleague told me to "Think well, teach well, write well and help others to do 
the same".) My development as a faculty member has spanned 20 years and led me to 
judge that most sacred principles that captured the spirit of professing and learning in 
higher education have now become devalued and somewhat profane in today's university. 
The Underside of Personal and Professional Change 
"Underside" is not used in a pejorative sense but intended to convey that which is 
hidden away, or not normally visible unless turned over and examined. Change and 
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decision-making processes that underlie developmental actions are masked by outcomes 
as the immediate "what" happened of an event with priority over "why" the event has 
happened or turned out the way it has. The "why" aspect of events has both anticipative 
and reflective components that unite past, present and projected experiences. In other 
words, when faced with casual or significant planning opportunities or decisions that 
have short- or long-term implications a focus occurs best described by Kelly's (1955) 
well-known fundamental postulate that may be reframed: "a person's ( or university's) 
processes are psychologically channelised by the ways in which he ( or administration 
and government) anticipate events". While consensus building is the ideal outcome, 
implicit tensions may arise over dominant visions, a situation met by Greenfield's 
observation that "organisations don't behave, people do". 
In all relationships and interactions, reality is a co-construction of participant 
versions of the text, context, subtext and meta-text of exchanges. Zones of inter-
subjectivity allow individuals to share in constructions of events and establish 
commonality, differentiation, and direction. Environment, purpose, methodology, and 
promotion of the likelihood of successful outcomes fuel dreams and decision-making 
in the personal and professional life course of professors. 
Unique because of the status and trust conferred with tenure and academic 
freedom, the professoriate and the university context in which it exists, stand apart as 
individuals and institutional bodies that legitimate and encourage the unfettered pursuit 
of knowledge through research, professing and learning. Those who "profess", i.e. the 
professors, do so as an expression of learned inquiry that communicates by fact and 
example, the critical expectations of higher education and the society in which it occurs 
in spite of occasional student criticism that she or he "doth profess too much". 
Nonetheless, the university is the traditional apex of learning attended by those who 
would become educated. 
The university also serves the purpose of challenging the status quo. Professors 
are thus more than knowers and producers and facilitators of knowledge. Their role 
has the additional responsibility of edge-finder, gatekeeper, and participant in actualising 
the most favourable milieu in which professing and learning might occur. Individuals 
who would and do enter the professoriate do so in large part because personalised 
goals, values, ideals and other anticipations seem most favourably met in the university. 
As with many goals, attainment leads to other quests not previously visible which in 
tum lead to aspects of personality and behaviour not yet thought possible or probable. 
In Kompf and Neufeld (1997), we argued that the quality of practice in universities 
depended on "the person the professor is". ISATT colleagues have explored similar 
interests and indicate that more discussion, research and writing are needed but there 
is little doubt that if you change the content and context of professing you change the 
academy. If the academy changes, then so must the definitions of teaching, learning, 
and education. 
Professors and Development 
Most of what researchers know about adult development in the field of education has 
to do with teachers in school systems. The pioneering work of Michael Huberman 
(1992) stands as the most significant marker in this area of study for several reasons. 
Huberman broke the age and stage barrier in developmental studies by considering 
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duration of time in the profession as the key element of professional development and 
instructional mastery. Previous theorists tended to focus mainly on chronological age 
and normative age-related expectations. While such is useful for understanding fixed 
aspects of biological development in the young and old, it is less useful for understanding 
the mature years before, during and after a career and asserting that development does 
not end at age thirteen. 
The professoriate differs from the main body of teachers in several ways 
including but not limited to such factors as level of education, research and theoretical 
interests and participation, terms and conditions of employment, work-related activities 
and aspects of academic freedom. Because these differences exist, differences will 
emerge when applying aspects of Huberman's work to the professoriate. While no 
known replication, to this date, of Huberman's study has been carried out in higher 
education, aspects of his findings have been used in professing and learning activities 
sufficient to give indications of important and significant departures that might provide 
a roadmap should a full-scale study opportunity arise. 
While Huberman's roadmap includes stages of development and the dynamics 
associated with them, departures dictated by the circumstances and conditions of 
university practice are necessary in some areas. One aspect ofHuberman's legacy for 
the professoriate covers the middle years of practice during which what appears to be 
a competition between activism and complacency takes place. Activism in the university 
is linked to a process not unlike Freire's (1970) idea of consciencisation in which 
increased levels of awareness and fluency with one's environment is established. 
Organisational literacy in the university is established by reading, participating, 
observing, and developing an appreciation for the milieu. 
"How to be" as a professor may reach levels beyond demeanour, in ways that 
resemble Kohlberg's (1981) post-Piagetian moral stages of development. Kohlberg 
argued that thought processes differ when actions undertaken require decision-making 
based on moral choices. Whether choosing to steal or not, to steal or commit civil 
disobedience, practical moralising has three levels comprised of six stages. Of most 
interest in this discussion are the Conventional Level, Stage 4 - Law and Order 
Orientation and Postconventional Level Stage 5 - Social Contract Orientation and 
Stage 6 - Universal Ethical Principle. In the Conventional Level, Stage 4 - Law and 
Order Orientation, doing one's duty, respecting authority and maintaining social order 
for its own sake are the reasons for decisions and behaviours. In the Postconventional 
level Stage 5 - Social Contract Orientation processes are concerned with doing what is 
right in terms of generalised individual rights and standards agreed to by the whole of 
society. In Stage 6 - Universal Ethical Principle what is right is defined by conscience 
according to ethical principles determined by an individual. Such principles may be 
abstract and not as specific as for example the Ten Commandments. 
Moral ascendance is an expectation of social and cultural elders and exemplars 
whose actions and rationale stand as landmarks in the journey to lead a good life. 
Understanding conduct by using Kohlberg's latter stages is a fair measure for the 
academy because of its leadership role in thought and learning. While many would 
ascribe to the highest stages, practice and the individual perceptions of role and life 
choices may and do bring about moral compromise. Individual moral development is 
a learned process and an artefact of age, experience, education, and interactions. Each 
person is moral in ways that are reflected in the "why" of decisions and actions. When 
faced with usual experiences, the usual sets of moral filters are in action, seldom 
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requiring deep processing. When novel situations arise, these too may be filtered in a 
usual way unless recognised as important or imperative matters. Taken-for-granted 
responses, directions and decision-making processes and actions represent an 
accumulation of familiarity that may dull perceiving the nature of matters and effects 
that follow. For example, a student caught in red tape over an administrative matter he 
claimed to be unfair was given the explanation that while the situation did seem unfair; 
it was at least equally unfair to all. 
Moral behaviour cannot be limited to individuals but must also consider the 
anthropomorphised organisation. Universities, faculties, and departments arguably have 
personalities comprised of individuals and traditions held near and dear that create the 
milieu into which new faculty enter. Much is made of the character and traits embedded 
in the granite or ivory towers sprinkled throughout campuses. The public persona of 
higher education institutions often belies the dynamics found from an insider's view. 
Universities are seldom democratic and resemble most closely a political bureaucracy. 
The Descent to Power 
Harry S Truman is credited with the following insight: "The reason that politics in the 
university are so vicious is because the stakes are so low". This seems an accepted 
truism for both faculty and administrators as the rules of engagement are usually only 
understood when perceived or real violations occur; only in the breach are the rules 
enforced or deeply appreciated. In the university, few professional administrators can 
be found with exceptions in some areas such as financial and human resource functions. 
All other governance and administrative functions are filled with those from the ranks 
of the academy save and except for staff positions. Staff positions are the backbone of 
a university and are much like civil service positions in a government. From civil 
service perspectives, the flow of elected or appointed politicians seldom gets in the 
way of a smoothly running bureaucracy. 
In universities, while the lines that connect administrators with students are 
shorter than the line than connects politicians with voters, accessibility and access 
seem about as remote. In most cases, once elected or appointed to an administrative 
position, the rules, regulations, and functions of that position form a job description of 
sorts. While the role of Department Chair, for example, carries differing connotations 
across universities, the common role seems to be equally comprised of administrative 
and academic functions. Included duties are timetables, staffing, budgeting, developing, 
and enforcing academic standards, conflict resolution, and so on. Accountability of 
late for Chairs and Deans has more fiscal connotations than academic. An environment 
of administrative multiple personality sees the dual roles of senior academic and bean-
counter often at odds with each other. For example, in an increasingly common debate, 
budgets for part-time faculty shrink while the roles they might fill expand. Professing 
shortfalls usually land at the feet offull-time faculty. It seems problematic that in spite 
of a governmental and administrative desire to reduce full-time faculty membership 
and rely more and more on part-time contract faculty, the terms and conditions of such 
employment carry the glory in titles rather than wages. For example, a part-time faculty 
member teaching four half-courses will earn approximately 14 K CDN in an academic 
year, while a full-time counterpart earns about 70K. The former case is most preferred 
by administration because no benefits or other commitment to the professor is needed. 
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Administration vs. Faculty or Management vs. Workers 
University faculties in Canada are unionising. Collective agreements have redefined 
the rights and obligations of educational workers and management. The concepts of 
workload and duty have been defined contractually in ways that capture performance 
objectives but fail to address the spirit of university professing. Grounded forms of 
trade unionism have an embedded adversarial predisposition towards management, 
i.e. administration. Contract negotiations are seldom clear-cut and peaceful. Most seem 
based on each party assuming the other is greedy and in turn threatening the quality of 
personal or organisational life. The principles outlined in collective agreements spell 
out each party's rights and obligations towards the other and the process by which 
violations are addressed. Problems arise when the letter of the agreement precludes or 
discourages the spirit of the tasks covered, as might be expected with the open-ended 
nature of emergent roles in education. 
Unionisation has caused interruptions of teaching and learning through strikes. 
At issue are mainstays such as wages, benefits, and working conditions. Increasingly, 
new matters such as intellectual property rights and copyright have become grounds 
for disputes in ownership of faculty-produced materials. Few universities have managed 
to effectively meet this information technology-induced morass. International 
conventions and agreements provide the basic framework that assures individual rights 
and local provisions, either as contained in a collective agreement or defined by accepted 
custom set the rules of practice. However, as the commodification ofleaming increases 
and government subsidies decrease, universities and colleges have transformed from 
public institutions into businesses that must attract clients, i.e. students, and service 
them at minimal costs. Inflation, cost-sharing and infrastructure development have 
translated into higher costs that are ultimately absorbed through increased tuition and 
other fees and fiscal strangulation of collective bargaining benefits. 
The question of whether or not educational workplace change brought about 
by reasons other than the conditions and outcomes of providing a defensible learning 
experience has transformed the academy is moot. Underlying questions concerning 
the intent, interactions and outcomes of attaining a university or college education and 
a fundamental shift in what is deemed to be of worth seems more the central issue. 
Worthwhile work of professors is usually quite clear and relates to the ways in which 
faculty are evaluated. For example, the following descriptions were extracted from a 
current (anonymous) collective agreement: 
As part of workload a faculty member must remain active in terms 
of research, scholarly, and creative activities in a discipline or field, 
except when other arrangements have been agreed upon under the 
terms of ... as appropriate: advancement, dissemination and synthesis 
ofknowledge; supervision of students and others involved in research, 
scholarship and creative activities; securing funding for research, 
scholarship and creative activities as appropriate for a discipline or 
field; scholarly publications, papers and presentations; live perfor-
mances (including performing, composing, editing and direction), 
broadcasts, exhibits, recordings, films, video, media works and 
events, adjudication of festivals and competitions, and professional 
workshops as appropriate for a discipline; contributions to the 
development of software, hardware or technologies appropriate to 
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the discipline or field; developing potential external sources of 
support for research. 
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Noting that two of the seven items pertain to financial subsidy matters, the 
"what one must do" in general areas of required demonstration leave the fuzzy areas 
of "how" one ought to be while one is doing what one must do for individual and 
micro-social determination. "How" is inextricably connected to the ''why" of the 
professoriate. 
For new faculty the how and why of intentions and fates can only emerge 
over time. Impressions formed through the shaping process experienced by new faculty 
indicate that quality of work life is comprised of the intersection at which personal and 
professional ideals meet the conditions of practice and clearly move beyond the advice 
of"think well, teach well, write well and help others to do the same". 
Tenure and the Changing Face of the Collegium 
From casual observation it seems that since the late 1980s an entire generation of 
academics have moved on, to be replaced by another group that are now anticipating 
retirement. In some cases, a five-year period has seen as much as a 30 percent turnover 
in faculty. In Western countries, these massive personnel transitions seem linked to the 
movement of baby boomers through the demographic ranks. Responding to the ebb 
and flow of an ageing population with an unusual demographic character means that 
the stability, predictability, and security that provided orderly and regular change of 
personnel is no longer. Waves of changing faces create organisational and institutional 
flux that prevents and presents many opportunities for redefinition of purpose and 
practices in ways that may or may not be visible. George Kelly's comment that 
individuals are best understood over the passage of time rather than in the flicker of 
passing moments seems an appropriate perspective from which organisational change 
may also be viewed. 
While the professoriate is not yet comparable to a commission-based work 
force, contributions are clearly expected to go beyond the traditional concepts of 
research, professing and service. Questions of: What constitutes a strong CV? On how 
many faculty and university committees should I serve? How many students should I 
supervise? Who is aligned with whom? How do I write a successful grant application? 
Where should I publish? must be continually and continuously investigated. Pre-tenure 
means serving under a microscope in ways not clearly understood except through 
extra duties and the expected over-compensation that shows sufficient promise. 
The pre-tenure demeanour of university faculty could easily be caricaturised 
were it not so tragic. Those ofus who have survived this rut of passage know well the 
tortures of pending performance reviews and the perils of speaking out too often and 
too vocally without the safety net of job security. Pre-tenure means building the 
Curriculum Vitae, serving on more committees than possible, and biting one's tongue 
when receiving droppings of wisdom from intellectually sclerotic gatekeepers of the 
academy and the collegium. 
Pre-tenure covers roughly what Huberman called the "honeymoon" phase or 
that culture shock period new teachers face that is filled with tasks of survival and 
discovery. For newly-minted PhDs, the prospect of paid work and eventually gaining 
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a secure perch from which to view the world, is in the words of an unnamed colleague 
"getting the best job in the world" and "this is what I want to be when I grow up". The 
honeymoon involves both transformation and trance-formation. 
The transformation from graduate student to faculty member with increasing 
rank is inexorable and marches in time with the rhythms of workplace and professional 
socialisation. Tasks include but are not limited to: recognising, acknowledging and 
accepting one's place in the department/faculty pecking order; understanding university-
wide, discipline-based and local politics (including the dynamics of the ideal and real 
distribution of power and authority); comprehending the meta-game of scholarly 
competition; tangible demonstration of scholarly "promise" (i.e. publish or perish); 
and professing superbly, or at least at levels that avoid embarrassment. 
Trance-formation, on the other hand, is the process that deals with the self-
entrancement that accompanies realisation of getting to the top of the intellectual heap. 
The shelving of graduate student sackcloth and ashes and the gradual assumption of a 
professorial role; or as I have heard it described, "the long walk to the other side of the 
desk" are within reach. The thoughts and behaviours associated with professing and 
becoming a professor involve role development at a conscious or unconscious level. The 
acquisition of professorial demeanour crosses over and blends the cares, compromises 
and outcomes of developmental wrestles in the physical, emotional, intellectual and 
spiritual domains. When teaching ( as one was taught or wished to be taught) the extension 
of one's own learning style informs and re-forms class experiences and shapes self-as-
professor. Tension between role expectations defined by self, department, colleagues, 
superiors, and the organisation provides the backdrop against which the unfolding drama 
of the person the professor is, and the professor the person is takes place. 
Of special interest are the transitions between Huberman 's stages of survival 
and discovery and that of stabilisation and experimentation. During the greatest part 
of a teachers' career a politicising of one's activities may come about because of job 
mastery or taking seriously the task of professorial activism. In the university, activism 
was once sacred but now seems profane. Activism under the protection of academic 
freedom may relate to such issues as unionisation, program expansion or restriction, 
delivery methods, faculty acquisition, student access and performance, gender and 
social issues and global matters such as the environment and anti-terrorism. 
Activism may be vocal or silent. Vocal activism attracts attention that may 
add to or detract from the university, bringing credit or coldness. While according to 
the previously cited (anonymous) collective agreement, "Faculty members shall be ... 
free to discuss and criticize, including criticism of the University and the Union; and 
they shall be free from censorship by the Parties", such actions are usually counselled 
as politically unwise and can lead to diminished levels of comfort and expected 
congeniality. Passive criticism seems to be more the emergent rule as faculty increasingly 
work to rule and hold tighter to the provisions of collective agreements, where they are 
in place, with hopes for equal and equitable consideration. Issues of gender and culture, 
while moving forward in many countries and universities, still remain as obstacles. 
Heightened senses of exploitation and deteriorating working conditions seem signi-
ficantly related to the commodification and corporatisation of universities. Fiscal 
accountability as the most important standard has become the measure by which most, 
if not all, organisational behaviours are judged. While strong arguments exist for the 
imposition of changed working and career conditions, collaboration with unacknowl-
edged and absent stakeholders seems missing. 
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Full analysis of the university system as it is evolving from a critical theory 
perspective might more clearly delineate the nature of oppression in the community of 
knowledge-producers and explore the shop-floor cultures that now define professorial 
life. Attention can then be turned to the expectations and implications of redefined 
teaching, learning and education. 
Returning to the Sacred 
The types of relationships and communication patterns that exist between and among 
superiors, colleagues, and co-workers creates or is created by the role each person 
occupies and the developmental patterns they experience. Political correctness, 
inclusivity, and collective bargaining rights dictate protocol for interaction and 
communication. Formal relationships with individuals filling elected or appointed roles 
who carry legitimate power and authority have structure and meaning as dictated by 
existing rules of governance. 
Collegial, congenial and constructively critical relationships were the idealised 
norm that characterised the traditional academy. Time, tensions and temptations have 
worn that ideal to a more gritty edge in which the norm has become "every person for 
herself or himself' and the seductive lure of careerism. Better advice seems to be to 
remember that administration is management and the university is a business. A 
colleague advised new faculty that the thickness and reliability of collegiality and 
friendship in the university is inversely proportionate to ambition and personal goals. 
I am a professor. My university and my position exist because of students. I 
have learned the difference between my job and my work. My job consists of the 
contractual agreement I have with the university. I teach X number of courses per 
year; I write and produce research; I serve on X number of committees. My work 
consists of tapping into the enthusiasm and undercurrents of learning that occur in 
everyday life. I am not a funding generator but would do so if it benefits and 
advancement of scholarship for students, rather than act as a vehicle for the advancement 
of corporatism and the commodification of learning. Whether or not these views are 
sacred or profane is in the mind's eye of the beholder. The dance continues, partners 
willing or not. Who picks and plays the tune is less obvious. 
Chapter 14 
Listening to Students' Voices: 
Self Study of Teacher 
Education Practice1 
Ruth G. Kane 
Introduction 
Teacher education programmes are perceived to have changed very little in recent 
decades in spite of increased research and scholarship on the knowledge base of teacher 
education and widespread reforms within the compulsory education sector (Fullan, 
1982; Goodlad, 1999; Sarason, 1993). The complexities, ambiguities and uncertainties 
of teachers' work and oflearning to teach are being recognised in repeated calls for 
reform of the ways in which teachers are prepared (Britzman, 1991; Bullough and 
Gitlin, 1995; Goodlad, 1991, 1994; Korthagen and Kessels, 1999; Loughran, Brown, 
and Doeke, 2001; Russell and McPherson, 2001; Sarason, 1993). The curriculum of 
teacher education programmes has been described as: fragmented and lacking in 
continuity (Ben-Peretz, 1995; Bullough and Gitlin, 1995; Levin, 1995); curriculum 
focused (Shulman, 1987); and contributing to the dichotomy of theory and practice 
(Ethell, 1997). Teacher education has been criticised for dismissing too easily the 
voices of student teachers (Korthagen, 2001; Russell, 2001 ). Increased external quality 
assurance requirements and repeated calls for internal and external accountability 
protocols reflect a "reductionist approach to teacher education that suggests new teachers 
should simply focus on a repertoire of basic teaching skills undergirded by a one-
dimensional notion of classroom pedagogy" (Vavrus, 2001 ). This reinforces technicist 
constructions of teaching and of learning to teach that underpin recent school and 
educational reforms where education is equated with training. 
Pre-service programmes continue to prepare teachers in ways that reinforce 
a transmission model of teaching as telling (Bullough and Gitlin, 1995; Kagan, 1992b; 
Korthagen, 2001; Russell and McPherson, 2001 ). Teaching as transmission is 
grounded in an epistemology of technical rationality that construes teachers as 
technicians delivering a prescribed curriculum and gives little credence to learning 
from or in experience (Schon, 1983, 1995). In this context, there is a focus on "what" 
to teach (content) and "how" to teach (skills) with little acknowledgement of the 
importance of the "whom" or the "why" of teaching. Cole and Knowles ( 1993) assert 
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that "most pre-service programs concentrate almost entirely on teaching pre-service 
teachers to teach; little attention is placed on helping them to become teachers" (p. 
469). 
Moving towards increased school-based apprenticeship models of teacher 
education (an increasing practice in New Zealand) may provide opportunities for 
students to "practice" their teaching, but often few opportunities for student teachers 
to examine critically their own understandings of education or themselves as teachers. 
While students may develop skills of curriculum delivery, all too often beginning 
teachers fail to develop a deep personal understanding of themselves as teachers, or of 
what it means to teach. Few teachers reflect on their teacher education programmes as 
making a significant contribution to their understanding of teaching or of themselves 
as teachers. Russell and McPherson (2001) suggest that the first year survival phase is 
accepted in staffroom folklore as "the way we learn to teach" (p. 3). In New Zealand 
the Post Primary Teachers Association report that 25 percent of beginning secondary 
teachers leave teaching within the first two years of their appointment to the classroom 
(PPTA, 2000). The overwhelming message is that in spite of decades of research that 
advances knowledge on the quality of teacher education, we continue to graduate 
beginning teachers who fail to understand the role of the teacher and so experience 
significant discontinuities in the transition from pre-service teacher education to first 
year teaching (Loughran et al., 2001). 
Learning to Teach 
The nature of teachers' engagement with education depends on their understanding of 
teaching, and their sense of what it means to be a teacher. By the time student teachers 
enter teacher education programmes, their socialisation as teachers is well underway; 
they have developed a body of values, commitments, orientations and practices about 
teachers, teaching, students and classrooms. They have each served their "apprenticeship 
of observation" (Lortie, 1975). That student teachers' beliefs and preconceptions are 
formed as a result of their socialisation as students is not in itself unexpected or 
problematic. The enduring nature of student teachers' beliefs and preconceptions, 
formed predominantly without an understanding of pedagogical principles and theories, 
nor an appreciation of the role of teachers and the purposes of education, however, 
raises significant concerns for teacher educators. Students entering teacher education 
typically expect to learn to teach as they were taught. They expect that their prospective 
students will learn as they themselves have learned in high schools and undergraduate 
courses (Beattie, 1997; Ethell, 2000; Lortie, 1975). There is limited understanding or 
appreciation of the complexities and sophistication of teachers' work. 
Teacher educators face the challenge of preparing teachers who are able to 
articulate their own understandings of teaching and of their role as teachers. In 
addition to the what and the how of teaching we have the responsibility to initiate 
student teachers to conversations on the scholarship and practice of teaching. We 
can reopen this critical debate by asking: What does it mean to be a teacher? What 
are the purposes of education and schooling? What are the forces that contest the 
nature of teaching, schooling and education? To do this we must examine critically 
our own rationality, our own understandings of what it means to teach and what it 
means to learn to teach. 
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Teacher Education at the University of Otago: 
A Challenge and a Lesson! 
In 2000, the University of Otago introduced an innovative graduate entry, pre-service 
degree programme for secondary teachers that sought to transgress the traditional pre-
service teacher education approaches within New Zealand. The Bachelor of Teaching 
(Secondary) [BT chg (Sec)] is a graduate entry two-year programme that students enter 
after completing a subject-based undergraduate degree. It is conceptualised within a 
framework of situated cognition, critical inquiry and reflective practice and has as its 
focus the construction ofbeginning teachers' professional "knowledge-in-action", the 
reconciliation of theory and practice, and the development of understanding of what it 
means to teach. Situated cognition reflects strong links with the learning to teach theories 
of Dewey and Schon and revives the Deweyan notion of the learner interacting with 
knowledge through action and experience in appropriate contexts. 
I co-ordinate the course EDUC 290 Professional Practice: a compulsory year-
long first year course that comprises on-campus weekly tutorials and an end-of-year 
four-week block practicum in rural secondary schools. EDUC 290 has been developed 
as a forum through which the students and I are negotiating new ways to understand 
the learning to teach process and what it means to be a teacher. The students complete 
their curriculum studies courses with local exemplary teachers within their major 
curriculum area. These classes are predominantly school-based and involve a minimum 
of four hours contact with their mentor teacher per week. Mentor teachers have each 
attended workshops to introduce them to the underlying philosophy of the BTchg(Sec) 
programme with a special emphasis on the importance of reflective practice, the 
principles of situated cognition and the reconciliation of theory and practice. 
A commitment to situated cognition assumes that student teachers have the 
opportunity to engage with real situations of classroom practice. Through critical 
reflection on the experience of self and others within a framework of contemporary 
research and scholarship it was intended that students would negotiate new ways to 
understand teaching and learning to teach. This paper draws on the voices of the student 
teachers to reflect that what was intended does not always match with the reality 
experienced by the students. While students valued the EDUC 290 course, their 
experience of the first year of the BTchg(Sec) was constrained by the lack of teaching 
experience that was offered in the curriculum components of the programme. While I 
was arguing for reflection on the practice of self and others, some of the students' 
experience was limited to observing the master teacher. Some mentor teachers were 
locked into an apprenticeship model of teacher training. This has been a sobering 
lesson in self-study of teacher education practice. 
EDUC 290: My Intentions 
It was important to me at the outset to introduce the students and mentor teachers to 
the idea that teaching and learning to teach is not just about learning what (the 
curriculum) or about learning how (teaching strategies), it is also about who (the person 
of the teacher) and why (purposes of education). It was also important (in light ofmy 
commitment to situated cognition and reflective practice), that I was explicit about my 
own understandings and intentions, and that I supported my position with reference to 
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recent scholarship and practice of teacher education. In trying to articulate what I 
understood about the learning to teach process, I found it easier to articulate what 
learning to teach is not. There were three longstanding myths about learning to teach 
that I sought to actively dismantle in EDUC 290. 
Leaming to teach is not achieved through a process of putting theory into 
practice where students are introduced to what and how to teach ( content and 
skills) in universities and subsequently practise these skills in schools 
(Bullough and Gitlin, 1995; Korthagen, 2001; Russell, 2001). 
Leaming to teach is not achieved through apprenticeships or cloning where 
student teachers observe more experienced teachers in school classrooms with 
little appreciation or understanding of the social purposes, pedagogical 
intentions or goals underpinning the teachers' observable practice (Ethell, 
1997; Stones, 1992). 
Leaming to teach is not achieved through learning from survival in the first 
years of teaching where beginning teachers adopt "hit 'n miss" strategies that 
appear to work (Bullough and Gitlin, 1995; Russell and McPherson, 2001). 
I viewed learning to teach as an ongoing personal journey guided by the 
individual teacher's beliefs and conceptions about teaching and learning and building 
on the varied experiences that the student teachers bring to the role of teacher and what 
experiences they have during pre-service. I accepted that students enter pre-service 
programmes with personal beliefs and theories about teaching and the roles of teachers 
that have been formed through their experiences of schooling. These beliefs and theories, 
like those guiding the practice of experienced teachers, are typically tacit, grounded in 
experience and difficult to articulate (Ethell, 1997). They are also robust, enduring and 
difficult to change (Kagan, 1992a; Prawat, 1992; Wubbels, 1992). My role, therefore, 
was to establish a context where student teachers could make explicit their hitherto 
tacit conceptions of teaching, examine these in light of the conceptions and practice of 
themselves and other teachers and through critical "conversations" with peers, teachers 
and the scholarly literature. In this way I sought to provide opportunities for student 
teachers to re-form themselves as teachers through engaging with new theories and 
new practices of teaching, learning and self as teacher. 
The importance of coming to terms with the person of the teacher (who) and 
listening to voices of teachers and student teachers is argued by scholars such as Palmer 
(1998), Russell and McPherson (2001) and Smithrim (2000). Having students examine 
critically the purposes of teaching within the current New Zealand context (why) 
allowed me to draw on the writings of Dewey (1916), Freire (1983 ), bell hooks (1994 ), 
Malin (1999) and Smith (1999), some of which the students had been introduced to in 
other classes within the BTchg(Sec). 
Exploring the Personal: Who Are We as Teachers? 
In keeping with my commitment to articulating and exploring our personal conceptions 
and beliefs about teachers and teaching (Beattie, 1997; Ethell, 1997), we embarked, 
together on the writing and examinations of our personal histories following the 
practices advocated by Knowles ( 1991 ), and Bullough and Gitlin ( 1995). In presenting 
my own personal history I revealed to the students how I located the personal and 
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idiosyncratic process of becoming a teacher, and subsequently a teacher educator, within 
the context of my evolving life story. To support the students I introduced them to 
writings by others, which emphasised the personal nature oflearning to teach and the 
struggles of others in developing ways of examining themselves as teachers 
(Featherstone, Munby, and Russell, 1997; Smithrim, 2000). The readings both affirmed 
and challenged the students' current experiences ofleaming to teach. 
Who would have thought there were so many opinions about 
teaching! This is going to be hard - I thought Ruth would teach us 
all the stuff we needed to know to be teachers. Trying to work out 
what I already understand about teaching is a bit more hard work. 
(EDUC 290 Student Journal) 
Exploring the Purposes of Education: The Why of Teaching 
In following weeks I introduced students to debate on the purposes of education - why 
teach? This initially puzzled the students as many had not previously questioned the 
purposes of education - it was what teachers did in schools. I used writings by Noddings 
( 1998) and Halliburton ( 1997) ( about the philosophies of Dewey who students had 
encountered in their educational studies papers); bell hooks (1994); and Freire (1983) 
in an effort to encourage students to think about the purposes and responsibilities 
associated with teachers' work. The writings ofMeridy Malin (1999) and bell hooks 
(1994) argued imperatives of"challenging racism" in classrooms and schooling. The 
work of Smith (1999) located the Freirian ideas of transformative praxis within the 
New Zealand bicultural educational context with particular attention to our respon-
sibilities under the Treaty of Waitangi. Locating debate on the purposes of education 
and the role of teachers within the New Zealand context was critical to ensuring the 
students develop understandings of their responsibilities under the Treaty ofWaitangi. 
The Treaty ofWaitangi is a founding document ofNew Zealand signed by the indigenous 
peoples - Maori, and the colonisers - Pakeha. Although honoured more in breach than 
observance, the Treaty is not a historical artefact but a living agreement that locates 
Maori and Pakeha in partnership in Aotearoa - New Zealand. 
First Sign of Disquiet 
While conversations in our weekly sessions continued, it became evident that 
references to personal experiences of teachers and teaching and to students' own 
personal histories decreased. I had inadvertently created a weekly pattern where 
students seemed to engage with key issues predominantly at a distance through using 
the readings, stories of other people's experiences, as the basis of discussion. They 
did not locate self in the conversations, they avoided placing self at the centre of 
conversation, nor did they appear to engage in a deep personal way with the critical 
issues. There was reluctance by many in the class to "think aloud", to critique or 
challenge the readings. There were repeated questions about "the right answer" and 
"the right way" of dealing with teaching situations related to the key issues. References 
to practice were often limited to stories from my experiences as a teacher - I was 
doing too much talking! 
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I had begun the EDUC 290 programme committed to enabling students to talk 
about teaching, and come to know themselves as teachers through critical conversations 
grounded in the scholarship and the practice of teaching- but I felt like I was doing all 
the talking. Was I reverting to "teaching as telling"? I was unsure whether students were 
engaging with the ideas or merely tolerating them and playing the game. I was frustrated 
and disappointed. I broached this in class, seeking to understand why the students were 
not connecting with the ideas in a more personal way. 
The students were very positive about the discussion-focused approach used 
in EDUC 290. They appreciated the open and encouraging manner in which I sought 
their perceptions and opinions and valued the way in which discussion was supported 
through stories of personal experience. 
You model how to critically reflect and seem able to turn everything 
into questions about things that we take for granted and only see the 
surface of. It is good to be able to talk openly in the environment we 
have created about things that matter to us about teaching. (EDUC 
290; Student Feedback) 
In spite of such assurances there continued to be polite interaction in class 
that reminded me of a reference in the work of Meridy Malin in her programmes of 
social justice in teacher education where she explains that "Passive resistance through 
refusal to engage provides little avenue for learning" (Malin, 1999, p. 10). 
Listening to Student Voices 
It was in reading the student teachers' reflective journals that I discovered the students' 
voices and I began to understand their experiences ofEDUC 290. The journals contained 
questions, dilemmas and personal puzzles about some of the issues of racism, 
professional responsibility, professional identity and power that we had explored in 
the literature. 
How can I connect with students without being patronising and 
superficial when our life experiences are so different? I need to come 
to terms with ways in which I can understand perspectives and needs 
of students and how my decisions in class may actually be 
perpetuating racism. Even the school structure may be contributing 
to injustice and as a teacher I am part of the schooling system. (EDUC 
290 Student Journal) 
Can a middle class white male/female talk about class or racism 
without ever experiencing the disadvantages? (EDUC 290 Student 
Journal) 
The journals also revealed the students' increasing frustrations at not being 
able to engage with teaching and learning to teach through their own experiences in 
the classroom. Overwhelmingly the students revealed tensions, anxieties and frustrations 
at their lack of access to real teaching experience. 
I suppose I just want to get out there and start teaching. (EDUC 290 
Student Journal) 
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I was getting frustrated that I wasn't getting any teaching time, and 
felt like I was wasting my time trudging over to < > High School 
every day. I wasn't feeling like a teacher and was still being referred 
to as a "Big Person". (EDUC 290 Student Journal) 
Impatient is what I feel. I feel like I am up to full on teaching now 
and I am not going to get a chance till the end of the year. (EDUC 
290 Student Journal) 
This lack of access to teaching experience and the lack of coherence with 
what was being "said" in EDUC 290 and what was being "experienced" led to students 
questioned their interest in teaching and their commitment to the profession: 
We also seem to just sit there and watch in class an awful lot. It is 
getting hard to be motivated to even go to class. (EDUC 290 Student 
Journal) 
I have lost my enthusiasm somewhat to teach and I have certainly 
lost a lot of enthusiasm for <subject>. (EDUC 290 Student Journal) 
Well, what a soul-searching time I have had. I am still not sure about 
becoming a teacher; it is taking so long to get to teach. (EDUC 290 
Student Journal) 
While I was seeking to reconcile theory and practice through discussions on 
the scholarship and practice of teaching, student teachers were experiencing frustration 
and doubt. 
The students' experiences caused me to revisit the goals and assumptions 
underlying the design of the BTchg(Sec ). They provided the catalyst for myself and 
the mentor teachers to critically examine our own conceptions of teaching and learning 
to teach. While the process of this is the focus of future papers it is important to note 
that the programme has been revised for semester two with greater coherence between 
the professional practice and curriculum components. Recent reflections in student 
journals demonstrate that a turning point in their commitment and passion was their 
first teaching experience. 
I have not had as much practice as I could have so far. One of the 
best things about that lesson [his first] was that I am more determined 
than ever to be a teacher and it has given me a lot more motivation. 
(EDUC 290 Student Journal) 
My first teaching class today. I think I have learned things to improve 
in the next one. It has made me want to do it again so that can only 
be a good thing. (EDUC 290 Student Journal) 
Yah! ! ! Today I taught my first class! I was a little nervous but mostly 
I was excited and ready to give it a crack. I am feeling much more 
excited about my teaching career now. (EDUC 290 Student Journal) 
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A Work in Progress 
Through listening to students' voices I realised the contradiction in what I espoused 
versus the reality experienced by the students. This project is ongoing and the students 
and I are attempting to "frame problems in ways that expose the relationship between 
the technical concerns of teachers and the personal, ethical, and political dimensions 
of teaching" (Bullough and Gitlin, 1995). I am working on reshaping the programme 
so that experience is really at the heart of the students' work. The students have begun 
to develop confidence in examining their own, albeit limited, experience in the classroom 
and interrogate their own ways of thinking about teaching without feeling the need to 
identify the "right answer". They are beginning to view their own experiences as 
authentic cases for reflection and examination in light of what others (peers and 
literature) say. Rather than needing to "learn to teach" from my talk and my experiences, 
they are beginning to have their own experiences that they can explore and interrogate 
collaboratively in an effort to understand what it means to become a teacher. 
We don't tell each other what to do - not even Ruth - but we do 
question each other and really sort out how we understand teaching 
and working with students. It is a way of finding our own selves as 
teachers and examining our own practice, it seems to work well so 
far although it is much more difficult than I had imagined. I don't 
think I would have ever thought this seriously about teaching before. 
(EDUC 290 Student Journal) 
Through listening to the voices of students I have endeavoured to write honestly 
and from the authority ofmy experience as a teacher educator (Russell, 1999, p. 1). At 
times that experience was what Russell described aptly as a journey into "risky uncharted 
waters". It has raised more questions than answers and I have felt vulnerable on 
numerous occasions. This brief account of the beginning of my own journey with the 
EDUC 290 class demonstrates the critical importance of subjecting my own assumptions 
to critical examination. The students' voices reveal that what I was presenting as an 
innovative programme grounded in critical reflection was in fact in tension with itself. 
As a teacher educator, while asking my students to be reflective, this experience 
has demonstrated that I must be prepared to examine my own underlying theories, 
beliefs and assumptions about teaching and teacher education. Making a commitment 
to examine my own practices required me to ask for and listen to the voices of my 
students. It provided opportunities for the student teachers to articulate elements of 
the learning to teach process that continues to frustrate, puzzle or confound them. 
Through examining the underlying purposes of our sessions together we began to be 
able to examine the ethical and social implications of teaching and learning to teach so 
that we could begin to engage in authentic conversations about: What does it mean to 
be a teacher?, What are the purposes of education and schooling? and What are the 
forces that contest the nature of teaching, schooling and education? 
Note 
This paper was presented at ISATT 2001 conference as one aspect of a manuscript on the 
same data set accepted for publication in Prospects, vol XXXII, no. 3 2002. 
Chapter 15 
Doctoral Degree Assessment 
Criteria: Towards Transparency 
through Exploring Teacher 
Thinking 
Pam M. Denicolo 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to review the processes of doctoral degree assessment 
with the aim oflearning to make the opaque transparent. To achieve this aim I will first 
set the scene to demonstrate the contemporary relevance of the topic. This will be 
followed by a description of the main issues that seem to be arising at a general level, 
supporting contentions by reference to recent research and literature on the debate. 
Then I will present data from a small study which confirms the presence of the generic 
problems at the micro level; it is not a problem simply caused by cultural or disciplinary 
differences. All of this indicates that more research is needed on this topic. 
From the Illusory Security of Tradition to the Apparent 
Vulnerability of Change 
The doctoral degree stands at the pinnacle of academic qualifications ( Quality Assurance 
Agency for HE, 2000). Those of us who have undertaken such study and/or have 
supervised the efforts of others to do so, recognise that it is an arduous process 
demanding considerable sacrifices from the students and their close companions, not 
the least of whom is their supervisor. Nevertheless, in common with other forms of 
academic study, these vicissitudes are generally considered to be worthwhile when 
they are viewed from the vantage point of successful completion and the award of the 
degree. Some colleagues may even view them as critical components of the process, 
surviving the ordeal being a salient criterion or indicator of success. 
However, unlike other academic awards, the aims and objectives, the learning 
outcomes required and the criteria by which doctoral degrees are assessed remain 
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shrouded in mystery not only to the world outside academe but also to many participants 
within Higher Education. Other degrees and courses of study have received much 
attention in the last twenty years, nationally and internationally, to ensure quality of 
provision for students, including greater emphasis on staff development for the 
improvement of teaching and learning, and to guide potential employers in the selection 
of appropriately qualified employees. Library shelves groan with books and research 
papers about development of teaching and learning and about assuring quality at the 
undergraduate level. Academics groan too as yet more forms of teaching quality 
assessments are imposed. Nevertheless, over the years doctoral students, their 
supervisors and examiners have been the "neglected species" (Knowles, 1990) ofHigher 
Education. 
More recently, academics have raised their voices in protest at this situation. 
In many countries, small groups formed at conferences to discuss the disquiet they felt 
at being inadequately supported as supervisors and poorly informed as examiners. 
Gradually, research and theory based papers produced by those who had a special 
interest in the area began to appear. In previous papers (Denicolo and Pope, 1999; 
Denicolo, Boulter and Fuller, 1999; Denicolo, 1999), we have noted the increasing 
research attention paid to doctoral completion rates, student selection, research training 
programmes and supervision procedures ( e.g. Black, Hill and Acker, 1994; Hockey, 
1995; Pearson, 1996; Satchell and Booth, 1996; Cryer, 1996; Delamont et al., 1997). 
Similarly, as institutions became more alert to the need for internal consistency 
in procedures and processes, so governments became conscious of the need for 
consistency between institutions. In the UK a series of reports were produced which 
focused on the need to improve provision for Higher Degree students. For example, 
the Harris Review ( 1996) noted that as the number of candidates had expanded so had 
the nature and purposes of the doctoral degree. At the same time changes were afoot at 
the staff level. Many staff experienced as supervisors and examiners had joined HE 
during the expansion of provision during the 1960s and 1970s and were now retiring 
while, in contrast, recruitment of new research-active staff has declined in the last 
twenty years. Thus the traditional system oflearning to supervise and examine doctoral 
degrees by a process redolent of the "apprenticeship" model was severely stretched. 
The clamour for clarity from students and inexperienced staff and the demand for 
accountability from funding bodies which arose in the wake of the Harris Review 
recently reached a peak, as the examples below demonstrate. 
In 2000, the British Educational Research Association (BERA) supported and 
funded a National Forum and Research Review on Doctoral Degree Assessment. The 
Society for Research in Higher Education (SRHE) held a conference on "New Challenges 
in Postgraduate Education" and its Special Interest Group on Postgraduate Issues presented 
a workshop on the purpose of the viva process. The UK Council for Graduate Education 
(UKCGE) sponsored a Specialist Seminar on Research Degree Examining and thereafter 
held a series of workshops on supervision and on the examining process in a range of 
disciplines. The Funding Councils in the UK produced new, more stringent, guidelines 
and criteria for recognition of Research Training for funded students and, more recently 
(2003), the Joint Funding Councils began a series of consultation exercises to develop 
threshold standards for postgraduate training and support. 
Since the concerns of teachers in Higher Education about assessment are 
focal in this work, it is timely to explore these before the drums of government and 
funders' directives drown them out. Thus the next section considers the findings from 
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seminars, workshops and informal surveys contributed to by a diverse range of 
academics from different countries with diverse discipline affiliations. 
Concordance and Diversity Across Cultures and Disciplines 
In 1999, the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) for HE in the UK published a code of 
practice in relation to quality and standards in postgraduate research degrees. In that 
document (p.12), it was declared that postgraduate research assessment processes should 
be communicated "clearly and fully to students and supervisors" and should be 
"operated rigorously, fairly, reliably and consistently". However, little guidance was 
provided on how this should be achieved, nor yet were the research assessment processes 
themselves defined. 
The seminars and workshops alluded to in the previous section represented 
attempts by groups of concerned academics to elucidate those processes, to consider 
whether they generally were, or could be, operated in the way described by the QAA. 
It was clear that some elucidation was required before clear and full descriptions could 
be supplied to students and supervisors. Several researchers, notably Tinkler and Jackson 
(2000), had collected and analysed institutional regulations from across the UK to 
discover that procedures for the examination of doctoral degrees differed between 
institutions, while criteria were left implicit or were vaguely couched, leaving room 
aplenty for variation in interpretation. This supports my own experience of examining 
about forty PhDs from the UK and abroad. 
All the regulations studied include the requirement for an external examiner 
(assumed to contribute to comparability between institutions), and for more than one 
examiner. However, the number of examiners ranges from two to a panel of three or 
four, with some extra allowance if the study spans more than one discipline area (which 
is increasingly the case) or if the candidate is a member of academic staff. In some 
institutions internal examiners may already have played a part in the continuous 
assessment of the candidates work, while in others they are expected to have been 
independent of the research process. In some institutions supervisors receive a payment 
to be present, in others they are required to be present, or may be present if agreed by 
the candidate and the external, yet in many they are expressly forbidden to be present. 
When they are allowed to be present, the rules may allow participation, may only 
allow limited participation or they are required to be silent. Whichever is the case, 
though, they may or may not have provided a report in advance of the viva, which 
forms part of the examination process. 
The selection of examiners is uniform in terms of requiring them to have 
expertise in the study field and for the majority of cases external examiners should 
have experience of doctoral-level examining, presumably as internal examiners. 
However, few institutions stipulate that they should have experience as supervisors 
and it is seldom a formal requirement that they should have a doctorate themselves, 
though it is often implicitly assumed that they will have. More disparity emerges when 
the choice of examiners is considered, ranging from the student having no say at all, it 
being a Research Committee and/or supervisor decision, through a negotiated process 
to one in which the student nominates, from their now considerable expertise in the 
field, their preference for a particular examiner, albeit that the choice has to be ratified 
through committee procedures. 
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The criteria for attainment of a doctorate are most commonly couched in 
terms of the work making an original contribution to knowledge and being to some 
extent publishable. This is echoed in the QAA qualification framework (op. cit.), and 
indeed is one of the few defining differences between masters and doctoral degrees, 
the rest of the criteria being very or exactly similar. In essence, the QAA state that the 
student should demonstrate the creation and interpretation of new knowledge, through 
original research, sufficient to satisfy peer review, extend the forefront of the discipline 
and to merit publication. Thereafter, in terms of the process of examination, diversity 
in the system is the norm. I will here cite but a few examples and will desist from 
providing the arguments presented for different practices (see Green et al., 2001 for 
further elaboration) to illustrate my contention. 
The balance of attention, and credit, given to different aspects of the research 
process and products is not clearly defined. For most examiners and supervisors who 
contributed to various research initiatives, the thesis volume formed the major source 
of evidence for the quality of the research and the level of scholarship, though there 
were several who thought that wider sources should be accessed, for instance progress 
reports and interim documents. However, these sources were seldom explicitly noted 
in published institutional policy documents. Variation occurs in the purpose and 
centrality of the viva examination, the length of the viva and its style and tone. For 
some (institutions, examiners, supervisors), the viva is ancillary to the examination of 
the bound thesis, being merely a forum to authenticate authorship, or to act as a rite of 
passage in to the guild of academics. For others, the viva is more of an examination 
that serves to check the candidate's oral ability to explain their work and to provide 
indication of their breadth and depth of knowledge by being able to answer searching 
questions on theory and research practice. For yet others, the viva is a confrontational 
experience in which the candidate is required to demonstrate their ability to argue with 
academic rigour while standing up to critique from other experts. Thus, the style and 
tone varies from celebratory and supportive, through "teacherly" and stimulating, to 
hostile. Examiners take different guises in the process: as positive gatekeepers, initiating 
newcomers in, or negative gatekeepers, ensuring that all but the best are kept out. 
Supervisors of long standing reported their experience of vivas on similar 
topics varying in duration from one to five hours. Tinkler and Jackson (2000) found 
from their questionnaire study that science vivas were on average longer in duration 
than non-science vivas. From personal experience as a supervisor, I have had some 
surprising feedback from candidates. Some whose vivas were relatively short (less 
than an hour and a half) have felt "short-changed", as if justice has not been applied to 
the enormity of their efforts, while one student whose viva lasted nearly five hours was 
ecstatic at the examiner's enthusiasm and interest. 
It appears that the degree of influence that the viva has on the final outcome 
is also variable. Most academics would agree that a poor viva is unlikely, of itself, to 
change a decision from pass to fail, in itself casting some doubt on why the process is 
used at all. However, an equal number agree that, in marginal cases, performance in 
the viva is critical. A few colleagues are concerned at the extent to which examiners 
try to influence the content of the thesis towards their own interests through the process 
of discussion and recommendation for changes. 
Other disparities noted in the whole assessment process were: whether or not 
examiners were intended to confer before the viva or only afterwards; whether they 
were required to produce reports and recommendations before and after the viva or 
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only after; differences in the timing of the release of the result/decision. In respect of 
the last point: 
Some candidates are told at the beginning of the viva that a pass 
recommendation will be given so they should relax and enjoy the academic 
debate. 
Others are told that the thesis was highly valued but some issues would be of 
interest to debate. 
Others receive similar accolades but are told that they must demonstrate a 
defence before a decision can be reached. 
Yet others are told nothing but have to wait until the very end of the process 
before learning of their fate. 
It is understandable that students, when they share this knowledge with each 
other, feel a strong sense of unfairness and inequity, though they may be less aware of 
other discrepancies. 
Other evidence points to there being some disagreement about the priority 
accorded to the research process, some commentators perceiving the thesis as a 
synopsis of that process and others favouring a means of evaluating the actual process 
rather than simply its reported, and somewhat sanitised, outcome. Another bone of 
contention concerned who or what examiners are in effect assessing, whether it is 
the student as a researcher, the thesis as a product or, indeed, the quality of the 
supervision. 
Since this work has mainly been based on cross-disciplinary studies, it is 
not yet clear how much influence the field of study/discipline area has on the 
interpretation of regulations and institutional procedures. However, Tinkler and 
Jackson (2000) noted some disparity between science and non-science disciplines 
and Deem and Brehony (2000) have commented on the differential access that students 
have to research cultures, some of which may be subject based. Certainly different 
disciplines entertain different paradigms, use different constructs and methodologies 
and value different modes of dissemination, so it would not be an unwarranted 
assumption that the criteria for assessment might vary. Green et al. (2001) noted the 
Higher Education Funding Council (HEFCE) includes, for example, scholarship, 
the invention and generation of ideas, images, performances and artefacts as defining 
research. Thus criteria that address the traditional thesis must be flexible enough to 
encompass a range of other products. 
My own experience of running workshops for both non-science and science 
based supervisors and examiners has provided some anecdotal evidence of inter-
disciplinary diversity worthy of further exploration. While social scientists encourage 
their students to publish aspects of their research in advance of the examination, it 
seems to be a tacit rule that they do not publish their full results until their doctorate is 
confirmed. There is also an expectation that it is a real possibility that students could 
fail. In contrast, many scientists concur that publication of the results prior to submission 
is not only expected but will ensure that the students will not fail. Indeed, one seasoned 
science examiner explained that "really one could not fail a student who has been 
supervised by a colleague ofany distinction or if the student's livelihood depended on 
it", though he did concede that one could refer them to make amendments until the 
thesis had been polished up. This is indeed a complex issue fraught with ethical 
considerations. 
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So far the evidence for diversity has focused on the scene in the UK. There is 
as much evidence to suggest that procedures and criteria differ between countries. 
Although the British PhD is based on the German model, imported in the second 
decade of the twentieth century, there are assessment differences apparent within Europe 
and within the Anglophone world. While vivas in the UK are private affairs, they are 
frequently public ones in Europe and the USA. In other countries, vivas are used only 
in exceptional circumstances, perhaps were there is disagreement between examiners 
or the decision is borderline. Similarly, different numbers of external examiners are 
appointed in different countries, and a panel of''judges" is frequently the norm in the 
USA and some European countries, though in the latter the defence is sometimes more 
of a ritual with the end result being relatively sure beforehand. Hartley (2000) surveyed 
colleagues in the discipline of psychology from across the globe and described 19 
different ways in which a viva is organised and conducted. 
There are also differences in the requirements of the thesis, particularly in 
volume and detail, between different countries. This topic demands further, rigorous 
study as research collaboration across country borders becomes more prevalent, as 
staff and student mobility is encouraged and increases and as competition between 
educational institutions in the global market becomes fiercer. The uncertainty arising 
from cultural plurality affects both the process of supervision and the examination 
process. Thus, since we have heard little so far from the students whose studies are 
affected by this, I would like to conclude this section with excerpts from reflections 
from ultimately successful overseas students. They had had to contend with conflict 
between their culturally derived expectations and the reality they met when studying 
in England. Both of these students, incidentally, had been academics in their homeland 
and returned to pursue their careers there. The first illustrates the paradigm clash: 
One consideration that never crossed my mind while developing my 
research proposal at home was the paradigm or world-view with 
which I was approaching this important task. What I soon discovered 
after my arrival in England was that a concept of "the" or a single 
research paradigm did not exist . . . I was overwhelmed by the 
discovery ofliterally another world of perspectives ... I felt incredibly 
vulnerable and naive. 
The second, referring to her transfer process which took the form of a mock viva, 
spoke of it as a cultural collision waiting to happen. She explained: 
There is a distinct difference between the US and the UK regarding 
the emphasis on the practical versus the theoretical. Practical 
knowledge is highly prized in the US ... I never understood why a 
PhD was called a doctorate of philosophy before. I thought it was a 
throw back to the past, a dead metaphor. 
Another question that arises is whether the wide spread of opinions and 
ideas revealed above is merely the result of the diverse nature of its respondents 
(geographical or subject affiliation) or, indeed, the result of the accumulation of 
opinions from activists with interesting tales to tell. (In a recent presentation we 
noted the analogy with childbirth "horror stories" told by those who have gone through 
the process to those who are about to.) The next section describes efforts to check 
out this potential criticism. 
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Concordance and Diversity Within a Discipline and Research Culture 
Hartley and Jory (2001) were concerned that many psychology candidates approached 
their viva armed only with "tales of the unexpected", as noted above. They strove to 
redress this problem of generalisation from the particular by conducting a questionnaire-
based survey, developed from responses in semi-structured interviews, which included 
both closed questions in a Likert-type format and open-ended questions so that respondents 
could speak for themselves. These were sent to a wide range ofrecent candidates, with 
the 100 responses received covering the range from successful - no amendments required 
- through minor and major corrections required, to failed. The authors provide detail of 
responses to the different aspects covered in the questionnaire but the main findings 
show that, despite the fact that 85 percent were ultimately successful, only 44 percent 
found the viva a positive experience, 82 percent thought that their viva was fair and 60 
percent made suggestions for improvement of the process. The data also demonstrate the 
wide variation in the process experienced by the candidates. 
This research stimulated us to conduct a similar within-discipline study 
(education) but this time focusing on the criteria used to assess doctoral work. A 
questionnaire was designed based on the concerns expressed in the literature and by 
candidates and colleagues. 
The questionnaire form asked respondents to indicate anonymously their 
experience of the doctoral degree process by ticking the appropriate descriptors listed, 
ranging from "Higher Degree Research Student in Progress" to "Experienced Examiner 
of Higher Degrees (three or more theses)", including categories that indicated super-
visory experience and own success at doctoral level. Thereafter the questions were 
open-ended and focused on: 
the purpose of the PhD examination process; 
the priority that should be given to various sorts of evidence; 
the dimensions of quality sought in each form of evidence; 
the dimensions of quality essential for a straight pass; 
the general nature of minor and major amendments; 
the sorts of problems that would indicate a fail. 
Additional Comments on Criteria Used in Examining 
Higher Degrees by Research 
The questionnaires were distributed to the academic staff, all current students and all 
students completed in the last four years in an Education Faculty (a total of80 potential 
respondents). A total of32 fully completed responses were received while, significantly, 
20 were returned partially completed with apologies from respondents that they "were 
unsure or didn't know the answers". This in itself is a finding of importance since all 
those people could be considered to have a vested interest in being clear about 
assessment criteria. 
This study was primarily intended to promote reflection amongst immediate 
colleagues and to act as a form of staff development for all of us so that we might 
improve the service we provide to our doctoral students. Nevertheless, a review of the 
results so far is worth sharing with colleagues in a wider forum because the trends are 
worrying. They indicate diverse opinion, and presumably practice, and a good deal of 
uncertainty about the process. 
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Purpose of assessment 
All of the respondents saw the purpose to be to "assess the quality of the work 
conducted", with examiners, supervisors and previous candidates including phrases 
about "contributions to the body of knowledge", redolent of the rubric of institutional 
documents. Current students did not mention this aspect but many included a reference 
to "checking if the research methods were appropriate". All the staff contributors 
included "buzz" words such as "verify", "evaluate", "test" etc. but the dimensions that 
were the focus of this assessment varied from detail such as "understanding of the 
literature", the "appropriate use of methods", the "quality of argument", "whether 
candidates are aware of the limitations of the work", to generalisations such as whether 
or not it was "of the level required of doctoral work". One colleague, a supervisor, said 
the purpose of assessment is "to determine success or failure - this is the only one that 
matters to the candidate". 
Priority of different sources of evidence 
All respondents indicated that the thesis document had the highest priority as a source 
of evidence. All the examiners suggested that the viva had something important to 
contribute but was less of a priority than the thesis document. Supervisors in general 
rated the viva as having some but small import in the assessment process, while recent 
candidates and students gave answers ranging from "no importance at all" to "some 
but minor importance". Many students seemed convinced that the viva was only used 
to "check that it is your work". Examiners indicated that no other form of evidence 
than the thesis and the viva was currently considered, though they and other respondents 
felt that indicators of competent engagement throughout the process of the research 
ought to be included. 
Dimensions important when deciding the pass level 
The data provided in response to questions on this topic is extremely complex and diverse, 
within and between groups, and deserves a more thorough analysis than it is possible to 
present here. However, it is clear that standards considered appropriate for a straight pass 
are extremely stringent - most respondents, including students, would only tolerate a 
few minor typographical errors, or minor problems with writing style ( especially if the 
candidate were not a native English speaker). The diversity becomes most profound 
when the grade awarded required amendments. Of course, major amendments tended to 
be more substantial but there is a substantial overlap in dimensions considered to require 
minor or major amendments. One commonly quoted criterion was "what could be 
achieved in the time allowed". This indicates that part-time students might be 
disadvantaged but it is worthy of note that different institutions allow different timescales 
in which amendments can be made. It seems that whether candidates receive a result that 
demands minor or major amendments is very much dependent on which institution they 
are registered in and who the examiners are, as well as on the support and preparation for 
submission that they receive from their supervisor. 
Additional comments about the assessment of doctoral work 
This section attracted considerable response. Five frequently addressed topics emerged 
from all types of respondents. These were, in order of frequency: 
Training is needed for examiners. 
The students and supervisors should be provided with clear criteria to guide 
the process. 
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The transfer stage ( from Higher degree to PhD status) is extremely important 
and should be given more attention. 
The process as well as the products should form the basis of assessment. 
The whole current process is too subjective. 
Those who subscribed to the last comment varied from considering that it 
was "inevitably subjective in the end given the complexity and originality of any thesis", 
through the notion that "any criteria can only ever be guides to examiners", to those 
demanding a much more detailed framework to guide practice. 
What is eminently clear from these data is that, despite all contributors being 
from the same "academic tribe" (Becher, 1989), and working together over a period of 
time in relation to doctoral study: The degree of consensus about the criteria for 
assessment is low; the degree of alternative interpretation of institutional regulations 
and procedures is relatively wide; the level of insecurity about their knowledge of 
general standards is high. This confirms the analysis made in the preceding section. 
While the data from this research provides a rich resource for in-house 
workshops and seminars that seek to bring some clarity and a greater degree of 
understanding to the issue, nevertheless this kind of support for supervisors, examiners 
and students will still be inadequate while confusion remains rife across the sector, 
nationally and internationally. 
The Future - Can Order Come Out of Chaos? 
In the second section of this chapter the groundswell of concern about doctoral 
assessment was made evident. This is emerging from students themselves but more 
importantly from those teachers in Higher Education who have as part of their role the 
supervision, training and examination of doctoral students. From the compilation of 
opinion described in the third section, and from the small-scale, focused studies included 
in the previous section, the requirement for more systematic research is apparent. 
However, the purpose of such research should also be clarified. From a compilation of 
all the evidence so far, teachers have made it clear that such research should focus on 
making transparent the criteria in play. They also emphasised that these criteria should 
be derived from good practice already extant in the system. Thus the intent should be 
to clarify, rather than invent, standards, and to provide greater guidance to participants 
in the process. These teachers are concerned that hidden agendas, tacit rules and covert 
decision making are detrimental both to building trust and to demonstrating equity 
and perceived fairness in the system. 
Unfortunately, all of this means that more academics than the "activists" need 
to be brave enough to declare their insecurity and to share the criteria that they use or 
would think appropriate. We all have to examine our practices and the assumptions, 
theories and prejudices that inform them. This may be a painful business and is certainly 
challenging to many egos. It is also threatening for institutions when it seems that 
"dirty linen" has to be washed in public. However, progress was seldom easily made. 
Section D 
Teacher Development 
Christopher Day provided the Michael Huberman Carfax Memorial Lecture at the 
Faro conference and his chapter included here "The Challenge to be the Best: Research 
and the Teacher" summarises its content, which celebrated Huberman's outstanding 
contribution to knowledge, to the international research community in general and to 
the work of the membership of ISATT. Day notes Huberman's abiding passion to 
understand the multiple facets of teachers' learning and to share this knowledge with 
others. In the chapter, Day seeks to emulate him by putting teachers at the heart of the 
matter, beginning his treatise by noting the plethora of challenges and dilemmas that 
face teachers as they strive to be the best they can in their professional careers despite 
interventionist policy by governments. He draws on Huberman's 1995 work to illustrate 
his points about teachers having complex and relatively unpredictable development 
needs at different stages in their careers, following this with consideration of how 
teachers facing those challenges can be supported by effective, independent research 
which yet is cognisant of current policy. 
His final section addresses the need for those independent researchers and 
teacher educators in tertiary education to confront and address the challenges inherent 
in their own educational environment as it too is signified by increasing complexity in 
a context of social turbulence. Drawing on Schon's analogy of the intellectual high 
ground compared with the swampy lowland of practice, he addresses the scholarship/ 
practice divide that concerned Huberman who sought to promote "sustained inter-
activity" to translate research results into practical applications. Day contends that 
university researchers need to engage critically both with policy-makers and 
practitioners, developing new kinds of relationships and expertise in order to do so. 
Neil Haigh, too, in his chapter "Tertiary Teacher Development: Connecting 
Policy, Personal Theory and Practice", addresses the policy/practice divide within 
tertiary education but specifically investigates the link made between the two entities 
by personal theory from the perspective of an academic development agent. He begins 
by examining his own institutional documents for guidance on improving practice for 
teachers and for facilitators of teacher development. Although he identifies aspects 
within them in which his work on committees has had an influence, gaps and limitations 
in policy are also noted. These, he argues, are filled by recourse in his practice to his 
own personal theories. He summarises the criteria he uses and how these are translated 
into development activities through reflection and engagement with the scholarship of 
teaching. Whilst acknowledging differences between disciplines and career stages, he 
derives a model which moves from a focus on rules, through active reflection in practice 
to research on practice. He confesses that frustration at having no formal institutional 
policy to support his own practice has led him to contribute to policy development. He 
acknowledges that, like any other teacher, he wants his voice to be heard in that arena 
but thinks that such interventions should be based on scholarship as well as experience. 
Lang, Charlier, Saunders, Bomany, Laferriere and Breuleux, in their chapter 
entitled "Collaboration in Cross-National Networks for Teacher Professional 
Development", note that educators and policy-makers agree on the advantages of 
collaborative networks in curricular reform but that, while several projects have been 
initiated to this end, little research has been conducted to evaluate them, particularly 
how effectively they encourage collaborative reflection. They contend that this cannot 
be achieved by advanced network technology alone. They go on to provide insights 
into how this could be achieved, citing examples from cross-national projects. In their 
conclusion a promising model is presented, itself needing continuing research to exploit 
its potential that can help provide the scaffolding for such collaborative activities. 
In contrast to the technological emphasis of the previous chapters, in 
"Dilemmas of Democratic Education", Flanagan begins his discussion of engaging 
pupils in schools through participation and collaboration by comparing the stories 
they are told with the roles they are expected to play eventually in a democratic society. 
He too addresses the role of scaffolding in his argument that teachers have a serious 
role to play in supporting the development of the child towards responsible citizenship 
through participation, appropriate to their developmental status, in the social context 
of the school. He suggests that teachers must learn to balance the dilemmas inherent in 
such an enterprise, a balance between professional obligation and the promotion of 
autonomy. This, of course, may make them vulnerable. 
In the final chapter in this section, "When the Best Maps Cannot Guide Us" 
by Susan Lasky, the dearth of research on teacher vulnerability is noted as a prelude to 
a reflective discussion on how the author developed a theory of vulnerability in the 
context oflarge-scale secondary school reform imposed by the government. Like Haigh, 
Lasky recognises the permeability of the boundaries between professional and personal 
theory as she describes how her own personal experience had provided insight into a 
theoretical issue and the methods used to study it through the reflection it engendered. 
Similar to the ideas expressed in Section One about teacher identity, teacher vulnerability 
is epitomised as fluid and subject to multiple influences, some with positive outcomes 
but many with less positive entailments related to response to potential risk. Lasky 
describes and supports the methodological risks that she felt bound to take in conducting 
her research in an area which, like much that pervades the swampy ground of educational 
practice that Schon and Huberman referred to, is uncharted territory. 
Chapter 16 
The Challenge to be the Best: 
Research and the Teacher 
Christopher Day 
Introduction 
Often, in speaking of the work of former colleagues, we remember them for research 
in a particular process area - personal construct theory, narrative, action research, 
cognition - or content area - school effectiveness, teacher voice, classroom interaction, 
pre- or in-service teacher education. Michael Huberman is the exception to the rule. 
His long-term interests were in scientific epistemology - how scientific theories are 
developed and validated - and in adult cognition and knowledge use. His outstanding 
contributions to knowledge and to the international research community ranged over 
almost three decades across these areas. His work spoke to practitioners and to policy-
makers. It was, in his own words, the product of his "reckless curiosity" and 
"mischievous motivation to check out the connections between policy, research and 
practice". A brieflook at his curriculum vitae reveals significant work and publications 
in areas fundamental to my own work and, I believe, that of the members of this 
Association: 
1 innovation and change 
2 qualitative data analysis 
3 teachers' lives 
4 teacher learning and development. 
On much of this work he collaborated closely with colleagues in Europe and 
America - Ron Have lock, Matt Miles, Tom Guskey and Roland Vandenberghe to name 
but a few, and he was one of a rare number of academics who hold posts at more than 
one university simultaneously- in his case the prestigious Universities of Geneva and 
Harvard. It is fitting, then, that ISATT should dedicate a lecture to this man for all 
seasons. 
Michael was a scholar. I remember meeting him for the first time in the early 
1990s. We talked of his research and his concerns with quality and making a difference. 
He told me that he aimed for at least one publication in an internationally prestigious 
journal every three years. To my knowledge, these always added significantly to the 
knowledge of the field. He did not produce one poor publication in his lifetime - a rare 
achievement. He had, as do I, an abiding passion to understand teachers' learning, its 
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contexts and why they change ( or do not change) and to share his knowledge with 
others. Sadly, his health suffered over a number of years and he was taken from his 
family and from us in tragic circumstances. I am honoured to give this, the first Michael 
Huberman Carfax Memorial Lecture. 
This lecture will be in three related parts. First, I want, as Michael Huberman 
did in his work, to place schoolteachers at the heart. As a student myself, I can remember 
the rare occurrences when a teacher inspired me with their love ofliterature, cared for 
me as an individual, or their particular approach to teaching. More often, though, were 
the seemingly endless, mindless copying from the board, learning without under-
standing, routinised teaching by teachers whose commitment and vision had withered 
perhaps in part because no one outside the school (and often no one within the school) 
was interested in understanding the complexities of their work and providing challenge 
and support appropriate to their continuing development. I determined that when I 
became a teacher lessons would be lively, stimulating and filled with opportunities for 
meaningful learning, though I hadn't quite understood, at that point, the amounts of 
energy required nor the impossibility of achieving this with every student, every week 
of every term of every year over the span of a teaching career! Yet if every child and 
young person is entitled to the best possible learning opportunities, then it follows that 
teachers need to have the knowledge, skills, capacity and commitment to be able to 
provide these. 
Much emphasis in recent times has been placed by governments upon raising 
standards through systemic effectiveness and improvement efforts. I will argue that it 
is the teacher who must be at the centre of change efforts. In company with Michael, I 
have a passion for understanding the members of this unique profession who, alone, 
just to do their job, requiring sustained commitment of mind and spirit, of personal 
and professional selves, of knowledge and skills to be the best they can every day over 
a 40-year period in the face of 30 or more children or young people who are obliged to 
be present and who have a variety of recognised and unrecognised needs, not all of 
which can possibly be met by teachers. More than this, I believe that research inter-
nationally indicates a strong correlation between teachers' emotional and intellectual 
health and the raising of students' standards of achievement. There are many challenges 
to being and continuing to be the best teacher over a career. These include personal 
and professional biography and identity, policy conditions of service, the cultural 
histories of professionalism and the current cultures and contexts of schools themselves, 
socialisation, routines, leadership and self-efficacy. 
Michael Huberman's research on teachers' lives, networks for learning, 
professional development and change provides a seminal contribution to conceptualising 
teacher development as lifelong and emphasises the need for learning with others. In 
the second part of this lecture, I will draw upon this and other work, in order to consider 
how the challenge to be the best might be sustained and how researchers may take 
policy into account whilst maintaining their independence of mind. 
As a teacher and then as a schools adviser/inspector, teacher trainer and then 
university educator and researcher, I have remained curious about how best teachers 
can continue to learn in changing and challenging circumstances and how higher 
education can contribute most effectively. An abiding dilemma for universities around 
the world who wish to connect with the emerging new professionalism of teachers and 
schools is how to give importance to the legitimate interests and concerns of both the 
academy and the schools. Whilst organisational strategies of different kinds may be 
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applied, e.g. the establishment of research centres in which academic researchers adopt 
"service" roles in "helping teachers interpret, understand and reflect on their own 
practice" (Askling and Almen, 1995), the real challenge is in changing the cultures of 
the pre-service and in-service teacher education tutors themselves. This then will form 
the third and final part of this lecture. 
Placing Teachers at the Heart of the Standards Agenda 
The changing contexts of teaching 
If we want all students to actually learn in the way that new standards 
suggest and today's complex society demands, we will need to 
develop teaching that goes far beyond dispensing information, giving 
a test, and giving a grade. We will need to understand how to teach 
in ways that respond to students' diverse approaches to learning, 
that are structured to take advantage of students' unique starting 
points, and that carefully scaffold work aimed at more proficient 
performances. We will also need to understand what schools must 
do to organise themselves to support such teaching and learning .... 
21 st-century schools must shift from a selective mode - "character-
ized by minimal variation in the conditions for learning" in which 
"a narrow range of instructional options and a limited number of 
ways to succeed are available" - to an adaptive mode in which "the 
educational environment can provide for a range of opportunities 
for success". (Darling-Hammond, 1996, p. 7) 
Teaching now takes place in a world dominated by change, uncertainty and 
increasing complexity. As a reflection of this, government publications in Europe, 
North America and the Antipodes stress the technological, economic and social 
challenges which schools (and therefore teachers) face. They are confronted, it is said, 
by a number of changes, which lead to contradictory demands. 
On the one hand: 
• a commitment to education for all; 
• an extension of the period of initial schooling; 
• recognition of the growing importance of life-long education; 
more emphasis on general education for children and young 
people which prepares them for life rather than providing 
vocational skills for specific jobs; 
increasing emphasis on teamwork and co-operation; 
a consensus that general education should include attention to 
environmental issues, tolerance and mutual understanding. 
On the other hand: 
growing inequalities, deepening social differences and a break-
down in social cohesion; 
• an increase in alienation among youth and dropping out of 
school; 
• high levels of youth unemployment and charges that young 
people are ill-equipped to enter the world of work; 
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a resurgence of inter-ethnic tensions, xenophobia and racism, 
as well as the growing influence ofreligious sects and problems 
of drugs and gangs, with associated violence; 
increasing emphasis on competition and material values. 
(UNESCO, 1996) 
Concerned with the need to raise standards of achievement, and improve their 
positions in the world economic league tables, governments over the last twenty years 
have intervened more actively and with increasing frequency to improve the system of 
schooling. Financial self-reliance and ideological compliance have become the twin 
realities for many of today's schools and their teachers (A. Hargreaves, 1994, p. 5). 
Externally imposed curriculum, management innovations and monitoring and perfor-
mance assessment systems have often been poorly implemented; and they have resulted 
in periods of destabilisation, increased workload, intensification of teachers' work 
(Day et al., 1996), and a crisis of professional identity for many teachers who perceive 
a loss of public confidence in their ability to provide a good service. Governments 
seem not quite to realise the results of research which tell us that: (i) teachers' 
commitment to their work will increase student commitment (Bryk and Driscoll, 1988; 
Rosenholtz, 1989); and (ii) enthusiastic teachers (who are knowledgeable and skilled) 
work harder to make learning more meaningful for students, even those who may be 
difficult or unmotivated ( Guskey and Passaro, 1994 ). 
Whilst governments have introduced changes in different ways at different 
paces, change is nevertheless not optional. It is, it is said, a part of the "postmodem" 
condition, which requires political, organisational, economic, social and personal 
flexibility and responsiveness (Hargreaves, 1994). Little wonder that the post-modem 
condition for many teachers represents more of a threat than a challenge, or that many 
are confused by the paradox of decentralised systems, i.e. local decision-making 
responsibilities, alongside increased public scrutiny and external accountability and 
the associated bureaucracy. 
The new professionalism? 
Interventions which for some are a root and branch attack upon teacher autonomy or 
teacher professionalism, for others are a change in its nature. At the heart of this paradox 
lie competing and contested definitions of what it means to be a professional. Some 
argue that increased bureaucratic control and intensification over the last twenty years 
have reduced individual teachers' areas of discretion in decision making, and led to 
"chronic and persisting" overload and have effectively resulted in deskilling (Harris, 
1996), and thus, by implication, the likelihood of poorer teaching. The establishment in 
the UK, for example, of competency-driven, school-based apprenticeship models of pre-
service teacher training and alongside these systems of in-service teacher development 
which emphasise short-term training needs related to nationally rather than locally defined 
priorities, provides evidence in support of a theory of "proletarianisation". In England, 
the National Curriculum has been described as "a serial killer" in the demands it makes 
upon teachers (Campbell and Neill, 1994), and there is widespread evidence of increased 
levels of stress and decreased morale. From these perspectives, teachers are indeed on 
the way to becoming "technicians" whose job is to meet pre-specified achievement targets 
and whose room to manoeuvre, to exercise discretion - a hallmark of an autonomous 
professional - is thus increasingly restricted. 
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In a recent book, Eliot Freidson develops a useful model of professionalism 
based upon a theoretically chosen foundation. Drawing upon Abbott's work, he argues 
that what we may be witnessing in schools are the first signs of organisational rather 
than occupational dominance of expertise and that because, "in the everyday practice 
of teaching, moral and ethical issues assume as much importance as ... technical 
information" (Halliday, 1987, p. 37), teachers must resist. The major consequence of 
the ideological attacks on professionalism which have become prominent over the 
past few decades, he suggests, is: 
an atmosphere of distrust that has weakened the credibility of 
professional claims to an independent moral voice in evaluating social 
policies. (Freidson, 2001, p. 197) 
He goes on to suggest that: 
There is, then, still some popular foundation for the professional's 
claim of license to balance the public good against the needs and 
demands of the immediate clients or employers. Transcendent values 
add moral substance to the technical content of disciplines. Profes-
sionals claim the moral as well as the technical right to control the 
uses of their discipline, so they must resist economic and political 
restrictions that arbitrarily limit its benefits to others. While they 
should have no right to be the proprietors of the knowledge and 
technique of their disciplines, they are obliged to be their moral 
custodians. (Freidson, 2001, p. 222) 
Freidson concludes: 
What is likely to be the most at risk for the professions is their freedom 
to set their own agenda for the development of their discipline and 
to assume responsibility for its use. Thus, the most important problem 
for the future of professionalism is neither economic nor structural 
but cultural and ideological. The most important problem is its soul. 
(Freidson, 2001, pp. 212-13) 
There are three conclusions, which may be drawn from these perspectives 
and the contexts in which they are framed: 
a) The impact of the changing economic, social and knowledge contexts upon 
the education service as a whole has caused a move from the traditional post-
war model of the autonomous professional. In particular, what students learn, 
what they must achieve as the outcome ofleaming and what standards apply 
is now explicitly the everyday business of government. Occupational monopoly 
of expertise is giving way to organisational dominance. 
b) The circumstances in which teachers work and the demands made upon them 
are changing as communication technologies erode the role of teacher as 
exclusive holder of expert knowledge. As the social fabric of society becomes 
more fragmented, the educative role of schools and teachers as custodians of 
the public good becomes more complex. Higher expectations for higher-quality 
teaching demands teachers who are not only well qualified, highly motivated, 
knowledgeable, and skilful but also have clear moral and ethical purposes at 
the point of entry into teaching and throughout their careers. 
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c) If standards of student learning and achievement are to be raised and if society's 
social needs are to be addressed through education, a focus upon teachers' 
continuing career-long professional development is now not an option, but a 
key responsibility of governments, schools and teachers themselves. This is 
so because "behaving as a professional" involves: 
Displaying ... degrees of dedication and commitment, working long 
hours as a matter of course and accepting the open-ended nature of 
the task involved, which often impinge ... upon home and personal 
life ... it also entails maximum effort to "do the best you possibly 
can" and a constant quest for improved performance. At the same 
time it involves developing appropriate and caring relationships with 
students, which gives priority to their interests and well being, as 
well as dealing "professionally" with colleagues, parents and other 
external agencies where appropriate. Finally, because of the com-
plexities of the task of teaching and the obligation to meet varying 
individual needs, high levels of skill are necessary to respond intelli-
gently to multiple demands in a complex and changing environment 
... (adapted from Helsby, Knight, McCulloch, Saunders and 
Warburton, 1997, pp. 9-10) 
In other words, teaching is more than "just a job". 
The relationship between continuing professional development and teaching 
standards 
Acquiring the qualifications to become a teacher has always been a necessary but 
insufficient condition to succeed as a professional over a career span. Inevitably, 
subject knowledge will need to be regularly updated, teaching organisation and 
methods and skills revisited as, on the one hand, information becomes more accessible 
through advances in technology, whilst on the other, teaching pupils who are less 
socially compliant in conditions which are less conducive to promoting learning 
becomes more challenging. Teachers' voices are an important and still under-
represented part of the debate on the nature, form and content of continuing 
professional development (CPD). Writing about systemic reform in the province of 
Ontario, Canada, Ardra Cole suggests that, "perhaps the most persistent and poignant 
[example] of teacher helplessness is within the context of formalised professional 
development" (Cole, 1997, p. 16), in which most initiatives are for the most part 
conceptualised, designed and delivered for teachers, not by them. The current situation 
internationally is not unlike this. The maintenance of good teaching demands that 
teachers revisit and review regularly the ways in which they are applying principles 
of differentiation, coherence, progression and continuity and balance not only in the 
"what" and the "how" of their teaching but also in the "why" in terms of their core 
"moral" purposes. To be a professional means a lifelong commitment to inquiring 
practice. If we want children in schools to become lifelong learners, their teachers 
must provide the model. 
Calls for investment in professional development within the context of 
institutional development are far from being realised and by and large even the best 
research, which supports this, is noted but not acted upon. Most teachers still work in 
isolation from their colleagues for most of the time; opportunities for the development 
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of practice based upon observation and critique of that practice remain limited; and, 
despite the best efforts of many school leaders to promote collegial cultures, these are 
almost always at the level of planning or talking about teaching rather than at the level 
of examining practice itself. 
Reporting on the findings of a recent Leverhulme-funded study of teachers' 
perceptions of the provision of CPD, conducted in four LEAs in England, McMahon 
(1999) found that tensions between the two overall purposes of CPD - to promote 
school improvement or individual teacher development - had not been resolved. The 
evidence was that, "teachers are keen to improve their knowledge and skills, although 
at any one time their learning priorities might differ from those of the school or 
government" (McMahon, 1999, p. 104). The introduction of site-based school manage-
ment through which in theory "need" and "relevance" might be more accurately 
identified had not, the research revealed, proved to be a success. Because resources 
were more thinly and unevenly spread, choice of CPD mode had diminished ( e.g. rural 
schools had less access to HE, school networking had largely ceased); there were wide 
variations within schools. Few professional development co-ordinators were allocated 
time to do their job, commitments of head teachers to CPD varied and the bulk of the 
CPD budget was used for responding to external demands for curriculum reform and 
renewal. This meant that, "individual development needs were neglected unless they 
were in an area that was designated a school priority" (McMahon, 1999, p. 106). The 
five mandatory non-contact professional development days were often not well used, 
content and level were judged inappropriate, the quality of training poor and, "little or 
no attempt was made in any of the case study schools to identify and take account of 
teachers' preferred learning styles" (McMahon, 1999, p. 107). Finally, most teachers' 
experience of CPD was of short training courses, which were relevant to the immediate 
needs of the classroom. Many of these do not fulfil the longer-term motivational and 
intellectual needs of teachers themselves. They fail to connect with the essential moral 
purposes that are at the heart of their professionalism or to address directly the emotional 
commitment of teachers seeking to improve the quality of pupils' learning in changing 
circumstances. Such emotional commitments are part of teachers' substantive, 
professional selves (Kelchtermans, 1993), and integral to all teaching. Teacher develop-
ment must take account of these and the emotional, psychological and social settings 
which can encourage or discourage learning - for example, the teachers' own personal 
life histories, their professional learning experiences, expertise and school professional 
learning cultures which provide the day to day contexts for their work. McMahon 
concludes that: 
It does not appear that the notion of individual teacher entitlement 
to training and development is being given serious consideration at 
national level ... so most decisions about who gets access to training 
will continue to be made at school level and this will disadvantage a 
number of teachers. (McMahon, 1999, p. 111) 
Teachers' development 
Career development is ... a process, not a series of events. For some, 
this process may be linear, but for others there will be plateaux, 
regressions, dead ends, spurts, discontinuities. (Huberman, 1989, 
p. 32) 
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We know from research that teachers do not follow a smooth, uninterrupted 
development trajectory from, for example, novice through to expert (Benner, 1984), 
that they do not always learn from experience and that experience itself can be limiting 
to development (Britzman, 1991 ). We know also that they are influenced by (i) prior 
beliefs and personal values; (ii) professional experiences; (iii) the school and 
classroom contexts in which they work; (iv) their personal relationships in and out 
of school; and (v) other life circumstances, e.g. health, changing educational policy 
climates, conditions of service (Levin, 2001, p. 22). Because of changes in society 
( e.g. ICT, policy reform, changes in family circumstances of students) teachers also 
need to be responsive to external change. Yet under normal circumstances, teachers' 
learning is limited by the development of routines, "single loop learning" (Argyris 
and Schon, 1974), and taken for granted assumptions which limit their capacity to 
engage in the different kinds of reflection necessary for learning and change (Day, 
1999). To survive in classrooms, teachers develop routines (Clark and Yinger, 1977) 
and so are not naturally systematically reflective about their work - partly because 
of its "busyness" and partly because interrogation of practice and its contexts can be 
threatening to self-esteem and current practices, especially when organisational 
cultures are not supportive. That is not to suggest that they do not engage in reflection, 
but that to engage in systematic reflection of different kinds is not always possible. 
One of the key recommendations of an American study conducted in 1996 by the 
National Foundation for the Improvement of Education was that: "finding time to 
build professional development into the life of the school through flexible scheduling 
and extended blocks of time when students are on vacation" (Renyi, 1998, p. 71) 
was the teachers' primary concern. When teachers in England were asked about 
their professional learning preferences, including INSET (Harland and Kinder, 1997), 
their responses, too, pointed to the need for time (i) to meet with colleagues from 
their own and other schools to discuss current issues and concerns; (ii) to engage in 
curriculum development workshops which embodied the "practicality ethic" (Doyle 
and Ponder, 1977); and (iii) to learn from outside speakers and "provider-led" higher 
education programmes. By far the greatest influences on their professional 
development, however, were their own experiences, beliefs and convictions and those 
of their colleagues. 
I want now to turn to one of Michael Huberman's ground-breaking and lasting 
contributions to our understandings of teacher development, which remains some fifteen 
years later without equal. He conducted a preliminary study (1978-9) with 30 and an 
extended study (1982-5) with 160 secondary level teachers in Geneva and Vaud. 
Roughly two thirds taught at lower secondary and the rest at upper secondary schools. 
There were slightly more women than men. Four "experience groups" were chosen: 
5-10 years of experience 
11-19 years of experience 
20-29 years of experience 
30-39 years of experience. 
Within this sample a random sample was generated, containing teachers of 
all subject matter areas in equivalent proportions to the population ofreference. During 
a series of five-hour interviews, informants were asked to review their career trajectory 
and to see whether they could carve it up into phases or stages, each with a theme and 
identifiable features. 
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The career development "process" which Huberman's research revealed has 
become the touchstone for researchers in this field worldwide. There are few who do 
not recognise the following. 
Years 1-5 Career entry and socialisation - survival and discovery, stabilisation, 
commitment, easy or painful beginnings, consolidation and refining 
of teaching repertoires. 
Years 5-11 Diversification and change - experimentation, increasing classroom 
effectiveness, "signing on" for reforms, joining peer networks, strong 
involvement in school and community, fear of stagnation. 
Years 12-19 Stock-taking and interrogations at mid-career - associated with life, 
career review, self-assessment, stagnation or cynicism, "choosing to 
make the most of where one is or to leave the profession", plateauing. 
Years 19-30 Serenity - reflecting, self-accepting, lessening of involvement, 
increased professional effectiveness. 
Conservatism - more sceptical about attempts at structural reform, 
increasing levels of rigidity, increased "prudence" or resistance to 
change. 
Years 31-40 Disengagement - serene or bitter. 
He discovered that "a large part of development is neither personally pro-
grammed nor personally engineered but rather discontinuous ... lacking in continuity 
and order, and sometimes downright random" (Huberman, 1995, p. 194). 
stated: 
Writing in 1995 about professional careers and professional development, he 
The hypothesis is fairly obvious: Teachers have different aims and 
different dilemmas at various moments in their professional cycle, 
and their desires to reach out for more information, knowledge, 
expertise and technical competence will vary accordingly ... A core 
assumption here is that there will be commonalities among teachers 
in the sequencing of their professional lives and that one particular 
form of professional development may be appropriate to these shared 
sequences ... (Huberman, 1995, p. 193) 
He suggested that we "can begin to identify modal profiles of the teaching 
career and, from these, see what determines more and less 'successful' or 'satisfactory' 
careers ... identify the conditions under which a particular phase in the career cycle is 
lived out happily or miserably and, from these, put together an appropriate support 
structure" (Huberman, 1995, p. 194). However, in a typically self-critical note - a 
characteristic worthy of the best researchers - he warned of the ways in which 
ontogenetic, psychological research underestimate, as he had in not accounting in his 
research for the organisational effects, the importance ( and influence) of social and 
historical factors. There is a need to conduct empirical research on teacher careers in 
all countries, for, as he acknowledged, his own work was limited by the cultural effect 
of a homogenous teaching population and did not take place in times of turbulence in 
teaching. 
Huberman's work, alongside that of Ann Lieberman, Milbrey McLaughlin, 
Judith Warren Little, John Elliott, Judyth Sachs, Peter Woods, Michael Fullan, Andy 
Hargreaves, and others who champion the complexity of professionals and their 
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development, provides an "in principle" critique of prescribed stage theory based 
professional development programmes such as those favoured by policy makers in the 
UK looking for a suitable managerial framework for CPD programmes. Linear, "stage" 
models ignore the complexity and dynamic of classroom life, the discontinuities of 
learning and the importance of continuing regular opportunities for deliberative 
reflection "on" and "about" experience as a way of locating and extending under-
standings of the meaning of experience in broader contexts which research consistently 
reveals. Teachers will move backwards and forwards between phases during their 
working lives for all kinds of reasons to do with personal history, psychological and 
social factors. Taking on a new role, changing schools, teaching a new age group or a 
new syllabus will almost inevitably result in development disruption, at least 
temporarily. 
There are problems, also, in a changing world, with regarding the acquisition 
of expertise as the end of the learning journey. Becoming an expert does not mean that 
learning ends - hence the importance of maintaining the ability to be a lifelong inquirer. 
Expert teachers are those who retain their ability to be self-conscious about their teaching 
and are constantly aware of the learning possibilities inherent in each teaching episode 
and individual interaction. 
Huberman 's work and the studies of others in areas related to teachers' careers 
reveal that: 
There are different concerns at different moments in the professional life 
cycle. 
Few teachers are happy with conventional in-service formats. 
Most learning is done alone - what he calls controversially a "lone wolf' 
scenario because the architectural and social organisation of schooling make 
it difficult to do otherwise. 
Where teachers have opportunities to work collaboratively with peers, have 
assistance and training from experts, access to additional resources, and 
intensive experimentation on inquiry and development projects, which they 
approved, they are uniformly enthusiastic. 
His work also challenges some of the work of"life history" researchers who 
do not take account of what Ivor Goodson later called "genealogies of context" 
(Goodson, 2000). 
What is less known is his discovery of three factors which are predictive of 
professional satisfaction later in the career. 
1. Teachers who spontaneously sought some form of role shift [every 4-5 years]. 
2. The "best years" - specific groups/classes with whom they enjoyed 
"privileged" relationships. 
3. The experience of achieving significant results in the classroom "against the 
odds". 
Finally, as with his collaborations with Matthew Miles, Huberman is not afraid 
to speak to policy makers directly with the power of his findings: 
Minimally, sustaining professional growth seems to require manage-
able working conditions, opportunities - and sometimes demands -
to experiment modestly without sanctions if things go awry, periodic 
shifts in role assignments without a corresponding loss of perquisites, 
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regular access to collegial expertise and external stimulation, and a 
reasonable chance to achieve significant outcomes in the classroom. 
These are not utopian conditions. It may just be the case, in fact, that 
they have not been met more universally because policy and 
administrative personnel have not deliberately attended to them. ( op. 
cit., p. 206) 
Teacher burnout 
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The findings of the 45th Session ofUNESCO's International Conference on Education 
in 1996 observed a 
dissociation between the recognition of the teachers' importance and 
the absence of any real measure taken in their favour, whether ... 
from the financial point of view, from that of the level of involvement 
in management or of the improvement of the limited or in-service 
training processes (Tedesco, 1997, p. 30) 
and provided evidence that structural adjustment policies in many developing countries 
had led to a decline in expenditure and significant deterioration in the working conditions 
of teachers: 
This deterioration produced, in its turn, a series of well-known 
phenomena: demoralisation, abandonment of the profession, absen-
teeism, the search for other occupations and, finally, a negative impact 
on the quality of education offered. (Tedesco, 1997, p. 24) 
In his later years, Huberman focused his work on teachers "playing out their 
careers in periods of social turbulence ... or in moments of structural reform within 
their school system [who] are likely to have different trajectories from peers working 
in different social environments" (Huberman, 1995, pp. 194-5). In a book co-edited 
with Roland Vandenberghe in 1999, he wrote: 
The quality of the relationship between teacher and pupils can be 
one of the most rewarding aspects of the teaching profession, but it 
can also be the source of emotionally draining and discouraging 
experiences. Because burnout has considerable implications for 
teachers' performance relative to pupils and colleagues -not to speak 
of teachers' own well being - it is a problem with serious conse-
quences both for the teaching career and, more fundamentally, for 
the learning outcomes of pupils themselves ... (Huberman and 
Vandenberghe, 1999,p.3) 
Burnout is not a new phenomenon, and over the years several studies have 
identified its effects. We know, for example, that (i) in New York Secondary Schools 
only 50 percent of the teachers looked forward to each working day in school (Rivera-
Batiz and Marti, 1995); (ii) burnt-out teachers give less information and praise to 
students and interact less frequently with them (Mancini et al., 1984); (iii) in the UK, 
23 percent of the sample surveyed indicated having significant illness over the last 
year (Travers and Cooper, 1996). 
Although many teachers begin their careers "with a sense that their work is 
socially meaningful and will yield great satisfactions", this is lost as, 
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the inevitable difficulties of teaching ... interact with personal issues 
and vulnerabilities, as well as social pressure and values, to engender 
a sense of frustration and force a reassessment of the possibilities of 
the job and the investment one wants to make in it. (Farber, 1991, p. 
36) 
Career development is often accompanied by "a sense of inconsequentiality" 
(Farber, 1991). 
Many teachers in mid-to-late career become disenchanted or marginalise 
themselves from learning, no longer holding the good of their pupils as a 
high priority. 
Low self-esteem, and shame (at not achieving desired results) is directly 
correlated with less variety of teaching approaches and thus less connection 
with students' learning needs. 
As ever, Huberman points the way forward: 
This is not to say that burnout is endemic to the teaching career but 
rather that there are sources at the individual, institutional, and 
societal levels that can compromise career satisfaction: meaning-
fulness, successful execution, enduring commitment, professional 
growth through increased experience and the learning ofnew skills, 
caring relations with peers and pupils, and the balance between work 
and family life ... (Huberman, 1995, pp. 3-4) 
This connection drawn between the centrality of the quality of the teacher-
learner relationship and the dire consequences for it when emotional exhaustion, 
depersonalisation and a sense of reduced personal accomplishment creeps into teachers' 
working lives is where, I believe, the worldwide governmental concerns for teaching 
standards and student achievement and, in many countries, problems with recruitment 
and retention intersect, and where many ofus should be placing our emphasis ifwe are 
to use our research to influence. 
The VITAE Project 
One research project, which explores the theme of variations in teachers and 
relationships between these and pupil progress and outcomes, is just beginning in 
England. VITAE is a four-year government funded study of factors contributing to 
variations in teacher effectiveness. It is collaboration between the Centre for Research 
on Teacher and School Development at the University of Nottingham and London 
University Institute of Education. It builds upon and goes beyond Huberman's research 
on teachers' career cycles and, for the first time, looks systematically over time at what 
affects teachers' lives and how these effects influence pupils' progress and achievements. 
The research combines multi-level modelling with extended case studies of cohorts of 
300 teachers (drawn from an initial sample of7500 in 3500 schools) in early, mid and 
late career in 100 primary and secondary schools with different SES (socio-economic 
status) in a range of geographical locations. The initial conceptual map on which the 
work is based is shown in Figure 16.1. 




Figure 16.1 A conceptual map of factors affecting teacher effectiveness 
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The project aims to look at the variables which affect teachers over time in 
different circumstances - including the influence of teacher biography, identity, policy 
and school, departmental and pupil cultures. It seeks to tease out connections between 
these effects and pupil progress and outcomes by creating pupil social, attitudinal and 
academic assessment data; and, for the first time, we believe, combines and extends 
previous work on school and teacher effectiveness, teachers' careers and development, 
relationships between teaching and learning, teacher and learner. In short, our objectives 
are to provide: 
i) an authoritative analysis of factors affecting teachers' effectiveness which 
will add to knowledge of teachers' careers and occupational satisfaction ( or 
dissatisfaction), commitment ( or lack of commitment) and achievements; 
ii) empirical data, which will be ofuse to policy-makers in considering issues of 
recruitment, retention and quality; 
iii) accessible outcomes, which will be of value to teachers and other educational 
professionals. 
The Role of Higher Education in the Standards Agenda 
The nature of educational research 
It is unusual, perhaps, to consider the contributions that educational research may 
make to the standards raising agendas of governments across the world, for these are 
normally associated with new centrally imposed governance, results-driven curricula, 
assessment and management systems designed to increase the contractual accountability 
of schools and teachers and, through this, raise the educational attainments of students 
in schools. 
Indeed, researchers across the world ( e.g. Elliott, 1991; Day, 1991; Zeichner, 
1995; Goodson, 1995) have long recognised the divide that often characterises the 
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worlds of teacher research and research in the academy and the limits of its influence. 
In his presidential address to the American Educational Research Association's Annual 
Conference in Chicago, more than ten years ago, Larry Cuban spoke of the limited 
usefulness of research as perceived by those outside the academic community and of 
his own dilemma as one who had "practised" in the schools system, and "researched" 
as a scholar in higher education. He called for more networking between educational 
communities of all kinds, and for the establishment of caring communities, which 
would move beyond what is still for many outside academe the rhetoric of collaboration. 
In highlighting the scholar-practitioner dilemma he, like others, identified alienation 
or at best the worldwide scepticism expressed by many teachers about research and 
researchers which is so unproductive (Day, 1991; Zeichner, 1995). 
The same might be said about the divide between policy- in many countries 
based upon political ideology - and research. Whilst there is not always agreement 
about priorities and practices, there is a need to assert the unique complementarity 
of purposes of policy-makers, schools and departments of education in the education 
of teachers and in seeking the betterment of pupils. There is, however, a tension 
between the core "service" purposes of departments of education to teachers and 
schools and their location within the academy. In a historical analysis, Ivor Goodson 
(1995) claims that schools and departments of education "may have entered a 'devil's 
bargain' (p. 141) when they became part of universities, with the result that, "their 
mission changed from being primarily concerned with matters central to the practice 
of schooling towards issues of status passage through more conventional university 
scholarship" (p. 141 ). One consequence of this is that "the relationship between 
faculties of education and school practitioners constitutes a model of how to talk 
past each other" (p. 141 ). 
Recently, David Labaree (2000) examined the nature of knowledge produced 
by educational researchers and considered its status within the academy and impact 
outside it. Using Tony Becher's distinction between "hard" and "soft", "pure" and 
"applied" in his seminal book on Academic Tribes and Territories (Becher, 1989), 
Labaree provides a persuasive explanation of and justification for the kinds of research 
undertaken by educational researchers. He contrasts disciplines producing "hard" 
knowledge in which research findings which are claimed to be "verifiable, definitive 
and cumulative" (p. 57) can be built upon, "pushing the pursuit of knowledge in that 
field to the next level" (p. 57), with disciplines which produce soft knowledge. Here, 
as Donald Schon before him identified, the intellectual topography of professional 
practice is less well defined. 
In the varied topography of professional practice, there is a high, 
hard ground where practitioners can make effective use ofresearch-
based theory and technique, and there is a swampy lowland where 
situations are confusing "messes" incapable of technical solution. 
The difficulty is that the problems of the high ground, however 
great their technical interest, are often relatively unimportant to 
clients or to the larger society, while in the swamp are the problems 
of greatest human concern. Shall the practitioner stay on the high 
ground where he can practice rigorously ... or shall he descend to 
the swamp where he can engage the most important and challenging 
problems ifhe is willing to forsake technical rigour? (Schon, 1983, 
p. 43) 
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It is, Labaree suggests, on such swampy ground that it is "more difficult to 
establish findings which are reproducible and whose validity can be successfully 
defended against challenges by others" (p. 57) in work in which producers focus most 
of their attention on "problems of description and interpretation; how to portray and 
make sense of the texts or events under study ... [ and in which] ... findings are always 
subject to challenge by researchers who adopt a different interpretive approach. [and 
so are constantly] ... rebuilding the foundations of their disciplines, as they continually 
reinterpret the most fundamental issues in their fields" (p. 57). 
Educational researchers "cannot build towers on the foundations laid by others 
because these foundations are always being reconstructed. As a result, research work 
is spread over a wide area, as individuals and groups continually work at rethinking 
the most basic issues in the field as they each pursue their own interpretive approaches" 
(p. 62). Labaree also contrasts disciplines, which produce "pure" knowledge, "oriented 
around the construction of theory" (p. 59), and those, like education, which produce 
applied knowledge in order "not to establish general patterns but to solve particular 
problems" (p. 59). Significantly, he identifies the particular pressure on educational 
researchers when he writes: "It is not enough to study what is interesting about 
education; the researcher is under pressure to improve it" (p. 60). 
The implications of continuing to draw a line between policy-makers, 
professional researchers (from the academy) and "other" researchers (in schools) without 
considering their complementarity and respective development need to be carefully 
considered, lest separation does a disservice to all. If the evidence still points to a lack of 
use by teachers of much research where they themselves have not been involved in the 
research process, by sustaining the notion of a "profession of academic educational 
research" removed from practitioner communities, we run the risk of perpetuating this. 
The influence of educational research on practice 
Huberman and Miles' (1984) up-close study of innovation stressed that success 
depended on whether or not the change was able to be embedded into the structure 
through generating a critical mass of committed teachers - a conclusion that provided 
the cornerstone of all subsequent systemic school improvement models. Huberman's 
(1993b) later study of dissemination efforts in large-scale national projects of applied 
research and his paper published in ISATT's own journal on "Networks that alter 
teaching: conceptualisations, exchanges and experiments" (Huberman, 1995a), like 
that of Judith Warren Little ( 1982), Judyth Sachs (2000) and John Elliott ( 1991 ), lends 
empirical support to the twin importance of teachers' and researchers' involvement in 
the organisational contexts of reform. 
Huberman was concerned throughout his life with the ways in which research 
knowledge becomes practice. Acknowledging the seminal work of Kurt Lewin, Ronald 
Lippett and Paul Lazarsfeld, he reminded us of two ways in which "researchers" and 
"users" can interact. The first where researchers generate knowledge in the "scientific" 
universe, then transfer it to "practitioners", facing the seemingly impossible hurdles of 
perceived need, relevance and distortions; the second, the action research tradition in 
which practitioners define the knowledge they require and researchers frame their 
studies around these needs. In both strands, researchers and practitioners interact, though 
in different ways. 
Huberman's contribution to the debate on researcher/practitioner roles and 













Figure 16.2 Relationship between diffuser and user (Huberman, 1993b, p.36) 
was able to draw on both the more traditional researcher role ( an inevitable consequence 
not only of predilection but also of conditions of service which demand a steady flow 
of publications in learned journals from higher education tutors and a fully timetabled 
teaching day from school teachers); his knowledge of change and change processes, 
drawn from his extensive work with David Crandall, Matthew Miles, and Ron Have lock 
among others; and action research. He coined the term "sustained interactivity" as a 
means of bridging the gap between knowledge production and knowledge use. 
Huberman defined it as: 
Multiple exchanges between researchers and potential "users" of that 
research ... prior to, during the conduct of . . . and . . . during the 
analysis and write-up phase of a study. (Huberman, 1995, pp. 36-7) 
Ten years later this has become central to the work of professional development 
schools and school improvement networks. Huberman's hypothesis was that such 
sustained conversations result in measurable shifts in the ways people construe the 
issues: 
The fact of having to reframe one's findings in different ways for 
different publics, and of having to address counter-examples, 
qualifications and outright challenges on the part of practitioners 
testing the research finds against their own experience and local 
context, appears to trigger a decentring process among researchers. 
( op. cit., p. 49) 
Although he did not embrace fully the emancipatory principles of action 
research, Huberman concluded that research is more likely to have a strong conceptual 
influence on practitioners when researchers are active in the contexts where innovations 
are in process; and that: 
If we researchers are interested in changing our minds, we need to 
take our findings out into the field and observe very carefully how 
they hold up under duress. (Huberman, in Day et al., 1993, p. 51) 
A recent report of a critical review on the impact of educational research in 
the school sector in Australia (BERA, 2001) demonstrated "the inadequacies of 
conceiving the relationship between educational research and practice as a 'linear' 
relationship". Rather, it presented a "multi-layered, unpredictable, interacting process 
of engagement between the researcher and the educator" (p. 23). Thus: 
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The question of "impact" then becomes one of effective and 
responsive linkages at all levels: within the research community, 
within the professional community, and between those two commu-
nities and the individuals within them. (BERA, 2001, p. 23) 
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The report also suggested that government-funded programmes, which 
incorporate strong professional development components, or networks across sectors 
assist the translation ofresearch into practical applications (op. cit., p. 24). There is a 
compelling case for reconceptualising the relationship between higher education and 
the profession. 
There remains, then, a pressing need for closer, more sustained relations and 
joint responsibilities for knowledge creation, development and dissemination, sug-
gesting collaborative research projects, problem-oriented seminars for groups of 
schools, researchers and mid-career professionals and jointly planned programmes 
with policy-makers. Yet there are still concerns that (i) the validity of much of the 
work of educational researchers continues to be questioned from without and within 
as being either irrelevant, lacking in rigour or simply not generalisable is a continuing 
concern; and (ii) it is often still researchers, not practitioners, or policy-makers who 
determine the agenda of educational research. Others have made similar criticisms in 
the past, though in a different context (Elliott, 1991; Day, 1991; Zeichner, 1995; 
Goodson, 1995; Hargreaves, 1996); and much research by academics, it seems, does 
not reach, does not influence, and is not valued by teachers in schools or by policy-
makers. 
Conclusion: The Challenge to Be the Best 
The separation between the school-teaching, policy-making and academic communities 
that exists partly because of history, partly because of function and partly because of 
collusion need not continue. Worlds which emphasise the systematic gathering of 
knowledge, the questioning and challenge of ideology, formal examination of 
experience, professional criticism and seemingly endless discussion of possibilities 
rather than solutions, need not necessarily conflict with those dominated by unexamined 
ideology, action, concrete knowledge and busyness (Day, 1991, p. 537; Cuban, 1992, 
p. 8). Although it is interesting to observe that as researchers from universities and 
other agencies seek to work more closely with teachers and schools, the locus of policy 
formulation becomes more distant, there are examples of growing understandings of 
the possibilities for their complementarity. Michael Huberman was one who recognised 
the power of such collaboration despite the possibilities of suppression, distortion, 
selective inattention and decontextualisation of the results by some for whom the love 
of politics excludes the application of integrity. Part of higher education's responsibility 
is to use our "room to manoeuvre", to expose policy masquerading as research, to 
critique policy where it flies in the face of research, to be rigorous in our own research, 
whether separate from or in collaboration with teachers; and to communicate rather 
than colonise the voices of practitioners. In order to do this we need to maintain and 
develop critical engagement with policy-makers, interest groups and practitioners. 
In involving ourselves in the micropolitics of knowledge use (Zeuli, 1996, p. 
178) we need appropriate competences: 
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The competencies we then need as professionals must include the 
competence to cross borders, cultures and dialects, the learning and 
translating of multiple languages (the political, the everyday, the 
academic) and the courage to transgress when faced with social 
injustices ... How we practice our authority is then the issue, not 
what we claim or profess: ifwe believe in something then we have 
to practice it. (Walker, 1996, pp. 407-25) 
This, perhaps, is the kind of lifelong learning in which, as educational 
researchers, we must engage. Michael Huberman and his work provide a model to us 
all. To paraphrase Jaraslav Pelikan (1992), when we are performing at our full potential, 
we are positioned in a delicate balance between the university and the society, and 
specifically between the university and the professional constituencies for which the 
professional schools are responsible. The university protects us from becoming the 
vassals for the constituency or shaping our courses to what the constituency believes 
at any particular moment to be needed for a true professional in the field, which may 
be, and usually is, significantly different from what such a professional will need some 
years down the line. But the constituency, in turn, protects us from becoming mere 
satellites of the graduate school of arts and sciences. That delicate balance puts the 
professional schools into their leadership position in the lifelong education that is 
reshaping the mission of the university as a whole. 
The challenge for university departments of education, then, is to engage in 
strategic planning for initiation and response through which their capacity to respond 
to schools' agendas as well as to take forward those of the academy will be increased. 
In developing new kinds of relationships with schools and teachers they will be 
demonstrating a service-wide commitment in which traditional expertise (e.g. in 
research and knowledge production) is combined with new expertise in forms of co-
operative and collaborative knowledge creation, development and consultancy which 
are part of a more diverse portfolio which connects more closely with the needs of the 
school community at large. Such a portfolio would demonstrate the commitment of 
university educators to improving teaching and learning in collaboration with schools 
and teachers through capacity-building partnerships in addition to an ongoing 
commitment to producing knowledge in, of and about education and generating 
knowledge for education which could be utilised and tested by the system for which it 
has been produced, both directly and indirectly. Current perceived problems of 
credibility; relevance of research and fitness for purpose of programmes of study would 
thus be minimised (Day, 1998). 
The challenge to be the best applies to teachers and researchers in schools 
and universities. To be the best ourselves requires us to be passionate and disinterested, 
to be close up and distant to their work, and to reflect critically upon our own work and 
its impact. Like Michael Huberman, we must always be active in checking out the 
connections, at all levels, between policy, research and practice; and most of all we 
should be, become and remain recklessly curious. 
Chapter 17 
Tertiary Teacher Development: 
Connecting Policy, Personal 
Theory and Practice 
Neil Haigh 
Introduction 
When I began to think about the conference theme Connecting Policy and Practice and 
its relevance to my work as a tertiary teacher developer, it immediately occurred to me 
that while policy is certainly an important influence on my practice, personal theory is 
at least as influential. Further, personal theory both informs and mediates the policy-
practice connection. So, with these three interrelated elements in mind, I decided to 
(a) identify policies and theory that have a major influence on my day-to-day practice; 
(b) assess the relative "weight" of their influence and the reciprocal interactions that 
are possible between them; ( c) review the extent to which alignment exists between 
university policies and my theory; and consider associated issues. 
Why undertake this exercise? First, as an aspect of on-going reflection on my 
teaching, I recognise the need to explain my practice - to myself - and to consider the 
implications of those explanations for future practice (Haigh, 2000a). This is a case 
study of an attempt to do this. Second, I currently need to explain my practice - to 
others. The context for this is a review now underway of policies, provisions and 
practices associated with teacher development in my university. While the review is an 
institution-wide one, the university's Teaching and Learning Development Unit (TLDU) 
is a key focal point. As Director of the unit, my own practice and the practice of the 
unit as a whole, inevitably comes under scrutiny. Undertaking this self-review/reflection 
is preparation for that scrutiny and my record of the outcomes may be relevant, and of 
interest, to others preparing for comparable reviews. 
Policy 
University policies might be expected to provide views and guidelines concerning the 
attributes of competent and outstanding teachers, goals for teacher development, the 
subject matter of teacher development, and priorities for development, strategies for 
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teacher development, career-long development requirements and expectations, rewards 
for teaching development. What are the realities? My university does provide such 
guidelines in a number of policy documents. These documents include University 
Strategic Plan, Academic Plan, Course and Teaching Appraisal Policy, Research and 
Postgraduate Studies Policy, Probation Policy, Promotions Policy and Study Leave 
Policy. Currently, there is no single policy document concerning academic staff/teaching 
development or a document that draws together all policies concerning learning and 
teaching ( e.g. a Teaching and Learning Plan). Predictably, there is considerable variation 
in the specificity of policy statements. In tum, they vary in the extent to which they 
provide explicit, detailed guidelines for the individual teacher, and those staff who are 
responsible for facilitating teacher development. 
What guidance does existing policy offer? In particular, it indicates explicitly 
or implicitly some priorities for the subject matter of teaching development. For 
example, subject matter that can be identified from the University Strategic Plan includes 
design/delivery of distance learning opportunities; curriculum, learning and teaching 
approaches for international students; design of e-learning opportunities; the teaching 
and learning of Maori students. The Research and Postgraduate Studies Policy gives 
emphasis to scholarship and academic work, the teaching-research nexus and 
supervision capabilities. 
I have had input into the development of some of these policies through my 
membership of related working parties. In these contexts, my personal theory has 
influenced policy. An example is a recently developed policy concerning the teaching-
research nexus. This policy takes into account literature-sourced views about the nexus 
that I introduced to the working party and illustrations I provided of the way this nexus 
was expressed in and benefited my own academic work. The policy was developed, in 
part, because there is a legislative mandate in New Zealand for the interdependence of 
teaching and research in universities (New Zealand Education Amendment Act, 1990). 
Prior to the development of this policy, I had introduced a workshop for beginning 
teachers in which the related topics of the teaching-research nexus and the place of 
scholarship in academic work were addressed (Haigh, 2000b ). This alignment of 
legislation, policy and personal theory strengthens considerably my ability to make 
the case for particular teaching practices. 
While such policies continue to be developed in my university, some gaps 
and limitations remain. For example, there are no statements embedded in policy 
concerning the attributes of competent and outstanding teachers, the goals for teacher 
development, what development activities are required rather than recommended and 
career-long development expectations. So, what has been the basis for my practice 
when university policy cannot inform it? First, I have turned to other "official" policies 
that offer relevant perspectives. For example, there are documents that prescribe learning 
goals for university education. These documents include (a) the New Zealand Education 
Amendment Act ( 1990) which defines the primary purpose of university education as 
being "to develop intellectual independence" and (b) definitions of the different levels 
of university programmes of study (New Zealand Vice Chancellors Committee). Given 
these learning outcome statements, it is possible to infer: 
The desirable features of students' learning opportunities, experiences and 
activities, and 
The knowledge, skills and attitudes that teachers would require to arrange 
and facilitate them and, in tum, construct a teaching development agenda. 
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Again, my personal views and the views of those associated with these policies 
are in alignment, and having a legislative mandate for the intellectual independence 
goal adds considerable weight to my own view that it merits high status as a tertiary 
learning goal - and that our teaching methods must "fit" this end (Haigh, 1994). 
My second response to gaps and limitations in university policy is to base my 
practice on personal theory. 
Personal Theory 
My personal theory has determined, in particular, the general goals that I have for 
teaching development and my views about the way in which those goals and associated 
developmental activities should change as teachers make the journey from novice to 
expert. What are some of the core concepts and propositions that constitute my personal 
theory of teaching and teaching development? 
Teachers who are best equipped to facilitate their students' learning have the 
following general attributes: 
A rich repertoire of teaching methods and skills 
Sensitivity to the myriad of factors that make particular ways of teaching 
more or less appropriate 
Good control of specific skills 
Willingness and capacity to reflect on and research their own teaching 
Awareness that the choices they make concerning teaching and learning 
objectives and approaches are shaped by their beliefs about the primary 
purposes of education. They can make those beliefs explicit and teach in ways 
that "fit" these purposes. In this sense their teaching is "educative" as well as 
effective (Haigh and Katterns, 1984, pp. 23-7). 
An agenda for teaching development based on these criteria includes extending 
repertoire, increasing sensitivity, gaining control, undertaking reflection and research. 
When beginning to work with colleagues, I make this agenda, and the assumptions 
that underpin it, explicit. One of the assumptions is that it is not possible to construct 
foolproof recipes for effective teaching because a teacher cannot control many of the 
conditions that ultimately determine whether someone learns. 
Effective teachers construct "personal practical knowledge" about teaching 
through reflection. Three pre-requisites for productive and powerful reflection are belief 
in the value ofreflection, an appreciation of what it would be worthwhile reflecting on 
and a rich repertoire ofreflection skills. If those pre-requisites are to be fulfilled, it is 
likely that teachers will need to learn what to reflect on and how to reflect. Accordingly, 
I teach colleagues about reflection and ways of reflecting (Haigh, 2000a) and assist 
them to engage in reflection on particular learning and teaching situations (Haigh, 
1996). 
Teachers are more likely to be effective teaching practitioners if they can 
engage in the "scholarship of teaching" as well as draw on the "scholarship on teaching". 
Hutchings and Shulman (1999) characterise the scholarship of teaching as "a kind of 
'going meta' in which faculty frame and systematically investigate questions related 
to student learning - the conditions under which it occurs, what it looks like, how to 
deepen it, and so forth - and to do so with an eye not only to improving their own 
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classroom but to advancing practice beyond it" (p. 12). As Shulman observes ''we 
develop a scholarship of teaching when our work becomes public, peer reviewed and 
critiqued, and exchanged with other members of our professional communities so that 
they in turn can build on our work" (Shulman, 2000, p. 49). Encouraging and helping 
colleagues to engage in the scholarship of teaching is one of my key teaching 
development goals. 
Epistemological differences in disciplines give rise to differences in assump-
tions about valued learning outcomes, conceptions of teaching, views about good 
learning and teaching practices and ways of engaging in the scholarship of teaching 
(Huber, 1999; Healey, 2000). I explicitly acknowledge these differences and the 
constraints that my own discipline background potentially imposes on me as a teaching 
developer. I also endeavour to help colleagues recognise that standing in the shoes of 
colleagues who come from disciplines other than their own may provide rewarding 
new perspective on learning and teaching. 
As teachers journey from being a novice to an expert teacher, what they want 
to learn and need to learn in relation to teaching capabilities changes. The learning and 
teaching approaches that best assist their learning at each stage of the journey change 
in turn. Propositions about the novice-expert journey, derived from the widely known 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus ( 1986) model of skills acquisition, other literature ( e.g. Butler, 
1996) as well as my own reflected-on experiences, have a prominent place in my 
teaching theory. Examples of those propositions include: 
Novices need to learn to recognise a limited number of key features of 
(teaching-learning) situations that will be relevant to certain teaching 
activities. They also need some context-free/generalisable rules to guide 
their actions (if these features are present, do this). The agenda for their 
learning must be relatively modest as their information-handling capabilities 
will be stretched handling the storage and retrieval of these "getting started" 
rules. If further information about exceptions to these rules or variations on 
the rules is offered prematurely, it is likely to overwhelm them. The feedback 
they will be most responsive to concerns how well they are following the 
rules (am I doing it right). They need close support, including mentoring, 
while they practice applying the rules and begin to generate their own 
experience. 
As novices generate experience, they ( can) begin to learn, through reflection 
on those experiences. Those reflections may include noticing recurrent features 
of situations ( every time this is present, this happens), identifying aspects of 
situations that should be responded to and recognising the extent to which 
some rules can be generalised. These reflections are the basis for the beginner 
constructing their own rules. At this stage, they need to be prompted and 
assisted to reflect carefully on situations. That assistance includes teaching 
them what aspects of learning and teaching situations they might reflect on 
and how to engage effectively in reflection. 
Appropriate development activities for competent teachers may include close 
analysis oflearning and teaching incidents, developing and refining strategies 
for handling challenging situations, systematically trying out new strategies 
and skills in real or simulated situations. These activities can provide the 
basis for teachers engaging in research as an avenue for development (i.e. 
engaging in the scholarship of teaching). 
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For proficient and expert teachers, techniques such as stream-of-consciousness 
records, think-aloud protocols and stimulated recall may help them to surface 
and reflect on the rich set of maxims and rules that they usually draw on 
unconsciously, using intuition. Confronting them with novel situations may 
similarly prompt them to engage consciously in analysis and the generation 
of new rules. 
This representation of the novice to expert journey is the foundation for a 
development agenda in which the focus progressively shifts in emphasis from rules -
to reflection - then on to research. 
How do these elements of my personal theory shape my practice? Here are 
some examples. 
Introduction to Teaching Workshops for beginning teachers centre on common 
conceptions oflearning and teaching, getting-started rules and an introduction 
to reflection as a way of developing teaching capabilities. 
As a follow-up to these workshops, participants are encouraged to ask TLDU 
staff to observe classes and to assist them to reflect on them. This provides 
the best context for their learning more about the when and how of reflection, 
as well as for building personal practical knowledge about teaching. 
Further workshops provide an occasion for teachers to share, analyse and 
discuss case studies (e.g. Top Teachers Talking Teaching, Teachers ... On-
Line Teaching). These workshops are targeted to competent teachers from a 
range of disciplines. 
A variety of strategies (e.g. newsletters) are used to inform colleagues about 
the sources and products of scholarship on teaching (i.e. the "public general 
knowledge" about teaching). 
Key objectives of a Postgraduate Certificate in Tertiary Teaching programme 
that is offered to experienced, competent teachers include: 
Developing reflection capabilities 
Extending capacity to access and review critically the scholarship on 
teaching 
Enhancing ability to engage in the scholarship of teaching. 
The similarities and differences, as well as the pros and cons, of these modes 
of professional development are considered in the programme. Discipline differences 
in conceptions of teaching and approaches to the scholarship of teaching are 
acknowledged and examined. 
While there is no explicit endorsement in current policy for these elements of 
my personal theory, there is also no policy that is clearly founded on contrary 
propositions about teaching. Implicit endorsement for a number of these premises is 
apparent in the university's approval of the Postgraduate Certificate ofTertiary Teaching 
programme. 
The Policy, Personal Theory and Practice Equation 
When I began this exercise, I "sensed" that I would uncover some instances of funda-
mental misalignment between university policy and my personal theory. That has not 
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eventuated. Perhaps the prediction of misalignment was an artefact of the frustration 
that I sometimes feel when there is no institutional point of view in place that can lend 
additional support, credibility and weight to the decisions I must make about my 
practice. There is also some anxiety that arises from the possibility that decisions that 
I must now make solely on the basis of personal theory, may one day be considered out 
of alignment with policy - when present gaps and limitations in policy are ultimately 
addressed. 
Partly in response to that frustration and anxiety, I consider it a priority to 
proactively contribute to the development of policy on learning and teaching. Two 
more reasons account for this priority. First, I believe that such policy must take account 
of the personal theories of university teachers and I consistently advocate for this. As 
I am a university teacher, as well as a teacher educator, I wish my voice to be heard 
along with those of my colleagues. Second, I believe that the policy development 
process should embody scholarship and, in this instance, take account of scholarship 
on teaching. It is a paradox that the hallmarks of scholarship are often not an obvious 
feature of policy development in universities. Perhaps a "scholarship of policy 
development" should be commended as well as the scholarship of teaching. I advocate 
strongly for both. 
Chapter 18 
Collaboration in Cross-National 
Networks for Teacher 
Professional Development 
Manfred Lang, Bernadette Charlier, Murray 
Saunders, Joel Bonamy, Therese Laferriere and 
Alain Breuleux 
Chances and Restrictions of Collaboration in Networks 
Educators and policy-makers argue that the development of computer-supported 
networks should be part of teacher professional development in curricular reform 
(Terhart, 2000; Dillemans et al., 1998). Reforms are likely to be more successful if 
teachers develop a professional culture of collaboration in networks rather than of 
individualism (Riel and Becker, 2000). 
As a consequence in different countries a growing number of network projects 
are initiated as a driving force for teacher education reform. Unfortunately these projects 
primarily rely on technical aspects of connectivity in networks and neglect practical 
aspects of collaboration in networked communities. On the one hand, computer 
technology and the Internet can be regarded as essential facilities of modem schools, 
and they are frequently suggested as means to improve collaboration. On the other 
hand, the structure and flexibility of technical means for communication, social 
interaction and self-organised learning in teacher education are still insufficiently 
researched and limited, even if multimedia input, management systems and user-friendly 
graphical interfaces do exist (Schulmeister, 2002). 
An important issue is to identify and evaluate conditions and design principles 
of collaborative networks in a process of professional development. This process 
requires a school-based environment of collaborative communities that cultivate a 
disposition of reflection generating dialogue in knowledge building communities of 
practice and research. Zeichner (1994) calls for a more open commitment of educators 
and of partisan interests served by educational research that supports teacher reflection 
and collaborative teaching in a research community. 
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Reflective practice is part of teachers' learning process in the classroom 
context. This is a central position of Schon (1983) generating a fundamental discussion 
about a valid knowledge base in educational research. But his conception of individual 
and cognitive teacher thinking is nowadays shifting to a perspective centred on teaching 
practice in a broad sense that emphasises deliberation, collaboration, scaffolding and 
distributed expertise in learning communities (Shulman and Shulman, 2004). 
Collaborative reflection in a network needs to be specified as part of a discur-
sive process to share meaning with others in an undominated dialogue (Strike and 
Soltis, 1998). It is in a context of collaborative argumentation during problem solving, 
reconstruction of a knowledge base and ethical discourse in a process of professional 
development and curricular innovation. As a consequence this extended system of 
reflective collaboration will not only result in problem solving for better professional 
learning but in addition in a higher awareness of values and norms in education or in a 
production of curricular documents,justified through practical experience and normative 
acceptance (Lang et al., 2004). 
Collaborative networks for professional dialogue have potential to support 
lifelong and trans-national learning among educators of different subjects and at 
different stages on the professional development continuum (Laferriere, 2000). But it 
is a difficult process. Primarily teachers need to meet the challenges of school-based 
collaboration. The network cannot be an escape, but it must be seen as an instrument 
for undertaking the necessary re-assessment of one's work through the review and 
critique of existing practices in an open dialogue extended and enhanced by new digital 
tools. 
Computer technology and the Internet are interactive media that support 
co-operation in network-enabled communities and that seize opportunities for 
cultivating local as well as universal knowledge. But tele-collaborative tools alone do 
not create learning communities. Professional development activities that succeed in 
engaging participants in networked communities are important in order to lead to 
educational renewal and improvement. As pointed out in a research study by Little 
(1993), co-operative professional development in networks of schools, educational 
institutes and centres is promising but has been an exception. 
How can collaboration in teacher education become more manifest? This is 
not only a question about network technology alone, but also about the successful 
integration of resources jointly developed, and of ongoing online and face-to-face 
discourses regarding, for instance, teacher education as a process of the networked 
classroom. Ways of answering this question should consider teachers as actors in 
their social and physical work context, but also as participants in local and trans-
national communities of practice. Research in this area is primarily concerned with 
the local level. Chaney-Cullen and Duffy (2001) suggest fostering collaboration in a 
situated learning environment through teachers' participatory activity as facilitators 
or coaches of students' intentional learning. In a study conducted by Riel and Becker 
(2000) collaborative use of computers was found to be most effective in a group of 
teachers identified as teacher leaders. Anderson (1996) points to the necessity ofa 
collaborative work climate with structural features like school-based in-service, 
encouragement by headmasters, the school administration or financial resources. 
With these insights in mind, we pursue the question: how can collaborative reflection 
be effective within and across school-based communities of practice in a process of 
educational change? 
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Insights About Collaboration from Network Projects 
Two European projects EUCISE and LEARN-NETT and a Canadian program, part of 
TL-NCE, are dedicated to the infusion of information and communication technologies 
into cross-national educating educators programs. They are developing and exchanging 
experiences about basic principles of collaboration in various communities of practice 
for both local and distributed learning. 
These approaches use computers and Internet platforms to support network-
enabled communities of teacher-as-learners in classroom as well as the professional 
development process. In the socio-technical designs that are developed, each profes-
sional learning community consists of teachers, teacher educators, and educational 
researchers. Whenever possible, the classroom that they work in at the primary, 
secondary or post-secondary levels is being reconceptualised as a learning community. 
But each design has its unique features as it is developed out of a different context with 
its own local circumstances: one is a collaborative workshop addressing the development 
of integrated science materials and concepts, one is a university initiative emphasising 
collaborative action research, and one is a suite of university-school partnerships 
established at geographically distant sites. 
The European Network for Integrated Science Teaching (EUCISE) 
In this Comenius-project a European model is developed for integrated science teacher 
education through transnational co-operation and professional development, inclusive 
of in-person meetings and online exchange. Partners ofEUCISE are national institutes 
and schools in Denmark, Germany, Austria, Poland and Rumania. 
Part of the EUCISE project is continuous teacher education, developing 
concepts and materials about content and method of reflective teaching and learning. 
Materials are mainly adapted from the project PING (Practising Basic Integrated Science 
Education) for use on a shared workspace and electronic documentation system Do KS, 
or on a CD-ROM. The materials undergo continuous revision in a collaborative system 
of school-based planning involving a self-evaluating team of teachers, teacher educators 
and researchers. Network-based collaboration takes place on two separate levels: on a 
national level as part of continuous teacher education within the realm of continuous 
education and on a trans-national level between administrative teams and the EUCISE 
members of the individual states. To these ends the DoKS platform was developed and 
is being analysed for the sake of the improvement of collaboration, instructional 
planning and professional development on integrated science. 
A questionnaire about the role of computers and the Internet in collaborative 
teacher professional development for integrated science education was used to monitor 
the success of in-service activities organised by EUCISE. Questionnaire data collected 
from 27 teachers in the second year of the project who participated in in-service seminars 
on integrated science teaching indicate that they highly rate the improvement of co-
operation in school (Table 18.1 ). However, they rate net-based collaboration and changes 
in teaching practice for integrated science teaching as less important. However, at the 
onset of this project, networks do not play a major role. Further analysis is needed. 
Additional data about changes in collaboration, intended goals and constraints will be 
collected in a follow-up project about multimedia use for ecological audits in school 
(SCHAMANE). In an audit, teachers and students are dealing with ecological problems 
of a school involving specialists of different areas in public discussions. Central to this 
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Table 18.1 Answers by teachers on co-operation and use of computers and the Internet 
% of teachers 
answering "yes " 
Improve school work through exchange of experience 
Improve through co-operation with colleagues 
Improve through co-operative material development 
Computer and Internet for co-operation 
Regular co-operation via the Internet 
Change of teaching practice through technology 








audit process are the establishment of a school agency and the use of a network platform 
to assist teachers and others to communicate with each other for educational planning 
and evaluation. Participating schools experience an increasing interest in internal and 
external collaboration. In a second related project about school-based teacher education 
across Europe (EUDIST; Lang, 2003) case studies are conducted about a network of 
collaborative initiatives exchanging experiences and concepts of best practices in 
educational innovation and its normative implications in a discourse. 
Learning Collaboratively in the Learning Network for Trainers and Teachers 
(LEARN-NETT) 
This European network of ten universities is preparing teachers and trainers to use 
telematic services for education and training in a collaborative and reflective learning 
experience. 
LEARN-NETT is a two-year SOCRATES-ODL project that allows partners 
to engage collaboratively in action-research on questions about conditions for 
collaborative learning, ownership of online collaborative tools for learning purposes 
and the role of teacher networks for innovation. One result of this project is about the 
use and effect of "bridging tools", a concept of situated learning theory with the 
following assumptions: involvement in research or development produces learning 
through the development of new communities of practice; individuals and groups learn 
through the adoption of new practices and this process is active, context bound, and 
essentially reflective. Online vignettes, rehearsals, examples, cases, and accounts are 
boundary-crossing objects to make the tacit explicit. They provide provisional stability 
for change. Provisional stability is a term referring to circumstances which allow 
stability as change occurs. Offering insights into other teachers' transformative 
experience may support engagement in innovation. 
"Bridging tools" built during the LEARN-NETT project are questions guiding 
cross-cultural collaboration, a virtual campus as a tool to represent and foster a common 
vision of innovation in the network and a tool to describe, reflect on, and build a 
common vision about the role of the "on line" facilitator (Bonamy et al., 2001). 
The Canadian TeleLearning Network of Centres of Excellence (TL-NCE) 
In Canada, researchers of the TeleLearning Network of Centres of Excellence (TL-
NCE) are co-designing interconnected learning communities for a process of educating 
educators. Patterns at local and Pan-Canadian level were conceptualised using Banathy's 
framework (1991). Patterns of transition between the physical and virtual world 
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demonstrate how network-enabled classrooms may operate on different levels when 
access to tele-collaboration tools is no more a problem. Voluntary participation and 
collaboration are favoured in order to enable authentic learning. Contrived collaboration 
is an issue that needs to be addressed on an ongoing basis by facilitators. 
A distributed telelearning professional development school (TL-PDS) has 
been designed with locally grounded and Internet-enabled communities (TL-PDSs) 
devoted to teacher learning. A number of socio-technical designs for computer-
supported learning communities have been explored at each of the four pillar sites. 
Design principles capture the shared understandings as teacher educators extend and 
enhance their local learning communities to create the TL-PDS, a virtual community 
of support and communication for learning to teach in the network-enabled classroom. 
Some of these principles are the following: non-contrived participation in the 
development of a network, local grounding or site-based teacher learning communities, 
collaborative learning in network-enabled classrooms, multi-modal (in-person and on-
line) social interactions at a local level, the classroom as a community of learners and 
diversity. 
In a case study in which 120 student teachers participated, data were gathered 
about their experiences with tele-collaboration tools, from personal documents, 
interviews, online collaborative activities, Web productions and other artefacts such as 
digital videos, logs, and interviews. 
Student teachers had been introduced over a four-year period to an authentic 
context that integrated online activities in a school-within-a-school program (8 
classrooms/communities oflearners, 240 junior high and high school students) located 
in a large secondary school near the university. Each learner in this program owns a 
laptop, connected to the school intranet and to the Internet, at school and from home. 
This particular PDS is part of a large network of over 150 associated schools where the 
1500 student teachers registered at the higher-education institution do all their clinical 
experiences. Half of the pre-service teachers went into the technology-enhanced 
classrooms - for observation periods, participant-observation/ethnographic work, or 
four-day-a-week student teaching over a fifteen-week period. All 120 student teachers 
engaged in online pre-action and post-action activities such as individual planning and 
collaborative journal writing. One teacher educator from the university was present at 
school as a collaborative inquirer two days per week. The authentic context was the 
large network of associated schools itself: student teachers engaged in online reflective 
activities ( e.g. collaborative problem-setting and problem-solving). Student teachers 
could also do virtual visits to the network-enabled classrooms, including the online 
artefacts created by their peers who were working in those classrooms. 
As a result, student teachers preferred collaborative more than individual 
journal writing, problem setting and problem solving. However, student teachers' 
supervisors remained preoccupied by issues of privacy, access, and control. In most 
innovative classrooms, that is those combining pedagogy and technology to do what 
cannot be attained otherwise in the classroom, student teachers were confronted with 
their own traditional beliefs and those of their peers as regards teaching and learning 
"that counts". One instructive event in a related study was that an entire cohort of over 
250 third year elementary education student teachers came to the conclusion that project-
based learning could very well be done without computers. When the third year student 
teachers of the same program were asked in the following year to study the personal, 
interpersonal, and institutional circumstances of their practicum in order to choose 
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between learning projects with or without networked computers, only 15 percent of 
them chose projects involving ICT. Overall, student teachers who experimented most 
with networked computers for classroom learning came out of their clinical experiences 
with a transformed professional identity as teachers-to-be and a sense of belonging to 
a network-enhanced professional community. 
The above case suggests that the design of network-enhanced PDSs allows 
for: (1) the development of ecologically-valid solutions for integration of information 
and communication technologies (ICT) into elementary, secondary, and post-secondary 
schools/institutions and classrooms; (2) a better range of opportunities for sustained 
dialogue between teachers at different stages of their professional development; (3) 
boundary-spanning opportunities of courses, practica, graduate seminars, and 
collaborative research activities within and between institutions. 
Interconnected Learning Communities: A System at Work 
Teacher professional development in a cross-national network of open dynamic systems 
is fundamental for the development of education as global enterprise (Kissock and 
Kolontai, 1993; Buchberger, 1997). ICT is key to applications of this concept in ways 
in which teachers engage in collaborative activities and build on ideas of colleagues 
from other institutional and social-cultural settings. 
In the above projects the emphasis for the development of each network differs 
but there are specific results that point to the effects of design principles to support 
collaborative group structures and leadership, to negotiate meaning in a group, to relate 
the physical to the virtual world for net-based collaborative learning in order to provide 
a public space for cross-national exchange and shared knowledge objects supporting 
or guiding professional development. 
The projects offer experiences, concepts and first data about activities of 
network-enabled professional development and distributed learning in Europe and 
Quebec (Canada) beyond a local level in order to integrate information and 
communication technologies into learning and teaching through the co-design of 
interconnected learning communities. Promising practices are collaborative reflective 
teaching and knowledge building carried out in relation to real classroom events and 
across and beyond school-based professional learning communities. For improvement 
of cross-national collaboration, project members exchanged materials, resources and 
research results, gave access to their homepages and visited schools. School-based 
collaboration in these projects involved small groups in Professional Development 
Schools' (PDS) situated learning groups or school-based initiatives leading the process. 
At first, the creative process of producing prototypes and testing them is bound to be 
small scale - a working group. Ultimately the small group has a curriculum change 
role to play, which takes its participants beyond the boundaries of their network. New 
questions arising are the following: How do teachers share innovative ideas amongst 
themselves? What leadership skills are involved? What resources do they have for 
this? What are the intentions of this exchange? 
In order to relate specific design principles applied on different projects to 
the common places of the educational situation (Schwab, 1973) a model for educational 
improvement was adapted (Laferriere et al., 2002; http://www. telelearning-pds. org/ 
u/modele.html). This model considers the following dimensions: teaching, content, 
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Colleagues, researchers, teacher educators, administrators in national networks 
Figure 18.1 A system for cross-national collaborative networks with three units 
learning and context. The design principles of each project emphasise only part of 
these dimensions. EUCISE emphasises content by producing materials and network 
resources, LEARN-NETT context through bridging tools for situated learning and 
TL-NCE learning in PDS models. Further iterations to be conducted or experiences in 
these projects may complete this four-dimensional landscape of the educational situation 
and validate its use in the search for coherence and integration in cross-national 
professional development. 
At its centre, each network in the system is a teacher leader in a community 
of learners dedicated to educational improvement through professional development 
(see Figure 18.1 ). The model stresses the teacher's interrelation with content, learning 
and context. This means that a teacher may construct or use pre-organised content, 
engage in mandatory or self-guided learning and experience a constraining or supportive 
context. Collaboration between networks in this system is mainly supported by 
colleagues in school, researchers, teacher educators and administrators, exchanging 
lesson content, teaching experiences and educational designs. 
Up to now the results presented have grown out of a small range of units in 
the system outlined, because adequate network experiences are time consuming and 
the selected projects did not, at the onset, involve teachers convinced of the worth of 
working collaboratively. But first experiences are promising ifwe look at the dynamic 
of small groups, teacher leaders and support systems at the local level of the units in 
open cross-national networks. Further results are needed to complete the model and 
differentiate the system's applications. 
Chapter 19 
Dilemmas of Democratic 
Education 
Frank M. Flanagan 
A father has only done a third of his duty when he begets children 
and makes provision for them. To his species he owes men; to society 
he owes social beings; to the state he owes citizens. Every person 
who fails to pay this triple debt is blameworthy, even more so ifhe 
only pays it in part. 
Rousseau 
Introduction 
In contemporary democratic societies no one is more circumscribed by authority and 
more dominated by authority figures than the child. Children's hours of waking and 
sleeping, of working and playing, their eating and drinking, where they go, who they 
consort with, their amusements and entertainments, what they know, believe, learn, 
and fear, are all determined by adults, often against the express wishes of the child. 
Adults who complain that they are being "treated like children" are identifying precisely 
this aspect of the quotidian experience of the child: absence ofliberty, powerlessness, 
not being taken seriously as a significant individual. (Lodge and Lynch, 2000; Flanagan, 
1987) The central problem of childhood is children's perceived and real lack of power 
reinforced by the absence of adequate programmes of political experience and formation 
in mainstream schooling. 
Parents, Folklore, and Religion 
The child's earliest formative experience of parental power is of omniscient, omnipotent, 
dominant, unquestionable authorities. The models of power relations to which children 
are subsequently exposed reinforce this experience. 
Many of our most-repeated stories for children begin: "Once upon a time 
there was ... " and go on to describe, and endorse, a hierarchical polity in which a king, 
queen, lord, prince, or princess rules over a realm in which the subjects are dependent 
on the ruler's perception of regal duties or obligations, rather than on the strength of 
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their own rights. For in such accounts the latter are subjects, not citizens. A central 
message of such stories is that there is a class of people, who are, by the colour of their 
blood (blue), their heredity (noble), the natural refinement of their dispositions (kind 
and just), the inherited acuity of their moral perceptions ("as good as she was beautiful"), 
or even the sensitivity of their skin (peas twenty mattresses down) destined to rule 
over subjects who are expected to be submissive, deferential, and obedient. 1 
The ideological formation promoted by these stories is powerfully reinforced 
by the accounts we give of the spiritual world as a Transcendental Monarchy supported 
by an angelic hierarchy in close instrumental relationship (as messengers, defenders, 
and praise-givers). This Angelic Ascendancy2 is closer to, and more in harmony with, 
Divinity than is humankind with its dulled intellect, its predisposition to evil, and its 
suspect wilfulness. 
Such models of power relations contradict the democratic structures and 
procedures that we espouse in our social, political, and educational rhetoric; their main 
message is that the appropriate response to power is subordination and pleading suppli-
cation, not equality and rightful justice. These accounts are not only inadequate to prepare 
children for life in a democracy, but also they are counter-productive: they portray and 
endorse a model of power relations which is contrary to that espoused by our democratic 
societies. Assemblies of the people cannot be built on the foundations of palaces. 
Modem social or liberal democracies reflect a shift in the emphasis of power 
from the duties of subjects to the rights of citizens. The definitive viewpoint is no 
longer that of the sovereign but that of the individual. The relationship between rulers 
and ruled is defined in terms of the rights of citizens who play an active part in deciding 
how and by whom they will be ruled (Bobbio, 1996, p. ix): people are no longer 
dependent subjects. 
The School 
We might reasonably expect public schools to be the primary instrument of socialisation 
into the values and procedures of democratic society. The school is where the transition 
is made from the protected life of the cherished individual child in the home to the 
impersonal life of the autonomous, competent adult in an open society.3 How individual 
children experience that transition must have deep and far-reaching consequences for 
the regulation of communal life. 
Daily experience oflife in school powerfully affects children's expectations 
of how life in a community should be lived. Schools are not, themselves, democratic: 
those over whom the power is exercised do not choose those in power, nor are they 
directly answerable to them. Early absolutist paradigms of power relations referred to 
above are reinforced by the authority structures which children experience throughout 
their lives in school: for school is experienced by pupils as an autocracy presided over 
by designated, non-elected officials, themselves answerable to authorities who are, in 
tum, largely undemocratic, and certainly proof against any challenge by those most 
directly affected, the pupils. The free consent of the governed does not feature: the 
source, justification and transferral of power is largely invisible to the governed. It 
might as well be miraculous. 
Even in schools where there is provision for pupils to participate in rule 
formation and implementation, this is often not recognition of a right but a "grace and 
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favour" concession, which can be withdrawn if the consequences of pupil participation 
are unacceptable to those in authority (Jeffs, 1986; Smeyers, 1995).4 
According to one commentator (Williams, 1998, p. 37), "education which 
enhances the capacity for considered choice is at odds with the culture of communities 
whose way of life emphasises the following of tradition and in which obedience to 
authority autocratically exercised is highly valued". The communities which best typify 
this description of autocratic control are schools. Schools do not emphasise or promote 
individual autonomy except, perhaps, in relation to matters which are of purely 
individual concern such as the selection of subjects to be pursued in a course of study. 
On the contrary, schools, which emphasise individual and collective autonomy in a 
real rather than a theoretical sense, are rare and controversial. 5 In general the culture of 
school sometimes appears to embody a fear of democracy, a concern on the part of 
teachers and school administrators that meaningful pupil participation will lead, if not 
to outright anarchy, then at least to an unacceptable dilution of the schools' proper role 
(Lodge and Lynch, 2000). 
The democratic procedures we claim to value, endorse, and promote are in 
stark contrast to the autocratic schools and classrooms in which our children are prepared 
for life in democracies. Power as defined and exercised in schools and classrooms 
reinforces autocratic power-relations already familiar to children through their early 
familial experience, stories and inherited ideologies. Teachers and school authorities 
unilaterally (and often arbitrarily) formulate and impose regulatory imperatives. 
Resultant rules and power structures do not inculcate appropriate understandings of 
power for children who will be expected, as adults, to participate in a democratic 
order. Developmental democratic participation requires mechanisms in our schools 
which give children a growing (developmental) sense of ownership and a substantive 
role in the formulation and implementation of the structures of organisation and adminis-
tration (Sarason, 1997). The choice is not between the authoritarianism of repressive 
school regimes and licence. Democratic formation will begin in the communities of 
schools which provide structures that recognise and accommodate the growing moral 
and political awareness of pupils and their developing capacity to order their own 
affairs individually and collectively. 
Cognitivist approaches to political formation, programmes of civic, social, 
and political education, which might be necessary to inform pupils about political 
structures and practices, duties and obligations, are insufficient to prepare them for 
democratic participation. At best such programmes teach principles of democratic 
procedures as verbal constructs. If knowledge of democracy goes no further than the 
transmission of information, it is more likely to induce apathy and passivity rather 
than a determination to play an active role in the life of the community; verbalism is 
no substitute for participation. Where the culture of the classroom and the schools are 
non- or even anti-democratic, verbal lessons are mere empty promises, no more relevant 
to the real lives of the pupils than dead languages. The competence, confidence, and 
willingness to become involved in political participation at any level must be acquired 
by practice: appropriate forms of meaningful participation, not just verbal information, 
must be available to children. 6 
The aim of democratic education is that the emergent adult will have the 
capacity to assume full participation in democratic society at appropriate levels ( national, 
regional, community, and neighbourhood). 
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Children and Rights 
Rights (for children) divide into what may be called "enabling" rights ("rights of 
nurturance") and "instrumental" rights ("rights of self-determination") (Rogers and 
Wrightsman, 1978). The distinction corresponds to rights in respect of which the holder 
is a passive recipient (the infant's right to nutrition, a right of nurturance) and rights in 
respect of which the holder is an active participant (the adult's right to freedom of 
speech, a right of self-determination). Instrumental rights are granted to children 
conditionally. The conditionality reflects two perceptions of the rights ( or the children) 
in question: the rights may be withdrawn subject to certain contingencies (they are not 
being exercised responsibly, for example) or, since children have developing moral 
capacities, the rights will be recognised in institutional practices incrementally and 
subject to supervision and supportive direction. 
So schools have two options: first, children (of whatever age) are considered 
ignorant and incapable of significant voluntary social participation; their political 
activities must be constrained, and if necessary terminated, so that damage to 
themselves or to others (in the judgement of the "authorities" who sanction the 
participation in the first instance) is minimised. The second option recognises 
children's evolving capacity to participate in the public sphere in a manner congruent 
with their interests and abilities (Boulding, 1977, p. 40; Gaden, 1990). This alternative 
requires an intimate context of care in which the individual capacities of children 
are known and guided. Given appropriate opportunities children can become com-
petent in specific activities and limited engagements before they assume general 
responsibility for their own affairs. Schools and educational authorities have 
traditionally chosen the first option, which does not pose any significant threat to 
the traditional administration of schools. The second option has major implications 
for the organisation and administration of schools. 
Learning by Participation: Scaffolding 
The higher mental functioning and social competence of adulthood has its origins in 
social life (Minick, 1996, p. 32). Children's thinking, their "self', is shaped by their 
interactions with others in social settings (Mead, 1962, Part 3) using "psychological 
tools", such as language (Minick, 1996; Tappan, 1991 ), which are also pre-determined 
in the specific cultural community. The adult community gradually shares knowledge 
and skill with children in congruence with the child's capacity to benefit from the 
sharing, in order to advance the child's cognitive and social development. 
This is not just social; it is also a moral process: the "cognitive, affective and 
behavioural qualities which are constitutive of the virtuous self cannot be formed and 
maintained in isolation" (Punzo, 1996, pp. 19-20). The virtuous self needs a community 
of other individuals "in and through which moral lives are played out". Others, peers 
as well as adults, continually clarify and expand the child's moral vision and sense of 
place in the moral and political order. This can only be done through opportunities for 
political and moral action and understanding which are relevant and proportionate: 
relevant to children's position as members of a community ofleaming and proportionate 
to their growing capacity to function as members of a community. 
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The acquisition and exercise of control should be a developmental process. 
As children grow, towards and through adolescence, they require supportive under-
standing and the structures necessary for them to practise their developing competencies 
in relative safety. The objective of the process is autonomy for the adult that the child 
will become. Change must be gradual: growing autonomy for the child accompanied 
by a gradual relaxation of adult restraint (Bigelow et al., 1988). 
The role of the educative adult is to bring the child from an existing level of 
competence to a level of competence slightly beyond that: Vygotsky's "zone of proximal 
development", the distance between what a child can do with and without help (Daniels, 
1996). The zone of proximal development refers to a situation in which children are 
led beyond their current level of functioning (Minick, 1996, p. 43). The adult supports 
connections between the child's current competences and the new skills, which are 
required in order to play her full role in the community. This happens most frequently 
through an interactive process of sympathetic adult intervention, which reinforces, 
encourages and (re )directs the child's efforts. The central regulatory concept is 
competence rather than chronological age or social status. Adults provide supportive 
contexts, which enable children to develop the skills, which are needed to participate 
in the culture. 
Such a developmental trajectory ought to show gradual but significant change 
in the competence of the individual over time. In the case of literacy, for example, a 
child moves from a pre- or non-literate state through intermediate stages ofliteracy to 
a competence, which is sophisticated enough to engage unaided with verbal texts of 
some complexity. Along this developmental trajectory we would expect to see a 
continuing developmental growth in competence and independence: unless they have 
been taught more basic mathematics sixteen-year-olds are not expected to solve 
quadratic equations. 
Developmental necessity is recognised in some curricular areas but not always 
in relation to political development. As in mathematics and reading, political competence 
must be nurtured through appropriate developmental programmes of theory and practice, 
which allow the child to test her competence in real situations. Schools must model 
the structures of participative democracy. This does not mean that the school must be, 
root and branch, a participative democracy itself but that the exercise of power in the 
school should not appear arbitrary or random at any level. 
If schools are to promote democratic formation they should accord their pupils 
the right and responsibility to participate in forms of self-determination and self-
government appropriate to their age and capacity. Those who inhabit classrooms should 
feel that they would be governed by rules and procedures which they have helped to 
formulate and towards which they feel some measure of ownership. The long-term 
educative goal is not only the immediate formulation of rules and the proper maintenance 
of order, but learning the complexities of power in a group setting. 
Teachers' Task: The Educational Virtues 
But schools must avoid the "disorder and arrogance", which can "threaten the very 
enterprise of education within schools" (Gutmann, 1987, p. 90). The enterprise of 
education and the promotion of "participatory virtues" are contingent on the 
maintenance of the "disciplinary virtues" (imparting knowledge, instilling emotional 
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and intellectual virtues), which are at the core of teachers' professional obligations. 
Democratic participation in schools is necessarily constrained by teachers' professional 
obligation to teach the disciplinary virtues as well as to promote the participatory 
ones. This does not deny the democratic ideal. It is not being argued here that schools 
are, can be, or should be fully functioning democracies. Children are in schools to 
learn participative democracy through controlled, supervised engagement. A set of 
balances must be contrived between the pupils' coerced attendance and their freedom 
to participate, between the demands of equality and freedom on the one hand and the 
professional obligations of teachers on the other, between the pupils' right to take, and 
act on, their own decisions and the responsibility of the school for their health, safety, 
and welfare. 
Authority 
Parental sovereignty (and the conferred authority of schools) is morally justified by 
the dependent status of children and by the moral obligations to protect and nurture 
which the parents ( and the schools as their agents) undertake. Adult sovereignty over 
children has two objectives: the short-range objective of maintaining order in the family 
or school (that is, the stability necessary to accomplish the purposes of the family or 
school) and the long-range objective (to which the former is subordinate) of producing 
"a self-determining person from a dependent child" (Baumrind, 1978, p. 193). The 
twin aims of order and emancipation are in constant tension and carers must strike a 
balance between them. The control will be predominantly either authoritarian or 
authoritative (Baumrind, 1978, p. 187; Coleman, 1997, p. 46). Authoritarian control 
places arbitrary limits on the developing child's autonomous strivings, arbitrary because 
they are static and unrelated either to the child's actual competencies and needs or to 
the requirements of family living (Baumrind, 1978, p. 187). 
Authoritative control will make children feel emotionally secure and attached 
to society at the same time as they learn practical coping skills ( survival skills) and the 
values necessary to maintain their identity and integrity within the prevailing social 
order, even if this means challenging the prevailing social order. Authoritative control 
is positively related to social independence: interventions are firm but not restrictive, 
children are left with significant opportunities, appropriate to their perceived 
competence, to make their own decisions, and reasons are given for adult commands. 
Adults' supervision is balanced against the child's growing capacity to make informed 
decisions. The function of the authoritative adult is not to prevent children from making 
mistakes but to protect them from the worst consequences of their mistakes and to 
structure and encourage a critical and reflective response (Margulies, 1996, p. 1485). 
In short, this form of control acknowledges and promotes a developmental growth in 
human autonomy. 
Duties and Obligations 
"Taking rights seriously" means that as well as taking our own rights and the rights of 
others seriously we accept the concomitant responsibilities to the community, which 
recognises and supports the rights which we claim for ourselves and others. Rights 
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must be balanced by the notion of service and obligation to the community which 
acknowledges and sustains them. Children need to learn that, as well as having rights, 
they have responsibilities, which go along with these rights whether the rights are 
welfare rights or freedom rights. 7 In the first place, the emerging adult has an obligation 
to respect the rights of others and to intervene actively when they can to protect and 
promote those rights. This is no less than they come to expect in relation to their own 
rights. Secondly, they must learn that rights (rights of freedom, instrumental rights) 
must be exercised responsibly: freedom is not licence. This responsibility is owed to 
the community and to the individuals who sustain these rights. Thirdly, they must 
learn that the rights they posses come to them at some cost to others. This is especially 
true of welfare rights (rights ofnurturance) but is also true of freedom rights where the 
cost to others is their acceptance oflimitations on their own freedom. 
Conclusion 
The need for rules is not the central issue: all social arrangements require rules. It is 
the way in which the rules are made and enforced that is most important. What is 
needed in schools is not simulated democracy, which leaves the traditional authority 
structures unchallenged (Hart, 1992, p. 43) but participation appropriate to the develop-
mental status of the pupils and recognition by authoritative adults of their capacity to 
participate responsibly. Children become responsible political agents by practising 
real political responsibility proportionate to their interests and capacity. 
Notes 
The images of political power-relations embodied in fairy-tales may have significant 
psychological utility in resolving parent/child relationships (as illustrated by Greek 
dramatists as well as argued by Bruno Bettelheim and other neo-Freudians, for example). 
2 Aquinas identifies nine orders in the hierarchy: Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones, Domina-
tions, Virtues, Powers, Principalities, Archangels, and Angels. See http://www.newadvent. 
org/cathen/01476d.htm. The point is not that these accounts are true, or even that they are 
believed, but that they are presented as a model of power relations. 
3 Not "open" in the Popperian sense but merely in the sense that the protection of the 
individual afforded by parental home and school is no longer there. 
4 Government oflreland, Education Act, 1998, Section 27 (5): "The rules for the establish-
ment of a student council shall be drawn up by the board, in accordance with such 
guidelines as may be issued by the Minister from time to time, and such rules may provide 
for the election of members and the dissolution of a student council." 
5 Schools such as Neill's "Summerhill", Korczak's "Children's Home", Lane's "Little 
Commonwealth", Flanagan's "Boys Town". 
6 It is not irrelevant to invoke Aristotle's dual objective for civic education: the capacity to 
be ruled and the capacity to rule in one's turn (Aristotle, 1992, Book VII, xiv). 
7 Respectively the "enabling" rights ("rights of nurturance") and "instrumental" rights 
("rights of self-determination") referred to above. 
Chapter 20 
When the Best Maps Cannot 




Vulnerability is one of the most fundamental of all human experiences. We hide from 
it. Flirt with it. Deny that we feel it. And sometimes, feel safe enough to surrender into 
the opening that allows for deep and sustaining relationships. Being vulnerable, in the 
sense of being open, is necessary for falling is love, learning, and developing relation-
ships. Yet people can also experience a very different kind of vulnerability when feeling 
trapped, powerless, or betrayed. 
Although vulnerability has been researched in other disciplines, such as 
psychology, educational researchers have given it little attention (Noam and Fischer, 
1996). What vulnerability means to teachers, and how they experience it in their 
professional lives is largely unknown. In this paper I offer a reflective discussion of 
how I developed a theory of vulnerability for my dissertation research, and why I 
chose the particular methods that facilitate understanding it. This is also a story in 
which the boundaries between the personal and the professional are blurred, in which 
my own experiences of vulnerability during a critical event in my life informed and 
enriched how I conceptualised teacher vulnerability. 
Starting the Journey 
Several years ago, I decided that my dissertation research would be a study of teacher 
professional vulnerability in a context oflarge-scale government-mandated secondary 
school reform. At this time and over the following several months, I was able to identify 
that the study of teacher vulnerability was a relatively new area of research, still very 
much in its formative stages. While I was conducting this part of my work, I saw 
vulnerability only as an empirical construct to be clarified and operationalised. It was 
something removed from my personal experience. Although I knew I could not hold 
an unbiased idea of what it was, I was trying to remain "professional". And although 
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there was something missing, I could not identify what it was, other than to say that 
the theorising by Kelchtermans (1996), and others seemed limited. I knew there was 
more I wanted to explore, but I did not know what it was. 
In trying to understand the term, I went back to its etymological roots. The 
word vulnerable comes from the Latin vulnerare "to wound". It is defined as a state of 
being open, or susceptible to injury or attack. This helped, but still did not assuage my 
frustration with the limited conceptualisations of vulnerability I was reading in the 
scant empirical literature. 
Unexpected Turns 
In January 2000, I found out that my father had very advanced oesophageal cancer. 
Dad and I decided that he would stay at home, with the help of the Hospice program, 
with me as his primary caretaker. From that day on my relationship with vulnerability 
changed. It was no longer an abstract academic concept to be studied, but rather it was 
something I experienced fully, deeply, and often uncomfortably in many different ways, 
in many different situations. Most pertinent to this discussion are the deepening of 
relationships, and the exponential learning that were at the heart of my experiences 
over the next several months. 
The learning I underwent during those days was not book learning, but rather 
was from some of the most fundamental life lessons. Dad was going to die soon as the 
cancer ravaged his body. I felt directly what it was like to know that there was absolutely 
nothing I could do to change the final outcome. Yet there were things I could do on a 
daily basis that made a significant difference to my dad and to me. Interdependence 
took on new meanings as I felt the deepening of relationship that can occur when a 
person opens herself up to the warmth and compassion of those who offer help, who 
go the extra mile, who can be emotionally and physically present during times of 
extreme stress and change, and also the deepening of relationship that can occur when 
one knows, without a shadow of doubt, that time with a loved one, a parent is limited. 
Dad died on 12 July 2000. I came home atthe beginning of August, and slowly 
eased myself back into my studies by taking work down to Lake Ontario. Reading, 
thinking, dozing, and dreaming in the warm Ontario late summer sun began to bring 
me back into my own skin. I made the first steps towards making sense of the last few 
months with my dad while gazing languidly at the shimmering water, being lulled by 
the sounds of rhythmic lapping waves, steady breezes, and the feel of the balmy air as 
it skimmed across my skin. A key element in this process was taking my own experiences 
of vulnerability, and applying them to my intellectual struggles. This integration of 
personal and professional, experiential and academic was essential to recognising the 
multifaceted nature of vulnerability, and its importance as a fundamental condition for 
learning, developing relationships, and growing emotionally and intellectually. I could 
finally begin naming what I could not articulate in my prior theorising. 
As I reflected on that period of my life, and on my experiences with teachers, 
I could see how teachers involved in professional development and in many other 
aspects of their teaching, had experienced vulnerability, yet it wasn't necessarily 
negative. I saw how teachers had leaned on each other when learning new skills and 
while undergoing changes. I began to ponder the relationship between trust, or the 
lack there of, and opening one's self to peer critique, taking the risk to "lose control" 
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in one's classroom while trying new pedagogy, or new forms of classroom management. 
I also began to think about the kinds of emotional and material support that might 
facilitate the risk taking inherent in learning and while undergoing change. I spent as 
much time as possible discussing my evolving understanding of vulnerability with 
friends and colleagues. The more I engaged in these conversations, the more clearly I 
could articulate vulnerability as a multifaceted experience. It was also during these 
discussions that one of my mentors asked ifl considered vulnerability to be an existential 
human experience, or whether I saw it as an empirical construct. In answering the 
question, I replied that I saw it as both. 
One of the key challenges then became how to take a core human experience, 
and describe it as an empirical construct. Two primary questions arose: how could I 
theorise the experience of teacher professional vulnerability as broadly as possible to 
capture the breadth and depth of their experiences; and what research methods would 
facilitate understanding vulnerability as complex and multifaceted? Accomplishing 
these two tasks took months and months of thinking, revisiting literature, writing, and 
talking. 
No Map to Guide Me: Developing the Theory 
Generating my research questions, developing the theory, and designing a conceptual 
framework were iterative and inseparable processes of clarification, and refinement. I 
felt frustration with having no road map to guide me. I also felt overwhelmed when I 
realised that there was no one single way to achieve my goals. There were multiple ways 
to theorise vulnerability. There were numerous conceptual frameworks that I developed; 
each one led to different ways of understanding vulnerability. Each had its own inherent 
value. The tension between constraining the work and creating necessary boundaries 
was palpable. I came back to one question -what are the core elements of vulnerability? 
I came to theorising vulnerability as a multidimensional, multifaceted 
emotional experience that individuals can feel in an array of contexts. It is a fluid state 
of being that can be influenced by the way people perceive their present situation as it 
interacts with their identity, beliefs, values, and sense of competence. It can be theorised 
as a fluctuating state of mind, with critical incidents acting as triggers to intensify or in 
other ways change a person's existing state of vulnerability. 
It can be an experience of openness and trust, which is necessary for love, 
experiencing compassion, learning, and relationship building. In these situations, people 
willingly open themselves to the possibility of embarrassment, loss, or emotional pain 
because they believe that they, another individual, or a situation will benefit from this 
openness. A person being open facilitates learning, trust building, and collaboration. 
In short, a person feels safe in his or her environment to take the risk oflosing face and 
experiencing loss or pain. 
Vulnerability can also develop due to feelings of powerlessness, betrayal, or 
defencelessness in situations of high anxiety or fear. In these situations, people may 
have no direct control, believe they have no direct control over factors that affect their 
immediate context, or feel they are being "forced" to act in ways that are inconsistent 
with their core beliefs and values. Rather than willingly opening themselves up emotion-
ally or physically in such situations, they may in fact withdraw, or close themselves off 
in a defensive or protective stance. A person being more closed inhibits learning, trust 
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building, and collaboration; and may feel political inefficacy, fear, anger, or 
defensiveness. People do not feel safe in their environment and may take no risks or 
may take risks that could be harmful to themselves or others. 
More Uncharted Territory - Methodological Decisions 
Developing the interview protocols 
I decided a mixed-method case-study approach would best achieve understanding ways 
the presence or absence of socio-emotional and material support might influence teacher 
professional vulnerability. Data collection includes distributing a survey to all of the 
teachers in my research site, interviewing teachers and principals, conducting school 
observations, and analysing school and ministry documents. I'm thinking that the study 
will be two staged, first understanding how teachers experience vulnerability, and what 
it means to them, and then exploring how the current context of large-scale change 
influences their experiences of professional vulnerability. In this paper I shall discuss 
only the development of the teacher interview protocol. 
Designing the teacher and principal interview protocols was a slow and 
painstaking process. Several iterations were designed, piloted, and ultimately discarded. 
One of the primary decisions was whether I should talk directly with teachers about 
what vulnerability means to them, how they experience it, and how it affects their 
work. Prior work by Kelchtermans and others was inferential. In conducting analyses 
of teacher biographies, Kelchtermans found evidence from teachers' stories showing 
how they had experienced loss of valued work conditions, or had felt unsupported. He 
had not, however, talked directly with teachers about the ways they experienced 
vulnerability. Other researchers have discussed the relationship between trust and 
vulnerability (Toole, 2000; Tschannen-Moran and Hoy, 1998), without defining vulner-
ability. In short, all published research I have found has relied on inference. 
I wanted to think and talk along with teachers to understand the different 
dimensions of their vulnerability. I also needed a way for teachers to talk about their 
experiences of vulnerability outside of the present reform context. This is especially 
important in Ontario where the political tone of government reform is negative, and 
will very likely affect the ways teachers describe experiencing professional vulnerability. 
I explored different interviewing approaches, and consistently came back to narrative 
inquiry, though I ultimately decided not to use a traditional narrative approach. 
The study of narratives is the study of the ways humans experience the world 
(Connelly and Clandinin, 1990), yet I did not necessarily want full biographies, or personal 
histories. To be consistent with my theorising of vulnerability - that critical events or 
incidents in one's life can change one's existing state of vulnerability, I needed a way to 
capture stories of these events. I finally decided on critical event and critical incident 
methodology for three primary reasons: lack of time to establish trust with teachers 
before data collection begins; to capture the depth and complexity of situations in which 
teachers experience vulnerability; and to encourage teachers to talk outside of the present 
reform context. I drew from Tripp (1993), Woods (1993a, 1993b) and Sykes etal. (1985) 
to identify how critical incident and critical event methods will be used in this research. 
By incorporating both critical incident and critical event methodology into 
the teacher interviews, I can examine both the flash point and more enduring events in 
which teachers experience vulnerability. I felt I could capture the key elements of 
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teachers' vulnerability by developing an iterative, semi-structured interview protocol 
in which I probe for things like: what kinds of material and socio-emotional support 
are present or absent; what is teachers' primary purpose in teaching, can they achieve 
it in the present reform context; how do teachers develop trusting relationships; what 
is the role of trust or betrayal of trust; and what power dynamics are present. An integral 
aspect of the interviews is a reflective component to facilitate thinking along with 
teachers, to verify the trustworthiness (Angelides, 2001) and validity (Woods, 1993a) 
of the critical incidents and events, and to ascertain (a) whether teacher views have 
been represented correctly, and (b) whether I as the researcher have captured the event 
as they knew it (Woods, 1993a). 
The first teacher interview will focus on what risk taking means to teachers, 
what vulnerability means to them, and an initial discussion of some ways they experience 
it in their day-to-day work lives. Before the second interview, teachers will be provided 
with the transcripts from the first interview. They will be asked to discuss if there is 
anything they would like to amend, or extend, and whether their interview responses 
begin to capture their experiences of vulnerability. We will go deeper with the themes 
raised during the first interview, with a focus on support, and conditions that facilitate 
trust building. The third interview will include the reflective component, questions 
that extend the prior two interviews will be decided upon based on what has or has not 
been previously discussed pertaining to teachers' experiences of vulnerability during 
times of large-scale government-mandated reform. The fourth interview will be 
reflective, primarily making sure that I have represented the third interview accurately. 
The pilot interviews 
While developing the interview questions, I felt the weight of my responsibility as a 
researcher, probing into sensitive areas of people's experiences. I wondered what right 
I had to go into teachers' vulnerabilities just for my own research purposes. I struggled 
with several ethical dilemmas. Several of my mentors and peers encouraged me, and 
reinforced in me the belief that this was important research; they also reinforced that I 
had to be very clear what I was looking for. They asked pointed questions: why would 
teachers want to talk with me about their vulnerabilities; what if they don't talk about 
it; are you doing research on subjects, or research with people? 
I began to feel new kinds of vulnerability as I questioned my own purposes 
behind conducting this research. One of the key tensions I felt was the realisation that 
discussing sensitive issues with research participants necessitated trust. It necessitated 
time to develop relationships. It also necessitated a degree of emotional understanding 
(Denzin, 1984), and personal involvement with practitioners. Other researchers had 
also stressed the importance of care and trust (Schultz et al., 1997) because both the 
researcher and participant live the shared story in an inquiry relationship (Connelly 
and Clandinin, 1990). Madeline Grumet (1987) stated that: 
telling a story requires giving one's selfaway, then we are obligated 
to devise a method of receiving stories that mediates the space 
between the self that tells, the self that is told, and the self that listens: 
A method that returns the story to the teller that is both hers, and not 
hers, that contains herself in good company. (p. 323) 
When conducting my pilot interviews, what had been academic or theoretical 
considerations were actually real. The people I talked with could sense right away ifl 
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was being genuine, nervous, or distant as we moved through the interview. Seemingly 
little nonverbal cues, like holding a gaze too long or looking away too quickly, pausing 
too long in forming a probe, or leaning too far into a participant's personal space could 
stop him or her mid-thought. 
I told my participants frankly that teacher professional vulnerability is not 
something that has been given much research attention, and that I needed them to talk 
with me about how they experienced it and what it meant to them. I let them know that 
I would also need them to think along with me by reviewing their transcripts in order 
to ascertain whether we had captured their words and their experiences accurately. We 
eased into the discussion of vulnerability by first talking about risk taking. Sometimes 
there were long pauses as research participants thought about how to frame their words. 
These people were very willing to disclose both painful and difficult professional stories 
that were rich and textured. I realised that even though the "data" were strictly from 
each person's professional life, these were still very personal stories. 
I found that in telling and listening to the stories of the critical incidents and 
events in teachers' professional lives, both the teller and the listener became vulnerable 
in the sense that each had opened him or herself to the other. As the listener, I felt 
responsible for relating their stories with fidelity. The storytellers, likewise, trusted 
me as the listener not to use their words against them. With each person, trust was 
negotiated in subtle and often intangible ways. There was no road map to guide us 
through the path that led to trust or to silence. 
Discussion 
In choosing to study teacher professional vulnerability, I moved into relatively uncharted 
research territory. There were no hard and fast rules to follow, nor were there clear 
guidelines concerning how best to accomplish the task of bringing conceptual clarity 
refinement to the construct. I felt that I needed the flexibility to renegotiate some of 
the more traditionally held rules of empirical research in order to capture the depth 
and complexity of teacher vulnerability. 
There are times when conducting research that the boundaries between the 
personal and professional become blurred. I think that when we choose to conduct 
research into sensitive topics, or when we go into people's emotional lives, we have a 
greater responsibility to open ourselves to the phenomenon we are studying. This is 
not to negate the importance of rigour, or reliability of the data. However contradictory 
it may seem, it may actually increase the likelihood of developing theory, and methods 
than can more fully explore and explain the depth of the participants' experiences. We 
also have a greater responsibility to "care for" those who participate with us in such 
endeavours. Some research methods are more conducive to renegotiating traditional 
boundaries between the personal and the professional, and between researcher and 
participant. A revised form of collaborative narrative research worked for this study 
because it actually reconsiders the social relations between participants, the place of 
disclosure for the researcher, and the place that selectivity and silence hold for the 
texts collected (Denzin, 1984 ). It allowed me the freedom and the scaffolding to go as 
deeply into a discussion of vulnerability with each person as we were able to negotiate 
in the time we had together. 
Section E 
The Theory and Practice of Educational 
Research 
The chapter, "Teacher and Student Identities as Situated Coginitions", combines the 
research conducted independently by the authors, Lauriala and Kukkonen, in order to 
discern underlying commonalities other than the focus theme of identity/self-concept. 
One addresses teachers' views, the other those of pupils through a socio-cognitive 
perspective. This perspective, along with theories of self-conception, is described briefly 
at the beginning of the chapter to set the context. The comparison of the two studies 
highlights clearly: the reciprocal nature of the teachers' and students' influence; the 
role of memory of similar situations and of stereotyping; and the interplay between 
ideal and actual self. This leads into a discussion of how this kind of exercise might 
inform future research. This chapter, in common with the one which follows, exemplifies 
the role that ISATT members play in developing reflection on the research process and 
new research ideas, in addition to presenting bounded research results derived from 
practical issues arising in education. 
In the Chapter 22, Oost continues this theme by addressing the title: "On a 
Pedagogy of Research Problems". He gives his attention to the definition of relevant 
research problems, an important pre-condition for a satisfactory research process, 
through exploring intervention programmes for research students in search of an "expert 
theory". Finding none, he designed an on-line programme for his own students based 
on a model drawn from a conceptual analysis of theoretical insights from a range of 
disciplines. He promises a future paper that will provide a more detailed evaluation of 
the process and results than he is able to present at this stage, in so doing illustrating 
the role of ISATT as a forum for ongoing research. 
The following chapter by Ronnstrom: "Shared Basic Democratic Values by 
Means of Education? A Deweyan Perspective on Some Democratic Illusions and 
Necessities", first describes a politically initiated project implemented in Sweden with 
the intention of promulgating democratic values. He then examines this enterprise for 
its relevance to a pluralistic society through the perspective of Dewey's ideas. An 
outline of the fundaments ofDewey's propositions precedes the analysis, which provides 
a range of thought-provoking theoretical notions about the role, remit and process of 
moral education. His analysis indicates that more reflective practice, embodied within 
and relevant to context, is required within education rather than adherence to a superficial 
model imposed from outside the system. This echoes several of the themes expressed 
in earlier chapters in this book and draws them together to indicate the pervasiveness 
of this concern amongst researching practitioners. 
Erkkila and Makela address a methodological approach: the use of narrative 
and biographical material, exemplified and recommended in earlier chapters, but from 
the rarely addressed perspective of the experiences of those conducting the research. 
In this chapter: "Human Dimensions in Biographical Interviews", examples are provided 
of the difficulties associated with this form ofresearch that are seldom articulated and 
acknowledged in normal research presentation modes. They are perhaps not always 
confronted and then addressed by researchers as they conform to the rubric of the 
method. Thus this chapter encourages us further to analyse and reflect critically on our 
own research practice, in addition to the practice of our participants - emphasising 
another theme in the remit of ISATT contributors. 
The final chapter in this section and in the book: "Teachers Becoming 
Researchers: Reflections on Professional Development" by Hayes, weaves several of 
the recurrent threads of the book together by reflecting on the impact of research 
practice on trainee teachers and their university tutors. From the learner teachers we 
are presented, inter alia, with these stimulating thoughts: one says, "Research is 
education for teachers", and another declares that engagement in research "makes you 
want to challenge more". These views are mirrored by the responses of the university 
staff, who find themselves, as a result of reflecting on the course, learning themselves 
by challenging the stereotypes imposed on their roles and function in the teacher 
education process. Thus this chapter exemplifies the role and function of our work 
through ISATT: to explore and challenge our own aspirations and purposes as teacher 
educators, through our teaching practice and through our research. 
Chapter 21 
Teacher and Student Identities 
as Situated Cognitions 
Armeli Lauriala and Maria Kukkonen 
This chapter addresses the development and shifts in teacher and pupil identities in 
different classroom contexts based on the situated cognition approach. Subsequently, 
contextual and situational features are assumed to influence the construction, actuali-
sation and restructuring of teacher and pupil identities. More generally, social context 
has been found to have a rather decisive influence on a person's conceptions of his/her 
self, becoming activated at a given time. According to Banaji and Prentice (1994, p. 
324), "how one thinks about oneself at any particular time is strongly influenced by 
the immediate social context". 
The chapter is also based on two originally independent studies of the authors, 
and on a search for possible common underlying constructs or theoretical explanations 
of the findings of the studies. The first study focused on the development of teacher's 
professional identity in a different classroom context (Lauriala, 1997), the other on 
pupils' academic self-concept in different subject contexts, involving different teacher 
personalities (Kukkonen, 2000). 
Theoretical Guidelines 
Socio-cognitive viewpoint 
Socio-cognitive research, which combines multi-layered elements of personal 
psychology and social psychology, emphasises cognitions in the context of social 
interaction and regulation of an individual's action. Cognitions are viewed as "situated", 
that is, as an inseparable part of the activity, context, and culture in which they are 
used and generated (cf. Lauriala, 1997, p. 30). Social cognition involves cognitive 
processes as inherently related to emotion, social relations, and social structure ( cf. 
Andersen et al., 1997, pp. 254-5; Barone et al., 1997, pp. 155-83). Central is the 
dualistic interaction between personality and social context, in which an individual's 
self-cognitions are seen as being in a continuous interaction with his/her cognitions of 
the other participants. 
At the heart of socio-cognitive processes lies social perception ( cf. e.g. Brehm 
et al., 1999, p. 125), which involves both personal and contextual factors. How we 
perceive others is largely related to how we see ourselves. Self-representations are 
also shown to be linked in the memory system to the representations of significant 
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others (Andersen et al., 1997). People interpret their experiences through the self. For 
instance, a student's self-conception may significantly influence what kinds of scripts 
are activated in him in each learning situation. In addition, besides oneself and others, 
individuals have representations of the expected interaction and its nature. We can 
thus speak of some kind of interaction schemas. 
Different Aspects of Self 
The concepts of identity and self-concept can be used as synonyms. When researching 
teachers, it has become more common to speak about professional identity ( e.g. Nias, 
1984) while when researching students the interest has more often focused on academic 
self-concept ( e.g. Marsh, 1990). Identity, as well as self-concept can be regarded 
simultaneously as both stable and changing ( e.g. Demo, 1992; Strauman, 1996). Certain 
core self-conceptions may be chronically active, bringing stability to one's identity, 
while less central self-conceptions are less chronically accessible, varying across 
situations. Shifts in identity can be understood both as situational variations and as a 
more long-lasting reconstruction of identity, associated especially with post-modem 
cultural perceptions (Banaji and Prentice, 1994, pp. 324-5). 
According to Strauman (1996), the most stable aspects of self are mainly 
related to one's ideal or "ought" self. Ideal self refers to the domain of self-representing 
one's own and significant others' hopes, wishes or aspirations for him. Ought self 
refers to the domain of self-representing one's own and significant others' sense of 
one's duties, obligations or responsibilities. Compared with ideal and ought self, one's 
actual self - the domain of self-representing the attributes s/he and the significant 
others believe s/he actually possesses - is seen to be more variable across time and 
situations (ibid., see also Higgins, 1996). Especially, when describing situational 
flexibility, the term working self-concept, analogically with working memory, has 
been used. A working self-concept at any moment includes only a part of all the self-
conceptions a person has. It refers to a subset of stored self-knowledge, which is acces-
sible and active in working memory at a given time and in a given context (Andersen 
et al., 1997, p. 236). It may be seen to be formed by central self-representations linked 
to the circumstances of a particular situation (Villa and Calvete, 2001 ). These can also 
be related to a person's former memory-based experiences, including cultural 
typifications ( cf. Hargreaves, 1977). 
The following conceptual model ( see Figure 21.1) is based on various theories 
of self-concept ( cf. Higgins, 1996; Strauman, 1996). It will be used here as a heuristic 
tool for both studying and developing teachers' and pupils' self-concepts. 
Research Questions 
The research is based on a cross-analysis of two different studies. Our aim is to outline 
possible common phenomena and underlying principles in the situational construction 
of teacher and student identities. Thus the discussion here centres on the question: 
What communal features and underlying theoretical principles can be found when 
looking at the situational and reciprocal construction of teachers' and students' 
identities? 
Teacher and Student Identities as Situated Cognitions 
A teacher's self-concept 
(professional identity) 
A student's self-concept 
(academic self-concept) 
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When studying the situational formation of teachers' and pupils' identities in the 
interaction situations of the school, symbolic interactionism is a viable methodological 
choice, due to its way of defining self as involving two components, the "I" and "Me", 
and the way it perceives social interaction as a main constructor of the self (Mead, 
1973; see also e.g. Harter, 1996). 
Symbolic interactionism suggests using research methods in which identities 
are looked at from the viewpoint ofreciprocal interaction processes. Thus, a teacher's 
or a student's view ofhim/herselfis not seen as separate from the everyday interaction 
situations at school, but as linked to them and constructed through them, and identities 
are understood as dynamic processes (ibid.). 
In symbolic interactionism, the emphasis is on the meaning of situations. 
Woods (1992, p. 345) states that "people do not act toward social class or systems; 
they act toward situations" as they interpret them. As researchers we aimed at looking 
at the world from the standpoint of the researched and tried to understand how they 
defined the situations, seeing the subjects in varying situations and moods. For this 
purpose, repeated and longitudinal data-gathering methods were used to capture the 
constantly varying nature of interaction. Further, in both studies the researchers 
acquainted themselves with the cultures of the schools of the subjects ( cf. ibid. pp. 
348-63). 
In symbolic interactionist research, interviewing the persons participating in 
the situations and participants' telling in general can be regarded as an appropriate 
mode of inquiry, an approach offered by interpretive interactionism (Denzin, 1992, 
1994 ), and used in both sub-studies. In this study self-theories provided the wide themes 
within which the data of both studies were analysed and interpreted. 
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Data Gathering and Subjects 
Study 1: Development of teacher identities in innovative classrooms 
Subjects of this study consist of: (a) 19 primary school teachers who volunteered to 
take a one-year in-service course in integrative teaching, involving a three-week 
practicum in the innovative classrooms carrying out integrative, open education, and 
(b) 16 student teachers who were doing one of their practica ( varying from 2 to 5 
weeks) in an open classroom. The practicum classroom contexts were "deviating", 
involving inquiry-oriented, autonomous approach in learning (Lauriala, 1992, 1995, 
1997). 
Data gathering was mainly based on individual, repeated interviews, and on 
narrative inquiry. Interviews involved not directly and only issues pertinent to identity, 
but teacher cognitions of pupils, learning, teaching and their own role. Interviews 
were not tightly structured but allowed subjects to freely tell of their experiences gained 
when doing their teaching practice in the innovative classrooms. Also subjects' written 
reports and narratives, describing their experiences and development in the classroom, 
were used as the sources of data. 
Study 2: Development of students' identities in different subject contexts 
This study (Kukkonen, 2000) focused on examining the development and dynamics of 
students' self-concepts in different subject contexts and on describing and understanding 
relations between students' self-concepts and their expectations for, and experiences 
of, teacher action. The data were gathered by interviewing four students (named Jaakko, 
Elina, Tiina and Antti) during a six-week period, using a stimulated recall method 
based on diary texts. The participants were chosen from 15-year-old students (N = 
101) at one upper secondary school in northern Finland. Each student described weekly 
and lesson by lesson his/her studying in two subjects. The data, concerning in total 35 
lessons, were analysed narratively (Polkinghorne, 1991) by constructing lesson-specific 
narratives on the basis of diary texts and interviews. 
Results and Interpretations 
Situational and contextual influences on identity 
According to symbolic interactionism, the definition of situation is an initial reaction 
of persons in a new situation (Woods, 1980; cf. Backman, 1988, p. 252). The teachers 
and student teachers in Study 1 described their experiences in innovative classrooms 
by comparing these with their earlier experiences in traditional classrooms. They 
expressed great sensitiveness to the new and deviating contextual features, and described 
these in detail in their practicum reports. The initial reaction of most participants was 
surprise, and feelings of anxiety, because they didn't know their own place or how to 
act there, which also meant a threat to their professional identity. One student teacher's 
report vividly indicates this: 
"The first impressions of the class were confusing: the pupils were working 
unbelievably quietly and independently at their own work." 
It was difficult to adjust to the situation because they worked in such a different 
way, and deviated from the "norm". 
"In the beginning, I felt as though I wasn't myself in that class." 
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"Everything was so different-you didn't know your place as a teacher, you 
didn't know how to act there." 
The different physical architecture, and different norms and social structures 
( e.g. power structure, reciprocal roles of a teacher and pupil), i.e. a different pedagogical 
culture which the participants confronted in the innovative classrooms, induced or 
even pressured them to use different action strategies which then affected their 
situational identities. The evolving strategies involved, for instance, "getting close to 
the child", understanding the individuality in learning, and developing a more child-
centred identity, becoming a facilitator of learning instead of the former role of a 
transmitter. 
"In a class in which pupils move freely, in which no one has a fixed place, and 
in which a shift from one task to another is done without any outward signal, it doesn't 
occur to anyone to just sit there. One feels pressured to do something - to at least walk 
around the class and wonder what is happening." 
"This classroom was a working community which as an entity is responsible 
for its success; the teacher is a facilitator oflearning, not an all-knowing transmitter of 
knowledge." 
By far the most influential factor was the children, their peaceful, yet active 
and concentrated way of working and their well-developed social skills. Through acting 
in these classrooms it seemed that over time there could be seen changes not only in 
their situational identities, but also in many cases in their more stable identities as 
well. 
"Now I've received a wonderful confirmation that the teacher needn't be any 
kind of policeman, that he/she needn't be this one who is the boss and gives orders, 
and so on. But he/she can really be the pupils' fellow worker." 
In the Study 2, the subject context could, in some cases, remarkably influence 
a student's academic self-concept, as the following examples demonstrate. Tiina's 
narrative on a German lesson emphasised positive self-descriptions: 
"I was the only one with my hand up all the time, so the lesson was actually 
interaction between me and the teacher. I thought it was cool that I was able to attend 
all the time, for my studying always is a bit this and that. I was eager and active; I felt 
I was a success. I felt I was excelling myself that I really could do something and do it 
so well. The lesson left me with a good impression of studying German, of the teacher 
and of myself for a long time, and I started directly to look forward to the next German 
lesson. I was satisfied with my input and in good moods." 
However, Tiina's narrative on a religion lesson was almost contradictory: 
"The atmosphere was as usual, the teacher talked and tried to make us 
interested. We were quite somewhere else, it was awfully noisy and boring, and you 
just were there, thought about everything else and doodled. I was absent-minded ... 
my thoughts whirled around my personal matters and problems. I was careless, 
vegetating and apathetic, and I was probably not listening to the teacher at all. I had 
not read the chapters we had agreed, and I wasn't a bit interested." 
Tiina's self-descriptions during these lessons seemed to reflect her attitudes 
towards these two subjects, and also different teacher personalities and different classroom 
mates. In their descriptions, students seemed to put a great emphasis on the climate and 
teachers' dispositions and attitudes, i.e. the socio-affective context, which influenced 
their goals and motivational orientations in each subject context, and with very different 
consequences depending on how they defined or experienced these contexts. 
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The results of both studies indicate that situational demands and opportunities 
influence the course of identity formation or negotiation in the situation by prohibiting, 
requiring or allowing a particular kind of action ( cf. Backman, 1988, p. 252; Woods, 
1979), and by the kinds of relationships the participants engaged in. 
Self-cognitions intertwined with other-cognitions 
After becoming aware of the situational cues, expectations, and norms through social 
perception, the processes of negotiation and bargaining between individual and 
situational forces are shown to take place. These forces involve one's own views, ideals 
and goals on the one hand, and the expectations and behaviour of the partners, or 
significant others, on the other. For a teacher these are typically pupils and vice versa, 
denoting reciprocity of teacher and pupil identities. 
In the interaction situations of the school, it's also typical for both teachers 
and students to stereotype cognitions of self as well of the other partners. The influences 
of stereotypes may, however, be diminished if individuals become motivated to meta-
cognitively regulate and control them ( cf. Brehm et al., 1999, pp. 141-142). Becoming 
aware of cultural stereotypes, and being motivated to re-examine them, may also be 
brought about by critical, discrepant experiences, as was the case with the teachers in 
Study 1. The critical new information gained through social perception in innovative 
classrooms was unexpected and was apt to break the teachers' old habitual or 
stereotypical definitions of the pupils. 
"The pupils' great ability to express themselves made my teaching harder; I 
had to develop exercises which suited the level of these pupils." 
"I've never seen such independence with which these pupils could work." 
"IfI compare these with other pupils in the traditional school, this is a kind of 
dream class. We didn't have to keep control, the pupils followed excellently." 
The deviating critical experiences led the teachers and students to reconstruct 
their pupil conceptions, and at the same, their conceptions of a teacher's role, indicating 
the interdependency of these two perceptions. Perceptions of students as enthusiastic 
and inquisitive learners challenged the teacher students also to change their role and 
action, which in tum affected their situational identities and self-esteem. 
"Pupils were awfully inquisitive, and you realised that you can't go into this 
classroom if you haven't found out about things." 
"Pupils' enormous willingness to learn has caught me, too." 
"My self-trust was strengthened by the way pupils received us." 
The interconnection of the self-cognitions and the other-cognitions could also 
be clearly seen in Study 2. In many narratives, the student's self-cognitions appeared 
to be connected with his/her perceptions and conceptions of teacher action. It was 
typical that a student's positive self-view was linked to his/her positive view of teacher 
action. Similarly, a student's negative self-concept was, in many occasions, related to 
a negatively tuned opinion of the teacher action. For example, Elina told about one of 
her Swedish lessons: 
"It was just one of those days when my thoughts were flying somewhere 
quite else and I could not concentrate at all. The lesson could have passed fairly well, 
but it finally went all wrong at least to me because the teacher behaved in such an 
annoying way. Maybe I experienced the teacher's action more personally than the 
others did. At first he went back on his promises, which made the atmosphere quite 
tense. The teacher's attitude was that he said what to do and was the boss. His actions 
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were reflected at once as anxiety in the pupils. My bad mood got even worse. The 
teacher taught as quickly as possible: we jumped from one thing to another. It made 
me nervous and irritable. I was studying quite lazily, I could not keep up with the 
others nor could I remember anything. I was passive, snappy and irritated." 
However, Elina's narrative about another Swedish lesson was quite different 
from the earlier one: 
"The atmosphere was remarkably relaxed. Even the teacher was in a 'humorous' 
mood, somehow friendlier to the pupils and more relaxed, and there was no tension in 
the air as there would normally be. It felt quite different, everyone was having a better 
time and the teacher would join in the fun if one of the pupils joked. He was not scorching 
at a horrible speed either. I tried hard to keep up. I was quite active and I felt confident 
about putting up my hand as I had done my homework carefully. I thought that the 
teacher's working methods were improving, and I hoped it would continue." 
As for the students' subject-specific perceptions in Study 2, it can be stated 
that a student's certain perception of a teacher can lead to a certain role taking and 
behaviour in relation to the teacher. In other words, a perception of a teacher as 
understanding and friendly leads to a different kind of student role and behaviour than 
a perception of a teacher as "arrogant" (cf. case of Elina). A student's behaviour can 
further stimulate a teacher to have expectations of a certain kind of classroom interaction, 
which orientates the reconstruction of teacher identity ( cf. Andersen et al., 1997; see 
Higgins's concept of the expectant self, 1996, p. 1068), and shapes his/her action, too. 
The above extracts from the data of both studies indicate that teachers and 
pupils are important definers in each other's situational identities, and that these are 
developed through reciprocal processes. The affective quality of their perception of 
each other and mutual relationships seem to influence their roles and situational 
identities, and their learning motivation as well. 
Memory-based Experiences Influencing Identity 
Most socio-cognitive models assume that self-knowledge is stored in memory in ways 
that make possible both continuity and malleability in the self. Because self and 
significant-other representations are linked in memory, influencing each in bi-directional 
ways, a person's former experiences of significant other people, as well as cultural 
beliefs and stereotypes, may influence his/her present self-conceptions, which are also 
linked to internal interaction schemes, through which an individual interprets interaction 
and forms scripts about it ( cf. Andersen et al., 1997). 
In Study 1, the teachers constructed their pupil conceptions on the basis of a 
long history, starting from their experiences as a pupil, through their formal teacher 
education, and especially through their former practicum and work experiences. This 
implies the deep-rootedness of certain typifications of pupils, and the concomitant 
difficulty in making changes or transforming these. The new deviating classroom 
situations in Study 1 seemed to make the participants aware of these kinds of stereotyped 
and culturally dominant, taken for granted views of the pupil (or teacher). 
"I've got a new kind of perspective, so that everything doesn't have to go 
exactly according to a certain pattern, that there can be different kind of perspectives." 
In Study 2 it was noticed, especially in the case of Elina, that memories of 
earlier studying situations with a certain teacher could have serious consequences on 
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the student's perception of herself. These influences might also be associated to the 
teacher in later, new learning situations. Previous experiences were in the mind of the 
student in a new situation, although she tried to avoid or get rid of them, to be able to 
construct a more confident self-conception: 
"We had a teacher in the lower secondary school who would start yelling that 
'you 're an idiot, where's your brain", and so on if you did not know how to do something 
... It kind ofleft a horror in me, though we now have quite a nice teacher in the same 
subject. But whenever he asks me something, a mindless resistance takes over me, and 
I start snapping at him. He (the previous teacher) left me with such a horror - because 
whenever he asked something, you would readily sink down begging for forgiveness 
for not knowing . . . I always try to think that - come on - this one is not bad, this is 
quite a different teacher." 
The above description by Elina refers to a transference phenomenon, which 
means that a new teacher is associated with a formerly known teacher, which caused 
the actualisation of earlier emotional reactions (Hinkley and Andersen, 1996), although 
the new teacher didn't resemble the former one, albeit through representing the same 
subject context. This implies that students not only develop a general stereotypical 
view of teachers, but also more differentiated views, according, for instance, to the 
subjects they teach. 
The Interplay Between Ideal Self and Actual Self 
Interplay between one's ideal and actual identities, and more stable and situational 
identities, could be detected in both studies. The most stable elements of identity 
consist of one's own ideals, goals, needs, and deep-seated hopes concerning oneself 
as a pupil or teacher (see Higgins, 1996; Strauman, 1996). Furthermore, situational 
experiences may become meaningful in relation to the ideal self, if they allow 
actualisation of this. 
In Study 1, through their discrepant, positive perceptions of the pupils in the 
open classroom, the teachers started to critically assess their former cognitions and 
reconstruct them, leading to a shift in their situational and also in more stable identities. 
Teachers' personal needs and goals were intertwined with their identity formation. 
"This class brought forth that the teacher had this kind of peace and quiet to 
do the work, somehow this tempted me to become such a teacher." 
"I want to be that kind of a teacher that gives more freedom to all. It has been 
such a nice thing to see that there can really exist such a teacher." 
Especially the in-service teachers felt that their own goals, needs and deep-
seated hopes met a possibility in these new situations. Their ideal identity came to 
match their actual identity, which was felt to be an empowering and energy-giving 
experience. A mismatch or incongruence between their ideal and actual identities or 
roles had in fact made them participate in the course in innovative pedagogies ( cf. 
Lauriala, 1992, 1997). Through their situational experiences in the alternative classroom 
cultures, they were able to restore a balance between ideal and actual self, and achieve 
an integration of their different self-systems. 
"The open education project has greatly contributed that I've gradually started 
to find out how to employ my own personality in my own work and that I've dared to 
do this work on the areas that are my strong points." 
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In Study 2, too, the interpretation of the situation as to what aspects of it were 
estimated as significant seemed to depend on the students' ideals. For instance, one 
female student (Tiina) who desired encouragement and understanding on the part of 
the teacher gave a lot of attention to any intercourse where such teacher dispositions 
were present. She also described the effects of these classroom situations on her later 
action and attitudes towards school, and through these on her general academic self-
concept. In addition, the interplay between the students' ideal academic self and their 
actual self could be detected in many learning situations. During interview sessions, 
students told about their experiences and views concerning the tension between one's 
ultimate goals and the studying reality. A quotation from Antti's interview data may 
also be seen to involve tension between ought self and actual self ( cf. Strauman, 1996): 
"It is a little irritating actually. One should start reading for a test but sometimes 
one is too tired. One should do more reading for the tests. But one can be too tired or 
busy." 
In Tiina's words: 
"It would have been better if my thoughts had changed in a more positive 
direction [during the course]. Ifl had learnt more myself and ... [i.e. implying ought 
self] if going to the class and being there had not been so hard. But they haven't 
changed. I mean it would be nice if they had changed, but ... if there is no fervour in 
you, then ... there is not really much you can do about it. ... My thoughts keep wandering 
too much in other things, I don't know why ... However, I think it is sad I cannot 
concentrate on school [i.e. actual self], as I know the upper secondary school will take 
three years and it is quite important, anyway, and I should try and take it seriously 
right from the start [ ought self]." 
The students' experiences of the congruence, or the balance, between the 
ideal self and the actual self seemed to be an important factor influencing their emotions, 
motivation and well-being in school. 
Discussion 
In the studies dealt with above, teacher and pupil identities can be seen to be interactional 
and dynamic cognitions or interpretations, changing, or transient, over time and 
situations. These studies indicate that to understand identity formation, teacher and 
pupil roles should be viewed as interdependent counter-roles affecting each other. The 
findings also indicate that emotional and affective elements are essentially involved in 
the construction of teacher and student identities: interaction at school seemed to be 
associated with strong emotions, which may spring, for instance, from a pupil's or 
teacher's developmental needs or earlier experiences of success or failure in similar 
situations. Further, a teacher's certain kind of a conception of self, accompanied by a 
certain kind of a conception of a student may mean certain, emotionally laden 
expectations in interaction situations. These teacher's expectations may, on their part, 
influence a student's academic self-concept. 
Of course, self-conceptions shouldn't be regarded as only situationally 
constructed, in the micro-world of the classroom, but developed within wider cultural 
contexts of schools, and through individual history. An individual has internalised a 
repertoire of cultural schemas, as well as personal representations and expectations of 
significant others. It should be noted that stereotypic conceptions or cultural scripts 
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might be a hindrance for teacher/pupil interaction and restrict them from realising 
their own desires and ideals. 
Further, teacher and pupil identities seem to be developed in the dynamic 
interrelation with their action or action orientations, 1 which implies also studying 
identities as part of everyday action in relevant contexts, in other words, in classroom 
and school situations. 
To conclude, teachers and students should be encouraged and supported to 
rid themselves of unnecessary stereotypes, and develop instead authentic, human 
interaction, based on dialogue. Research focusing on a school's interaction relations, 
aimed at clarifying the dynamics of interaction through the identities of the stakeholders, 
might significantly contribute in this. It seems that restructuring of teacher and pupil 
identities can be partially attributed to the possibilities of deep processing of the critical 
and discrepant experiences with others: in the case of teachers with colleagues, and in 
the case of students with the researcher or study counsellor. This implies the importance 
of reflective and meta-cognitive skills and dispositions and the strategic role oflanguage 
as a tool in changes in one's self-concept. 
Note 
Within interactionist research these coordinated sets of ideas and actions are defined as a 
perspective. Hence a change or reconstruction of one's identity may be seen as part of 
perspective transformation (cf. Woods, 1979). 
Chapter 22 




During the last twenty years, there has been a stream of publications about learning, 
teaching and supervising research in Higher Education. All along, attention has been 
drawn to the particular place of problem definition in research processes. Almost 
unanimously, researchers have pointed out that (ill-timed and ill-defined) research 
problems are a key factor in explaining the alarming output of degree and post-degree 
education. 1 Clearly and quickly defining a relevant research problem seems to be an 
important precondition for a satisfactory and efficient research process. 
Pedagogy of Problem Definition 
Against this background, we looked for successful intervention programs - programs 
that could help students and their supervisors to develop and formulate (individually 
or together) a well-defined and relevant problem. We found a lot of examples of 
programs that work well, at least according to their designers. Programs range from 
small-scale interventions at course level ( e.g. Zuber-Skerritt and Knight, 1986; Higgins 
et al., 1989; Chakravarti and Tiwari, 1990; Jongepier, 1990) to large-scale projects 
focusing on the integration of research skills into primary (Riner, 1983), secondary 
(Smith and Hillocks, 1989) and tertiary education (Hernandez, 1985). 
In evaluating these programs, we came up against the difficulty that most 
designers claim that the proposed interventions (can) work well (under certain 
conditions and circumstances), but they do not explain why these interventions work 
well and what exactly the students learn from them (under these conditions and 
circumstances). Moreover, they do not articulate an underlying expert theory. We expect 
a scientifically based pedagogy of problem definition to be specified in terms of 
expertness, acquisition and intervention (Resnick, 1983) - in this order. And subse-
quently, we expect a scientifically based expert theory of problem definition to elucidate 
the concept, functions, criteria and procedural structure of research problems - again, 
in this order (Oost and De Jong, 1996). A systematic ERIC-search did not reveal any 
sources articulating an expert theory. What's more, we could not even find a simple 
reference to such a theory. 
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Research Program 
Our search led us to the conclusion that, for theoretical as well as for practical reasons, 
we needed a conceptual analysis of research problems. The aim of such an analysis 
should be the design of a useful normative model that would elucidate concept, functions 
and criteria. 2 Next, we introduced this research mission into a second mission comprising 
the first: an empirical analysis ofresearch problems. The aim of this empirical analysis 
should be to investigate the actual quality of research problems. True, output figures 
are related to the quality ofresearch problems, but how sound is that? As mentioned 
before, many things have been said and written about the quality of research problems 
in degree and post-degree inquiry, but a lot of this is opinion and little is fact. And in 
those cases where research problems have been empirically investigated, data have 
almost always been collected by means of questionnaires and interviews. Concerning 
the quality of research problems, very rarely have product analyses been performed. 
Building on the results of this conceptual and empirical analysis we developed 
PreScriptum, a short (on-line) course devised for degree and post-degree students. 
After a summary of the conceptual and empirical analysis this paper describes the 
educational format of this course and its educational premises. 
Conceptual Analysis 
The conceptual contribution of our study consisted mainly of analysing and structuring 
theoretical insights from several disciplines (i.e. methodology, philosophy of science, 
formal logic and linguistics) into a model. 
This model, the so-called structure model of the central research problem 
(Figure 22.1 ), is an attempt to integrate the main theoretical perspectives, and is based 
on the definitions, functions and required features of research problems as found in 
the different disciplines. It presents the central research problem as (1) a question, (2) 
which is embedded in a disciplinary research context, (3) which derives its raison 
d'etre from an expected contribution to theory, practice or society, and through its 
linguistic form (4) anticipates an answer, and (5) directs a problem-solving strategy. 
The relationships between the question and the other structural elements of the model 
reflect the (six) pivotal criteria: 
1 Disciplinary embedding ( expressed in the relationship between the question 
and the disciplinary context) 
2 Relevance (expressed in the relationship between the question and the reason) 
3 Precision ( expressed in the relationship between the question and the answer) 
4 Methodical functionality ( expressed in the relationship between the question 
and the general strategy) 
5 Consistency ( expressed in the mutual above-mentioned relationships) 
6 Exposition ( expressed in the relationships between all the elements and the 
text). 
Empirical Analysis 
The empirical part of the project has been confined to the formal quality ofresearch 
problems. By "formal quality", we mean those aspects of the above-mentioned criteria 
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Figure 22. l Structure model of the central research problem 
that can be evaluated without a thorough knowledge of the field. In a surface analysis, 
the entire collection of (341) dissertations was evaluated. (We first used Cohen's kappa 
to determine the conditions for a reliable measurement of formal quality aspects on 
the basis of a surface analysis.) We have applied the criteria benevolently. Nevertheless, 
75 percent of the dissertations appeared to be deficient in one or more respects. The 
separate findings were: 
l Exposition: in about 30 percent of the cases, the central research problem is 
exposed insufficiently. There are no statistically significant differences between 
the social sciences, humanities, bio-medical sciences and the natural sciences. 
2 Relevance: in about 30 percent of the cases, the justification of the central 
research problems is insufficient. Again, there are no significant differences 
between the above-mentioned disciplines. 
3 Precision: in about 35 percent of the cases, it is unclear what the central 
question or hypothesis is. In this respect, dissertations in social sciences lack 
the required precision (55 percent) more often than dissertations in the 
humanities ( 40 percent), bio-medical sciences (30 percent) or natural sciences 
(25 percent). 
4 Methodical functionality: in about 45 percent of the cases it is unclear what 
the central research function ( e.g. describing, explaining) should be. There 
are significant differences between disciplines: social sciences (60 percent), 
humanities ( 40 percent), bio-medical sciences ( 40 percent) and natural sciences 
(25 percent). 
In a complementary analysis, fourteen selected cases were thoroughly studied. 
The findings of the deep-level analysis were consistent with the findings of the surface 
analysis. The main findings of the deep analysis were as follows: 
l Disciplinary embedding: the definition of the research area was sufficient in 
all fourteen dissertations ( l ). The same applied to the attention paid to related 
research (2). On the other hand, minimal attention had been paid to the 
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explanation of choices and presuppositions (3), while in most of the disserta-
tions the research had not been placed in the broader context of the discipline( s) 
concerned (4). No associations between the deep and the surface analysis 
could be established on the basis of this criterion. 
2 Relevance: in a deep approach relevance has been made conditional on an 
elaborated argument (justification). This was the case in eight dissertations. 
Six of these eight dissertations had been identified as justified research 
problems at the surface level. 
3 Precision: a deep approach focuses on the relation between question and 
answer. Only in one dissertation did we find a sufficiently precise question. 
In five cases the interpretation differed from the surface analysis. 
4 Methodical functionality: in nine dissertations, the methodical identity of the 
research problem could be unambiguously determined with the help of the 
question-answer structure of the dissertations. The research problems that 
have been identified as functional questions or hypotheses at the surface level 
are underrepresented among these nine. 
5 Consistency: in seven dissertations the research problem appeared to be 
sufficiently in line with the other structural elements. For the evaluation of 
consistency in the other (seven) cases, required information was lacking. Again, 
no associations between the deep and the surface analysis could be established 
related to this criterion. 
The empirical results provided substantial evidence that the formal quality of 
research problems in dissertations (recently published in the Netherlands) is rather 
poor. It supported the assumption that many (post-degree) students have difficulty in 
properly defining and formulating their research problem. This conclusion suggests 
that the quality of the present initial academic training and supervision can be seriously 
questioned. 
PreScriptum 
In conformity with this conclusion, we developed a short course for degree and post-
degree students. The methodical premise of our educational format is that the quality 
of a research problem in a scientific text is better when: 
1 The position of the research problem in the disciplinary context is clearer 
( disciplinary embedding). 
2 The theoretical or social importance of the desired knowledge is greater 
(relevance). 
3 The linguistic elements of the problem, given its explorative or testable 
character, are more correctly and clearly stated (precision). 
4 The formulation of the statement anticipates a research function more explicitly 
(methodical functionality). 
5 Question, discipline, reason, strategy and answer fit together more logically 
( consistency). 
6 The research problem and the structural relations elaborated are more 
accessible and consequently easier to judge ( exposition). 
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Educational premises of the format are derived from student-centred and 
competency-based learning. We have chosen: 
1 An individual, personal approach 
2 Authentic tasks 
3 Complex tasks 
4 Understanding of rules and principles 
5 Integrated assessment 
6 A perspective of growth (Know-Can-Do) 
7 Criteria-based activity 
8 Integrated quality control. 
In conformity with the methodical premise, PreScriptum consists of five 
modules: disciplinary embedding, relevance, precision, methodological functionality 
and consistency. These modules can be found as buttons on the Homepage of 
PreScriptum, along with the calendar, bulletin board and e-mail. The non-linear nature 
of PreScriptum makes it possible for each individual student to decide where to start in 
the program. It is developed in such a way that each single module can function as a 
starting module. All modules have the same set-up. We made use of hypertext in such 
a way that students can decide what to start with in each module; that is, students can 
start with an exercise (interactivity), first study the theory (information) or do a self-
test (interactivity). Depending on the concern of the individual student, he or she can 
choose the appropriate starting point. In the end, all the students have to complete an 
assignment and place this on the bulletin board on time. 
Evaluation 
The main objectives of the course were to elaborate a well-defined, relevant research 
problem (real-life task) and to develop skills in defining and constructing research 
problems (competency). Degree students (N = 52) and post-degree students (N = 29) 
gave the on-line learning environment a positive evaluation on various aspects, such as 
output, content, pedagogy and techniques. Moreover, on the basis of independent expert 
reviews the course was designated as an example of "best practice in the area of ICT 
and Education in Dutch higher education". 
Still, the usual problem arises of measuring the effect of educational change. 
In conducting a preliminary content analysis of student activities and assignments, 
certain patterns in product and competency output begin to emerge. Soon we hope to 
present and discuss both the methods of analysis and the first (promising) findings. 
Notes 
1 Compare: Sternberg 1981; Lagerwaard en Mul 1982; Long et al. 1985; Moses 1985; 
Rudd 1985; Verschuren 1986; Zuber-Skerritt and Knight 1986; Van Hout 1988; Powles 
1989; Nightingale 1992; Phillips and Pugh 1994. See for output figures the first chapter 
in Oost 1999. 
2 The fourth element of an (pedagogically oriented) expert theory - the analysis of the 
procedural structure of the research problem - would then be object of a later study. 
Chapter 23 
Shared Fundamental 
Democratic Values by Means of 
Education? A Deweyan 
Perspective on Some 
Democratic Illusions and 
Necessities 
Niclas Ronnstrom 
In Sweden, a great deal of pedagogical attention has been directed towards a political 
project to implement fundamental democratic values by means of education. My 
understanding of the project is as follows: In a culturally pluralistic and socially 
complex society such as Sweden, fundamental democratic values are needed to bind 
citizens together. The curriculum for the compulsory school, LPO 94, proposes values 
like "the inviolability of human life", "individual freedom and integrity", "equality 
between men and women", "intrinsic value of humans" and "solidarity with the 
weak and vulnerable". These values are claimed to be a democratic and moral 
foundation for Swedish society, and are supposed to be in duty "constantly and 
always" (Swedish National Agency for Education, 1999). All activities in Swedish 
schools are supposed to be based upon these values, and teachers should embrace 
the values and make them practical and visible in their teaching. It is not sufficient 
to impart knowledge of these values. Democratic working methods must be used in 
accordance with the fundamental values so that, among other things, the pupils' 
participation in planning, choosing and evaluating their daily education is secured. 
Teachers embracing the proposed values should be able to represent a clear ethical 
standpoint with roots in Christian tradition and western humanism, and they should 
dissociate themselves from anything that conflicts with these values. On these 
grounds, teachers in the new millennium should themselves be educated to be 
competent moral agents and democratic educators, so that they can impart, instil and 
form in pupils the claimed democratic foundation of Swedish society (Swedish 
National Agency for Education 1994, 1999; SOU 1999). 
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In this chapter I will examine conditions for implementation, justification 
and communication of democratic values in education from the perspective of the 
American educational thinker John Dewey, and I will particularly refer to the Swedish 
implementation project mentioned above. One reason why Dewey's classic contribution 
to democratic education is still relevant today, is because of his analysis of the 
interdependence between human competence, social organisation, moral agency, 
education and democracy understood as a way of life. For Dewey, democracy was 
education in a broad sense, and for him schools played an essential role in developing 
morality and democracy. With my interpretation of Dewey, I ask myself: what are 
values, can we justify fundamental values, and particularly the proposed values 
mentioned above, and, finally, is it possible and desirable to accomplish widespread 
sharing of particular values in a pluralistic society? These three questions seem to be 
relevant for teachers assigned to foster respect for fundamental values in any society. 
I will start with outlining the relevant "Deweyan" interpretative tools, and then I will 
use them to discuss the questions and conditions mentioned above. 
Dewey denied insurmountable barriers between the descriptive sciences and 
the normative sciences, what is and what ought to be, and between rationality and 
emotions. In viewing the world from a transactional standpoint, Dewey rejected all 
philosophical traditions which held the fundamental world order as fixed and stable. 
For Dewey, all talk about eternal truth or absolutistic and universal theoretical claims 
was misguiding. In a world constantly changing, all theories and practices are context 
dependent with regard to their justification, interpretation and application. At the same 
time, not all things were relative to context. Dewey trusted that human rationality had 
universal potential but it was not yet well developed, and the best example so far of 
systematic and impartial rationality was to be found in science. Therefore, Dewey was 
careful not to confuse universal procedures with the outcome of such procedures. 
Outcomes were more context dependent than the rational procedures producing the 
outcomes and the distinction between outcome and rational procedure can be recog-
nised in Dewey's two-level concept of experience (Dewey, 1925a; Hickman and 
Alexander, 1998). 
All human first-order spontaneous or customary experience, like beliefs, 
likings, smells, frustrations, opinions, feelings, and intuitions, could be made objects 
of second-order reflective experience. Second-order reflective experience was seen as 
the rational capacity for ascribing meaning to, theorising about, valuing, or interpreting, 
first-order experiences, and the results of second-order reflections were to be taken as 
hypotheses, or theoretical constructions, to be tested, or verified, against first-order 
experiences. Scientists and laymen had the same rational capacity, but the former group 
had developed tools in which Dewey put social and moral hope. Human experience 
was to be guided with better reflective experience, and that implied several consequences 
(Dewey, 1925a; Murphy, 1990). 
First, systematic and impartial scientific methods should be used in moral 
and social sciences, not only in a descriptive sense, but also in a normative and recon-
structive sense. To Dewey, second-order reflection, and especially in its most trustworthy 
form science, was to be used to make society, education and morality better (Hickman 
and Alexander, 1998). 
Second, first-order experiences like unreflective beliefs and immediate values 
can be made facts, or real values, if they pass a process of qualified reflection. Facts 
and values are theoretical constructions to be tested through reflection and verification. 
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Facts and values are both results of different reflective procedures, but the difference 
is not in kind because they are both kinds of valuations. Facts are valued believable, 
and values are valued valuable. To Dewey, both facts and values refer to something 
objective in the world, but values are also emotional and motivating. That means that 
beliefs cannot motivate actions, only values can because they are coloured with 
emotions, but it also means that there are answers to questions about what is good and 
what is right. Values refer to intersubjectively accessible states of affairs, in the real 
world, and that opens the possibility for moral knowledge (Dewey, 1925b ). The moral 
answers cannot be of universal or absolute character, but it is possible to construct 
objective values in relation to a specific context, action or society (Dewey, 1932). We 
can never relax thinking we have found the absolute or universal moral norm or value, 
but we can use our best moral principles and values as tools in reflection, and as guides 
for action. Dewey encourages us to use traditional moral theories as tools or guides 
without taking them for granted as right or good. Nothing has value in itself, but 
things get value through reflection and verification (Hickman and Alexander, 1998). 
Third, emotions are necessary, but not sufficient, parts of values. For Dewey, 
real values and morally good actions were only those that passed a test of reflection. 
To judge our different pro-attitudes as valuable, and to judge our actions morally wise 
or justified, was primarily a job for rational capacities, but also for another essential 
ingredient in his reflective morality: 
A person of narrow sympathy is of necessity a person of confined 
outlook upon the scene of human good. The only truly general 
thought is generous thought. It is sympathy, which carries thought 
out beyond the self and which extends its scope till it approaches the 
universal as its limit. It is sympathy which saves consideration of 
consequences from degenerating into mere calculation . . . to put 
ourselves in the place of others ... is the surest way to attain 
objectivity of moral knowledge. (Dewey, 1932, p. 270) 
Dewey acknowledges three natural sources for moral justification: rationality, 
communication and sympathy. Communication is seen as a necessary condition for 
social life in general, and society existed in communication, according to Dewey ( 1916). 
Any sharing of values and traditions were dependent on communication. Thomas M. 
Alexander understands Deweyan sympathy as "an underlying disposition to care for 
and be cared for by others ... presupposed in all mature, explicit, self reflective and 
cognitive endeavours" (Alexander, 1995, p. 133). Dewey's recommendation was to 
extend human sympathy globally because of the growing internationalisation of interests 
and relations. 
And fourth, old values and habits can be influenced and changed through the 
process of reflection, but also through inactivity. Dewey saw humans as creatures of 
habit, and habits are results of individuals interacting, or transacting, as in human 
communication, with a primarily social environment. Lack of relevant environmental 
stimuli may cause habits to lose their functionality, and change in environment demands 
new habits. Dewey distrusted the functionality of old moral norms and values in modem 
societies with their new problems, relations, and social organisations, and therefore he 
wanted us to develop more reflective moral habits, called "reflective morality". He 
was concerned about how his contemporary society actually blocked the road to moral 
and democratic reflection with its love of power, its capitalistic regime, its hierarchical 
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structure, its traditional conventional morals and materialistic biased values. The social 
conditions necessary to develop reflective morality, were in his own eyes, more or less 
absent in a hierarchical society where social relations often were characterised by 
some people's non-sympathetic strategic use of others for their own ends. Moral and 
democratic competence was dependent on support from social life and organisation 
(Dewey, 1932, 1916; Gouinlock, 1994). 
A Deweyan reflection on the Swedish project to implement fundamental 
democratic values by means of education reveals problems. Besides the abstract nature 
of the proposed values it is problematic to implement any set of democratic values in 
the form of a system imperative within the political administration of schools. They 
are unpractical if they do not motivate the different actors in schools. It seems plausible 
that the affected actors should be participating in the formation of values so they can 
be moved by them, and so that they can be shared. The implementation process might 
be criticised as un-democratic with respect to the limited participation of those affected, 
but also because the actual outcome to a great extent was a compromise resulting from 
strategic political action rather than inclusive cooperative communication among both 
politicians and those affected. It also seems necessary to reflect on which values will 
be relevant to a particular context rather than assuming their validity and relevance 
constantly and always. The internationalisation, or trans-nationalisation, of interests 
and relations also makes it doubtful to focus on democratic values exclusively within 
the national state. Of course, education is administrated within the Swedish national 
state, but from a Deweyan perspective, morality and democracy need to have a wider 
scope than that. 
It also seems necessary that the social organisation stimulate moral reflection 
and functionality of democratic values. Dewey stressed the importance of a social 
environment that facilitates certain kinds ofreflection, problem solving and commu-
nication, if we were to take morality and democracy seriously. For Dewey, it was 
important to separate moral problem solving, an open situation in which an agent does 
not know what to do or what to value, from technical problem solving, in which an 
agent already knows the goal, end, or value in advance, and perhaps even the methods 
for reaching that end (Dewey, 1932). To foster moral reflection and sympathy in a 
Deweyan sense, we should therefore reject pedagogical traditions based on one-sided 
authoritarian or strategic leadership, but also predetermined agendas for students' and 
teachers' work. In Swedish schools today we can see a development towards 
effectiveness and productivity in reaching predetermined measurable goals, and Total 
Quality Management, with roots in business, is introduced as compatible and desirable 
ways of coordinating and managing schools and their actors (Lagrosen, 1997). From 
the standpoint of democratic education, where moral problem solving and democratic 
values are desirable and should be practical, the Swedish development can entail 
technical schools with limited moral deliberation, reduced fostering of caring relations, 
and less participation in forming goals and values for pupils and teachers. If the schools 
succeed, effective production of fulfilled educational goals is secured, but perhaps not 
morality and democracy. 
In Dewey's reflective morality it is valuable that all individuals become wise 
moral agents through seeking their own values in life, and therefore pluralism and 
diversity is encouraged because of the creative and enriching potential that differences 
are supposed to have for individuals and society at large. To Dewey, widespread 
agreement or convergence upon values was both good and bad. It strengthened a sense 
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of community but it could also lead to individual and social stagnation. For my purposes 
in this chapter I will roughly construct three classes of real values based on my reading 
of Dewey's reflective morality: individual values, fundamental values, and shared 
values. The first class refers to those values that pass the test of reflection for an 
individual. The second class refers to those values necessary to value for upholding 
and developing democracy, and which also pass the test of critical reflection. The third 
class refers to those values that participants share by means of communication and 
intersubjective reflective testing (Dewey, 1932; Gouinlock, 1994). 
Values, actions, and goals in general, deserve their justification in terms of 
probable, or verified, consequences for actions. General justificatory and reflective 
questions might be: Are they coherent with other values, one's overall life plan, facts 
and known relations? Are they open for revision in the light of new experiences? Do 
they lead to a good character in the end or are they just solving problems here and 
now? Are they socially approvable in relation to others' well-being or the common 
good? These criteria for reflection can also be translated into language fitting social 
institutions and societies to judge their moral value, according to Dewey (1932). The 
moral value of schools was one important aspect to evaluate in Dewey's reconstructive 
agenda for education (Dewey, 1916). 
A morally wise actor is a good chooser of enjoyable ends capable of justifying 
ends, values and actions in the critical light of reflection. Moral justification was of 
great importance to Dewey and he stressed the importance of separating reasons for 
actions and values from their causes. Immediate impulses of anger can cause an 
individual to kill his child, and needs for economic growth might economically justify 
cutting down rainforests and cause one to believe it is a good thing to do, and living in 
a culture where female circumcision is custom might cause one to uncritically believe 
it is something valuable. None of these examples would probably count as moral reasons 
for actions, or values, in a Deweyan sense. Moral justification requires qualified 
reflection, and it is not enough to claim convergence or agreement upon values because 
it might be a superficial unreflective agreement, or agreement caused by threats, power, 
manipulation, ignorance, dogmatic beliefs, or custom and convention. Dewey's 
reflective morality recommends us to be critical about values. The general reflective 
questions above can be extended with questions like: Why do we, they, value X? How 
did we, they, come to value X? Where and when were, are, these values X functional? 
Who does valuing X serve? (Gouinlock, 1994) 
Hence, Dewey's contextualism does not entail total relativism but a critical 
morality, but we must remember that female circumcision and exploiting rainforests 
could possibly be morally justified if they pass critical reflection. A group of people 
does not really share values if the values do not pass reflection, is the outcome of 
participation of all affected in the formation and interpretation of them and is a result 
of open and honest communication. So, consensus or regularity in behaviour is not 
enough for Dewey, real sharing demands reflective consensus (Dewey, 1932). 
Moral education in this critical sense differs radically from obedience to pre-
fixed norms and already established values. From a Deweyan perspective, imparting 
and instilling values are not sufficient because the distinction between reasons and 
causes mentioned above is not taken into consideration. Transmission of cultural 
traditions is inevitably a major part of education (Dewey, 1916), and the crucial question 
is how learning situations are carried out. We must differentiate between those 
pedagogical practices that transmit knowledge and values through mere indoctrination, 
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or role modelling, with an uncritical attitude, from those that transmit knowledge and 
values through open communication with a reflective attitude. 
Dewey was also aware of the need for more fundamental values. His 
understanding of fundamental values can be interpreted as those procedural values 
facilitating and constituting democracy in a broad sense. Democracy for Dewey was 
not only political government, it was also reflective morality and a social organisation 
that supported free growth, and search for values, for each individual, but also common 
welfare or common good. Fundamental values can be seen as only those values that 
are necessary for upholding democracy as a lifestyle, that is, values anchored in our, 
for Dewey, natural capacities for sympathy, communication and reflection like: each 
and every individual participation in the construction of common goals and values, 
open honest and caring communication of experiences, cooperation rather than 
competition, active tolerance in that one should encourage criticism and inquiry, 
equality between all members in society and reflection over experiences to facilitate 
growth and intelligent action. In other words, fundamental values in Dewey's democratic 
lifestyle are meant to be procedural in that they aim to regulate the relations, and shape 
the action orientations, of free individuals seeking their own values while at the same 
time contributing to the development of the community at large (Dewey, 1932; 
Gouinlock, 1994). 
Fundamental democratic values deserved special criteria for justification 
because they were constitutive of the idea of democracy as a lifestyle. Fundamental 
values should be taken as valuable even if any particular individual does not feel for 
them. This seems contradictory, but Dewey trusted our rational capacities in that they 
can affect motivation through argumentation and qualified reflection. First, all 
fundamental values are, if they really can be considered as fundamental, truly valuable 
in that they facilitate, and protect, all individuals in their seeking personal values, ends 
and growth. Second, all participants within a certain practice must adapt themselves to 
the fundamental values, or principles, necessary to uphold that practice. If one accepts 
the values or principles as necessary for that practice, and if one depends on them, one 
must also accept them as fundamental, and thereby let them guide one's actions within 
that practice. One cannot break the rules of chess at the same time as one is accepting 
to play the very same game. Third, if one enjoys certain rights a principle of reciprocity 
entails that one must give these rights to others as well. So, in moral language, 
fundamental "goods" are to be taken as "shoulds" because they can be proved necessary 
for democratic practice and organisation, or in Dewey's vocabulary, the democratic 
lifestyle (Dewey, 1932). 
Reflecting with Deweyan tools on the claimed fundamental values for Swedish 
schools, we can see that they probably fail to be both justified and fundamental from a 
more procedural democratic standpoint. Springing from a variety of traditions they 
might not pass the test of coherence and context relevance in relation to late modem 
worldviews. They are claimed to be operative "constantly and always" and they are 
therefore not revisable and sensitive to context. They might be excluding the interests 
of democratic citizens from the environmentalist or the animal liberation movement, 
because of their focus on the value of human life, and equality for all members of the 
society is more inclusive than equality between men and women. The proposed 
fundamental values are also not an outcome of cooperation and communication between 
participants in Swedish schools and citizens. The proposed Swedish fundamental values 
are hardly fundamental democratic values in that they fail to identify the values, or 
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perhaps principles, necessary to uphold, regulate and develop open democratic 
cooperation, and sharing of experience, within a democratic society. The proposed 
values have substantial qualities that might disqualify some interests and groups that 
might be considered democratically valuable and not democratic threats. Therefore, 
from a Deweyan standpoint, any set of proposed fundamental values in a pluralistic 
society should be procedural rather than substantial. They should support and regulate 
human cooperation, reflection and inclusion, rather than explicating what to value in 
absolute non-revisable and substantial terms. Sympathy, though, is natural, and 
necessary for any true moral and democratic character, and Dewey recommended us 
to foster sympathy not only in relation to our neighbours and countrymen, but also in 
a global sense (Dewey, 1932). 
Hence, reflective morality and Deweyan democracy encourages all individuals 
to seek their own reflective values, but fundamental values, if they are right, are both 
constraints and facilitators to be accepted as valuable for all members of a democratic 
society. If individuals in a community reflectively share other values it will be good 
because it strengthens their sense of community, but only as long as individual and 
social growth is secured. If processes of sharing lead to stagnation or absolutism, it 
distorts both the democratic and educational process. The best way of sharing values 
is to make them practical in our daily lives by letting them explicitly guide our actions, 
and make them intersubjectively accessible for test, revision and reflection. Remember 
that Dewey's theory of values entails that there is an objective component in any value 
because they are referring to states ofaffairs in the objective world. Dewey (1932) put 
moral and democratic hope in a more naturalistic moral language, but we have 
communicative reasons to suspect that reflectively sharing values in any pluralistic 
society is complex and difficult, and perhaps not even desirable. 
Sharing values, fundamental values included, seems to be difficult because of 
several communicative reasons. Sharing is more than just having pro-attitudes towards 
the words used for explicating fundamental values. Let us assume that Dewey's reflective 
morality and democratic ideals were accepted as guidelines among the individuals in 
a pluralistic community, and in supposing that we will skip any quarrel or arguments 
about the rightness ofDewey's proceduralism and reflective morality. Would that be a 
guarantee for reaching agreement in normative questions of norms and values? I do 
not think so. With Dewey's help we have noticed the interdependent relation between 
morality and social organisation, and reflective morality seems to need a democratic 
sound environment, and such an environment is itself dependent on the reflective 
morality and the participating democratic lifestyle. Reflective morality and democratic 
social organisation is a mutually supportive, but not an existing condition, so agreeing 
with Dewey might not be practical. Widespread sharing of values seems to be very 
difficult to achieve when different habits, practices, traditions, political ideologies and 
conventions affect the meaning and practicality of values. It is also the case that even 
ifwe reach consensus on a particular occasion we might diverge in future applications 
and valuations. 
In our attempts to communicate values, we must also acknowledge that there 
is always some indeterminacy about what a speaker means by an utterance on a particular 
occasion, and it is also important to separate communication intents from communi-
cation effects. If a hearer understands a speaker's meaning with an utterance it doesn't 
follow that he agrees with the speaker about what is valuable. Speakers can diverge in 
valuation even if they converge in understanding the objective reference of the claimed 
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value. It is also indeterminate whether someone who is working for equality has moral 
reasons. His motives might be to impress someone, to increase his status in a group or 
for a group, or just to feel connected to others, and teachers might refer to values, say, 
"respect", with the intent of getting the students to obey or just shut up. Communication 
is complex and we must, perhaps, accept that shared values between all, or most, 
members of a pluralistic society is impossible in practice, and not even desirable in a 
democratic community. Even fundamental values seem to be difficult to share between 
a large numbers of people, if it means that they guide action in all contexts. Fundamental 
values might be unpractical in societies and institutions governed by money, power 
and strategic rather than free, cooperative communication (Habermas, 1987). There 
are more action coordinating mechanisms than democratic values operating in Swedish 
schools today. It is certainly not easy for teachers to dissociate themselves from strategic 
coordinating, and success oriented, media like money and power when they are in 
conflict with democratic values. 
Any attempt to implement fundamental values from above seem to be 
misguided if the intent is to achieve the effect that all affected should embrace the 
same democratic values, mean roughly the same thing in using them and that teachers 
should display ethical clarity in the eyes of all students. If we follow Dewey, only 
procedural fundamental values are really important to share within a democratic 
community, and even that might be difficult. What makes fundamental values more 
important to share, and perhaps less difficult than other values, is that all democrats 
have reason to accept them because of their dependence on them for their own good 
and their consistency. The fundamental values can never be fixed or absolute. They are 
also values to be tested and evaluated among the members of a community. Testing, 
communicating, debating, and reflecting upon values, is perhaps the best we can do in 
the search for widespread sharing about what is democratically valuable, but only 
certain kinds of communication will do if we take Dewey seriously (Dewey, 1916, 
1927b; Murphy, 1990). 
Dewey acknowledged a special problem of communicating values besides 
the demand for caring qualities, coherence, revision and reflection. We cannot be 
credible if our communication content, say, the value ofrespect, opposes our communi-
cative actions, say, never take the hearers' opinions, desires and needs into consideration 
(Welchman, 1995). We can, with Habermas's (1996) help, talk about performative 
contradiction whenever content opposes action, or the reverse. If teachers do not live 
as they teach there might be unwanted learning from a democratic perspective. We can 
also wonder about teachers' democratic motivation towards students if they are not 
experiencing and developing democratic habits in their own work life outside their 
classroom. Democratic values should therefore guide action in all educational contexts 
on all possible levels between all groups of actors in the school system. 
Let me make some concluding remarks about implementation of democratic 
values by means of education within a Deweyan frame of reference. Participation in 
forming values through tolerant, critical and caring communication seem necessary 
for a group of people if they are to reflectively share democratic values, without 
confusing that with superficial agreement, unreflected custom or convention. 
Authoritarian social structures, strategic action orientations and one-sided technical 
problem-solving do not promote democratic values and moral reflection. Therefore, if 
we take democratic education seriously, it is necessary to develop social environments, 
and learning situations, in which individuals learn to seek justified values of their own, 
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cooperate, reflect, care, communicate, and make values practical in their actions. This 
is necessary ifwe want to promote democracy as a lifestyle, and not solely effectiveness 
and production in education. Democratic societies and schools should value diversity 
rather than conformity, and it is therefore important that fundamental values do not 
exclude groups from the democratic community and sharing of experiences. This may 
be accomplished with a move towards revisable procedural values rather than absolute 
and substantial fundamental values. 
Educational goals and fundamental democratic values are not to be left in the 
hands of politicians; researchers, teachers and pupils may contribute with their part. I 
am convinced that Dewey would have enjoyed the Swedish attempt to promote 
democracy by means of education, but my reflections on Dewey's moral and democratic 
ideas reveal problems regarding how the attempt is carried out. Dewey did not trust 
that traditional democratic and moral views were functional in relation to complex 
social conditions, and he stressed that modem conditions put heavy demands on human 
creativeness. For Dewey, democratisation was a challenge which he referred to in terms 
of faith - a faith that could not be reduced to democratic habits and traditions, 
predetermined educational goals or imparting of fixed values exclusively within the 
national state: 
Democracy is the faith that the process of experience is more 
important than any special result attained, so that special results 
achieved are of ultimate value only as they are used to enrich and 
order the ongoing process. Since the process of experience is capable 
of being educative, faith in democracy is all one with faith in 
experience and education ... the task of democracy is forever that of 
creation of freer and more humane experience in which all share and 
to which all contribute. (Dewey, 1939, p. 229) 
Chapter 24 
Confronting the Person in 
Biographical Interviews 
Raija Erkkila and Maarit Makela 
Biographical methods in social sciences have raised new kinds of issues. In a 
biographical study a researcher comes very close to his or her informants and thus the 
feelings and emotions on both sides cannot be neglected. The act of actively listening 
to another person's life story is a complex phenomenon that seems to warrant more 
attention than it has been given so far. Narrative and biographical research has frequently 
touched on the question of what it means to a person to tell his or her own story. The 
possibility to tell and re-tell one's life story seems to help people to perceive their life 
as more organised, to assign new meanings to experiences and to undergo an 
emancipatory process (e.g. McEwan, 1997; Polkinghorne, 1988). Another basic 
assumption is that human beings have a narrative approach to their lives and therefore 
tell about things that are important to them (Bruner, 1987). 
On the other hand, there is not much research on the experiences of researchers 
listening to their informants' stories. There are a large number of narrative-biographical 
research reports as well as methodological handbooks discussing empirical research, 
but the actual practice of collecting data and, more specifically, the experiences of 
biographical researchers in doing research are rarely presented and discussed. While 
doing empirical research, we have become convinced that feelings and emotions are 
inherently present in each interview situation and shape the discourse produced and, 
hence, the outcome of the interview. We would like to raise the following question: 
how should researchers confront their own experiences in interview situations and 
reflect the meaning they apply to the research process? 
Interview Sessions 
We have chosen to conduct a cyclical series of interviews in our research, which focused 
on describing and analysing the professional growth of student teachers. The repeated 
interviews took place during 1995-2000, including from three to five interviews with 
each person. One interview concentrated on a person's general life experiences. The 
next interviews were stories about study and working years. 
Numerous methodological textbooks provide detailed accounts of the 
technicalities of successful interviews, such as how to prepare for an interview, what 
equipment is needed, what good questions are like, what should be done after the 
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interview, etc. (e.g. Cresswell, 1998; Jovchelovitch and Bauer, 2000; Kvale, 1996). 
But this was not enough for us as biographical researchers. While doing our actual 
practice, we needed a wider analytic perspective to the interview situation, including 
explicit consideration of the influence and personal contribution of the interviewer. 
For instance, some of the student teachers started to tell about their previous 
life more intensively than expected. Also, it became evident during the research process 
that personal life and professional growth are so strongly intertwined as to be 
inseparable. Thus, reflecting back on these research episodes, we may easily claim 
that it was these repeated interview sessions that convinced us of the relevance of the 
biographical viewpoint. Through repeated interviews, the interviewer really becomes 
interested in her informant's personality and choices as well as confronting her feelings 
and emotions. The interviewee similarly begins to feel that the researcher is genuinely 
interested in his or her life, and in an optimal case, the repeated meetings with the 
researcher result in a confidential relationship. 
Kelchtermans (1994) describes in detail this cyclical way of doing biographical 
interviews. He highlights the benefit of analysing the data after every interview. Each 
analysis provides topics for the next interview, and the interviews thus constitute 
cumulative sources of data. Also, the "information gaps" and unclear passages of the 
first interview can be filled in during the later sessions. Each resumption of a topic 
elaborates the story, and the repetitive instances of narration may shed new light on the 
interrelations of events, not only for the researcher but also for the narrator. It was 
these guidelines that oriented our work of doing biographical interviews. 
Unexpected Situations and Feelings Faced by the Researcher 
An interview may sometimes turn out to be thoroughly frustrating, and the interviewer 
may end up trying to find a way out of the situation. For some reason, no relationship 
develops or the initially established relationship fails to develop further. Kelchtermans 
(1994, p. 100) noted in his own research that the development of a confidential 
relationship required a balanced give-and-take relationship. Collecting biographical 
data should not be "one-way-traffic", but trustfulness is enhanced by mutual reciprocity. 
Goodson (2000, p. 20) also talks about giving and taking in biographical interviews. 
There are two participants in the research, who see the world through different prisms 
of practice and thought. Such a valuable difference may provide the outsider, i.e. the 
researcher, with a possibility to give back goods in "the trade". The insider offers data 
and insights; the outsider, in pursuing glimpses of structure in different ways, may 
also contribute data and insights. That is, according to Goodson, why the terms of 
trade look favourable. 
We believe that many researchers have experiences of both successful and 
unsuccessful interviews. According to our experience, interviews are always situation-
specific. Different roles inevitably evolve in a given situation. They are not merely 
something adopted by the researcher, nor does the interviewee decide about these 
roles in advance. It is the act of telling and re-organising their life-story that generates 
a need, to which the researcher is expected to respond through the role assigned to her. 
It is precisely this intimacy with another person's life that is characteristic of bio-
graphical interviews and ties the researcher to the interviewee more closely than any 
other kind of interview. 
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The repeated interviews may allow the informant to resume themes at a more 
profound level and even bring up sensitive topics. The biographical approach may 
even have the consequence that the researcher finds that the interviewee expects her to 
be, apart from a researcher and a listener, also a friend and even a therapist ( cf. Connelly 
and Clandinin, 1995). Still, as far as we can see, the therapist's role is not good for the 
researcher. Researchers have not been educated to work as therapists, nor does research 
aim to be therapeutic. According to Kvale (1996, p. 125), too, the researcher should 
try to keep the interview from turning into a therapeutic session. A good interview, 
however, may resemble therapy in that the interviewee finds the very act of telling 
relieving without expecting the interviewer to contribute a solution to their problems. 
The interviewee finds the interviewer to be a listener who is like a reliable friend they 
can confide in. 
While conducting biographical interviews, both of us have also come across 
another researcher's role, which may be the most common expectation applied to the 
interviewer. This resembles the "traditional" role of a researcher (see Gudmundsdottir, 
1996; Jovchelovitch and Bauer, 2000). In those situations, we felt that we were expected 
to ask direct questions, to which the interviewee tried to provide as "good" answers as 
possible. The interviewee may also subjectively assume what things the interviewer 
wants to hear and what she already knows. Differences in background and culture 
between the interviewer and the interviewee may also result in a situation where the 
interviewee only tries to give the kind of answers they expect the interviewer to want. 
What makes the researcher especially interested in certain stories? Time and 
again, the biographical researcher is faced by the question of both her own motives for 
doing this kind of research and her informant's motives in telling about their life. Our 
own motives derive from the theoretical and methodological premises of narrative-
biographical research. That is why part of the stories always gets less attention. We are 
convinced that a narrative-biographical interview is a relatively new and unfamiliar 
situation to both the interviewee and the interviewer, which always requires some 
negotiation of roles. Although it may resemble informal conversation, it differs from 
ordinary conversation in being goal-oriented. 
The Researcher and her own Life-story 
The commitment to work on the life experiences and biographies of other people makes 
the researcher face a number of questions about her own identity, biography and personal 
experiences. The researcher can never be a completely neutral outsider. Our own life 
experiences orient our interpretations, and the life-story to be interpreted orients our 
life, even if only by evoking minor memories and past incidents. The need to listen to 
other people's life-stories awakens a desire to consider one's own biography. 
But where are researcher biographies? This topic has not been discussed much 
in the guidebooks for researchers. Yet, there are clear signs to indicate that researcher 
biographies should also be told, and public discussion concerning this has already 
begun. There are also some examples of stories told by researchers or supplementing 
research reports (e.g. Elbaz-Luwisch, 1995). 
Brannigan and Merrens (1995) also point out that studies aiming at objectivity 
lack the human voice. Research reports lack a narrator who would go beyond the 
phenomenal level ofresearch and describe the context in which the researcher's interest 
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in this specific topic was aroused. Researcher's voice and personal signature are always 
manifested in the style and form of the research report. Traditionally, research reports 
have been stories of what aspects of a given phenomenon have been studied and how. 
Why and by whom a certain phenomenon has been studied are questions that have not 
been answered in the course of research, nor have they even been asked explicitly. 
Elbaz-Luwisch and Pritzker (2001, p. 17) consider the norms of the academic world to 
be a major problem. These norms underrate the need to expose feelings or even 
experiences of failure. Therefore we agree with their conviction that acknowledgement 
of one's own feelings helps the researcher to understand both herself and the object of 
her research. Therefore, the researcher should not try to completely separate the 
emotional and cognitive aspects of her work. 
The basic assumption of narrative research is that the story continues to evolve 
upon being told and reported. For instance, we began to analyse our own experiences 
as researchers, but soon realised that it was not so simple to capture them on paper as 
we had thought. Writing about oneself was really quite different from reading and 
analysing the life-stories of other people. Writing about own emotions and feelings 
during a research process or even publishing them, demands something that is not 
common in academic life. Still, one should try, because emotions are present, whether 
discussed openly or not. 
Why Carry out Biographical Interviews? 
Our aim throughout this article has been to underline the researcher's contribution to 
biographical interviews and to highlight the relationships implicit in them. According 
to our experience, the narrative-biographical interview is a special kind of interview. It 
is demanding and time-consuming both to the interviewee and interviewer. It is always 
situation-specific and unpredictable, and the researcher often ends up in novel and 
unexpected situations while collecting data. We found this astonishing, as our own 
education in the 1980s prepared us for different researchers' roles. According to this 
alleged role, the researcher should remain distant from her informants and maintain a 
neutral attitude towards them. Our recent experiences of research, however, have shown 
that we are living, very concretely, at a "narrative turn" (see Chamberlayne et al., 
2000). This has also caused us, as researchers, to undergo a kind of paradigm change, 
though only practical work shows how well one has been able to internalise new ideas 
and how functional they are. 
The researcher is seldom prepared to encounter the variety of roles and 
emotions that may emerge in the course of an interview. Therefore, it has even been 
claimed that all factors contributing to the process of narrative research should be 
critically evaluated. It is not enough to present the content of the story, but we should 
also ask how we, as researchers, have contributed to the process ofresearch (McEwan, 
1997). An interviewer doing research is always present in the interview as her own 
self. She always affects the storytelling: what is said and how and the way in which the 
narrator mirrors her personal characteristics. The interview is like "a two-way mirror" 
(Elbaz-Luwisch and Pritzker, 2001). Who does the narrator feel they are telling their 
story to? Hence, the researcher does not merely represent her own personality to the 
teller, but may also represent the larger audience to whom the story is addressed 
(Wortham, 2001). 
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It is also important to consider the question, how is the researcher's voice 
heard and seen in the research process more generally? The researcher's voice can be 
manifested in different ways. Both while listening to a story and when analysing the 
material, the researcher may, intuitively and spontaneously, fill in gaps. This may result 
in two stories: the researcher's story and the interviewee's story. It is also a known fact 
that different researchers see different things in the same story. Apart from being guided 
by her personal view, the researcher is always also guided by theoretical knowledge. 
The researcher always views things through her own lenses and may even be blind to 
certain aspects of her own research. 
Chapter 25 
Teachers Becoming 
Researchers: Reflections on 
Professional Development1 
Helen E. Hayes 
Introduction 
As Loughran (1999) reflects, "[t]he tension between the nature of teachers' work and 
the time, energy and expertise necessary to inform practice through research ... is a 
constant dilemma for teachers" (p. 1 ). Compounding this dilemma is the pressure 
from authorities for teachers to become more publicly accountable, to effect change in 
their curriculum practice, and to embrace innovation. 
The University of Ballarat offers a Master of Education program, which 
incorporates a yearlong research component. Students in this program work in small 
research teams to design and carry out research on some aspect of their practice. The 
university staff (two of them) act to provide challenge and support throughout this 
experience. 
Reflections of the lecturers and more importantly of the students reveal a 
powerful learning process in operation. The students see the research as something 
that is owned by them, something that "empowers you with your own knowledge and 
learning" (transcript, November 1998). They recognise that they have developed habits 
oflooking, noticing, and questioning as a result of being involved in the research: "It's 
become part ofus ... We've become little researchers" (transcript, November 2000). 
This chapter will reflect on teachers' professional learning by presenting 
themes that have emerged from analysis of the students' reflections, and will also 
consider aspects of the pedagogical role of the university lecturers involved in the 
program. 
Becoming a university lecturer after many years of classroom teaching felt at 
first like a challenge to become an "elder", to ready myself to pass on the wisdom of 
the tribe. My misconception was that wisdom is passed on in abstraction and principle, 
in "inert" forms (to quote Alfred North Whitehead); I discovered (what most "elders" 
already know) that wisdom is embedded in story. And the story is not of things long 
past, but of the here and now where we university people attend in dialogue to the 
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stories of teachers, now constructed as knowers and agents ( Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 
1999b, p. 16). We may then interrogate the story ofour own journey from classroom to 
university: How did we learn what we now know? What gave us the freedom to question 
ourselves as teachers? How (and why) did we adopt the strictures of the academy? 
Was there a price to pay for that? What have we lost by embracing "totalised and 
decontextualised approaches" before we developed a "renewed interest in what is 
conceived of as situated knowledge and embodied knowledge ... [and] in what are 
called 'multiple realities"' (Greene, 1994, p. 426)? How can we reconceptualise our 
pedagogic relationship to teachers as they explore and validate their own knowledge 
and develop confidence in their own agency? 
This chapter recounts what might be framed as a case study of teacher 
"inquiry communities" engaged in the generation of "knowledge-of-practice". I 
borrow these terms from Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999a) who define knowledge-
of-practice as the knowledge that is generated "when teachers treat their own 
classrooms as sites for intentional investigation at the same time that they treat 
knowledge and theory produced by others as generative material for interrogation 
and interpretation. In this sense, teachers learn when they generate local knowledge 
of practice by working within the context of inquiry communities to theorize and 
construct their work and to connect it to larger, social, cultural, and political issues" 
(p. 250, italics in the original). 
My case study is set within an academic institution in a regional area of 
Australia. The University ofBallarat is situated in a provincial city with a population 
of about 80,000. Its students are largely drawn from the rural areas to the west of the 
city, the schools in that region provide the practice sites for our student-teachers, and 
many of our graduates return there to find teaching positions. As well as courses for 
the preparation of teachers, the University's School of Education has been offering 
courses at the graduate level for about 15 years, and a small but steady stream of 
teachers continues to enrol in these courses. 
From the beginning, the Master of Education program comprised a mix of 
coursework and research. Student evaluation suggested that the research component, 
originally placed towards the end of the program, should become its starting point. 
From 1998, therefore, a new, yearlong course entitled Researching issues in education 
was offered as the mandatory entree into the program. Students2 in this course work in 
small teams to design and carry out research on some aspect of their practice. The 
university staff (two of them) offer challenge and support throughout this experience. 
The case study provides the basis for the reflections in this chapter. It has 
already spanned almost four years, during which the course has been offered to three 
different groups of students. There are several sources of data: personal observation, 
reflective conversations between the two lecturers following meetings with the students, 
and evaluative discussion with students at the end of the year when their research is 
completed. 
This chapter will do two things. It will first of all reflect on teachers' profes-
sional learning by presenting themes that have emerged from analysis of the students' 
reflections. It will do this by drawing on the final evaluation discussion in 2000. 
Secondly, it will consider aspects of the pedagogical role of the university lecturers 
involved in the program. For this part of the chapter, I will draw on a series of 
discussions held between the two lecturers over the years we have been teaching this 
course. 
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Teachers' Professional Learning 
It was almost midday on a Sunday in late November 2000. The previous day and a half 
had been given over to presentation of the research projects that the Masters students 
had conducted over the course of the year. In various ways, they had shared their 
stories and discussed what had emerged from their research. I framed the evaluation 
session in the following terms: "What we're interested in [is] what's been significant 
in your learning throughout the year." It was suggested that they consider what had 
been for them an important milestone in their learning. 
They needed no further prompting, and spoke in strong terms about their 
coming to "look for things and notice things", about learning to make sense of theory 
and research in their own terms and thus to"[ understand] a lot more about what we're 
actually doing in the classroom", and their feeling of wonder that their research "might 
be of use or interesting to someone else". 
Several themes emerge from a re-reading of the transcript of this discussion. 
I will call these themes: teachers as learners; learning in a community of inquiry; and 
(borrowing again from Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1999a) "knowledge-of-practice". 
What also emerges, but is difficult to convey here, is a sense of the teachers' enthusiasm, 
confidence and community. 
Teachers as Learners 
Uppermost in the minds of the teachers appeared to be what they had learnt to be, 
namely (to quote the words of one of them), "little researchers". "It's become part of 
us," she explained. "You sort of look for things and notice things ... a habitual thing 
now." They acknowledged that they had come to understand research practices, not 
just for their own use, but to enable them to read research and critique the findings of 
others. As another student said: "To have a clear understanding of what [research] 
means makes a lot more sense of what others are doing." 
Doing research had meant learning to read in a new way, not in the way of 
"reading a few books and then writing the essay", as one said. He expounded his 
distinction in this way: "You could sit down and read [books] over three or four days, 
allow a couple of days for the ideas to gel and then write the essay ... The lead-in time 
with this stuff is a lot longer ... ". The motivation and starting-point for the reading 
also made a difference; as one said: "Getting into a book from the information and 
ideas meant that you wanted to look for more, and I got really voracious about looking 
for information and new ideas and ... " (her final words were lost in a chorus of 
exclamations of agreement). 
The experience of researching enabled the students to become more question-
ing. "I always thought that research was kind of absolutes," said one, "and the good 
thing after you've read for a while is you realise that it's not ... there's all this enormous 
divergence." Another chimed in: "It's sort of like ... where's your evidence? We're 
becoming very critical and saying: Well, where's your data?" 
Two of the group summarised quite succinctly what this learning experience 
had been for them. One expressed it thus: "I guess what we're doing is making sense 
of our world." For the other, the insight was that "the research is education for 
teachers". 
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Learning in a Community of Inquiry 
The course within which this research was conducted, Researching issues in education, 
is conceptualised within a framework of collaborative learning (Hayes, 1999). The 
research, which is the central task of the course, is to be conducted in small groups. 
These groups form themselves at the first meeting of the course, usually around shared 
interest in a common topic or issue. In 2000, these issues were the schooling of young 
adolescents, concerns over boys and literacy, the educational impact of information 
and communication technologies, and professional development within schools and 
systems. The small groups also form part of the whole group, and meetings of this 
larger group provide opportunities for sharing across groups and broadening their 
understanding of a range of issues, not just their own. 
In discussing the concept of "discourse communities for teachers" within a 
broader theory of distributed cognition, Putnam and Borko (2000) suggest that "when 
diverse groups of teachers with different types ofknowledge and expertise come together 
in discourse communities, community members can draw upon and incorporate each 
other's expertise to create rich conversations and new insights into teaching and 
learning" (p. 8). The students in the 2000 Researching issues course represented a 
range of knowledge, expertise and experience. There were teachers from primary, 
secondary and tertiary levels of education, as well as two ex-teachers now working in 
business and consultancy. There were early-career teachers and teachers with many 
years of experience. Some exercised roles of administration or professional development 
within their institutions. Some worked in large institutions in the city, others in small 
schools in rural towns. Most of them had not met previously. 
Clearly, the process of creating "rich conversations" in the groups had 
challenges as well as rewards. For one person, whose avowed preference was for 
working independently, the challenge was deeply felt. She acknowledged, however, 
that it was a "very valuable experience in that I think the information that we got was 
very rich and I probably wouldn't have been able to get that depth of information ifl'd 
just been by myself'. This feeling was reflected by another person recalling how "you 
bounce off each other", and noting the way different personalities complement each 
other and keep the group's focus on the task. Another person, still in the early years of 
his teaching career, found that belonging to the small group provided a safe environment 
in which he could express his views: "I feel like it's been a good way for me to have a 
say in education in some way." 
Another challenge of working in groups is the practical one of getting together. 
The meeting of the whole group at the university took place about every six weeks. In 
between, the small groups needed to keep in touch and move their project along. Most 
groups consisted of people who were somewhat scattered, living and working in 
different towns in western Victoria. One aspect that is perhaps "a sign of the times" 
was the effect of email on the group's working. "Actually," commented one, "that's 
one notion, one significant difference between what we're doing now and what we 
maybe would have done ten years ago, ... email ... You know, I'll do this draft, send it 
off, comments back ... The email made things just so easy." Of course, there was 
across the group a range of sophistication in the use of information technology and for 
some it was a potential rather than an actual benefit. 
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999a) argue that "what is needed in professional 
development ... are opportunities for teachers to explore their own and others' 
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interpretations" (p. 278). An added strength of the program being discussed here was 
the relationship of the small research teams to the larger group. As one student wrote 
to me months after the course had finished: "We all felt involved in each other's research 
so that at the end of the year we could celebrate where we had got to - knowing so 
much about the journey each group had taken." 
Knowledge-of-practice 
According to Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999a), "implicit in the idea ofknowledge-
of-practice is the assumption that, through inquiry, teachers across the professional 
life span ... make problematic their own knowledge and practice as well as the 
knowledge and practice of others and thus stand in a different relationship to knowledge" 
(pp. 272-3). Citing Noflke (1997), they go on to state that "the goal of inquiry [is not] 
taken to be production of 'findings' but rather the raising of fundamental questions 
about curriculum, teachers' roles, and the ends as well as the means of schooling" (p. 
274). These notions were echoed by one of our students: "It gives you a much broader 
perspective to your teaching than if you just go into the classroom and teach away. 
You're empowered to know more about what goes on in this profession." 
The connection to practice and the "making problematic" was evident in the 
way the students talked about their work and how "we could put what we'd been 
researching into practice and think about, reflect on it as we were doing the research 
... ". However, they also felt that in some ways this new urge to research and reflect 
marked them off from certain colleagues in their institutions, those "that resist change 
and go in the other direction". This led one student to "wonder if there's a bridge that 
can be built, or if it's just going to stay that way, and what do you do about that ... ". "I 
think," she said later, "this course makes you want to challenge more." 
A question that arises at this juncture is the role of the university. In the 
situation that provides the context for this case study, the university lecturers were 
guiding and supporting the students, but were not direct participants in the projects 
and were, for the most part, unfamiliar with the particular contexts in which the research 
was taking place. The next section of this chapter raises some questions regarding a 
pedagogy for teacher learning in the light of this case study. 
A Pedagogy for Teacher Professional Learning 
Over the three and half years that the Researching issues course has been running, the 
two lecturers involved have been engaging in regular reflective sessions. Usually, these 
sessions follow a weekend seminar with the students, and pursue issues that have arisen 
for us during the seminar. We have recorded these conversations and attempted at 
intervals to make sense of them. Each ofus has drawn on our readings to give shape to 
our analysis. Each of us has also attempted to put down in writing some of our thoughts. 
I wrote this at one of the reflective points in our ongoing dialogue: 
Our project is a reflection on pedagogy, so I begin with a simple 
question: What does it mean to teach? 
Teaching implies, in essence, a relationship. Within the literature, this 
relationship has been conceptualised in philosophically divergent ways. In the "modem" 
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way of thinking, with its emphasis on harmony, unity and clarity, the concept of teaching 
is situated within a "language of an Other that is always engendered, devalued, 
disciplined ... in the infinite search for a more tractable and ordered world" (White, 
1991, p. 20). Thus, teaching may be seen to have, by its very nature, inequalities of 
control and shaping. It becomes something done "to" rather than "with" learners. It 
embodies a notion of authority - being "in authority", managing, disciplining. 
This idea of teaching suggests meticulous pre-planning by the teacher and 
insistence on adherence to a set of steps towards pre-defined goals. Writers on 
instructional design ( e.g. Ausubel) have shown how to break down content into "logical" 
steps in order to have students learn it in an "orderly" manner. Such a procedure 
embodies a view of knowledge as structured, finite and transmissible. 
There are two main questions that arise from this. The first has to do with the 
roles of teacher and learner. It appears that the knowledge is the teacher's, so how does 
it become the student's? Second, learning in such a framework would seem to be a 
matter for the thinking mind alone. Metaphors of possession, such as "grasping", abound 
in these discussions. Belief in the finitude of knowledge supports arbitrary and artificial 
definitions of what it means to know and concepts of pedagogy as transmission. But as 
Goble and Porter observed as long ago as 1977: 
Significant change in the role of the teacher begins when the rate of 
accumulated data forces upon us the realization that real knowledge 
is infinite and cannot be possessed; that the forms in which the human 
senses grasp it and the human mind codifies it are tentative and 
arbitrary, not absolute, and are validated only when knowledge is 
successfully applied to current needs; that symbolic communication 
has to be continuously enlarged and emiched, and even created, to 
accommodate new perceptions; and that skills and mythologies alike 
are subject to continuous modification. (p. 54) 
White (1991) offers an idea similar to this when his reading of Foucault leads 
him to posit what he calls the "presence of dissonance in our lives": "Dissonance ... is 
allowed to show itself to us, an experience that has an unsettling effect on our modern, 
deep-rooted quest for harmony and unity, for a world of problems finally solved" (p. 
20). 
All of this raises the question of how the practice of "teaching" relates to 
learning. If the two concepts are not to be seen in some sort of symmetry, as some 
would claim they should be, how does learning proceed? How may the teaching 
relationship embody an "ability to stimulate the creativity of the other" (Freire), and 
support the emotional engagement needed for deep and powerful learning? How may 
the teacher confront the expectations of the learner that the teacher will be responsible 
for the learner's growth of knowledge? What of the learner's culturally encouraged 
belief that the teacher is the one who "knows"? 
Or may teaching be seen as co-learning? Such a shift of position means that 
we have to be aware of what each party brings to the relationship, so that we can learn 
together in "conversation". It is an abandonment of power without an abrogation of 
responsibility. We need to explore what, in this different conception of pedagogy, is 
the responsibility of the teacher. 
An idea that seems to me to hold the essence of the pedagogical relationship 
is that of dialogue (Bakhtin; Freire). But "dialogue" is much more than a casual chat; 
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it implies attentiveness. The teacher engages in dialogue with students within a particular 
context of space and time, aware of and responsive to the concerns of the learners. 
Such attentiveness may be the essence of the teacher's responsibility (Elbaz, 1991). 
White ( 1991) distinguishes "responsibility to act" with its inherent danger of "closing 
off sources of possible insight and treating people as alike for the purpose of making 
consistent and defensible decisions ... " (p. 21) from "responsibility to otherness". It is 
this concept of "responsibility to otherness" that I would like to explore within my 
reflections on pedagogy. In this exploration, I hope to articulate some thoughts regarding 
what some (e.g. Simon, 1992) have called "a pedagogy of possibility". 
Embracing the Dilemmas 
Within our conversations there emerged for the two ofus lecturers a series of dilemmas 
that are reflected in the above passage. What was our role in the Researching issues 
course: to present an authoritative voice on research or to encourage deep questioning? 
Should we prescribe formulaic methodologies or allow more creative design? Was 
there merit in insisting on induction into the discourse, or was it preferable to allow 
the emergence of more teacher-friendly language? We grappled strongly in our reflective 
conversations with questions of voice and language, of directiveness and control, of 
explicitness and how far to go with this. In the seminars, we found ourselves needing 
to dispel preconceptions ( e.g. beliefs in the need for "objectivity" and in the superiority 
of quantitative approaches) and to urge students to be creative and to find their own 
voice ( see Coulter, 1999, for a fascinating exploration of "research as dialogue"). 
Responsibility to otherness means attentiveness to student expectation, even 
ifwe think they should expect otherwise. In the evaluation session in November 2000, 
the students discussed their preferences for structure ( even, perhaps, for "the 
authoritative voice"). Some valued the freedom to follow their interests and explore 
different perspectives, using their "freedom to move". Others would have liked more 
lecturing, while some in the middle would have liked "a bit more about the types of 
research". For another, the question of timing was significant: "[The lecturer] spent a 
bit of time in the first session talking about methodologies, and it didn't hit me, it 
didn't kind of enter my consciousness until I started reading ... It was when I needed 
it. I think maybe it's a good idea to have something there as a backdrop earlier on, but 
you only take in information when it's really relevant ... time for you, the time thing 
as well. Maybe it's hard to know when the time is right for different people, too." 
Probing more deeply, however, I find that the request was not necessarily for 
more "authoritative" knowledge and more "formulaic" guidance, but for more 
inspiration, for an opening up of the realms of possibility: "We may have missed 
someone who would have been fascinating to look at." Our dilemma was to know if, in 
being less prescriptive, we were really communicating our belief that "no meta-narrative 
can offer guarantees" and that "education is ... a matter of beginnings and possibilities" 
(Greene, 1994, p. 459). 
Encouragement of innovation means that we also have to become more open 
to the form in which the research is presented. Dadds and Hart (2001) discuss several 
examples of "doing practitioner research differently". They explore three kinds of 
influences that enable or constrain innovation in research: the personal, the academic, 
and the professional (pp. 154-7). One might ask whether, in practitioner research, the 
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"academic" should be the dominant influence, or whether the personal and professional 
are not, in fact, more appropriate discourses for sharing the knowledge-of-practice. 
Where To From Here? 
There are many frameworks that suggest themselves as we consider the ongoing research 
possibilities within this program. Some examples are the "dialogism" proposed by 
Coulter (1999), or the ways in which teacher knowledge is shaped by "landscape", as 
discussed by Whelan et al. (2001 ), or issues of ownership and communication ( see, for 
example, Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1999b, p. 22). There is also the issue raised by one 
of our students, wondering, "if there's a bridge that can be built" between teacher-
researchers and those of their colleagues who resist questioning and change. 
Doing this initial piece of research with the teachers in our Masters program 
has been exciting, challenging, and constantly thought-provoking. I would like to echo 
the words of one of the 2000 group: "This is the best learning I've ever done in my 
life." 
Notes 
I am grateful for the help and advice provided by my colleagues, Maryann Brown and 
Richard Lea, who read and commented on earlier drafts of this chapter. 
2 Throughout this chapter, "students" refers to the teachers who participate in the Masters 
course. I am conscious of an irony in thus describing them and so suggesting an unequal 
balance of knowledge and authority. I am also conscious that the students of the teachers 
are absent parties in the research discussed in this chapter. 
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